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Abstract 
 

This dissertation describes the first language (L1) acquisition of nominal inflection in Northern 

East Cree (NEC), a member of the Cree-Innu-Naskapi dialect complex within the Algonquian 

language family, which is spoken in four Eeyou Istchee communities in Northern Québec. The 

category of nominals includes nouns, demonstratives, and pronouns, where nouns inflect with 

templatic morphology involving one prefix and four suffix positions. This study focuses 

primarily upon nouns within possessive constructions, which entail the richest range of 

inflectional possibilities and mark multiple inflectional features of both possessees and 

possessors—including grammatical animacy, obviation, and number. This is the first dedicated 

study of the L1 acquisition of possessive marking within a polysynthetic language, and this 

dissertation aims to provide findings to inform linguistic science as well as community-centered 

efforts in L1 development and language revitalization. 

Data come from the corpus of the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition Study (CCLAS), a 

collection of naturalistic video recordings. These recordings represent the speech of three 

children—Ani (age 2;01.12–4;03.07), Daisy (3;08.10–5;10.02), and Billy (4;05.04–5;10.06)—as 

well as of one adult who interacts with each of the children. 

This dissertation revolves around three primary research questions, which center on the 

characteristics of nominal inflection in child-directed speech; the expression of possession by 

children before they acquire the adult-like usage of nominal inflection; and the path of 

emergence for each templatic position and its morphological components over time. In 

answering these research questions, the chapters largely proceed along the inflectional template 

for NEC nouns, analyzing child-directed speech and then the speech of each child. After 

describing the overall landscape of the data, the examination turns to the prefix marking the 

person of the possessor; the possessive suffix; the suffixes marking a plural or obviative 

possessor; and the final affixal position, which can carry either a locative suffix or a multiple-

exponence suffix marking interacting categories of animacy, obviation, and number. 

Findings show that child-directed speech employs all of the affixal positions for nouns and 

all of their component morphemes, and although not all inflectional categories and values are 

equally represented, the input provides children with the necessary evidence to identify the 

presence, function, and distribution of all inflectional morphology. The youngest child begins 



 

vi 
 

expressing possession by omitting noun inflection, and she tends to use demonstratives instead of 

nouns as possessees. Each of the three children demonstrate different levels of productive usage 

with various inflectional morphemes, which is at least in some part attributable to differences in 

age as well as to the inter-child variability common in L1 acquisition. Child production may have 

some connections to patterns in the input, such as the frequency of word forms and inflectional 

morphemes, but the children also show a command of NEC inflection with English borrowings, 

which is a relatively uncommon pattern in the child-directed speech within the CCLAS corpus. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

This dissertation describes the first language (L1) acquisition of nominal inflection in Northern 

East Cree (NEC), with a particular focus on nouns in possessive constructions. Spoken in four 

Eeyou Istchee communities in Northern Québec, NEC is an Indigenous language of Canada and 

a member of the Cree-Innu-Naskapi dialect complex within the Algonquian language family. 

Using a corpus of naturalistic video data from the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition 

Study (CCLAS), this study analyzes patterns in child-directed speech as well as the speech of 

three different children: Ani (age 2;01.12–4;03.07), Daisy (3;08.10–5;10.02), and Billy (4;05.04–

5;10.06). The following sections review the motivation for this study (§1.1.), the outline for this 

dissertation (§1.2.) and discuss some issues pertaining to positionality (§1.3) and the terminology 

used throughout this analysis (§1.4). 

 

1.1.    Motivation for this study 

This study comes at a crucial time, when Indigenous communities throughout Canada and the 

United States—and many other parts of the world—are rapidly losing speakers of their 

traditional languages (e.g., Rehg & Campbell, 2018). This loss of language stems from the 

history of colonization, and this loss also connects directly to important issues extending beyond 

just language itself. For example, many Indigenous communities in Canada and the U.S. face 

higher rates of physical and mental health problems—including heart disease, diabetes, obesity, 

smoking, depression, substance abuse, and suicide—and communities with stronger continuity of 

traditional language and culture may have lower rates of such issues (e.g., Chandler & Lalonde, 

1998, 2008; Coe et al., 2004; Frohlich et al., 2006; Garro, 1995, 1996; Gracey & King, 2009; 

Hallett et al., 2007; King et al., 2009; Kirmayer et al., 2003; Kirmayer & Valaskakis, 2009; Nez 

Henderson et al., 2005; Oster et al., 2011, 2014; Taff et al., 2018; Whalen et al., 2016; Young et 

al., 2000). In this context, language revitalization is about much more than language. It is about 

restoring traditions and culture, promoting independence and strength, reconnecting generations, 

fostering self-esteem and healthy identities, and helping young people have the same chances to 

be successful as those received by their peers in non-Indigenous communities. 

Fewer and fewer children still acquire NEC as their mother tongue (see, e.g., Brittain & 

MacKenzie, 2010), and in the face of language shift and loss, the Grand Council of the Crees of 
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Eeyou Istchee has called for “efforts to reclaim, revitalize, maintain and strengthen the Cree 

language” (2019d, p. 5). This includes support for language documentation, language nests and 

immersion, and other language teaching programs. 

Altogether these efforts require more and better resources supporting L1 and second 

language (L2) acquisition. NEC and many other Indigenous languages in North America are 

known for having linguistic characteristics differing greatly from those of English, Spanish, 

Japanese, Mandarin, and other major world languages. These characteristics may present special 

challenges for both L1 and L2 language acquisition, and yet these processes of acquisition are 

critically understudied. Recent research, for example, has explored how to create for Ojibwe 

communities child language assessment methods and tools that are specifically calibrated for the 

linguistic traits of Ojibwe dialects (Anderson, 2015; Kidd, 2014). 

This dissertation aims to fill part of this gap and provide findings that can inform not only 

linguistic science but also community-grounded efforts to teach NEC to a range of learners, 

create new generations of speakers, and strengthen the vitality of their traditional tongue well 

into the future. 

 

1.2.     Dissertation overview 

After this introductory chapter, this dissertation is structured as follows. 

Chapter 2 describes the relevant linguistic characteristics of NEC. This includes a discussion 

of the orthographical conventions used in this dissertation and of issues pertaining to the vitality 

of the language. The majority of this chapter consists of a grammatical description, which 

reviews the polysynthetic characteristics of NEC as well as the system of nouns, demonstratives, 

and pronouns along with their inflectional characteristics. Most of this discussion centers on 

inflection in expressions of possession. 

Chapter 3 reviews some of the relevant literature, which includes a quick survey of the 

landscape of existing literature on the L1 acquisition of polysynthetic languages as well as cross-

linguistic research on the L1 acquisition of grammatical encoding for possession. This chapter 

also considers how this dissertation touches upon areas of theoretical interest, with discussion of 

the relevance of this study for community-focused efforts in child language development and 

language revitalization. 
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Chapter 4 begins by presenting the research questions explored in this study. This chapter 

describes the methodology for this dissertation, which includes in-depth discussion of the 

sources of data, sampling and data coding procedures, and criteria for determining productivity 

of inflectional morphology in child speech. 

Chapter 5 surveys the basic characteristics of the distribution of nominals—nouns, 

demonstratives, and pronouns—throughout the data sampled for this dissertation. This includes 

special focus on the distribution of nouns, with particular attention to inflected forms and forms 

used as possessees in possessive constructions. 

Chapters 6–9 together describe the presence of inflectional elements in child-directed speech 

as well as their presence (and emergence) in the speech of each of the three children. Each 

chapter focuses on one inflectional slot within the affixal template for nouns in NEC. Chapters 

6–8 discuss inflectional elements that are only used in possessive constructions, and Chapter 9 

analyzes morphemes that can be used inside or outside of possessive contexts. 

Chapter 6 examines the prefix morphemes that encode the person of a possessor. Chapter 7 

analyzes the possessive suffix -im, which is required for some NEC noun types and disallowed 

by all others. Chapter 8 investigates the suffix morphemes that mark an obviative or plural 

possessor, which includes an inclusive/exclusive distinction for first-person plural forms. 

Chapter 9 describes the various suffix morphemes that can occur in the final affixal slot within 

the noun template. This includes the locative suffix as well as multiple suffixes encoding 

interacting considerations of animacy, number, and obviation. 

Chapter 10 concludes this dissertation by answering the three research questions posed in 

Chapter 4. It also discusses some of the implications of this dissertation for the scientific study of 

L1 acquisition as well as for community-centered efforts in child language development and 

language revitalization. 

 

1.3.     The “researcher” 

Before embarking on the path ahead in this dissertation, I feel it is important to discuss my 

positionality as “the researcher” (following Leonard, 2007, pp. 6–9). This is intended to provide 

brief but important context about the perspective behind the present study. 

I am a non-Indigenous scholar, who grew up in the 1980s and 1990s in a monolingual 

English, middle-class environment in Southern Illinois. The many Indigenous peoples and 
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communities who had called this area home throughout time (see, e.g., Blasingham, 1956a, 

1956b) were, in general, not a part of this environment, which is a direct result of the legacy of 

colonization. As is the case for many people in the United States, growing up I knew very little 

about Indigenous peoples, cultures, and languages—whether in my home region or the rest of the 

world. I was always interested in language, although my studies were restricted to languages 

with high academic and/or global socioeconomic prestige such as Spanish, Latin, and Mandarin. 

For most of my life, I was unaware of both the linguistic diversity of the world as well as the 

forces driving the global crisis that threatens to level it. 

It was only by coincidence that I encountered an article on worldwide language loss and was 

introduced to the field of language documentation. Here I realized that I could use my lifelong 

interest in language for something more meaningful than satisfying my own personal academic 

curiosity. I began to take courses in Linguistics, and I entered the field as a graduate student at 

the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa in order to become part of global efforts to help support 

communities in their fight to strengthen the vitality of their traditional languages and pass them 

on to new generations of speakers. I hoped to focus on the Indigenous languages of the United 

States and Canada, so I could become part of the work closer to home.  

Over the course of the next few years, through the Institute on Collaborative Language 

Research (CoLang) and then the Canadian Indigenous Languages and Literacy Development 

Institute (CILLDI), I had the great privilege of meeting many Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

researchers, teachers, and activists dedicating their lives to the work of helping speakers reclaim 

their languages. Eventually this path led me to CCLAS, where Drs. Julie Brittain, Marguerite 

MacKenzie, and Yvan Rose—along with longtime language consultants and project contributors 

Margaret and Darlene Bearskin—brought me into their important work in Chisasibi. 

Throughout this journey and into the future, I try to maintain continual recognition and 

reflection upon the fact that my career centers on engagement with people who have ethnic, 

cultural, historical, and socioeconomic backgrounds that differ from my own. I am acutely aware 

of the harm that outside academics and researchers have done to Indigenous communities as well 

as the fundamentally extractive nature of even my own research. I am grateful to have joined the 

field of Linguistics when it stands at an important crossroads, where Indigenous scholars and 

communities across the world—as well as non-Indigenous researchers who share their 

convictions—increasingly call for more research undertaken with community-engaged, 
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decolonized, and/or Indigenized models (e.g., Chilisa, 2012; Leonard, 2017, 2018; Smith, 2013; 

Smith et al., 2019; Wilson, 2008). 

The CCLAS project began in 2004 in response to community concerns raised in Chisasibi 

regarding child language development (Brittain et al., 2007), and this dissertation represents part 

of the CCLAS effort not only to enhance the scientific understanding of how children acquire 

NEC but also to inform community language efforts in areas like speech language pathology and 

language education and revitalization (Henke & Brittain, 2019). In this spirit, this dissertation is 

undertaken with the official support of the Cree Nation of Chisasibi, as explained in Band 

Council Resolution No. 2019-109: “Support for Ryan Henke’s Research Project” (see the 

Appendix). I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to the Chief and Council of the Cree Nation of 

Chisasibi, the Cree School Board, and the CCLAS team for supporting this study. 

 

1.4.     Some terminological notes 

Another aspect of the present study that I feel must be addressed is my usage of traditional, 

Western academic terminology throughout this dissertation. This includes not just the word 

“data” (§4.2.1. in Chapter 4) but also terms like “acquire”, “produce”, “accuracy”, “target”, and 

“error”. I recognize that many Indigenous and non-Indigenous researchers challenge and even 

reject such terminology due to its colonial implications. To some, talking about a child 

producing data that is accurate and on-target or marred by an error manifests the legacy of 

researchers treating Indigenous people and their languages as commodities to be disembodied, 

extracted, examined, judged, and preserved. I acknowledge these critiques, and I use such 

terminology only because it provides access to a set of useful tools and allows me to ground the 

present study more clearly in decades of existing knowledge and research. 

In a related vein, throughout the dissertation I refer to the language of study as “Northern 

East Cree” and to the people who speak it as “Cree”, which is the terminology commonly found 

throughout academic literature. The Grand Council of the Crees, on the other hand, refers to the 

East Cree language as iiyiyuu ayimuun and to the Cree people as the Eeyou (2019b). In my 

experience, people in Chisasibi tend to call both the language and themselves “Cree”, and so I 

use that terminology as well. 

I also use the term “language revitalization”, which is very common in the literature and 

practice surrounding intentional efforts to create new generations of speakers for Indigenous 
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languages in North America (e.g., Hermes et al., 2012; Hinton et al., 2018; Hinton & Hale, 2001; 

Reyhner & Lockard, 2009). However, others prefer terms such as “language reclamation” (e.g., 

Leonard, 2007, 2012, 2017), which aims to capture the decolonization aspects of such work as 

well as the fact that such work has cultural and community implications that extend far beyond 

purely linguistic matters. The Cree Language Act of Eeyou Istchee uses both “reclaim” and 

“revitalize” (2019d). 

My intention with all of these terminological decisions is to most clearly connect insight 

about the acquisition of NEC to existing conversations and what we know about how people 

learn other languages, so this knowledge can best be implemented to support and create new 

generations of speakers for NEC and other Indigenous languages in North America. 

In the end, all of this is to say that the present study is written by someone who does not 

speak the Cree language, does not live in a Cree community, and has not lived a Cree 

experience—but nonetheless hopes this study contributes to supporting “Cree efforts to reclaim, 

revitalize, maintain and strengthen the Cree language” (Grand Council of the Crees, 2019d). 
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Chapter 2: Northern East Cree 
 

This chapter sets the stage for this dissertation by describing relevant linguistic characteristics of 

Northern East Cree (NEC) (ISO 639-3 code crl).  

It begins with a brief explanation of the orthographical conventions used in the present study 

(§2.1.). I then introduce NEC, including discussion of increasing concern from researchers and 

community members about the vitality of the language (§2.2.). The final major section comprises 

the main focus of this chapter and provides an overview of the relevant grammatical 

characteristics of NEC (§2.3.). 

 

2.1.    Example utterances: Orthographical conventions and citations 

At least three different writing conventions exist for NEC (Junker et al., 2013b): Syllabics and 

two versions of roman orthography—one where long vowels are written with digraphs such as 

<uu>, and one where they are written with diacritics such as <û>. In my experience, speakers of 

NEC tend to use syllabics when writing their language, but most academic works use some 

version of roman orthography. In an effort to bridge the divide and make this dissertation as 

accessible as possible, the present study represents NEC in example utterances such as (1a) with 

the following orthographic conventions. 

 

(1a)  ᓂᔒᔒᐱᒻ 

nishîshîpim 

ni-shîshîp-im 

1-duck-POSS 

‘my duck’ 

 

The first line presents an utterance in Cree syllabics and privileges the way many speakers 

would represent it. I cannot write syllabics myself, so these representations have been generated 

from the roman orthography with Junker et al.’s Cree Syllabics Converter (2013b). I apologize 

for any errors in these representations, especially with mixed-language nouns. In-text examples 

within paragraphs, such as nishîshîpim ‘my duck’, are only in roman orthography due to typeface 

limitations. The second line in (1a) presents the utterance in the roman orthography where the 
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circumflex diacritic indicates a long vowel. I chose this convention in order to save 

typographical space. I present NEC utterances first in these two unbroken, un-dissected formats 

in order to afford the language the same level of prestige and respect given to English. The 

remaining lines then present the traditional interlinear glossed text format: morpheme-by-

morpheme parsing, glossing for each morpheme, and an English translation. 

Morpheme parsing and glossing follows the conventions of the Leipzig Glossing Rules 

(2015), and any exceptions are explained in the list of abbreviations in the front matter for this 

dissertation. Most of these exceptions follow conventions for terminology and abbreviation that 

can be found in Algonquian linguistic literature. 

Furthermore, linguistic examples and some in-text citations within the present study also 

provide a citation for the source recording. Such material comes from one of two sources: 1) The 

corpus of the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition Study (CCLAS), as cited in (1b); or 2) My 

work with language consultants, as cited in (1c). See Chapter 4 for more on both sources. 

 

(1b)   ᐅᐲᐲᒥᔥᐦ 

upîpîmish-h 

u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

3-baby-POSS-DIM-NA.OBV 

‘her little baby’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 23:29) 

 

(1c)  (Margaret, REH1-032, 07:07) 

 

For utterances taken from within the CCLAS corpus (1b), the citation specifies: 1) The 

codename of the speaker; 2) the age of the child in the recording session from which the 

utterance comes; 3) the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus; and 4) a 

timestamp for the utterance within the recording. The CCLAS corpus is protected by strict 

privacy agreements (see Chapter 4), and so only users with permission to access the corpus can 

use these citations to find the original data. 

On the other hand, examples and commentary from language consultants are freely available 

from the Henke Collection within Kaipuleohone, the digital language archive of the University 

of Hawaiʻi (Henke, 2020). Citations for this data (1c) specify: 1) The name of the consultant; 2) 
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the item number within the Henke Collection; and 3) a timestamp for the example or relevant 

discussion within the audio file associated with that item number. 

 

2.2.     NEC: Speakers and language vitality 

This dissertation analyzes data collected from the community of Chisasibi (formerly known as 

Fort George), a Cree village in Eeyou Istchee, which comprises eleven communities in Northern 

Québec (Grand Council of the Crees, 2019c). 

One of the Indigenous First Nations tongues of Canada, East Cree is a member of the 

Algonquian language family and part of the Cree-Innu-Naskapi dialect complex (Figure 2.2), 

which ranges from the Rocky Mountains of Alberta to the eastern coast of Labrador, Canada 

(MacKenzie, 1980). East Cree, also known as James Bay Cree, divides into Northern and 

Southern dialect groupings: The Northern dialect is spoken in four communities near James Bay: 

Chisasibi, Eastmain, Wemindji, and Whapmagoostui (Junker et al. 2012). NEC is under-

documented and under-described, especially when compared to its Cree-Innu-Naskapi co-

varieties Innu (e.g., Drapeau 1991; Drapeau 2014) and Plains Cree (e.g., Ahenakew 1987; 

Wolfart 1973; Wolvengrey 2011). 

Approximately 18,000 people live in Eeyou Istchee, many of whom speak a variety of East 

Cree (Grand Council of the Crees, 2019b). Estimates of the number of East Cree speakers vary. 

Academic sources place the number between approximately 13,000 (Junker, 2003b; Junker & 

MacKenzie, 2003) and 14,000 (Brittain & MacKenzie, 2010). The Grand Council of the Crees 

puts the number even higher at “almost 20,000” (2019b). The Grand Council of the Crees reports 

the population of Chisasibi as “4,400 Cree, 250 Inuit and 300 non-Indigenous” (2019a), while 

Statistics Canada placed the 2016 population for the village at 2,967 (2016a). 

For a detailed breakdown of population information in the four communities where NEC is 

spoken, Table 2.1 reports 2016 census data from Statistics Canada, which includes: 1) the 

population for each community; 2) the number of people reporting to speak “Cree” as their 

mother tongue (no respondent specified a particular Cree dialect or subdialect); and 3) the 

number of people reporting “knowledge” of Cree, which means either an adult who can conduct 

a conversation in Cree or a child who is learning the language at home. 

Based on these various sources, this dissertation assumes that NEC currently has more than 

5,000 native speakers. The actual number may be lower, especially since Eastmain is split 
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between Northern and Southern dialects. This 2016 census data reports no age information for 

Cree speakers, but Brittain and MacKenzie observe that “East Cree is spoken by people of all 

ages, including children” (2010, p. 10). 

 

Figure 2.1: The Cree-Innu-Naskapi dialect continuum 

 
Notes. eastcree.org/img/ECwebmap1.gif 

 

Figure 2.2: East Cree communities 

 
Notes. Junker & MacKenzie (2003) 
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Table 2.1: Possible speakers of NEC in 2016, per community 
Community Population Report Cree as a mother tongue Report knowledge of Cree 
Chisasibi 2,967 2,475 2,640 
Eastmain 866 745 815 
Wemindji 1,444 1,255 1,320 
Whapmagoostui 984 870 905 
Total 6,261 5,345 5,680 
Notes. All numbers from Statistics Canada (2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2016d). 

 

Such facts and figures indicate that NEC seems to occupy a comfortable position of language 

vitality in North America. 5,000 constitutes a downright huge number of speakers for a single 

Indigenous variety north of Mexico (Mithun, 1999), and continuing L1 acquisition places NEC 

among particularly rare company as well. Nonetheless, the vitality of NEC may have reached a 

tipping point. 

As of January 2020, the Endangered Languages Project (2020) classifies NEC as 

threatened/vulnerable. This designation does not appear to be grounded in primary sources, but 

corroborating testimony from researchers with years of experience in NEC communities 

indicates potentially dire prospects for the language’s vitality. For example, Collette (2018) 

describes “a largely employed variety” called Creenglish, which mixes East Cree and English 

elements while losing particular aspects of Cree verbal morphosyntax. Furthermore, in a report 

funded by the Cree School Board of Quebec, Brittain and MacKenzie argue that “East Cree 

should be counted as an endangered language; at the very least, it should be regarded as a 

language whose vitality must be carefully monitored” (2010, p. 4). They point to several reasons 

supporting this diagnosis, such as mounting pressures from English, which includes the 

increasing presence of English elements within East Cree and younger people using English 

words even when Cree analogs already exist. Furthermore, Brittain and MacKenzie note that 

young children demonstrate gaps in Cree lexical knowledge, and elders report younger speakers 

using incorrect verbal suffixes. The authors conclude that such negative trends can be reversed, if 

the necessary decisions and resources are implemented in time. 

In my experience in Chisasibi, it is common for older people to comment on language loss 

and observe that fewer and fewer young people are speaking the language. Political, educational, 

and community leaders throughout Eeyou Istchee have also sounded the alarm, which includes 

the Cree Nation Government passing the Cree Language Act of Eeyou Istchee (2019d). The Act 

not only calls attention to the significance of Cree linguistic and cultural heritage but also 
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supports various measures to strengthen Cree language throughout the region. This includes 

conducting language vitality assessments, supporting language documentation, and creating 

languages nest, immersion, and learning programs (2019d, pp. 5–6). 

These efforts necessarily entail understanding more about the linguistic characteristics of 

NEC and what those means for child acquisition as well as language learning. The present study 

aims not only to inform linguistic science but also the creation of resources to support the vitality 

of Cree throughout Eeyou Istchee. The next section describes the grammatical characteristics of 

the language that occupy the central focus of this dissertation. 

 

2.3.    Grammatical characteristics of NEC 

This section describes the central linguistic concern of this dissertation: The expression of 

possession in Northern East Cree. It begins with a brief summary of the polysynthetic 

characteristics of NEC (§2.3.1.) and surveys the landscape of nominals in the language (§2.3.2.). 

The sections within comprise the bulk of the chapter. Paying special attention to inflection within 

possessive constructions, these sections address noun inflection (§2.3.2.1.), the demonstrative 

system (§2.3.2.2.), and pronouns (§2.3.2.3.). §2.3.3 provides a summary. 

 

2.3.1.    Polysynthesis in NEC 

Algonquian languages such as NEC have canonically been described as polysynthetic (e.g., 

Mithun, 1999; Quinn, 2011). However, the term polysynthesis has lately received much overdue 

scrutiny (Fortescue et al., 2017b; Haspelmath, 2018). One particularly important criticism, for 

example, is that the designation polysynthesis has been applied to a broad selection of languages 

that cannot be delineated with one clear set of linguistic features that would set them apart from 

languages traditionally considered non-polysynthetic (e.g., Fortescue et al., 2017a; Mattissen, 

2017; Nichols, 2017). In other words, not all putative polysynthetic languages pattern together in 

one coherent and exclusive way. 

Therefore, following Fortescue’s (2017) suggestion, this dissertation operates with a 

particular definition of polysynthesis. NEC is polysynthetic, because the language exhibits a 

combination of the following characteristics: 
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• Head-marking (à la Nichols 1986); 

• Rich templatic morphology;  

• Holophrasis, where an entire proposition (e.g., a clause) can be expressed in a single verb 

that includes bound core arguments; and 

• Incorporation of nominal elements into the verb. 

 

For example, in (2) one verb serves as the only head of a holophrastic expression equivalent to a 

multi-word clause in English, and each affix occurs in a particular slot in the verbal template.  

 

(2)   ᒋᐙᐱᒥᑎᓈᐙᐤ᙮ 

Chiwâpimitinâwâu. 

chi-wâpim-iti-n-âwâu 

2-see.TA-TH-SAP-PL 

‘I see you (all).’ (Junker, et al., 2012) 

 

In (2) the two core arguments, 1SG ‘I’ and 2PL ‘you (all)’, are each indexed on the verb in more 

than one way. The agent argument ‘I’ is indexed by the following morphemes: 

 

• The “local” theme suffix -iti is reserved for verbs involving only arguments that are 

speech-act participants (Hockett, 1992; Macaulay, 2009), where the first-person argument 

is acting upon a second-person argument (Hockett, 1966; Wolfart, 1973); and 

• The suffix -n indicates a singular subject with a verb carrying only local (i.e., speech act 

participant) arguments. This suffix has been subject to different interpretations. It is often 

regarded as marking a singular non-third-person argument (e.g., Dahlstrom, 1991, p. 27), 

while Brittain (2001, p. 41) calls it a “local feature contrast suffix” agreeing with the 

person of the subject. 
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The patient argument ‘you (all)’ in (2) is encoded by the following morphemes:  

 

• The prefix chi- indicates the second-person feature of the patient;  

• The verb stem wâpim ‘see’ is reserved for events with an animate object (cf. the verb 

stem wâpiht ‘see’ with an inanimate object);  

• The theme suffix -iti which, again, marks verbs with only first- and second-person 

arguments; and 

• The plural suffix -âwâu. 

 

Like other Algonquian varieties (Brittain, 2001; Drapeau, 2017; Wolfart, 1973), East Cree 

employs noun incorporation, but to a much less productive extent than the canonical noun 

incorporation of the Iroquoian family (Baker, 1988, 1996). A nominal element may be inserted 

into the verb stem, as shown by the bolded elements within (3–6) from Junker et al. (2012). 

 

(3)    ᑖᔅᒋᓯᐤ᙮ 

Tâschisiu. 

   tâschi-si-u 

split-F-3SG 

‘It splits.’ 

 

 (4)   ᑖᔅᒋᓯᑯᐱᔨᐤ᙮ 

Tâschisikupiyiu. 

tâschi-siku-piyi-u 

split-ice-F-3SG 

‘Ice splits.’ 

 

(5)    ᓃᐦᑎᓂᒻ᙮ 

Nîhtinim. 

nîht-in-im 

lower-by.hand-F 

‘S/he lowers it by hand.’ 
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 (6)   ᓃᐦᑖᐹᒋᓂᒻ᙮ 

Nîhtâpâchinim. 

nîht-âpâch-in-im 

lower-string.like-by.hand-F 

‘S/he lowers it by hand, using a rope.’ 

 

In the realm of linguistic research on polysynthetic languages, attention tends to focus on the 

kinds of verbal elements on display in (2–6). However, NEC nouns also can exhibit multifaceted 

morphological structure and participate in morphosyntactic operations involving argument 

indexing and templatic morphology. Like most Indigenous languages of North America (Mithun, 

1996, 1999), NEC marks the possessee noun in possessive constructions, and possession entails 

the most complicated inflectional possibilities for the NEC noun. As the next section 

demonstrates, possession involves the interacting inflectional categories of person, animacy, 

number, and obviation.  

 

2.3.2.    Nominals and nominal inflection in NEC 

This section draws primarily from general Algonquian linguistic knowledge as well as three 

sources: Collette’s dissertation (2014), which is the most thorough published description of NEC 

nominal morphosyntax; Junker et al.’s (2013b) online East Cree grammar, which covers a wider 

range of grammatical topics but in less depth; and Junker et al.’s (2012) booklet comparing East 

Cree and English grammatical features, which aims for an audience of English L1 teachers 

working with Cree L1 students. Sources in this section will only be cited if they make a 

particular claim or provide a particular example. This dissertation construes the category of 

nominals in NEC as including nouns, demonstratives, and pronouns, and each of these types of 

elements inflects in particular ways. The present study focuses almost entirely on nouns, 

although reference is made when necessary to the inflectional properties of demonstratives and 

pronouns. 

§2.3.2.1 lays out the basic classification of NEC nouns and their inflectional template, where 

sections describe the morpheme and inflectional characteristics of each slot within the template. 

This includes the prefix marking person of a possessor (§2.3.2.1.1.), the possessive suffix -im 
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(§2.3.2.1.2.), the suffix marking an obviative possessor (§2.3.2.1.3.), and morphemes marking 

plural possessors (§2.3.2.1.4.). The final and most complex slot in the template is introduced in 

§2.3.2.1.5, followed by special discussion of marking in possessive constructions (§2.3.2.1.6.), 

and a brief account of locative marking (§2.3.2.1.7.). The NEC demonstrative system is 

described in §2.3.2.2, with dedicated attention to inflectional behavior in possessive contexts 

(§2.3.2.2.1.). This grammatical overview ends with brief consideration of pronouns (§2.3.2.3.) 

and their inflectional properties in expressions of possession (§2.3.2.3.1.). 

 

2.3.2.1.   Nouns and inflection 

Nouns in Algonquian languages are classified by grammatical gender (animate or inanimate) 

(Bloomfield, 1946; Goddard, 2002), a distinction usually but not always grounded in biological 

animacy. Furthermore, nouns are either alienably possessed (called independent nouns in 

Algonquian parlance) or inalienably possessed (dependent nouns). Collette (2014, p. 289) 

estimates that about 91 percent of approximately 2,500 NEC nouns are independent. The sub-

class of dependent nouns generally includes kinship terms, body parts, and close personal 

belongings. The (in)animate and (in)alienable designations produce a four-way distinction within 

the class of nouns: 

 

• Animate alienable nouns (usually glossed/abbreviated as na in Algonquian literature) 

• Animate inalienable nouns (nad) 

• Inanimate alienable nouns (ni) 

• Inanimate inalienable nouns (nid) 

 

Nouns across these four sub-classes can take affixes that encode a variety of inflectional and 

derivational categories. Table 2.2 adapts Collette’s (2014, p. 327) general affixal template for the 

NEC noun, which summarizes these categories and affixal positions. Four of these positions are 

only utilized in possessive contexts: The person prefix, possessive suffix, and suffixes marking 

obviative and plural possessors can only be used with nouns that are possessees. The final suffix 

position (Suffix 4) is an inflectional slot available for all nouns. The ensuing discussion will 

proceed through the template, beginning with the prefix position. 
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Table 2.2: Affixal template for NEC nouns 
 POSS only  POSS only  
Affixal position Prefix Stem Suffix 1 Suffix 2 Suffix 3 Suffix 4 

Inflectional 
category marked 

Person 
(of PSR) n/a Possession Obviation 

(of PSR) 
Number 
(of PSR) 

Animacy, 
Number, 
Obviation, 
Locative 

Notes. Adapting Collette (2014, p. 327). POSS = possession. PSR = possessor. 
 

2.3.2.1.1.   The prefix: Person marking for a possessor 

NEC nouns can inflect with a prefix, but only in the context of possession: A possessee takes a 

prefix indexing the person of the possessor, as in (7–10). Nouns with an unspecified/indefinite 

possessor (10) take the prefix mi-. Dependent nouns, by virtue of being inalienably possessed, 

generally should take a prefix. However, Collette (2014, p. 258) observes that some speakers are 

now using the third-person prefix on dependent nouns to express an unspecified possessor. 

 

(7)   ᓂᒥᔅ 

nimis 

ni-mis 

1-sister  

‘my sister’ 

 

 (8)   ᒋᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ 

chimisinihîkin 

chi-misinihîkin 

2-book 

‘your book’ 

 

 (9)   ᐅᔥᑎᒀᓐ 

ushtikwân 

u-shtikwân 

3-head 

‘her/his head’ 
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 (10)  ᒥᔥᑎᒀᓐ 

mishtikwân 

mi-shtikwân 

INDF-head 

‘a head’ 

 

Adapted from Collette (2014, p. 255), Table 2.3 illustrates the various allomorphs of each 

prefix, represented in NEC orthography. For noun stems with initial /u/, such as utâpânâskw, 

Junker et al. (2005) report that some speakers will indeed write a word such as this with an 

orthographic <u> to indicate the possessor: <uutâpânâskwh>, <ûtâpânâskwh>, or <u-

utâpânâskwh>.  

 

Table 2.3: NEC person prefix morphemes 
Person Allomorph Distribution Example Translation 

1 
n- Before /ʊ/ n-ûhtâwî ‘my father’ 
ni- Before a consonant ni-kâwî ‘my mother’ 
nit- Before a vowel other than /ʊ/ nit-âmû ‘my bee’ 

2 chi- Before a consonant chi-mushum ‘your grandfather’ 
chit- Before a vowel chit-âmû ‘your bee’ 

3 

∅- Before /ʊ/ utâpânâskwh ‘her/his sled’ 
u- Before a consonant u-shtikwân ‘her/his head’ 
ut- Before a vowel other than /ʊ/ ut-âmû ‘her/his bee’ 
w- Before /i:/ w-îwit ‘her/his suitcase’ 

Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Allomorphs and examples are in NEC roman orthography. 
∅ = no prefix. 

 

Chapter 6 investigates the acquisition of the prefix, tracing its distribution in child-directed 

speech and the emergence of prefix morphemes in child speech. 
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2.3.2.1.2.   Suffix 1: The possessive suffix -im 

The possessive suffix, which is most commonly represented as -im, appears in the Suffix 1 

position immediately after the noun stem. Together with the person prefix, this suffix indicates 

that a noun is a possessee: The prefix signifies the person of the possessor, and the suffix 

encodes possession by an animate entity (Collette, 2014, p. 304). Although a person prefix 

should appear on more or less every possessee, the possessive suffix has a much more complex 

distribution, as (11–13) exemplify. 

 

(11)  ᓂᔒᔒᐱᒻ 

nishîshîpim 

ni-shîshîp-im 

1-duck-POSS 

‘my duck’ 

 

 (12)  ᓂᑖᔅ 

nitâs 

ni-tâs 

1-sock 

‘my sock’ 

 

 (13)  ᓂᑳᐐ 

nikâwî 

ni-kâwî 

1-mother 

‘my mother’ 

 

The distribution of the possessive suffix throughout the Algonquian family has vexed 

linguists for years (e.g., Bloomfield, 1946; Junker, 2003a; Wolfart, 1973), and accounting for the 

suffix in NEC represents no small descriptive challenge. 

In their booklet for English L1 teachers working with Cree L1 students, Junker et al. (2012, 

pp. 25–26) boil down the distribution of -im to grammatical animacy: They explain that 
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inanimate nouns generally do not require -im, but animate nouns may require the suffix. In my 

experience, I have heard other linguists and Cree teachers offer the same rule of thumb. 

However, despite the ostensible usefulness of this principle, Chapter 7 demonstrates that 

grammatical animacy does not actually predict whether an NEC noun type requires -im. 

Collette (2014) provides the most thorough account of -im, which occupies about 40 pages of 

his dissertation. He argues that this distribution hinges upon a web of interacting phonological, 

morphophonological, morphological, and semantic factors—but the suffix is also lexicalized 

with some words as well as “randomly distributed with other lexical items” (translated from the 

source French) (2014, p. 282). The most important factors Collette identifies are as follows, and 

unless indicated otherwise, the information in the remainder of this section is distilled from his 

description. 

(In)alienable possession: The distribution of -im first hinges upon the distinction between 

inalienably possessed and alienably possessed nouns. In general, the suffix is not used with 

inalienable nouns that signify body parts, kinship relations, and some close personal belongings 

that are “considered essential to human existence” (translated from the source French) (Collette, 

2014, p. 288). The ensuing rules govern -im with alienable nouns and hinge on other 

grammatical factors. 

Morphophonology: The suffix -im is generally not used with most noun stems ending in a 

nasal consonant /m, n/ or the labialized velar /kw/ (Collette, 2014, p. 291). 

Morphology: The suffix is generally not applied to nouns formed from certain derivational 

suffixes, but on the other hand, -im is indeed required for nouns formed from other derivational 

suffixes (Collette, 2014, p. 330). 

Semantics: The suffix is generally required for possession of an alienable, biologically 

animate entity (human or animal), or for possession of a body part which has been removed or 

detached, such as the claw of an animal (Collette, 2014, p. 330). For nouns referring to objects or 

tools, Collette claims that the distribution of -im is “downright idiosyncratic” (translated from the 

source French) (2014, p. 295). 

Borrowing: The suffix -im is almost always used on nouns that are loanwords from English, 

regardless of the phonological form of the noun (Collette, 2014, p. 330). 
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Lexicalization: The suffix has been lexicalized for some kinship terms, such as uhkum 

‘grandmother’ and mushum ‘grandfather’. Goddard (2020, p.c.) observes that all m-final nouns in 

NEC, such as atim ‘dog’, probably retain a historically lexicalized -im. 

Exceptions: Of course, there are exceptions to all of the above rules. The noun ânishkiwishiu 

‘great-grandparent’ signifies a kinship relation and yet requires -im. Several noun stems end in 

/m, n, kw/ and still require -im. This includes châkwân ‘thing’ and nitihkuyin ‘medicine’, which 

both occur with -im in the speech sampled for the present study. Furthermore, some noun stems 

ending in /m, n, kw/ lose the person prefix due to morphophonological processes (such as 

deletion of unstressed vowels and degemination of homorganic consonants), and so they must 

then bear -im as the marker of possession (Collette, 2014, p. 296). As a final example, -im is not 

used with possession of human entities who Collette claims are semantically “incompatible with 

the idea of possession (‘vagabond’, ‘sorcerer’, ‘devil’)” (translated from the source French) 

(2014, p. 330). 

In sum, the suffix -im is a default marker encoding possession that is applied to a noun type 

unless some grammatical rule precludes its application. 

In fact, anecdotal observations of language change testify to the stability of the suffix as a 

marker of possession. Collette (2014, p. 291) claims that older speakers “more scrupulously 

respect certain rules for the distribution of the possessive (phonological, morphophonological, 

morphological and semantic), whereas young people tend to use the possessive everywhere, as a 

grammatical and formally stable mark of possession” (translated from the source French). Junker 

(2003a, p. 11) cites personal communication indicating a tendency among young children to put -

im on “all possessed independent [i.e., alienable] nouns”. 

Chapter 7 examines the distribution of -im in child-directed and child speech. 

 

2.3.2.1.3.   Suffix 2: Obviative marking for a possessor 

Algonquian languages employ a grammatical distinction between “proximate” and “obviative” 

third persons, which is described in §2.3.2.1.5. The Suffix 2 position is reserved for -iyiu, which 

encodes an obviative possessor. Some Algonquian accounts have argued that this suffix indexes 

a “further obviative” category, one marking the possessee with a second degree of obviation 

(e.g., Hockett, 1966). However, others (e.g., Junker, 2003b; Oxford, 2017a; Wolfart, 1978) have 
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demonstrated convincingly that this suffix indexes only agreement with an obviative possessor. 

This is illustrated in Southern East Cree examples (14–15), adapted from Junker (2003b, p. 322). 

 

(14)  ᐆᑕᐹᓈᔅᒃᐒᐦᒡ ᐊᐴ᙮ 

Ûtapânâskwuhch apû. 

u-utapânâskw-uhch    apû 

3-sled-LOC     he.sits 

‘Hei is sitting on hisi sled.’ 

 

 (15)  ᐆᑕᐹᓈᔅᑶᔨᐦᒡ ᐊᐳᐌᐤ᙮ 

Ûtapânâskwiyihch apuweu. 

u-utapânâskw-iyi-hch    apuweu 

3-sled-OBV.PSR-LOC   he.sits 

‘Hei is sitting on hisj (obviative) sled.’ 

 

In (14) the possessor ‘he’ is not obviative and therefore the possessee ‘sled’ does not take the 

Suffix 2 obviative suffix. Instead, only the locative suffix appears on the noun. However, in (15) 

the possessor of the sled is obviative, and so the obviative suffix appears before the locative 

suffix. This obviative possessor suffix marks disjoint reference within this particular clause. In 

other words, in (14) ‘he’ and ‘his’ refer to the same person, but in (14) ‘he’ and ‘his’ cannot refer 

to the same person. Disjoint reference is discussed further in §2.3.2.1.6. 

 

2.3.2.1.4.   Suffix 3: Plural marking for a possessor 

The Suffix 3 position also marks a type of agreement with the possessor: Plural possessors are 

indexed in this position with a plural suffix, as illustrated in (16–18). 
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(16)  ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒻ 

chishîshîpim 

chi-shîshîp-im  

2-duck-POSS 

‘your duck’ 

 

 (17)  ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒥᐙᐤ 

chishîshîpimiwâu 

chi-shîshîp-im-iwâu 

2-duck-POSS-2PL 

‘your (PL) duck’ 

 

 (18)  ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒥᐙᐅᒡ 

chishîshîpimiwâuch 

chi-shîshîp-im-iwâu-ch 

2-duck-POSS-2PL-3p 

‘your (PL) ducks’  

 

NEC includes an inclusive-exclusive distinction within the first-person plural, with each 

category marked by a different suffix. The second-person plural and third-person plural forms 

are marked syncretically by a single suffix -(i)wâu. Adapted from Collette (2014, p. 266) and 

Junker et al. (2012), Table 2.4 illustrates the forms of each suffix, represented in NEC 

orthography. The second-person prefix chi- occurs with the 1PL.INCL form, because the second-

person category outranks the first-person in the NEC person hierarchy. 
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Table 2.4: NEC plural possessor suffix morphemes 
Category Morpheme Example Translation 
1PL.INCL -(i)nû chishîshîpim-inû ‘our duck (and yours)’ 
1PL.EXCL -(i)nân nishîshîpim-inân ‘our duck (not yours)’ 
2PL -(i)wâu chishîshîpim-iwâu ‘your (PL) duck’ 
3PL -(i)wâu ushîshîpim-iwâu-h ‘their duck’ 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Morphemes and examples are in NEC roman orthography. 
1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3 = third person. PL = plural. INCL = inclusive. EXCL = 
exclusive. 

 

The Suffix 4 position is the final and most complex slot in the nominal template. Unlike the 

prefix position and other suffix positions (see Table 2.2), the Suffix 4 slot can be employed 

outside of possessive constructions. This position also involves the marking of a variety of 

grammatical categories, although a given noun may only take one Suffix 4 morpheme at a time. 

These grammatical categories include interacting considerations of number (singular or plural), 

grammatical animacy (animate or inanimate), and obviation (proximate or obviative status), as 

well as a locative suffix that stands outside these three categories. 

 

2.3.2.1.5.   Suffix 4: Three inextricable inflectional categories 

The interaction of number, animacy, and obviation presents a suite of special challenges from an 

L1 acquisition perspective. A noted Algonquian phenomenon described as “one of the most 

salient features of Algonquian syntax” (Rhodes, 1990, p. 101), obviation has received linguistic 

attention for almost 200 years (Goddard, 1990). At its core, obviation distinguishes between 

third-person referents in a particular syntactic or discourse span (Bloomfield, 1946). The basic 

principle is straightforward: In a given span, one third-person is obligatorily designated 

proximate and all other third-persons are designated obviative.  

Consider (19–22), adapted from Junker et al. (2013a). The inanimate noun ashtutin ‘hat’ in 

(19) is proximate and unmarked, because it is the only third-person argument in the sentence. In 

(21), ashtutin is again the only third-person argument, and it receives the inanimate plural suffix. 

However, (20) and (22) involve two third-person arguments in the same clause, and so obviative 

forms are in play. In (20), ashtutin receives the suffix marking an inanimate singular obviative 

noun, -iyiu. In (22), ashtutin is grammatically obviative, but inanimate nouns that are plural are 
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neutralized for the proximate-obviative distinction: Whether they are proximate or obviative, 

inanimate nouns only take the plural suffix -h. 

 

(19)  ᓂᐙᐱᐦᑖᓐ ᐊᔥᑐᑎᓐ᙮ 

Niwâpihtân ashtutin.  

ni-wâpihtân   ashtutin 

1-see.TI   hat 

‘I see a hat.’ 

 

(20)  ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒻ ᐊᔥᑐᑎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ 

Wâpihtim ashtutiniyiu.  

wâpihtim    ashtutin-iyiu 

see.TI    hat-0’ 

 ‘S/he (PROX) sees a hat (OBV).’ 

 

(21)  ᓂᐙᐱᐦᑖᓐ ᐊᔥᑐᑎᓐᐦ᙮ 

Niwâpihtân ashtutinh. 

niwâpihtân   ashtutin-h 

1-see.TI   hat-0p 

‘I see hats.’ 

 

(22)  ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒻ ᐊᔥᑐᑎᓐᐦ᙮ 

Wâpihtim ashtutinh. 

wâpihtim    ashtutin-h 

see.TI    hat-0p 

‘S/he (PROX) sees hats (OBV).’ 

 

A similar process occurs across (23–26), which involve the animate noun îyik ‘frog’. The 

presence of two third-person arguments in (24) and (26) means that one must be marked as 

obviative. The obviative suffix in (24) differs from that in (20), because animate nouns take a 

distinct suffix from inanimate nouns. Furthermore, the number distinction is neutralized in 
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obviative marking on animate nouns. Obviative animate nouns take only -h, while plural 

inanimate nouns take only -h. Outside of context, neither (24) nor (26) explicitly indicate one or 

more than one frog. 

 

(23)  ᓂᐙᐱᒫᐤ ᐄᔨᒃ᙮ 

Niwâpimâu îyik. 

ni-wâpimâu   îyik 

   1-see.TA   frog 

‘I see a frog.’ 

 

(24)  ᐙᐱᒫᐤ ᐄᔨᒃᐦ᙮ 

Wâpimâu îyikh. 

wâpimâu     îyik-h 

see.TA     frog-3’ 

‘S/he sees a frog.’ 

 

(25)  ᓂᐙᐱᒫᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᑭᒡ᙮ 

Niwâpimâwich îyikich. 

ni-wâpimâwich   îyik-ich 

   1-see.them.TA   frog-3p  

‘I see frogs.’ 

 

(26)  ᐙᐱᒫᐤ ᐄᔨᒃᐦ᙮ 

Wâpimâu îyikh. 

wâpimâu     îyik-h 

see.TA     frog-3’ 

‘S/he sees frogs.’ 

 

Table 2.5 summarizes the Suffix 4 morphemes conditioned by animacy, number, and 

obviation. These suffixes are represented in NEC orthography. Again, only one suffix can occur 

on a given noun at a time. Table 2.5 also illustrates the significant syncretism operating within 
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the paradigm: The Suffix 4 morpheme -h encodes three different grammatical distinctions: 

Animate obviative, inanimate proximate plural, or inanimate obviative plural. 

 

Table 2.5: Suffix 4 morphemes marking for number, animacy, and obviation 
  Proximate  Obviative 

Animacy  Singular Plural  Singular Plural 
Animate  ∅ -(i)ch  -h 

Inanimate  ∅ -h  -(i)yiu -h 
Notes. ∅ = no suffix. 

 

2.3.2.1.6.   Suffix 4: Possession 

We have touched only the tip of the obviation iceberg. Complicating things further from a child 

language perspective, the mechanics of obviation actually play out within a web of syntactic and 

discursive factors throughout the Algonquian family. For example, Rhodes (1990) (summarized 

helpfully by Oxford, 2017b) explains four syntactic contexts for obviation, where only the first 

two are obligatory: 

 

1. Possessor obviation: A third-person possessor requires an obviative possessee. 

2. Clausemate obviation: Within a clause, a proximate third-person obligatorily triggers 

obviative status for any other third-person(s). 

3. Crossclausal obviation: A third-person in a matrix clause optionally conditions obviation 

of a third-person in an embedded clause. 

4. Sentence-cluster obviation: A third-person can optionally trigger obviation of a third-

person in the next sentence. 

 

In the realm of discourse, a common argument holds that obviation marks topicality, where 

the proximate equates to the topic and the obviative to non-topic (Junker, 2004; Russell, 1996; 

Wolvengrey, 2011). Some (Bliss, 2005) have argued that obviation grammaticalizes information 

structure (a combination of topic and focus), while others have shown that obviation interacts 

with not only topicality but also empathy, agency, and point of view (Dahlstrom, 1996, 2015). 

Obviation plays a particularly central role in narratives, as speakers manipulate the proximate-

obviative distinction throughout stretches of discourse (e.g., Goddard, 1990; Hasler, 2002). 
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Because obviation represents a multi-dimensional phenomenon that operates across syntax 

and discourse with a range of obligatory and optional contexts for marking nouns, the present 

study focuses on one obligatory context: Possessor obviation. 

Possessees of third-persons are necessarily designated as obviative. In (27, 28) and (30, 31), 

the possessor is local (i.e., first- or second-person), and so the possessee is the only third-person 

in each construction and remains proximate. Plural number for the animate proximate possessee 

in marked via suffix -ich in (30) and (31). The third-person possessor in (29) triggers obviative 

status for the possessee. Because the number distinction is neutralized in the animate obviative, 

additional context would be needed to determine if the possessee in (29) is singular or plural.  

 

(27)  ᓂᔒᔒᐱᒻ 

nishîshîpim 

ni-shîshîp-im 

1-duck-POSS 

‘my duck’ 

 

(28)  ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒻ 

chishîshîpim 

chi-shîshîp-im 

2-duck-POSS 

‘your duck’ 

 

 (29)  ᐅᔒᔒᐱᒻᐦ 

ushîshîpimh 

u-shîshîp-im-h 

3-duck-POSS-3’ 

‘her/his duck(s)’ 
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(30)  ᓂᔒᔒᐱᒥᒡ 

nishîshîpimich 

ni-shîshîp-im-ich 

1-duck-POSS-3p 

‘my ducks’ 

 

 (31)  ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒥᒡ 

chishîshîpimich 

chi-shîshîp-im-ich 

2-duck-POSS-3p 

‘your ducks’ 

 

This straightforward, overt obviative marking changes with inanimate possessees. An 

inanimate possessee with a third-person possessor will not bear an obviative suffix, as in (32). 

Junker and Blacksmith (2001) and Junker (2003b) have explained this in terms of co-reference: 

If there is co-reference between the subject and the possessor of the inanimate object, then no 

obviative suffix is permitted on the possessee. In fact, the presence of the inanimate obviative 

singular suffix in (33) precludes a co-referential reading. 

 

(32)  ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒻ ᐅᑕᔥᑐᑎᓐ᙮ 

Wâpihtim utashtutin. 

wâpihtim       ut-ashtutin 

see.TI       3-hat 

   ‘S/hei sees her/hisi hat.’ 

 

(33)  ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒻ ᐅᑕᔥᑐᑎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ 

Wâpihtim utashtutiniyiu. 

wâpihtim      ut-ashtutin-iyiu  

see.TI       3-hat-0’ 

‘S/hei sees her/his*i/j hat.’ 
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An obviative suffix appears in (34), because there is disjoint reference between the subject 

and possessor. Here the subject is proximate and so the possessor of the hat is obviative. This 

triggers the obviative possessor morpheme -iyiu in the Suffix 2 position. The possessive 

construction in (34) also involves “relational” morphology on the verb, which is explained in 

more depth by Junker (2003b). 

 

(34)  ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒸᐤ ᐅᑕᔥᑐᑎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ 

Wâpihtimwâu utashtutiniyiu. 

wâpihtim-w-â-u     ut-ashtutin-iyiu  

see.TI-REL-DIR-3   3-hat-OBV.PSR 

‘S/hei sees her/hisj hat.’ 

 

The lack of overt marking in (32) does not mean that inanimate possessees escape obligatory 

obviation. Instead, the indication of their obviative status comes from agreement morphology on 

other elements. Taken from the CCLAS corpus, example (35) contains an inanimate possessee 

uskât ‘his leg’. This possessee does not bear an obviative suffix. The overt signal of its obviative 

status is the adnominal demonstrative an(i) bearing -yâ, the inanimate obviative singular suffix 

for demonstratives. The verb also takes a relational morpheme signaling the possessor.  

 

(35)  ᒋᒌᐦ ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒸᓐ ᐋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐅᔅᑳᑦ᙮ 

Chichîh wâpihtimwân â aniyâ uskât? 

chi-chîh-wâpihtim-w-â-n    â   ani-yâ       u-skât 

2-PST-see.TI-REL-DIR-SAP  Q  DEM.DIST-DEM.0’  3-leg 

‘Did you see his leg?’ (Adult, B1.01, 379) 

 

Altogether, obviation and possession present this picture for a child acquiring NEC: 

 

1. All possessees of animate third-persons are obligatorily obviative, but the grammatical 

animacy of the possessee determines overt marking. 

2. Only animate obviative possessees always bear an obviative suffix. 
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3. Inanimate obviative possessees do not bear overt obviative marking, but any agreeing 

elements (e.g., demonstratives) will. 

4. An obviative suffix on an inanimate possessee actually indexes the obviative status of the 

possessor. This suffix appears in the Suffix 2 position, but it is homophonous with a 

Suffix 4 morpheme. 

 

In sum, a given noun can bear only one morpheme in the Suffix 4 position to index the 

animacy, number, and proximate/obviative status of the noun (Table 2.5). However, the 

exception is that inanimate obviative possessees do not bear a suffix indexing their obviative 

status. 

 

2.3.2.1.7.   Suffix 4: The locative 

The last Suffix 4 morpheme that nouns can take is the locative, as illustrated in (36–39) adapted 

from Collette (2014, p. 275). 

 

(36)  ᐙᔅᑳᐦᐃᑭᓐ  

wâskâhikin 

wâskâhikin 

house 

‘house’ 

 

 (37)  ᐙᔅᑳᐦᐃᑭᓂᐦᒡ 

wâskâhikinihch 

wâskâhikin-ihch 

house-LOC 

‘in the house’ 
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(38)  ᒥᔅᑯᒥᔾ 

miskumiy 

   miskumiy 

   ice 

‘ice’ 

 

 (39)  ᒥᔅᑯᒦᐦᒡ 

miskumîhch 

miskumy-ihch 

ice-LOC 

‘on the ice’ 

 

The locative stands in complementary distribution to the morphemes marking animacy, 

number, and proximate/obviative status that occur in the Suffix 4 slot. Adapted from Collette 

(2014, p. 277), examples (40–41) demonstrate that the locative occurs immediately after the 

plural possessor marking in the Suffix 3 position. 

 

(40)  ᐅᑯᓯᔅᐦ ᐊᐱᔨᐧ ᓂᑑᑎᓈᐦᒡ᙮ 

Ukusish apiyiw nitûtinâhch. 

u-kusis-h   apiyiw    nit-ût-inâ-hch 

3-son-3’  he.OBV.sits  1-canoe-1PL.EXCL-LOC 

‘His son is sitting in our canoe.’ 

 

(41)  ᐅᐱᒫᑎᓰᐎᓂᐙᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫᒃ ᐅᐹᔨᑯᑖᐅᓰᐎᓂᐙᐦᒡ᙮ 

Upimâtisîwiniwâhch kiyâh mâk upâyikutâusîwiniwâhch. 

   u-pimâtisîwin-iwâ-hch  kiyâh   mâk   u-pâyikutâusîwin-iwâ-hch 

   3-life-PL-LOC    and   EMPH  3-family-PL-LOC 

   ‘… in their lives and also in their families’ 

 

A child faces an array of particular inflectional challenges when acquiring nouns in NEC. 

S/he must master an inflectional template involving multiple affixal positions, consider 
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interacting grammatical categories, navigate syncretism and homophony, and distinguish the 

effects of possession on employing affixal positions and obligatory marking. The next section 

explores the next major set of elements within the nominal category of NEC: demonstratives. 

 

2.3.2.1.8.   Summary 

Children face an array of particular inflectional challenges when acquiring nouns in NEC. They 

must master an inflectional template involving multiple affixal positions, consider interacting 

grammatical categories, navigate syncretism and homophony, and distinguish the effects of 

possession on employing affixal positions and obligatory marking. Although the present study 

focuses almost entirely on noun inflection, reference is made on occasion to demonstratives. The 

next section briefly describes NEC demonstratives. 

 

2.3.2.2.   Demonstratives and inflection 

This section describes the form and function of demonstratives in NEC. This description draws 

from the only published account of the NEC demonstrative system (Junker & MacKenzie, 2003) 

as well as the brief description by Junker et al. (2015). Unless indicated otherwise, all 

information in this section is distilled from these two sources. Despite the fact that 

demonstratives are frequent and important in NEC, the usage of the demonstrative system is 

quite under-described. The present study will shed some light upon how demonstratives are used 

in child and child-directed speech, but much more research is needed to flesh out the intricacies 

of the system in discourse and particular grammatical contexts.  

Table 2.6 presents the demonstratives that may appear in this dissertation, with each form 

represented in NEC orthography. In each cell, the stem is in bold. The table is organized 

according to the categories and distinctions explained in the ensuing description. 

First, each demonstrative form minimally consists of a stem. Stems come in two sets: Set 

One, which is the basic set, and Set Two, which is the emphatic set often used when handing 

something to someone, pointing, or gesturing. Each set contains stems encoding different deictic 

distances: proximal, distal, and remote. Within the remote category, there is a distinction 

between stems signifying grammatically animate or inanimate referents. 
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Table 2.6: The NEC demonstrative system 
    Proximate  Obviative 
Set Distance Stem  NA.PL NI.PL  NI.SG NA / NI.PL 

1 

PXL û  uchî uhî  uyâ 
uyâyiu 

uyâh 
uyâyiuh 

DIST an   anichî  anihî  aniyâ 
aniyâyiu 

aniyâh 
aniyâyiuh 

REM nâh (NA) 
nâ (NI) 

 nâchî nâhî  nâyâ 
nâyâyiu 

nâyâh 
nâyâyiuh 

2 

PXL mâu  mâuchî mâuhî  mâuyâ 
mâuyâyiu 

mâuyâh 
mâuyâyiuh 

DIST mân  mânichî mânihî  mâniyâ 
mâniyâyiu 

mâniyâh 
mâniyâyiuh 

REM mânâh (NA) 
mânâ (NI) 

 mânâchî mânâhî  mânâyâ 
mânâyâyiu 

mânâyâh 
mânâyâyiuh 

Notes. Adapting Junker et al. (2015) and Junker & MacKenzie (2003). NEC = Northern East 
Cree. NA = animate. NI = inanimate. SG = singular. PL = plural. PXL = proximal. DIST = distal. 
REM = remote. 

 

Additionally, each stem can inflect with suffixes encoding various grammatical categories. 

Suffixes are in complementary distribution, so a demonstrative can bear only one suffix at a 

time. The categories encoded by suffixes include animacy, plurality, obviation, and locative. 

 

1. A demonstrative with a proximate referent may take a plural suffix, and the form of this 

suffix depends on whether the demonstrative signifies an animate or inanimate referent. 

2. An obviative suffix encodes an obviative referent, with the form of the suffix depending 

upon animacy and number. As Table 2.6 shows, obviation also entails variation and 

syncretism within the paradigm. First, more than one obviative form can encode the same 

distinction: uyâ and uyâyiu both carry a meaning of ‘this’ pertaining to an inanimate 

singular obviative referent. Second, the same forms, such as uyâh and uyâyiuh, can 

encode either the animate obviative or the inanimate obviative plural. 

3. Stems taking a locative suffix convey an adverbial meaning akin to ‘here’ or ‘there’ in 

English. Because locative forms serve as adverbs rather than nominals, they are not 

included in Table 2.6 and will not be discussed further. 

 

Lastly, many of these demonstrative forms can carry out three of the primary syntactic 

functions described by Diessel (1999) in his typological overview. Taken from adult speech in 
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the CCLAS corpus, (42–44, 46) demonstrate that the demonstrative form an ‘that’ can serve 

multiple functions. The demonstrative serves a pronominal function in (42) and an adnominal 

function modifying a noun in (43).  

 

(42)  ᐅᑎᓐᐦ ᐊᓐ᙮ 

Utinh an. 

utinh     an 

take.IMP    DEM.DIST 

‘Take that.’ (Adult, 2;05.14, A1.09, 10:17) 

 

 (43)  ᐅᑎᓐᐦ ᐊᓐ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ᙮ 

Utinh an misinihîkin. 

utinh     an      misinihîkin 

take.IMP   DEM.DIST  book 

‘Take that book.’ (Adult, 4;02.06, B1.08, 20:40) 

 

Demonstratives can also serve in equational constructions as identificational elements in 

null-copula constructions. Here the word order hinges upon the demonstrative set: Set One forms 

follow the noun as in (44), and Set Two forms precede the noun as in (45). 

 

(44)  ᒌᔥᑎᐦᐄᑭᓐ ᐊᓐ᙮ 

Chîshtihîkin an. 

chîshtihîkin   an 

fork     DEM.DIST 

‘That is a fork.’ (Adult, 3;08.24, A1.33, 02:04) 
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(45)  ᒫᓐ ᒌᐦᒑᔮᐤ᙮ 

Mân chîhchâyâu. 

mân     chîhchâyâu 

DEM.DIST   square 

    ‘That one is a square.’ (Adult, 3;02.05, A1.24, 23:34) 

 

2.3.2.2.1.   Demonstratives and possession 

The present study largely discusses demonstratives only in the context of possession. I focus 

primarily on the role demonstratives play in possessive constructions, where they can modify a 

possessee, or they can stand in place of an inflected noun as the possessee. 

For example, the demonstrative an ‘that’ serves as a modifier for the inflected possessee 

chiminihkwâkin ‘your cup’ in (46), which parallels an misinihîkin ‘that book’ in (43). 

 

(46)  ᑖᓐ ᐊᓐ ᒋᒥᓂᐦᒀᑭᓐ᙮ 

Tân an chiminihkwâkin. 

tân     an      chi-minihkwâkin 

where   DEM.DIST   2-cup 

‘Where’s your cup?’ (Adult, 2;01.12, A1.03, 22:06) 

 

The fact that demonstratives can agree with possessee nouns means they can play a crucial 

role encoding grammatical features of a noun—especially when the noun itself does not overtly 

index those features. For example, an inanimate noun with a third-person possessee does not bear 

an obviative suffix, but an agreeing demonstrative does (§2.3.2.1.6.). In a verbless clause such as 

(47), the adnominal demonstrative uyâ ‘this (OBV)’ serves as the only overt signal of the 

obviative status of the possessee umîchim ‘her/his food’. 
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(47)  ᐊᐙᓐ ᐅᔮ ᐅᒦᒋᒻ᙮ 

Awân uyâ umîchim. 

awân   u-yâ      u-mîchim 

who   DEM.PXL-0’   3-food 

‘Whose food is this?’ (Adult, 3;06.23, A1.30, 23:23) 

 

Example (48) contains a verb, which still does not index the obviative status of the inanimate 

possessee utikuhp ‘her coat’. Here the equational demonstrative mâniyâ ‘that (OBV)’ is the only 

indication in the clause that the possessee is obviative. 

 

(48)  ᒫᓂᔮ ᐅᑎᑯᐦᑉ ᐙᐱᐦᑎᒻ ᒫ᙮ 

Mâniyâ utikuhp wâpihtim mâ. 

mâni-yâ     ut-ikuhp   wâpihtim   mâ 

DEM.DIST-0’  3-coat    look.at.it.IMP  EMPH 

‘Look, there’s her coat.’ (Adult, 3;06.23, A1.30, 06:26) 

 

Importantly, demonstratives can also stand in place of an inflected possessee noun, as in (49–

51). The Set One demonstratives follow the possessor in (49–50), but the Set Two demonstrative 

precedes the possessor in (51). 

 

(49)  ᐊᐙᓐ ᐅᔮᔨᐤ᙮ 

Awân uyâyiu. 

awân   u-yâyiu 

who   DEM.PXL-0’ 

‘Whose is this?’ (Adult, 3;04.09, A1.26, 26:12) 
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(50)  ᒌᔨ ᐅᐦᐄ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Chîyi    uhî      nimâ 

   chîyi    u-hî      nimâ 

2    DEM.PXL-0p   NEG 

‘These are yours, eh?’ (Adult, 4;00.00, B1.05, 31:52) 

 

(51)  ᒫᐤ ᒌᔨ ᐄᔑ᙮ 

“Mâu chîyi” îshi. 

mâu     chîyi   îshi 

DEM.PXL   2    say.IMP 

‘Say “This is yours”.’ (Adult, 2;01.12, A1.03, 20:41) 

 
These equational structures occupy a particularly prominent role in the speech of Ani, the 

youngest child that the present study considers (Henke, 2019b). This is discussed further in 

Chapter 2. 

 

2.3.2.3.   Pronouns and inflection 

The pronoun category represents the final member of the nominal class in NEC. As with 

demonstratives, NEC has a rich inventory of pronouns. As Junker et al. explain (2012, p. 29), the 

class of pronouns in NEC includes question words, focus words, hesitation words, pronouns of 

doubt, question pronouns of doubt, and absentative words—each of which can signify animate or 

inanimate referents and take suffixes encoding number and obviation. 

The realm of pronouns is too large to approach comprehensively in this dissertation, and so 

the present study will focus on the two types of pronouns most relevant to possession: personal 

pronouns and interrogative/indefinite pronouns. The remainder of this section draws from three 

sources (Junker et al., 2015; Junker et al., 2012; Junker & MacKenzie, 2004) and lays out the 

members of each pronoun subclass and their inflectional patterns. 

Personal pronouns are free words that are largely used for emphasis, because arguments are 

typically marked on verbs via bound pronominal elements. In (52), adapted from Junker et al. 

(2015), the pronoun optionally emphasizes the third-person argument that is obligatorily indexed 

via verbal morphology. 
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(52)  ᐐᔨ ᓈᑖᐦ ᒋᑭ ᐃᑐᐦᑖᐤ᙮ 

Wîyi nâtâh chiki ituhtâu. 

wîyi  nâ-tâh     chiki-ituhtâ-u. 

   3   DEM.REM-LOC  FUT-go-3SG 

‘It is S/HE who will go there.’ 

 

Personal pronouns are represented in NEC orthography and listed in Table 2.7. For plural 

forms, the suffix is bolded. Third-person forms include a proximate/obviative distinction that is 

only indicated morphologically in the third-person proximate plural form wîyiwâu ‘they/them 

(proximate)’. Because third-persons are animate, the number distinction is again neutralized in 

the obviative portion of the paradigm. 

 

Table 2.7: NEC personal (emphatic) pronouns 
Person Singular Plural 

1 nîyi chîyâniu (1PL.INCL) 
nîyân (1PL.EXCL) 

2 chîyi chîyiwâu 
3.PROX wîyi wîyiwâu 
3.OBV wîyi wîyi 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Pronouns are in NEC roman orthography. 1 = first person. 
2 = second person. 3 = third person. PL = plural. INCL = inclusive. EXCL = exclusive. PROX 
= proximate. OBV = obviative. 

 

In addition to these personal pronouns, one set of polysemous forms serves as interrogative 

and indefinite pronouns: awân means ‘someone, a person, who’ and châkwân means ‘something, 

a thing, what’. Like nouns and demonstratives, these pronouns can take a suffix encoding 

animacy, number, and obviation. These forms are listed in Table 2.8, where stems are bolded. 

These suffixes resemble those used to mark demonstratives (Table 2.6), although without the 

variation present within individual cells in the demonstrative paradigm. Number is again 

neutralized for animate obviatives, and syncretism holds with the -yiuh suffix encoding animate 

obviative and inanimate obviative plural forms. 
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Table 2.8: NEC interrogative/indefinite pronouns 
  Proximate  Obviative 

Animacy  Singular Plural  Singular Plural 
Animate  awân awânichî  awâyiuh 

Inanimate  châkwân châkwânihî  châkwâyiu châkwâyiuh 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

2.3.2.3.1.   Pronouns and possession 

Personal pronouns operate as possessors across two types of possessive constructions. First, a 

pronoun may occur as an overt possessor along with a possessee, as in (53). Second, one may 

occur alone in a possessor-only construction, as in (54). 

 

(53)  ᑖᓐ ᒌᔨ ᒋᒫᒫᐱᓱᓐ᙮ 

Tân chîyi chimâmâpisun 

tân   chîyi  chi-mâmâpisun 

where  2   2-swing 

‘Where is your swing?’ (Adult, 2;01.12, A1.03, 33:32) 

 

(54)  ᑖᓐ ᒌᔨ᙮ 

Tân chîyi 

tân   chîyi 

where  2 

‘Where’s yours?’ (Adult, 2;07.06, A1.12, 14:46) 

 

The two interrogative/indefinite pronouns each participate in possession differently. The 

pronoun awân ‘someone, a person, who’ serves as a possessor in the same fashion as the 

personal pronouns. In (55) this possessor occurs with a noun possessee, which includes a 

demonstrative agreeing with the noun. In (56) the possessor occurs with a demonstrative 

possessee. 
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(55)  ᐊᐙᓐ ᐅᔮᐦ ᐅᑖᓂᔑᔥᐦ᙮ 

Awân uyâh utânishish-h. 

awân  u-yâh    u-tânish-ish-h 

   who  DEM.PXL-3’  3-daughter-DIM-3’ 

‘Whose daughter is this?’ (Adult, 3;04.09, A1.26, 29:55) 

 

(56)  ᐊᐙᓐ ᐅᔮᔨᐤ᙮ 

Awân uyâyiu 

   awân   u-yâyiu 

   who  DEM.PXL-0’ 

‘Whose is this?’ (Adult, 2;04.22, A1.08, 33:22) 

 

Because it is inanimate, the pronoun châkwân ‘something, a thing, what’ can only serve as a 

possessee, as in (57). In such cases, the pronoun behaves as a noun and takes the same possessive 

inflection. 

 

(57)  ᒥᔻᔑᔨᐤᐦ ᐋ ᐅᒑᒀᓂᒻᐦ᙮ 

Miywâshiyiuh â uchâkwânimh. 

miywâshiyiuh   â   u-châkwân-im-h 

be.pretty   Q  3-something-POSS-0’p 

‘Are her things (clothes) nice?’ (Adult, 3;06.23, A1.30, 07:25) 

 

2.3.3.    Summary 

As a polysynthetic language, NEC has a nominal category comprised of nouns, demonstratives, 

and pronouns, where different elements can inflect via affixation to encode interacting 

grammatical categories of animacy, number, and obviation. Each type of nominal participates in 

the expression of possession, and this entails different levels of affixation and grammatical 

marking. The remainder of the present study focuses almost entirely on nouns, but this chapter 

serves as a reference for the inflectional properties of demonstratives and pronouns. 

Nouns can take a prefix and various suffixes within an inflectional template. The final suffix 

in the template, aside from the locative, consists of a multiple-exponence morpheme encoding 
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values for animacy, number, and obviation. Demonstratives can occur as bare stems or take one 

suffix expressing the same multiple categories but differing in form from the final noun suffix. 

The two relevant types of pronouns for the present study—personal and interrogative/indefinite 

pronouns—serve different functions in possession and inflect to differing degrees. 
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Chapter 3: A brief literature review 
 

The present study focuses largely on providing an atheoretical, descriptively rich account of 

adult input and the emergence of noun inflection within child speech for NEC. The previous 

chapter laid out the grammatical characteristics of NEC and the mechanics of noun inflection, 

with emphasis on inflectional encoding in expressions of possession. This chapter briefly 

describes the landscape of literature on the first language (L1) acquisition of polysynthetic 

languages (§3.1), crosslinguistic findings relevant to the acquisition of possessive inflection 

(§3.2), a few areas of intersection with linguistic theory (§3.3), and some issues relevant to the 

interests of Indigenous language communities in North America (§3.4). 

 

3.1.    The L1 acquisition of polysynthesis 

The present study examines the acquisition of a polysynthetic language, and polysynthetic 

languages like NEC are underrepresented in the field of first language acquisition (see, e.g., 

comments from Kelly et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2015). This creates a problematic gap in the study 

of how children develop the uniquely human capacity of linguistic expression. In order to most 

fully understand how children acquire inflectional morphology, for example, we must investigate 

the widest possible set of typological and structural possibilities, and we cannot assume that what 

holds for the acquisition of languages such as English also holds for the acquisition of 

polysynthetic languages (see, e.g., Bowerman, 2010). As Kelly et al. (2014) point out, we need 

more research on polysynthetic acquisition to shed light on issues such as determining the 

“hooks” that children use to identify and extract morphological units, the role of factors such as 

perceptual salience and morphological complexity in this process, and how children cross-

linguistically may or may not use unanalyzed chunks to acquire morphosyntactic structures. This 

is not to say that the acquisition of polysynthesis has been ignored, and a body of work has been 

developing around this area for decades. 

Two language families in particular occupy the bulk of research in polysynthetic acquisition: 

Mayan languages have been the center of acquisition work since the 1960s (e.g., P. Brown, 1998; 

Casillas et al., 2019; De León, 1999; Pedro, 2015; Pfeiler, 2003; C. Pye, 1979; C. Pye et al., 

2017; Stross, 1969), and more than 30 years of work has been done with Inuit languages (e.g., 

Allen, 1996, 2017; Allen & Dench, 2015; Fortescue, 1984; Fortescue & Olsen, 1992). 
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Outside of these arenas, a small number of individual languages have been approached by a 

few number of studies each. From North America this includes Comanche (Casagrande, 1948), 

Dakota (Nokony, 1977), Dëne Sųłiné (Cook, 2006), Mohawk (Feurer, 1980; Mithun, 1989), 

Navajo (Chee, 2017; Courtney & Saville-Troike, 2002; Gentner & Boroditsky, 2009; Saville-

Troike, 1996), and Zuni (Kroeber, 1916)—as well as forthcoming research with Dëne Sųłiné 

(Jung, 2019, p.c.). Promising recent efforts include polysynthetic languages across the globe, 

such as Chintang in Nepal (e.g., Stoll et al., 2012, 2017) and Murrinh-Patha in Australia 

(Forshaw, 2016; Forshaw et al., 2017). 

For the present study, the most important body of work in polysynthetic acquisition has been 

the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition Study (CCLAS, www.mun.ca/cclas/), which focuses 

on the L1 acquisition of Northern East Cree (NEC) (Brittain et al., 2007). The data and 

methodology of the CCLAS project are discussed in further detail in Chapter 4. Until CCLAS, 

no scientifically modern study examined the acquisition of an Algonquian language, even though 

the family covers a massive geographical range in North America (Mithun, 1999) and has the 

largest number of speakers (approximately 175,000) of any Indigenous language family in 

Canada (Statistics Canada, 2017). 

To my knowledge, outside of CCLAS only a few other studies have approached Algonquian 

acquisition. Upper and McKay (1987, 1988) describe the L1 acquisition of Anishininiimowin 

(Oji-Cree), with a study that took place in the mid-1980s. They conducted a longitudinal 

examination of one child from age 0;10 to about 1;5, along with a cross-sectional sample from 

two other children, age 3;8 and 8;3. Although groundbreaking, their work suffers from important 

limitations: The authors themselves explain that data were not phonetically transcribed in a 

precise and consistent scientific format (1987, p. 27). Since their initial publication, Upper and 

McKay’s transcript data have been used in just a handful of limited reports (e.g., Hack & 

Mellow, 2007; Upper, 1993). Their original tape recordings are unavailable, and I have been 

unable to locate them through conversations with people who have been connected to the project 

to various extents (Mellow, 2018, p.c.; Nichols, 2019, p.c.). 

Another body of work considers the acquisition of Southern East Cree, consisting of a 

conference paper by Jones (1986) and later her dissertation (1988). Here the focus is on child-

directed rather than child speech, as Jones primarily describes the lexical, phonological, and 

inflectional characteristics of what she calls “Cree baby talk”. This set of studies also suffers 
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from crucial methodological limitations. The details are scant, but it appears that Jones gathered 

anecdotal observations by interviewing language consultants rather than collecting any kind of in 

situ primary data. Nonetheless, some of these anecdotal claims resemble patterns in the CCLAS 

data used for the present study. For example, Jones asserts that the child-directed lexicon in 

Southern East Cree contains many words pertaining to body parts and bodily functions; basic 

qualities (e.g., ‘sick’ or ‘hurt’); kinship terms and nicknames; familiar objects and animals; 

familiar actions; exclamations; as well as onomatopoeic words. As the present study 

demonstrates in later chapters, nouns signifying body parts, kinship relations, and familiar 

objects and animals are indeed quite common in child-directed speech within CCLAS 

recordings. 

The final Algonquian study is Leonard’s (2007) dissertation on the acquisition of noun 

suffixes, verb suffixes, and possessive prefixes in Myaamia by two children aged approximately 

8;0 and 10;0. This work is also groundbreaking, but it is a case study in language reclamation 

rather than traditional L1 acquisition: The Myaamia language had no L1 speakers for 30 years, 

until Daryl Baldwin decided to learn Myaamia from language documentation records and raise 

his four children with the language (2007). Although they are indeed becoming Myaamia 

speakers, the children in Leonard’s work are experiencing a process that is fundamentally 

different from the L1 acquisition this dissertation describes.  

Within this landscape of literature, CCLAS represents one of the only opportunities to 

examine how children acquire the Algonquian flavor of polysynthesis in a typical L1 situation. 

Linguistic approaches to polysynthesis in adult grammar often revolve around verb structure 

and/or phonological considerations such as fusion or prosodic wordhood (see, e.g., various 

chapters in Fortescue et al., 2017). Polysynthetic acquisition research tends to focus on these 

areas as well, particularly in the verbal domain, with nominal elements garnering less attention. 

For example, since 2004, CCLAS has primarily explored the acquisition of 1) phonological 

considerations, such as the NEC stress/metrical system, syllable structure, and segments (Bryant, 

2013; Rose et al., 2010; Rose & Brittain, 2011; Swain, 2008; Thorburn, 2010, 2014), and 2) verb 

types and verbal inflection, including intransitive verbs and passives (Johansson, 2012; Terry, 

2010). 

However, in NEC nominal elements can also have multifaceted morphological structure. As 

the previous chapter demonstrates, nouns in the context of possession employ rich templatic 
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morphology that indexes grammatical properties of the possessee and possessor. In fact, the 

expression of possession in many polysynthetic languages involves inflecting nominals with 

various affixal elements (Mithun, 1996, 1999). Possession in the acquisition of polysynthetic 

languages remains largely unexplored, and the next section presents a brief review of some 

cross-linguistic findings related to the acquisition of morphosyntactic encoding for possession. 

 

3.2.    The L1 acquisition of possessive encoding 

This dissertation centers on the acquisition of linguistic encoding for expressing possession, a 

pivotal concept in child development. It is well known that even very young children are 

concerned with expressing possession, and children before the age of 2;00 grasp and express 

aspects of the concept before they acquire their target language’s full system of grammatical 

encoding (e.g., R. Brown, 1973; Clark, 2001; Gelman et al., 2012; Golinkoff & Markessini, 

1980; Levine, 1983; Tomasello, 1998). 

For example, one-year-old children who do not produce English possessive pronouns still 

comprehend the word “my” when determining which referent a speaker is signifying (Saylor et 

al., 2011). The usage of possessive pronouns (at least for first- and second-persons) has been 

reported emerging somewhere after age 1;06 and consolidating after age 2;00 (Hay, 2006). The 

emergence of the English possessive morpheme <’s> has been reported at much later ages. For 

instance, a study of two English-acquiring children around the age of 1;11 finds that two-word 

combinations of possessor and possessee are common, but these constructions are missing 

encoding via <’s> (Braine & Bowerman, 1976, pp. 19, 23, 36). Radford and Galasso (1998) 

describe a child omitting the same morpheme in all obligatory contexts until age 3;2.  

A number of studies have approached the acquisition of possessive encoding in non-

polysynthetic languages, and children acquiring languages such as French, German, Greek, 

Hebrew, and Japanese seem to go through some similar stages in expressing possession (Clancy, 

1985; Eisenbeiß et al., 2009; Leroy-Collombel & Morgenstern, 2012; Marinis, 2016). Children 

will often begin by producing constructions with only a possessor. Later, children will express 

possession with a combination of possessor and possessee that omits grammatical marking such 

as inflection, case markers, or adpositions (see the extensive review by Marinis 2016). Children 

continue to omit such grammatical morphemes, whether free or bound, until they eventually 

acquire their target language (2016, p. 454). 
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The acquisition of possession has been approached in languages with richer and more 

complicated noun morphology as well. In Finnish, for example, nouns are marked for case and 

number, and the genitive case primarily marks possession. Children begin by producing suffix-

less nominative nouns in their first word forms, until they use the genitive suffix in possessive 

constructions by age 1;08 (Laalo, 2009, p. 61). Croatian has a system of seven cases, and 

children use genitive case marking in a “default” way of expressing possession that is 

ungrammatical in adult speech (Kovačević et al., 2009, p. 167). 

In Estonian, nominals inflect to mark number and case in a largely regular and agglutinating 

fashion, where the genitive form is also used to express possession. Argus (2009, p. 128) reports 

that at the one-word stage, children express possession by producing the possessor only (e.g., 

emme ‘mommy’ for ‘Mommy’s’). After children enter a two-word stage, the first possessive 

forms (around age 1;06 to 1;08) consist of possessor-possessee pairings with correct genitive 

encoding. However, these genitive forms are not marked via suffixation and are instead identical 

to unmarked nominative forms (2009, p. 128). Argus observes that children seem to master 

Estonian nominal inflection after age 3;06. 

Possession in Turkish involves inflecting the possessor with a genitive form and the 

possessee with a suffix that agrees with the person and number of the possessor (Ketrez & Aksu-

Koç, 2009). One Turkish child has been reported expressing possession at age 1;3 but without 

obligatory possessive or genitive morphology (2009, p. 34). The possessive suffix on the 

possessee emerges at age 1;06 and genitive case on the possessor at age 1;07 (2009, p. 33), 

although Ketrez and Aksu-Koç do not specifically identify a period where the full system of 

possessive encoding is mastered. However, they do attribute the relatively early emergence of 

nominal inflection in this child to language-specific characteristics: Turkish morphology is very 

regular and transparent, and individual morphemes are salient and easily segmentable (2009, p. 

42). 

The acquisition of possession in polysynthetic languages has received no explicit attention, 

but some similar patterns can be gleaned from existing research. For example, children acquiring 

Warlpiri commit errors of overgeneralization, where they use a single case marker as a general 

marker of possession, and it takes until their fourth year to master the application of possessive 

marking (Bavin & Shopen, 1991, pp. 113–114). 
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Two studies provide differing accounts of the acquisition of possessive marking in Mohawk. 

Feurer describes one child at age 2;10 “quite frequently” producing combinations of a possessor 

and noun missing possessive inflection (1980, p. 31). In fact, Feurer says productive usage of 

possessive inflection emerges “late” with this child, but no age of acquisition is given (1980, p. 

35). Mithun (1989, p. 294), on the other hand, describes a different child using person prefixes 

on possessees in adult-like contexts by age 2;09. 

Children acquiring Mayan languages have also expressed possession at early ages but 

without all requisite grammatical marking. For example, Pye (1992, p. 250) observes a K’iche 

child at age 2;01 producing common nouns as possessees but missing the obligatory person 

prefix. Brown (1998, p. 738) reports that two Tzeltal-speaking children before age 2;05 produce 

two-word combinations of possessor and possessee lacking adult-like inflection. With K’iche’, 

Pye (1979, p. 460) describes for a child approximately age 2;09 producing the same kinds of 

constructions lacking obligatory inflection of the possessee. In her investigation of the 

acquisition of intersecting considerations of animacy, number, and possession in Yucatec Maya, 

Pfeiler (2009, pp. 100–102) notes variation between two children: One child masters inflectional 

marking by age 3;00 but another child overgeneralizes a possessive pattern until age 4;01. 

When it comes to the acquisition of Algonquian languages, Upper and McKay’s data provide 

one clue. In his review of their transcripts and notes during his work as a consultant on their 

original project, Nichols (Upper & McKay, 1987, p. 108) observes that the earliest expression of 

possession in Anishininiimowin is a combination of possessor and possessee noun that is missing 

possessive inflection, but he does not provide additional information. 

Altogether then, a somewhat coherent picture of the acquisition of possessive marking 

emerges from cross-linguistic literature. Children often begin by producing a word only to 

indicate the possessor. This is commonly followed by two-word combinations of possessor and 

possessee without the necessary marking—or at least without overt, specific morphology 

encoding possession. Full mastery of expressing possession takes at least a few years, although 

the speed of acquisition likely hinges upon the interaction of language-specific characteristics 

and variation between individual children. However, none of the languages surveyed above mark 

possession quite like NEC, where the possessee inflects to index features of the possessor and 

possessee across multiple grammatical categories (person, animacy, number, and obviation). 
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3.3.    Intersection with theory 

Most of the developments in research and theory concerning the L1 acquisition of inflectional 

morphology tend to be grounded in studies of Indo-European and other major world languages 

(e.g., Ambridge & Lieven, 2011, p. 139), which tend to differ radically in linguistic structure 

from polysynthetic languages such as NEC. As such, polysynthetic languages offer an important 

testing ground for theory focused on issues such as how children segment the speech stream, 

build lexicons and word classes, acquire argument structure, and identify, abstract, and acquire 

productive use of inflectional morphology (e.g., Ambridge & Lieven, 2011; Blom, 2018; 

Bowerman, 2010; Clark, 2015; Deen, 2012; Lidz et al., 2016; Tomasello, 2003; Viau & Bunger, 

2016). 

This dissertation represents the first dedicated study of the acquisition of possessive marking 

in a polysynthetic language. It is also constrained in its reliance upon a small sample of 

naturalistic data—with no additional insight yet available from other research paradigms such as 

caregiver diaries or experimental production and perceptions tests (see, e.g., Ambridge & 

Lieven, 2011, pp. 7–11). Accordingly, the present study does not advocate or seek to test any 

particular theoretical position. The goal here instead is to provide a rich and detailed description 

of the data in order to enable investigation from a variety of theoretical vantage points. 

In this endeavor, however, the description of the data concentrates on providing information 

relevant to a number of theoretical perspectives under the general umbrellas (e.g., Ambridge & 

Lieven, 2011; MacWhinney, 2015) of 1) nativist, generativist, Universal Grammar approaches 

(e.g., Chomsky, 1993, 1995; Guasti, 2002; Jackendoff, 2002); and 2) emergentist, functionalist, 

constructivist, usage-based approaches (e.g., Bybee, 2010; Bybee & Beckner, 2015; Diessel, 

2013; Goldberg, 1995; Tomasello, 2003). Across detailed accounts in both child-directed speech 

as well as child production, this information includes: frequency counts of noun types and tokens 

of inflectional forms, including individual morphemes; detailed descriptions of the emergence of 

productive usage over time for children; as well as accounts and examples of errors in adult and 

child production. 

Frequency receives particular attention throughout the present study, because of its central 

presence within L1 acquisition theory. Theorists of many stripes have long concerned themselves 

with the issue of whether—or to what extent— child acquisition relates to the frequency of 

grammatical elements such as inflectional morphology, derivational morphology, or particular 
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kinds of words and constructions in child-directed speech (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011; Blom, 

2018; R. Brown, 1973; Clark, 2009; Gülzow & Gagarina, 2011; Pinker, 2013; Slobin, 1985; 

Yang, 2018). In the realm of frequency, for example, the Zipfian distribution (Zipf, 1935, 1949) 

of words and morphology has been of particular interest for those investigating how children 

learn how to abstract generalizations (e.g., Goldberg et al., 2004; Yang, 2016), and so the present 

study points out Zipfian distributions of inflectional morphology. 

  

3.4.    Relevance for language communities 

The present study takes place within an important, larger social context of access and equity that 

intersects with the scientific study of L1 acquisition: As the result of colonization, many 

Indigenous communities throughout the United States and Canada face an array of disparities 

when it comes to issues of education, health, and economics (see, e.g., Ball, 2009; Fulford, 2007; 

Whalen et al., 2016). 

For example, many children in Indigenous communities—whether they speak an Indigenous 

language or a minority dialect such as First Nations English—may be disproportionately 

diagnosed with speech delays and impairments, because the tools and methods for speech 

language pathology are designed for “standard” English dialects and are thus linguistically and 

culturally inappropriate for such communities (e.g., Anderson, 2015; Ball, 2009; Ball & 

Bernhardt, 2008, 2012; Ball & Lewis, 2005; Kidd, 2014; Peltier, 2011, 2014). The CCLAS 

project, for example, was established in part to respond to this problem and to help inform the 

creation of NEC-specific methods and tools for assessing child language development (Brittain 

et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, with the rise of Indigenous language revitalization efforts throughout the 

United States and Canada, communities require appropriate and effective methods and resources 

across the board to support and assess L1 acquisition as well as second language (L2) learning 

(e.g., Hermes et al., 2012; Hermes & Bang, 2014; King & Hermes, 2014; Linn et al., 2002; 

Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2019; Mellow & Begg, 2014; Morgan, 2017; Peter & Hirata-Edds, 

2006). The goals of the CCLAS project (Brittain et al., 2007) intersect with this work as well. 

For example, insight into the typical path of acquisition of NEC can inform the efforts of 

language nest and immersion programs, which aim to create new generations of L1 speakers. 

Furthermore, CCLAS research has deepened the linguistic understanding of lexical, 
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phonological, and morphosyntactic facets of NEC, which can inform the creation of resources 

for language learners (Henke & Brittain, 2019). 
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Chapter 4: Method 
 

This chapter outlines the research questions for this dissertation and describes the data sources 

and method used to answer these questions. 

 

4.1.     Research questions 

Given the landscape of literature described in Chapters 2–3, this study poses the following three 

research questions (RQs) pertaining to the L1 acquisition of nominal inflection in NEC. 

 

RQ1 Which aspects of possessive inflection are present in adult input to children within the 

CCLAS corpus? 

RQ2  How is possession expressed by children before the emergence of possessive inflection? 

RQ3  What is the path of emergence for children for the inflectional categories involved in 

possession? 

 

4.2.    Method 

Given these RQs, the following sections describe terminological issues (§4.2.1.), the two sources 

of data for the current study (§4.2.2.), procedures for sampling and coding data (§4.2.3.), 

strategies for approaching each RQ (§4.2.4.), and criteria for determining the productive usage of 

inflectional morphemes (§4.2.5.). All research for this dissertation was completed with an 

approval of this study as exempt by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Hawaiʻi 

at Mānoa (protocol number 2018-0052). 

 

4.2.1.    A word on “data” 

In this dissertation, I use the term “data” in the typical sense within the Western academic field 

of Linguistics: recordings of utterances from speakers of a language along with the 

representations and analyses of those utterances. 

It is important to acknowledge that many Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars have 

raised questions, concerns, and objections regarding the idea of casting language as “data”. For 

example, one can argue that considering language as “data” is grounded in the colonial legacy of 

extraction from Indigenous communities, and also that this designation places language into a 
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sterile and decontextualized role as an object of study rather than a vital foundation of people’s 

lives and cultures. In particular, several of my colleagues from Indigenous communities, both in 

personal conversations and in public fora, incisively critique even basic aspects of “data” 

practice in Linguistics, such as the dissection of utterances into interlinear glossed texts. Scholars 

such as Leonard (2017, 2018), Smith (2013), and Smith et al. (2019) provide more insight and 

perspectives regarding colonialism and academic research as well as ways to carve paths forward 

and ensure that research includes and serves Indigenous communities and their interests. 

I acknowledge these perspectives and critiques, and in this dissertation I use the term “data” 

strictly out of convenience. By using this terminology and the conventions of the field of 

Linguistics, such as interlinear glossed text, I can more directly relate this dissertation to decades 

of existing research and knowledge—however narrowly conceptualized this body may be. 

 

4.2.2.    Data sources 

Data for this dissertation come from two sources: 1) the CCLAS corpus, and 2) language 

consultants, who are native speakers of NEC. The following sections describe the collection and 

characteristics of these data. 

 

4.2.2.1.   The CCLAS corpus 

Details in this section primarily come from Brittain et al. (2007), who describe CCLAS data and 

methodology. Additional details not provided in this section may be found there. 

The CCLAS corpus consists of 95 video recordings involving three children growing up in 

Chisasibi, comprising approximately 60 hours of child and child-directed speech in total. The 

children were each filmed about every two weeks, for an average of 45 minutes per session, 

between November 2004 and April 2007. These videos capture naturalistic interactions in a 

home setting between one adult and one child at a time, although a handful of videos were 

recorded in a playroom at the Anjabowa Child Care Centre. In general, each of the three children 

interacts with the same adult and no other children in a given recording sessions. However, there 

are occasionally other people captured in the recordings. This includes the children’s parents, 

siblings, other relatives, and visitors to their homes. 

The adult in the videos is Darlene Bearskin, a community member in Chisasibi who was the 

project coordinator for the CCLAS project. Darlene is also one of the language consultants for 
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this dissertation. As project coordinator for CCLAS, Darlene handled a number of aspects of data 

collection and processing. For data collection, she operated as the liaison with participating 

families and filmed each recording session. The children are very familiar and comfortable with 

Darlene, which enabled genuine naturalistic interactions throughout the videos. 

These interactions were largely free, unstructured, and conducted in NEC. Darlene would 

encourage the children to use the language while they engaged in activities such as playing with 

toys, looking through picture books, and telling spontaneous stories about events and people in 

their lives. 

 

4.2.2.1.1.  Corpus data processing 

The CCLAS project team processed these recordings using Phon (www.phon.ca), a freely 

available software program developed for language acquisition data management and 

phonological analysis (Rose et al., 2006; Rose & MacWhinney, 2014). Phon works similarly to 

ELAN (https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/), where a single interface allows users to play 

media files and create and access tiers of time-aligned annotations built upon an open-source 

XML backbone.  

For each video in the corpus, the CCLAS team segmented individual utterances and created 

time-aligned tiers of data. A fully processed utterance includes the following tiers in Phon: 

 

1. Orthography: This tier contains a representation of the utterance in NEC roman 

orthography. This is provided by a native speaker of NEC who has reviewed the 

utterance. This Orthography tier portrays the utterance as spoken for adult speech, and for 

child speech portrays the utterance as the intended adult-like target. In the Orthography 

tier, morphemes are separated by an equals sign <=>. 

2. Morpheme Meaning and Morpheme Type: These tiers contain morpheme-by-

morpheme glossing, using a coding system created by CCLAS. This dissertation employs 

its own coding system, and so the CCLAS system is not discussed further. 

3. Translation: An English translation is provided by a native speaker of NEC. 

4. Segment: This tier gives a time stamp for the utterance within the video file. 

5. IPA Actual: This tier contains an IPA transcription of the utterance. These are double-

blind transcriptions done independently by two separate CCLAS data processors, which 
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have been compared and validated. A data processor typically is an undergraduate 

student majoring/minoring in Linguistics at Memorial University, who is working in the 

Speech Sciences and Language Acquisition Laboratory under the supervision of Dr. 

Yvan Rose. 

6. IPA Target: This tier provides an IPA transcription of an adult-level target for the 

utterance. These targets have been provided by native speakers of NEC, particularly 

Darlene Bearskin, through elicitation. 

7. Actual Morphology and Target Morphology: These tiers contain the IPA transcriptions 

from the Actual tiers, but here morpheme breaks are indicated by an equals sign <=>. 

 

Figure 4.1 provides a screenshot of Phon, displaying the various data that accompany an 

individual processed utterance. On the left is the video file viewer (blurred here to maintain the 

privacy of the participants), and below that is the auto-parser tool created by CCLAS, which 

allows for quick parsing and glossing of morphemes from the Orthography tier. The right side of 

Phon contains various time-aligned data tiers. 

 

Figure 4.1: A processed child utterance in the CCLAS corpus  
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In Figure 4.1, for example, the tiers show that at 23:28 in the video recording B1.01 Daisy 

produces awâshish-h upîpîmish-h to mean ‘children, her little baby’. Her actual production 

(Actual Morphology) is very close to the adult-like target (Target Morphology), with Daisy 

applying a child-like process of denasalization to the possessive suffix -im to produce [p] instead 

of [m]. 

Importantly, CCLAS data has been gathered and processed with community support (Brittain 

et al., 2007; Henke & Brittain, 2019). The CCLAS project was initiated at the request of the Cree 

School Board of Quebec and has been undertaken with permission from the Cree Nation of 

Chisasibi. Funding for CCLAS has come from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council (SSHRC) of Canada, Cree School Board, and Memorial University, with in-kind support 

from the Cree School Board and Anjabowa Child Care Centres. Additionally, community 

members from Chisasibi have been essential members of the CCLAS team and have done vital 

transcription, translation, data processing, and more. 

 

4.2.2.1.2.  Privacy restrictions on CCLAS data 

The CCLAS corpus is protected by a strict privacy agreement with participating families 

(Brittain et al., 2007). A copy of the CCLAS Parent/Guardian Consent Form is freely available 

online (www.mun.ca/cclas/methodology/ethics/). The form was created in 2004 with input from 

community members associated with the Cree School Board, the Cree Board of Health, and 

Anjabowa Childcare Centre of Chisasibi. 

This agreement puts an array of protections in place. No real names are used to identify the 

three children in the corpus, who have been given codenames, nor are real names used to identify 

anyone else in the videos. All personal names are redacted in the CCLAS corpus annotations. No 

CCLAS video material may be shared publicly. Nobody outside of authorized members of the 

CCLAS team may access the video recordings and their associated annotations. However, the 

family of each child has copies of that child’s video material. These important protections do not 

mean that all CCLAS data is restricted from public access: A small number of CCLAS 

transcripts with audio files are available publicly through PhonBank 

(https://phonbank.talkbank.org/access/Other/Cree/CCLAS.html). 

I have obtained the requisite permission to access and research the CCLAS corpus. In 

January 2018, CCLAS leaders Dr. Julie Brittain and Yvan Rose invited me to the project site at 
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Memorial University of Newfoundland. During May and June 2018 I spent six weeks in St. 

John’s working in-person with the CCLAS team. At the conclusion of this period, Brittain and 

Rose gave me copies of the CCLAS video recordings as well as permanent ongoing access to the 

XML files of the corpus, which are stored on a private, protected server at Memorial University 

and can be updated remotely. I also have a letter of support from Dr. Brittain, dated November 

2018 (see the Appendix), which confirms that I have access to the CCLAS corpus. 

 

4.2.2.2.   Language consultants  

The other invaluable source of information for this project comes from language consultants who 

are native speakers of NEC and have made major contributions to the CCLAS project: Margaret 

and Darlene Bearskin. Each consultant is an NEC-English bilingual, was born and raised 

speaking NEC, is an expert in Cree language and culture. 

Margaret (a codename she requested) has been part of the CCLAS team for years, and we 

worked together in 2018 and 2019. She has requested anonymity, so I will not provide additional 

details. Darlene was a vital member of the CCLAS team during the initial years of data 

collection and processing, and after several years away from the CCLAS project, she and I 

worked together in June 2019. 

All work with language consultants was done under the approval of the Institutional Review 

Board at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa. With each consultant I reviewed an oral consent 

form and recorded their responses. Importantly, no one was ever asked to sign anything, and the 

form also provides consultants with the option to revise or revoke their consent in the future. 

Each consultant retained the original copy of the informed consent document with their 

responses, and I kept a photograph of the form. 

My work with each language consultant consisted largely of reviewing child utterances from 

the CCLAS corpus. Together we reviewed selected portions from the corpus, most often 

constructions sampled for this dissertation that seemed particularly important or difficult for me 

to understand on my own. We watched these selections together and discussed how adults might 

communicate the meanings that children were expressing, and I elicited adult-like targets for 

child utterances and for related linguistic structures and constructions. With the permission of 

these consultants, I audio-recorded our work together and made digital notes and transcriptions. 

These sessions generated a unique form of NEC language documentation, with metalinguistic 
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observations and commentary from native speakers on child and adult speech, represented in 

high-quality audio recordings with accompanying notes/transcriptions. 

The audio recordings are stored as WAV files and the notes/transcriptions as PDF files. 

These PDF documents contain timestamps throughout, which point to specific examples and 

discussions with the WAV files. I deliberately chose this method for language documentation 

over using more modern software like ELAN, because I have found that a WAV-and-PDF file 

combination is more accessible to range of audiences and requires no specialized training to use. 

The recordings and notes from our sessions are all archived in the publicly available Henke 

Collection within Kaipuleohone, the digital language archive of the University of Hawaiʻi 

(https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/handle/10125/58811). This collection contains more than 

30 hours of recordings with notes/transcriptions from our work for this dissertation. Because the 

CCLAS corpus is protected by privacy restrictions, I reviewed each audio recording and edited 

out any mention of personal information pertaining to people represented in the corpus, along 

with any incidental capturing of audio from the video files while we reviewed the corpus. The 

notes/transcriptions were similarly redacted before archiving. Lastly, I integrated the information 

from our sessions directly into the master database for the CCLAS corpus, which added targets 

and notes for hundreds of utterances. 

 

4.2.3.    The sample for this dissertation 

The CCLAS corpus contains recordings of three different children, each of whom is codenamed 

to protect the privacy of the child and her/his family. The codenames for the three children are 

Ani, Daisy, and Billy. 

 

4.2.3.1.   The children and their linguistic environment 

This section provides some necessary background about the linguistic environment for the three 

child participants in this dissertation. The three children are each acquiring NEC as a first 

language in a community where NEC, English, and French are present. Assessing the linguistic 

environment for the three children is a very complicated matter. No dedicated study has 

examined the linguistic ecology of Chisasibi, and such a project is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. However, some existing sources do provide commentary and analysis from 

community members as well as researchers familiar with Chisasibi. 
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Chisasibi has a population of approximately 5,000 people, of whom about 300 are non-

Indigenous (Grand Council of the Crees, 2019a). At the time of CCLAS data collection during 

November 2004–May 2007, Chisasibi was “predominantly Cree-speaking”, with Cree still 

acquired as a first language (Brittain et al., 2007, p. 32). Aspects of Cree-language dominance in 

the village still hold today: In 2016, 2,475 residents of Chisasibi reported “Cree” as their mother 

tongue, with only 200 for English and 170 for French (Statistics Canada, 2016a). Furthermore, 

2,425 reported Cree as the language spoken most often at home. However, English is a 

significant presence in Chisasibi, and 1,465 people reported English as the other language 

regularly spoken at home. Just 35 people reported using French. Monolingual speakers 

(primarily elderly) of NEC still do live in Chisasibi (Brittain & MacKenzie, 2010), but the 

survey evidence clearly indicates that some degree of Cree-English bilingualism is the norm 

throughout the community today and was likely also the case in 2004–2007. In my experience in 

Chisasibi, French is used primarily by non-Cree francophone Canadians who have come to work 

in the village. The presence of French in the CCLAS corpus is essentially non-existent. 

In this environment, it is not clear exactly how much English each of the three children 

encounter. CCLAS-associated research asserts that all three children are being raised with Cree 

as the language of the home, but English elements as well as mixed Cree and English occur 

throughout their speech. Some clues emerge from Master’s theses coming out of CCLAS, but in 

general these works overtly cite no sources. Swain (2008, p. 29) reports that Ani is not bilingual 

and receives exposure to English primarily through television. Terry (2010, p. 64) contends that 

NEC is generally the language of Ani’s home, and he says that although both of her parents 

speak English, the amount of English in child-directed speech in Ani’s CCLAS data is 

“minimal”. Pile (2018, p. 27) reports that Billy is raised in a Cree-language home, with his 

exposure to English coming principally from three sources: songs at daycare, a television in the 

home, and a monolingual English family member (who does not live in Billy’s home). No 

existing CCLAS publications have commented on the presence of English in the linguistic 

environment for Daisy, the third child in the present study. 

Aside from these anecdotal assessments, two CCLAS studies directly examine the presence 

and influence of English within the developing grammars of Ani and Billy (no such treatment 

has been carried out for Daisy). Bryant (2013) analyzes Ani’s phonology, comparing the child’s 

production of consonants in NEC and English forms. Bryant concludes that Ani has a single, 
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NEC phonological system operating in her grammar, one that governs Ani’s production of NEC 

and English words. Pile (2018) presents a longitudinal case study on the presence and influence 

of English elements in Billy’s speech. In examining Billy’s production of utterances with English 

elements as well as those with mixed NEC and English, Pile concludes that “Billy appears to 

have acquired a grammar for the Cree language that is largely devoid of English rules or 

structures” (2018, p. 169). In other words, despite the presence of English (to whatever extent) in 

the Ani and Billy’s linguistic environments, the only existing scientific inquiries so far have 

shown that each child’s grammar is Cree dominant, with English elements present but subject to 

Cree phonology and morphosyntax.  

In summary, in the absence of a lengthy and comprehensive sociolinguistic analysis, the 

present study operates upon the assumption that the three child participants are being raised with 

NEC as their mother tongue in predominantly Cree-language home environments within a Cree-

dominant community. Each child indisputably has some exposure to English, and English 

elements appear in their speech, but these elements exist within a Cree grammar. 

 

4.2.3.2.   Sessions chosen for analysis 

This section explains the sampling rationale and procedure for choosing recording sessions from 

throughout the CCLAS corpus. 

The Ani subcorpus contains 37 video recordings, representing her development from age 

1;09.12 to 4;03.07. The Daisy subcorpus contains 32 videos covering age 3;08.10 to 5;11.25. The 

Billy subcorpus is the smallest in terms of the number of recordings and the age range covered, 

consisting of 19 videos from age 4;04.12 to 5;10.20. This is the first project to investigate the 

speech of all three children in the CCLAS corpus, which meant making sampling decisions 

across a much wider swath of data, and the scope of this investigation required particular and 

judicious sampling decisions. 

As detailed in §4.2.2.1.1, every video in the corpus has an accompanying XML file. At a 

minimum, each utterance is accompanied by: 1) a representation of the utterance in NEC roman 

orthography (in the Orthography tier); and 2) an English translation for the utterance (the 

Translation tier). However, not every recording session in the corpus has been fully processed by 

CCLAS. This means that only some video files have XML files containing completed entries for 

the following for each utterance: 3) morpheme-by-morpheme parsing and glossing for each 
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utterance (Morpheme Meaning and Morpheme Type tiers); glossing for those morphemes; 4) 

IPA transcriptions, with morpheme-by-morpheme parsing, of child speech; and 6) IPA 

transcriptions, with morpheme-by-morpheme parsing, of adult-like targets for child speech (IPA 

Actual, IPA Target, Actual Morphology, and Target Morphology tiers). Furthermore, as is 

expected with child language, there is a range of quality for the interactions represented across 

the corpus. An individual child may be gregarious and very linguistically engaged in one 

recording session and then be more withdrawn and reticent in the next. 

Therefore, this dissertation employs a sample of convenience that aims to strike a balance 

between choosing the highest-quality video recordings that have the most extensive XML 

annotations and choosing videos to cover the widest and deepest range of development for each 

child. The sample for each child in this dissertation begins with the first video consisting of a 

quality enabling confident interpretation and analysis, and it ends with the last such video in that 

subcorpus. In between these two poles, I selected the best quality video every one-to-two 

months. Occasionally there are gaps larger than two months between videos, but this is either 

because the corpus does not contain a recording session here or because the existing video does 

not enable a confident interpretation and analysis.  

This dissertation samples 15 videos for Ani (10:01:58 in total recording time), beginning at 

age 2;01.12 and ending at 4;03.07, which is represented in Table 4.1. The sample for Daisy 

comprises 14 video recordings (8:59:29 in total recording time) between age 3;08.10 and 

5;10.02, as shown in Table 4.2. The Billy sample consists of 11 videos (6:45:24 in total 

recording time) from age 4;05.04 to 5;10.20, tallied in Table 4.3. The age range for each child is 

represented in Table 4.4, in order to provide a visualization of where the sub-samples overlap 

and where they are each distinct. 
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Table 4.1: The sample for Ani 
Session name  Child age  Session length 
A1.03  2;01.12  38:47 
A1.06  2;03.24  37:08 
A1.08  2;04.22  47:57 
A1.09  2;05.14  35:13 
A1.12  2;07.06  37:03 
A1.15  2;08.23  51:10 
A1.17  2;09.28  48:40 
A1.20  2;11.16  36:30 
A1.21  3;00.02  41:50 
A1.24  3;02.05  38:16 
A1.26  3;04.09  40:10 
A1.30  3;06.23  31:52 
A1.33  3;08.24  30:16 
A1.35  4;00.13  36:45 
A1.37  4;03.07  50:21 
Notes. Session name = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age 
= the age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session 
length =  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 4.2: The sample for Daisy 
Session name  Child age  Session length 
B1.01  3;08.10  35:42 
B1.02  3;09.01  14:00 
B1.03  3;09.22  37:13 
B1.04  3;11.11  58:29 
B1.05  4;00.00  37:36 
B1.08  4;02.06  50:25 
B1.11  4;04.04  40:03 
B1.14  4;06.02  41:58 
B1.17  4;07.28  43:27 
B1.20  4;10.03  43:24 
B1.24  5;00.20  34:30 
B1.27  5;04.12  33:29 
B1.30  5;07.03  32:27 
B1.31  5;10.02  36:46 
Notes. Session name = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age 
= the age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session 
length =  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 
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Table 4.3: The sample for Billy 
Session name  Child age  Session length 
B3.02  4;05.04  40:24 
B3.04  4;06.08  42:25 
B3.06  4;07.27  43:53 
B3.07  4;08.21  33:55 
B3.09  4;10.08  36:28 
B3.11  5;00.13  33:05 
B3.13  5;02.12  24:24 
B3.14  5;03.22  28:44 
B3.15  5;05.00  41:09 
B3.17  5;06.27  36:15 
B3.18  5;10.06  44:42 
Notes. Session name = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age 
= the age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session 
length =  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 4.4: Age range for each child 
Child name Age 2;0 Age 3;0 Age 4;0 Age 5;0 Age 6;0 
Ani                               
Daisy                               
Billy                               
Notes. The dark line represents the age range for the child in the sample for this study. 

 

4.2.3.3.   Identifying nominals in the CCLAS corpus 

With the sample selected for this dissertation, the next task was identifying nominals within the 

sample. This study focuses on eight distinct categories of nominals that occur within the corpus: 

 

1. NEC common nouns: This includes nouns and nominalizations. 

2. NEC demonstratives: This includes various stems and inflected forms for ‘this’, ‘that’, 

and ‘that (over there)’. 

3. NEC pronouns: This includes personal pronouns (e.g., nîyi ‘I, me, my, mine’) as well as 

two indefinite/interrogative pronouns awân (‘who, whom, someone, a person’) and 

châkwân (‘what, something, a thing’). 

4. Proper noun and names: These are considered in a separate category, following Pile 

(2018, pp. 36–40), although my categorizations differ from hers. In this study, elements 

are only considered language specific if they have analogs in both NEC and English, 

which gives speakers a choice of which form to use. Otherwise, proper nouns and names 
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are considered to be language neutral. This includes the names of people and fictional 

characters. The titles “mommy” and “daddy” are also considered language-neutral, 

because they occur so early and frequently in Ani’s speech, and these forms are basically 

compatible with Cree phonology 

5. English common nouns: This covers English borrowings, which are very common in the 

CCLAS corpus. 

6. English demonstratives: The demonstratives of interest here are “this”, “that”, “these”, 

and “those”, akin to their NEC analogs. 

7. English pronouns: This includes personal and possessive pronouns as well as 

interrogative pronoun forms “who”, “whom”, and “whose”, which correspond to NEC 

analogs. 

8. Mixed-language nominals: These are nominals that contain both NEC and English 

elements. 

 

This task of identifying nominals involved two significant challenges. First, not every 

utterance in the sample is parsed into morphemes, and so searching for nominals by querying the 

corpus for particular word or morpheme types is of limited value. Second, the English 

translations for NEC utterances do not necessarily reflect the fact the presence of nominals in a 

construction. For example, an utterance like (1) contains no free NEC nominals although the 

translation denotes the presence of three arguments ‘I’, ‘it’, and ‘her’. 

 

(1)   ᓂᑭ ᐋᐱᐦᐋᒧᐙᐤ ᐎᑦ᙮ 

Niki âpihâmuwâu wit. 

ni-ki-âpihâm-uw-â-u        wit 

1-FUT.1/2-open.it-APPL-DIR-nonSAP  then 

‘I will open it for her.’ (Adult, B1.04, 3;11.11, 09:19) 

 

Therefore, manual inspection ended up being the most effective method for identifying 

nominals in the sample. For a given recording session, I watched the video and click through 

each utterance while reading the Orthography and Translation tiers. Although this was very time 

consuming, it enabled me to find nominals that could not be identified through automated 
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searches of the corpus, and it also allowed me to make decisions about including or excluding 

utterances as I progressed. Altogether, the process of manually scanning a recording session, 

making including/excluding decisions, and coding all nominals took about one hour for 100 to 

200 utterances, and I could finish coding a given session in two work days. 

 

4.2.3.4.   Including/excluding utterances 

Once an utterance with a potential nominal was identified, I made a series of decisions about 

which utterances to include for analysis and which to exclude. Because the present project 

focuses on nominal inflection, my overarching goal was determining whether a speaker had 

indeed produced the nominal(s) represented in the Orthography tier. This was a question of 

deciding whether phonetic production provided enough evidence to justify the projected target. 

Some exclusions were simple and clear decisions. A given utterance was excluded if it had 

no entry in the Orthography or Translation tier, or if a significant portion of the utterance was 

untranscribed or untranslated. Utterances that were unclear or difficult for me to pick out from 

the video recording were also excluded. Repetitions were excluded, whether they consisted of a 

speaker repeating her/himself or repeating another speaker. I excluded utterances that were 

clearly (or probably) rote learned, such as recitations involving counting or singing songs. 

Outside of these straightforward cases, I had to review each remaining utterance to decide if it 

should be included for analysis. 

As the first step, I listened to an utterance several times while comparing the phonetic 

production of the speaker to the orthographical representation of the utterance. If I felt confident 

that a given phonetic production of a nominal matched its orthographic representation, then I 

included that utterance for analysis. Of course, this was a subjective process, but I relied upon 

my fieldwork experience and understanding of NEC phonetics and phonology to decide whether 

the intended target had been produced. 

After this first step, in some cases I still did not feel confident in deciding whether a speaker 

had indeed produced what was projected in the Orthography tier. In such cases, I resorted to one 

of three different options for judging questionable utterances. 

The best option was checking with a native speaker of NEC during fieldwork. I was able to 

do this for many questionable utterances, but this was not always a feasible path. 
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The second option was to check my perception of the utterance against the entry in the IPA 

Actual tier. If that IPA transcription was close to my perception, and the transcription indicated 

reasonable phonetic evidence for a nominal, then I included that utterance for analysis. However, 

this approach entails its own challenges. First, only child utterances in the CCLAS corpus may 

have an IPA transcription, so this option is not available to evaluate adult production. Second, 

not all sessions in the corpus have IPA transcriptions for every child utterance. Third, sometimes 

I did not agree with the existing IPA transcription for an utterance. As Brittain et al. (2007) 

explain, these transcriptions are not done by native speakers of NEC, and so on occasion my 

perception differed from the transcriber’s representation of an utterance. 

The final option then was exclusion: If I could not check a questionable utterance with a 

native speaker of NEC, and if I could not find and agree with an IPA transcription for that 

utterance, then I excluded it from the analysis. The next stage of analysis involved coding each 

nominal token in the utterance. 

 

4.2.3.5.   Defining “type” and “token” 

Children acquiring nominal inflection in NEC face the task of analyzing nominal stems, 

abstracting grammatical properties across classes of stems, and learning the inflectional 

properties and components associated with each class. Therefore, this dissertation operationalizes 

“type” as an individual nominal stem and “token” as occurrences of that nominal stem, whether 

inflected or uninflected. Examples (2–4) are considered three tokens (nikâwî, chikâwî, ukâwîh ) 

of one type (-kâwî). 

 

(2)   ᓂᑳᐐ 

nikâwî 

   ni-kâwî 

   1-mother 

   ‘my mother’ 
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(3)   ᒋᑳᐐ 

chikâwî 

chi-kâwî 

   2-mother 

   ‘your mother’ 

 

(4)   ᐅᑳᐐᐦ 

ukâwîh 

u-kâwî-h 

   3-mother-3’ 

   ‘her/his mother’ 

 

This approach accords with convention in L1 acquisition research, where it is generally 

understood that children pay particular attention to the frequency of stem types in the acquisition 

of inflection (see, e.g., the brief review in Clark, 2009, pp. 184–186). My operationalization also 

is congruent with previous CCLAS work. Johansson (2012, p. 136), for instance, construes verb 

“type” as an individual verb root and a verb “token” as an inflected occurrence of that root. 

Furthermore, this approach reflects the present study’s focus on how children acquire 

nominal inflection, which necessarily centers upon their knowledge of the properties of nominal 

stems and how these properties relate to their inflectional capabilities. For example, a child needs 

to learn that (2–4) each contain the same nominal stem -kâwî ‘mother’, which is an inalienably 

possessed noun stem belonging to the animate class, and that this stem inflects with a prefix 

indicating the person of the possessor. Moreover, children must learn that any noun stem in NEC 

becomes obviative when it has a third-person possessor (4), and that the animacy of this noun 

stem along with a property of coreference vs. disjoint reference determines the kind of obviative 

marking that stem receives. 

Although this dissertation centers on corpus data, I employ an operationalization of “type” 

and “token” that differs considerably from the norm in the field of corpus linguistics (see, e.g., 

McEnery & Hardie, 2012). In corpus linguistics, a type is a unique word form and a token is an 

instance of that word form. For example, this approach would consider (2–4) each to contain one 

type, and each example would be one token of each type. 
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4.2.3.6.   Coding nominals 

Each nominal token included for analysis was coded along several dimensions. Coding values 

were entered into a single tier in Phon, with individual values separated by commas. When a 

single utterance contained more than one nominal, the coding values for each nominal were 

separated by a semicolon. Each of the following values were coded for each nominal token: 

 

1. Type: Records the stem type for the nominal.  

2. Token: Lists the actual occurrence of the type, whether inflected or not. 

3. Possessive construction type: Because this dissertation is primarily concerned with 

possessive inflection, this category assigns a code for the type of possessive construction. 

If the nominal did not occur in a possessive construction, it received a value of “no”. The 

other possible values for this category are listed and defined in Tables 4.6–4.8 in 

Appendix A. These values reflect only the types of constructions that actually appeared in 

the sample, not the full extent of logical possibilities. 

4. Nominal category: Assigns a code for one of eight distinct categories of nominals. 

Values for this category are listed in Table 4.9 in Appendix A. 

 

From here the coding procedure depended upon the nominal category, because different 

categories have distinct inflectional possibilities. Tables 4.10–4.17 in Appendix A lay out and 

describe the possible values for each variable, with one table per nominal category. 

 

4.2.3.7.   Coding: Homophony, syncretism, and variation 

As Chapter 2 and the forms in Tables 4.10–4.17 indicate, there is considerable homophony and 

syncretism within the inflectional paradigms for NEC nouns, demonstratives, and pronouns. 

For example, both animate and inanimate nouns, when they are proximate and singular, take 

no overt suffix ending. With nouns inflected for possession, second-person plural possessors and 

third-person plural possessors are indexed by the same suffix: -(i)wâu. The inanimate obviative 

singular noun suffix -iyiu is homophonous with the obviative possessor suffix -iyiu. Collette 

(2014) has demonstrated that these two versions of -iyiu appear in distinct slots within the 

nominal inflection template: The inanimate obviative singular noun suffix cannot appear on a 
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noun bearing the locative suffix, but the obviative possessor suffix can occur before the locative. 

The inanimate obviative singular -iyiu involves an additional hurdle contingent upon possession: 

This suffix appears on non-possessed nouns, whereas possessed nouns take zero marking. 

However, the noun suffix -h presents the most significant case of homophony and 

syncretism. The suffix -h is used to encode three distinct grammatical categories on NEC nouns: 

animate obviative (3’), inanimate proximate plural (0p), and inanimate obviative plural (0’p). 

Animate nouns are neutralized for number when they are obviative and take only the final 

suffix -h. In other words, if an animate noun is obviative, it bears no overt indication of its 

singular/plural status. Example (5) illustrates this ambiguity. 

 

(5)   ᓈᐸᐤᐦ 

nâpauh 

   nâpau-h 

   man-3’ 

   ‘man (OBV)’ / ‘men (OBV)’ 

 

Inanimate nouns are neutralized for the proximate/obviative distinction when they are plural 

and take only the final suffix -h. In other words, if an inanimate noun is plural, it bears no overt 

indication of its proximate/obviative status. Example (6) illustrates the ambiguity here. 

 

(6)   ᐊᔥᑐᑎᓐᐦ 

ashtutinh 

ashtutin-h 

   hat-0p 

   ‘hats (PROX)’ / ‘hats (OBV)’ 

 

The inflectional paradigm for NEC demonstratives involves variation as well as 

homophony/syncretism. As Table 4.11 shows, animate obviative, inanimate obviative singular, 

and inanimate obviative plural demonstratives can each take one of two forms to encode the 

same grammatical category. 
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The only existing description of NEC demonstratives (Junker & MacKenzie, 2003) did not 

account for this variation, and undertaking such an accounting is beyond the scope of the current 

study. However, my own work with speakers of NEC has shown that they consider the two 

variant forms of a demonstrative to be the same form. In a conversation with Darlene, for 

example, she explains that aniyâh is “just the “short form of aniyâyiuh” (Darlene, REH1-030, 

22:12). A speaker may even use each variant without noticing the difference between the two 

forms. Accordingly, this dissertation treats each variant equally: If an animate obviative 

demonstrative token occurs with -(i)yâh, then it is coded the same way as if it had occurred with 

-(i)yâyiuh. 

As with nouns, there is no number distinction for animate obviative demonstratives: They 

take either -(i)yâh or -(i)yâyiuh, with neither form overtly expressing singular or plural. These 

forms are homophonous with the suffix for the inanimate obviative plural: -(i)yâh / -(i)yâyiuh. 

Examples (7–8) illustrate this ambiguity, which can only be resolved through context. 

 

(7)   ᐊᓂᔮᐦ 

aniyâh 

   ani-yâh 

   DEM.DIST-3’/0’p 

   ‘that (3’)’ / ‘that (0’p)’ 

 

(8)   ᐊᓂᔮᔨᐤᐦ 

aniyâyiuh 

  ani-yâyiuh 

DEM.DIST-3’/0’p 

   ‘that (3’)’ / ‘that (0’p)’ 

 

NEC pronouns also involve similar considerations. The third-person personal pronoun is the 

same for proximate and obviative forms: wîyi. Unlike the personal pronouns, interrogative 

pronouns take suffixes to indicate animacy, number, and obviation. Here the suffix for the 

animate obviative is homophonous with the suffix for the inanimate obviative plural: -iyiuh. 

However, the ambiguity is resolved by the nominal stem: awân can only be used for 
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grammatically animate referents, and châkwân can only be used for inanimate referents. 

Examples (9–10) illustrate the difference. 

 

(9)   ᐊᐙᔨᐤᐦ 

awâyiuh 

   awâ-yiuh 

   who/someone-3’ 

   ‘who (3’)’ / ‘someone (3’)’ 

 

(10)  ᒑᒀᔨᐤᐦ 

châkwâyiuh 

   châkwâ-yiuh 

   what/something-0’p 

  ‘what (0’p)’ / ‘something (0’p)’ 

 

Altogether, these patterns of homophony, syncretism, and variation present specific 

challenges for determining when a child has produced the correct morphology in an obligatory 

context. For example, when a child produces word-final -h in an appropriate context, it can be 

impossible to discern if the child is indeed productively using the correct version of -h. 

Therefore, this dissertation grants the children the benefit of the doubt and assumes that any 

appropriate form in an obligatory context is the correct form. 

In a nutshell: If a child produces a final -h when a final -h is warranted, and there is no 

additional evidence that this is actually the wrong final -h, then the present study will conclude 

that the child has produced the correct final -h. 

 

4.2.3.8.   Coding samples 

Table 4.5 provides some examples of how this study coded nominals in Phon, using the coding 

procedure explicated above. 
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Table 4.5: Samples of coding for utterances in Phon 
Utterance Entry in Phon coding tier 
u=kâwî=h 
3=mother=NA.OBV 
‘her mother’ 

kâwî,u=kâwî=h,c1,1,nad,3’,p3,nim,ppn 

âi mîn chit=ikuhp 
HES again 2=coat 
‘eh, your coat too’ 

akuhp,chit=ikuhp,c1,1,ni,0,p2,nim,ppn 

nîyi û 
1 DEM.PXL 
‘this is mine’ 

nîyi,nîyi,c5,3,pro1,prons;û,û,c5,2,eq,û,dns 

u=uncle=im=h 
3=uncle=POSS=NA.OBV 
‘her uncle’ 

uncle,u=uncle=im=h,m2,8,eng,p3,yesim,nopp,3’,nopl,nos 
 

Notes. Utterances are represented as they are in Phon, with the equals sign to separate 
morphemes. The first line is the utterance in NEC orthography, the second contains morpheme 
glosses, and the third is an English translation. 

 

4.2.4.    Approaching the RQs 

This section reviews the RQs presented at the beginning of this chapter and describes how this 

dissertation will answer each. Because possession represents the richest and most complex range 

of inflectional possibilities for nouns in NEC, the core of answering the RQs rests in identifying 

the inflectional patterns present in expressions of possession. For comparison, when necessary, I 

also consider patterns for nominals outside the context of possession. 

This dissertation examines nominal inflection by proceeding through the affixal template for 

the NEC common noun: Chapter 6 examines the possessor prefix; Chapter 7 analyzes the 

possessive suffix -im in the Suffix 1 position; Chapter 8 looks at the Suffix 2 and Suffix 3 

positions together, because the data here are relatively scant; and Chapter 9 concludes by 

exploring final Suffix 4 position, where competing affixes express meanings pertaining to 

animacy, number, obviation, and the locative. Each chapter provides part of the answer to each 

RQ. 

 

RQ1 Which aspects of possessive inflection are present in adult input to children within the 

CCLAS corpus? 

 

This dissertation uses the child-directed speech in the CCLAS corpus as a representation of the 

adult input received by children acquiring NEC. The adult in the CCLAS corpus is a member of 
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the same community as the children, and each of the children is very comfortable and familiar 

interacting with the adult. 

Of course, the adult input in the corpus represents just a slice of each child’s linguistic 

experience and exposure. Furthermore, it is impossible to compare the adult input in the CCLAS 

corpus to the input that other children receive in the community, because such data does not 

exist. All of this imposes a clear constraint on the conclusions this particular study can draw 

about the relationship between input and child linguistic production. However, this type of 

constraint pervades any acquisition study relying upon naturalistic data. The fact remains that the 

adult input in the CCLAS corpus provides the best possible direct representation of what an 

NEC-acquiring child hears. 

To answer RQ1, this study identifies and codes all nominal tokens produced by the adult 

during her interactions with each of the three children throughout the sampled recording 

sessions. This coding includes distinguishing nominals inside and outside of possessive contexts 

as well as distinguishing bare nominals from those inflected for the various categories described 

in Chapter 3. The key product here is a type/token count of all nominals and the inflectional 

categories marked on nominals in adult input. For each chapter 6 –9, I review the adult’s 

production relevant to that particular affixal position. 

 

RQ2  How is possession expressed before the emergence of possessive inflection? 

 

This question primarily focuses on the youngest child, Ani, but comparisons are drawn to adult 

speech as well as production by Daisy and Billy. 

As previous research has shown (Henke, 2019b), Ani’s earliest expressions of possession do 

not involve inflected nouns: She instead produces possessor-only constructions or constructions 

with demonstratives as possessees. This dissertation builds upon this previous work and provides 

a richer picture of the emergence of possession in NEC. 

To answer RQ2, this study considers all possessive constructions from Ani. It traces Ani’s 

initial expressions of possession up through her final recording sessions, paying particular 

attention to the types and tokens of possessees that the child produces. The answers to RQ2 

primarily emerge in Chapters 6 and 7, which focus on the most common overt inflectional 

elements in NEC possessive constructions: The possessor prefix and possessive suffix -im. 
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RQ3  What is the path of emergence for the inflectional categories involved in possession? 

 

RQ3 represents the core of the dissertation. All nominals in the sample have been sampled and 

coded using the procedure described in §4.2.3.6. This coding accounts for the full range of 

possibilities across inflectional categories. Importantly, by considering nominals outside of 

possession as well, this coding enables tracing the path of any given inflectional category (or 

interaction of categories) over time.  

The answers to RQ3 unfold across Chapters 6–9, as I look at each child’s production of 

elements within each slot in the affixal template. For each slot, I consider each child’s types and 

tokens of noun affixes, and when necessary, draw comparisons to their production of types and 

tokens of uninflected and inflected demonstratives and pronouns.  

The coding scheme also covers errors of omission and errors of commission, both of which 

are common foci in language investigation research (see, e.g., Ambridge & Lieven, 2011). For 

each chapter focused on a particular affixal slot in the nominal template, I review the errors each 

child may produce in that slot and discuss their implications. 

 

4.2.5.    Defining productivity 

The present study is largely concerned with determining when and how each child represented in 

the dataset demonstrates productive knowledge of the affixal positions and morphemes within 

the template for noun inflection. This is far from a straightforward affair. As Allen (1996, p. 49) 

puts it, “One of the most difficult issues in research with spontaneous speech data is deciding 

whether or not a certain structure or morpheme is productive for the child in question”. 

Therefore, this dissertation relies upon previous studies and considers productivity using 

criteria derived from Allen (1996), Brown (1973), Ketrez and Aksu-Koç (2009). For each child, 

a particular morpheme will be considered productive at a particular age point when the following 

four criteria are satisfied together: 

 

1. The child has used the morpheme in two successive recording sessions. This standard 

departs from Brown’s criterion of “six consecutive sampling hours” (1973, p. 12), 

because the recording sessions sampled for the present study are more spread apart than 
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those for Brown’s study, where children were recorded every week or two (1973, pp. 51–

52); and 

2. The morpheme has been used on at least two different noun types; and 

3. The child has used at least two such noun types in at least one other word form, without 

the morpheme of interest; and  

4. The child has used the morpheme correctly in 80 percent of obligatory contexts at that 

age point. This 80-percent threshold compromises between Pedro’s (2015) 75-percent 

threshold for Q’anjob’al Maya morphology and Brown’s (1973) 90-percent threshold for 

English morphology. 

 

Following Allen (1996), for a given morpheme I will also discuss any errors or self-

corrections that a child may produce, which also provide insight into the child’s acquisition. 

As a final point, mixed-language possessees present a challenge for determining whether 

inflectional marking is obligatory. For the present study, I consider a morpheme such as a person 

prefix to be obligatory only if the possessee is carrying another morpheme within the NEC 

inflectional template for possession. The presence of another morpheme indicates that the child 

is attempting to inflect the possessee and has produced an error in the process. 

For example, the production of the possessive suffix -im in (11) indicates that Ani is 

attempting to inflect English noun stem bed with NEC morphology. She does indeed produce -im 

but omits the required person prefix u- to mark the third-person possessor (Margaret, REH1-015, 

23:19). Therefore, Ani’s possessee in (11) is considered to have an error of omission for the 

person prefix and adult-like production of the possessive suffix. 

 

(11)  ᐙᐱᒻ ᒫ ᒫᐅᔮ ᐅᐯᑎᒻ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Wâpim mâ mâuyâ ubedim nimâ 

Target:  wâpim     mâ    mâu-yâ     u-bed-im    nimâ 

Actual:  wâpim     mâ    mâu-∅      ∅-bed-im    nimâ 

   look.at.it.IMP  EMPH  DEM.PXL-0’   3-bed-POSS  NEG 

   ‘Look, this one here, it’s her bed, right?’ (Ani, A1.35, 4;00.13, 02:58) 
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Chapter 5: The landscape of the data 
 

Chapters 6–9 delve into the details of nominal inflection in adult input and child speech. 

First, however, this chapter describes the basic landscape and distribution of nominals in the 

data. As Chapter 2 describes, the category of nominals in NEC includes nouns, demonstratives, 

and pronouns. §5.1 overviews nominals in child-directed speech, and the ensuing sections each 

provide a similar survey of data for each of the three children: Ani (§5.2), Daisy (§5.3), and Billy 

(§5.4). Each section is structured the same, to facilitate comparisons between speakers. 

 

5.1.     Overview: Adult input 

This section describes basic patterns pertaining to nominals in the adult input throughout the 

entire dataset for the present study. §5.1.1 tallies nominal tokens in child-directed speech, 

including tokens across all eight nominal categories. §5.1.2 turns the focus to nouns, describing 

the distribution of types and tokens across NEC, English, and mixed-language nouns. §5.1.3 

quickly surveys the distribution of nouns across both animacy categories, and §5.1.4 compares 

numbers of inflected and uninflected nouns. §5.1.5–§5.1.6 shift the lens to possessive 

constructions in the adult input, reviewing types of constructions as well as types and tokens of 

nouns as possessees. §5.1.7 briefly summarizes major findings. 

 

5.1.1.    All nominals in adult input 

Across the entire sample, the adult produces 17,181 total utterances which contain 8,227 total 

nominal tokens. Numbers per subcorpus are tallied in Table 5.1. Tables 5.61–5.63 in Appendix 

A detail adult nominal production per recording session within each child’s subcorpus. 

 

Table 5.1: Adult nominal token production 
Subcorpus  Utterances  Nominal tokens  Nominals per utterance 
Ani  6,758  3,309  0.49 
Daisy  6,130  2,644  0.43 
Billy  4,293  2,274  0.53 
Totals  17,181  8,227  0.48 
Notes. 
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Since NEC is a polysynthetic language where most arguments are bound to the verb, an 

utterance may lack overt, free-standing nominals. The adult produces 0.48 nominals per 

utterance across the dataset (Table 5.1). This means, on average, that just about half of all 

utterances in child-directed speech contain one nominal. 

The label “nominal” here includes eight different categories of word: NEC common nouns, 

demonstratives, and pronouns; proper noun and names; English common nouns, demonstratives, 

and pronouns; and mixed-language nouns that contain both NEC and English elements. Table 

5.2 tallies the numbers of tokens for each category of nominal in the adult input across the 

sample, ranked from most to least. The present study is primarily concerned with nouns, which 

represent the most extensive possibilities for nominal inflection in NEC. Two important patterns 

emerge from these calculations. 

 

Table 5.2: Adult production of nominal categories 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC pronoun  2,302  0.28 
NEC demonstrative  2,183  0.27 
NEC common noun  1,814  0.22 
Proper noun or name  1,585  0.19 
English common noun  289  0.04 
Mixed-language noun  34  < 0.01 
English pronoun  19  < 0.01 
English demonstratives  1  < 0.01 
Total  8,227  1.00 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

First, the balance of nominal input is overwhelmingly NEC. Proper nouns and names are 

primarily language neutral, labelling individual people and places in the children’s lives. Outside 

of this category, NEC nominals occupy 6,299/6,642 (94.84 percent) of total tokens. The adult 

uses English in a small minority of her nominal production, and so the children in the sample 

generally hear NEC signifying referents in their interactions. 

Second, nouns occupy a minority of overall nominal input. This includes NEC and English 

common nouns as well as mixed-language nouns. Instead, the lion’s share of nominal input 

consists of pronouns, demonstratives, and proper nouns and names. Although adult speech 

contains 2,137 total noun tokens, this constitutes just about 26 percent of nominal production. 

The following section describes the overall presence of nouns in child-directed speech. 
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5.1.2.    All nouns in adult input 

Table 5.3 calculates the number of adult noun tokens per subcorpus, with tallies of all nominal 

tokens included for comparison. Tables 5.64–5.66 in Appendix A detail adult noun token 

production per session. 

 

Table 5.3: Adult noun token production 
Subcorpus Utterances Nouns Nouns per utterance Nominals Nominals per utterance 
Ani 6,758 847 0.13 3,309 0.49 
Daisy 6,130 634 0.10 2,644 0.43 
Billy 4,293 656 0.15 2,274 0.53 
Totals 17,181 2,137 0.12 8,227 0.48 
Notes. 

 

These numbers uncover another striking pattern: Child-directed speech contains an overt, 

free-standing common noun only about once every ten utterances. This is four times less than the 

proportions for all nominals per utterance. The proportion of nouns per utterance in child-

directed speech within NEC is relatively stable across the three subcorpora as well, and so each 

child has about the same chance to encounter nouns in input. As a point of cross-linguistic 

comparison, child-directed speech in Korean contains approximately 12 nouns per 100 utterances 

(Choi & Gopnik, 1995). 

For easy reference, Table 5.4 breaks down total common noun production into the three 

nominal categories involved: NEC, English, and mixed-language. The major pattern evident in 

this data is that the adult’s noun tokens are overwhelmingly NEC only: 1,814/2,137 (84.89 

percent). As with overall nominal token production, NEC dominates noun input. English again 

represents a small minority of noun tokens. 

The inquiry so far has concerned only tokens, and yet types play an even more crucial role in 

the acquisition of inflection. Table 5.5 breaks down the adult’s common noun production into 

types per category, retains the token numbers from Table 5.4, and adds a type-token ratio 

calculation for additional context. Adult input overall contains 391 noun types across NEC, 

English, and mixed-language common nouns. Shifting the lens to noun types reveals different 

patterns in child-directed speech. 
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Table 5.4: Adult production of common noun tokens 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC noun  1,814  0.85 
English noun  289  0.14 
Mixed-language noun  34  0.02 
Total  2,137   1.01 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to over 1.00 
because of complications rounding to two, and even to three, decimal places. 

 

Table 5.5: Adult production of common nouns types 
Nominal category Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
NEC noun 234 0.60 1,814 0.85 0.13 
English noun 132 0.34 289 0.14 0.46 
Mixed-language noun 25 0.06 34 0.02 0.74 
Total 391 1.00 2,137 1.01 0.18 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 
The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to over 1.00 because of complications rounding to 
two, and even to three, decimal places. 

 

First, NEC still takes up a majority of the input (234/391 types, 59.85 percent). Compared to 

the presence of NEC in noun tokens, though, this seems to be a much-reduced role. Nonetheless, 

the low type-token ratio, compared to English types, suggests that at least some number of 

individual NEC noun stems appear quite often in child-directed speech. 

Second, English occupies a much higher proportion of input: With 157/391 (40.15 percent) 

of types, English seems to play a much more significant role in child-directed speech. However, 

13 of these types occur in more than one category of noun, because they appear in both English-

only and mixed-language nouns: aunt, car, chair, computer, floor, friend, garbage, heart, jello 

(as a general term for a gelatin snack), juice, princess, radio, and skidoo (as a general term for 

snowmobile). This boosts the apparent presence of English in adult input.  

Third, mixed-language nouns are relatively rare in child-directed speech, and they represent a 

one-way grammatical street: English noun types take on NEC elements, and thus get 

incorporated into NEC morphosyntax, but no NEC noun types occur in a mixed-language noun. 

Finally, the type-token ratios for English and mixed-language nouns are very high compared 

to NEC nouns, which points to another possible pattern: The adult uses quite a lot of English 

noun types, but she does not seem to use individual English types very frequently. For a closer 
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look, Table 5.6 displays the top 25 noun types (in terms of tokens) for NEC, English, and mixed-

language common nouns. Table 5.7 calculates the number of noun types that have just one token. 

These numbers confirm what the type-token ratios in Table 5.5 imply. The adult tends to 

employ a given English noun type just once or twice, and her usage of NEC noun types is much 

richer. Child-directed speech contains more NEC types, and a given type tends to occur more 

frequently. This pattern may have particular implications for the acquisition of nominal 

inflection: A child likely receives more opportunities to abstract inflectional patterns from NEC 

than from English. 

 

Table 5.6: The most frequent common noun types in adult production 
NEC nouns  English nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens  Type Tokens 
kâwî mother 67  daycare 45  Skidoo 3 
pîpî baby 66  Bus 17  Bicycle 2 
îch home 50  skidoo 15  Car 2 
misinihîkin book 49  Jello 8  Friend 2 
tâhtipiwin chair 47  princess 8  Garbage 2 
wâpush rabbit 45  school 6  Jello 2 
awâshish child 42  cheese 5  Juice 2 
kûhkum grandmother 42  horse 5  Television 2 
mâtiwâkin toy, game 42  juice 5  Aunt 1 
wîchâwâkin friend 37  star 5  Basket 1 
shîm younger sibling 36  goalie 4  candy cane 1 
pwâchikî boogeyman 35  hockey 4  Chair 1 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle 33  castle 3  Computer 1 
akuhp coat 32  Eggo 3  Dessert 1 
chishâyâkw bear 32  gym 3  Floor 1 
chishâyâkushish bear cub 25  Kinex 3  Ghost 1 
piyichîs pants 24  orange 3  Heart 1 
achimushish puppy 22  pen 3  Kraft Dinner 1 
atihkw caribou 22  pencil 3  Mommy 1 
nimâs fish 22  pop 3  Princess 1 
minihkwâkin cup 21  puppy 3  Radio 1 
mischisin shoe 21  teacher 3  Room 1 
pûshî cat 21  toy 3  Sandwich 1 
shchîshikw eye 21  var.(20) 2  Sister 1 
pichiwiyân shirt 20     Spider 1 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Var. = Multiple noun types occur with the same number of 
tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. 
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Table 5.7: Adult production of hapax legomena 
Nominal category  Total noun types  Hapax  Proportion of hapax 
NEC noun  234  68  0.29 
English noun  132  89  0.67 
Mixed-language noun  25  17  0.68 
Total  391  174  0.45 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Hapax = hapax legomenon, a noun type that occurs with 
just one token in the dataset. 

 

5.1.3.    The animacy of nouns in adult input 

Much of noun inflection in NEC hinges upon the grammatical animacy of a noun. All nouns in 

NEC are categorized as either animate or inanimate, a distinction that hinges largely—but not 

completely—upon biological animacy. Table 5.8 counts each NEC noun type and token in child-

directed speech, divided into the two major animacy categories: animate and inanimate. 

 

Table 5.8: Adult production of common nouns types, per animacy category 
NEC noun animacy Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
Animate 112 0.48 1,042 0.57 0.11 
Inanimate 122 0.52 772 0.43 0.16 
Total 234 1.00 1,814 1.00 0.13 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 
The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to over 1.00 because of complications rounding to 
two, and even to three, decimal places. 

 

These numbers show that adult production of noun types is split almost evenly between the 

two animacy categories. The type-token ratio does not differ considerably between the animacy 

categories either. The balance of tokens weighs more heavily in the favor of animate nouns, but 

this is most likely a consequence of pragmatics: The adult and children tend to talk a lot about 

animate referents, such as people and animals. All in all, child-directed speech contains a 

relatively well-balanced mix of nouns from both animacy categories. 

 

5.1.4.    All inflected vs. uninflected nouns in adult input 

The present study traces the acquisition of NEC nominal inflection, and so a crucial issue is 

determining the extent to which children have opportunities to abstract NEC inflectional patterns 

from input. The next several chapters will explore each slot in the inflectional template for 

nouns, and so this section provides a bird’s-eye view of inflection in child-directed speech. 
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The adult produces 234 NEC noun types (1,814 total tokens) throughout the dataset. Seven of 

these tokens have errors in inflection, and so they have been excluded from the ensuing 

description. Table 5.9 tallies the number of types and tokens that occur in inflected and 

uninflected forms in adult input. A little over half of all on-target NEC noun tokens are inflected 

to some extent (976/1,807, 54.01 percent). 

 
Table 5.9: Adult production of inflected vs. uninflected NEC nouns 
Inflected  Uninflected 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
151  976  163  831 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

Table 5.10 breaks down the noun production from Table 5.9 across all three possible 

inflectional contexts: Noun types that only occur in inflected forms, those that never occur in 

inflected forms, and those that appear in inflected and uninflected forms. 

 

Table 5.10: Adult production of NEC nouns across inflectional contexts 
Occur inflected only  Occur uninflected only  Occur in either context 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
71  509  83  262  80  1,036 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 
Only about one-third of noun types are never inflected (83/234, 35.47 percent), and even 

fewer are only inflected (71/234, 30.34 percent). The remaining noun types occur in either 

context and comprise a majority of noun tokens (1,072/1,807, 59.32 percent). This means that 

the input furnishes children with a rich selection of noun types contrasting between their 

inflected and uninflected forms. Furthermore, all 25 types (34 tokens) of mixed-language nouns 

in adult input are English stems inflected with NEC morphology. That gives children additional 

opportunities to contrast elements with and without NEC nominal inflection. 

 
5.1.5.    All possessive constructions in adult input 

The context of possession represents the richest range of inflectional possibilities for nouns in 

NEC. Table 5.11 calculates the total number of utterances containing a possessive construction, 

per subcorpus in the dataset. Tables 5.67–5.69 in Appendix A detail adult possessive 

constructions per recording session. 
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Table 5.11: Adult possessive constructions 

Subcorpus  Utterances  Utterances containing  
a POSS construction  Proportion of utterances 

w/ a POSS construction 
Ani  6,758  316  0.05 
Daisy  6,130  220  0.04 
Billy  4,293  258  0.06 
Totals  17,181  794  0.05 
Notes. POSS = possessive. w/ = with. 

 

Overall, child-directed speech in the dataset contains 794 total utterances containing at least one 

possessive construction. Each subcorpus has a different number of such utterances, but on 

average, each child encounters them at a very similar rate: Approximately five percent of adult 

utterances contain a possessive construction. 

A multitude of types of possessive constructions occur throughout the dataset, and so Table 

5.12 calculates the number of utterances containing the different types of possessive 

constructions in child-directed speech. The total of 802 differs from the 794 in Table 5.11, 

because some utterances contain more than one type of possessive construction. 

Two important patterns are evident in Table 5.12. First, NEC-only possessive constructions 

dominate the input: 780/802 utterances (97.26 percent) contain expressions of possession that 

use only NEC elements. English-only constructions are rare but do occur in 10 utterances (1.25 

percent), and an additional 12 utterances have co-occurring English and NEC elements. Again, 

though, mixed-language constructions represent a one-way grammatical street: English elements 

are borrowed in and receive NEC inflection, never the other way around. 

Second, the vast majority of possessive constructions in child-directed speech contain an 

NEC noun: 671/802 utterances (83.67 percent). Despite the fact that NEC nouns constitute a 

minority of overall nominal input, they maintain a robust presence in expressions of possession. 

Even when possessive constructions use English nouns instead of NEC nouns, they often occur 

with NEC possessive inflection 12/22 utterances (54.54 percent). 
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Table 5.12: Adult utterances containing possessive constructions 
Language Type of POSS construction  Utterances  Proportion 

NEC 

N only  528  0.66 
PSR + DEM  81  0.10 
DEM + N  63  0.08 
PSR + N  50  0.06 
PSR + DEM + N  30  0.04 
PSR only  28  0.03 

ENG POSS.PRO + N  10  0.01 

Mixed-
language 

ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  5  0.01 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  3  < 0.01 
NEC.PSR + ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/o INFL  2  < 0.01 
NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  2  < 0.01 

 Total  802  1.00 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>. The symbol <w/> means “with”, and <w/o> means “without”. DEM = 
demonstrative. ENG = English. INFL = inflection. N = noun. NEC = Northern East Cree. 
POSS = possessive. POSS.PRO = possessive pronoun. PSR = possessor. 

 

5.1.6.    All possessee nouns involving NEC inflection in adult input 

Given this landscape of possessive constructions, the next critical point is determining the 

distribution of nouns as possessees with NEC possessive inflection. Table 5.13 tallies the number 

of such nouns in the adult input, alongside types and tokens of all nouns for comparison. 

Overall the adult uses 91 different types (696 total tokens). NEC noun stems clearly comprise 

the bulk of this production (84 types, 686 tokens), although a relative handful of English nouns 

(7 types, 10 tokens) take NEC possessive inflection. 
 
Table 5.13: Adult nouns as possessees with NEC inflection, throughout the dataset 
  Nouns as possessees  All nouns 
Nominal category  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
NEC noun  84  686  234  1814 
Mixed-language noun  7  10  25  34 
Total  91  696  259  1848 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of a noun stem. 

 

For comparison with nouns outside of possession, Table 5.14 displays the top 25 noun types 

(in terms of tokens) for NEC possessees, and lists all types within mixed-language possessees. 

The total numbers of tokens for NEC noun types that also occur in the adult’s most frequent 
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nouns from Table 5.6 are indicated in parentheses in the “Tokens” column. Table 5.14 illustrates 

a few crucial patterns.  

 

Table 5.14: The most frequent nouns as possessees with NEC inflection, in adult production 
NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens 
kâwî mother 67 (67)  car 2 
îch home 50 (50)  friend 2 
wîchâwâkin friend 37 (37)  skidoo 2 
shîm younger sibling 36 (36)  aunt 1 
akuhp coat 31 (32)  bicycle 1 
pîpî baby 24 (66)  mom/my 1 
piyichîs pants 22 (24)  sister 1 
tâhtipiwin chair 22 (47)    
shchîshikw eye 21 (21)    
mischisin shoe 20 (21)    
pichiwiyân shirt 19    
tihchî hand 18    
îpit tooth 17    
shtikwân head 16    
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher 15    
mushum grandfather 15    
uhkum grandmother 15    
shtikwânipîwî hair 14    
mâtiwâkin toy, game 13 (42)    
htiwikî ear 11    
misinihîkin book 11 (49)    
uhtâwî father 11    
mis older sister 10    
mîchim food 9    
tâih heart 9    
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. ( ) = the total number of tokens for this noun type in Table 
5.6. 

 

First and foremost, there is major overlap between frequent possessee types and frequent 

noun types. Part of this is due to the fact that four of the noun types that occur in both lists are 

inalienably possessed: The stems kâwî ‘mother’, îch ‘home’, shîm ‘younger sibling’, and 

shchîshikw ‘eye’ all must necessarily be inflected for possession. However, seven of the 

remaining eight noun types are alienably possessed and occur inside and outside possessive 
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constructions: akuhp ‘coat’, pîpî ‘baby’, piyichîs ‘pants’, tâhtipiwin ‘chair’, mischisin ‘shoe’, 

mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’, and misinihîkin ‘book’. 

For comparison, Table 5.15 tallies the tokens for each alienable noun type as a possessee 

compared to its tokens as a non-possessee. Some of these types may play a particular role in the 

input, by providing children with clear contrasts between tokens inflected for possession and 

those that are not. 

 

Table 5.15: The most frequent NEC alienable nouns, with tokens as (non-)possessees 
Type Gloss  Total tokens  Possessee tokens  Non-possessee tokens 
wîchâwâkin friend  37  37  0 
akuhp coat  32  31  1 
pîpî baby  66  24  42 
piyichîs pants  24  22  2 
tâhtipiwin chair  47  22  25 
mischisin shoe  21  20  1 
mâtiwâkin toy, game  42  13  29 
misinihîkin book  49  11  38 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

In a second pattern related to frequency of nouns in adult speech, two related forms for 

‘grandmother’ may also serve as particular signposts in the acquisition of nominal inflections. 

The noun kûhkum is a lexicalized form of ‘grandmother’, which contains an unanalyzed second-

person prefix and possessive suffix (Collette, 2014, p. 257), as in (1). Although it is technically 

the form for ‘your grandmother’, kûhkum is frequently used as a general term for ‘grandmother’ 

in both child and child-directed speech. In fact, Table 5.6 shows that unanalyzed kûhkum is the 

eighth-most frequent noun type in adult input, with 42 tokens. 

 

(1)   ᑰᐦᑯᒻ 

kûhkum 

k-ûhku-m 

2-grandmother-POSS 

‘grandmother’ (lit. ‘your grandmother’) 
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Eventually, children need to analyze the component noun stem uhkum ‘grandmother’ from 

kûhkum. Adult input contains 15 tokens of uhkum (Table 5.14) that are inflected in context-

appropriate ways that demonstrate its status as the true stem for ‘grandmother’. As such, the 

difference between kûhkum and uhkum may give children a particular clue as they try to crack 

the code of possessive inflection. 

 
5.1.7.    Summary 

Adult input in the dataset for this dissertation contains 8,227 nominal tokens, and on average, 

child-directed speech uses one nominal for every two utterances. Nouns constitute a minority of 

nominal production, and input contains one noun for about every ten utterances. Although the 

adult produces around 60 percent NEC noun types and 40 percent English noun types, the 

balance of noun tokens leans very heavily toward NEC. A little over one-third of NEC noun 

types occur in both inflected and uninflected forms, providing children with the opportunity to 

contrast these forms and extrapolate inflectional patterns. Nouns marked for possession represent 

the richest set of possibilities for nominal inflection in NEC, and adult input employs hundreds 

of utterances with nouns as possessees marked with NEC possessive inflection. A handful of 

these possessees are also very common in non-possessive contexts, which may also provide 

children with particularly useful evidence to deduce patterns of nominal inflection. 

One critical point must be made at this juncture: The following sections demonstrate that the 

three children use much higher proportions of English noun types and tokens than found in child-

directed speech. This dissertation focuses on the acquisition of specifically NEC nominal 

inflection, and so exploring and explaining the nature of child borrowing/code-mixing falls 

outside the scope of the present study. However, this topic demands future investigation. 

 
5.2.     Overview: Ani’s production 

This section describes basic patterns pertaining to nominals in Ani’s production throughout her 

recording sessions. Ani is the youngest of the three children, and so her language usage and 

development changes quite a bit over the course of her data, from age 2;01.12–4;03.07. 

Nonetheless, this section gives a brief overview of major patterns in her data, drawing 

comparisons to adult input. This section follows the roadmap laid out in §5.1. §5.2.1 overviews 

Ani’s nominal tokens; §5.2.2 specifically surveys her nouns across all three categories; §5.2.3 

categorizes her noun production by animacy category; §5.2.4 compares her inflected and 
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uninflected noun types and tokens; §5.5.5 and §5.5.6 review the basics of her expression of 

possession; and §5.5.7 summarizes findings. 

 

5.2.1.    All nominals in Ani’s speech 

Ani produces 5,600 total utterances which contain 1,511 total nominal tokens. Table 5.16 tallies 

the utterances and nominals in Ani’s speech across all of her recording sessions. 

 

Table 5.16: Ani’s nominal token production 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nominals Nominals per utterance 
A1.03 2;01.12 38:47 248 76 0.31 
A1.06 2;03.24 37:08 473 100 0.21 
A1.08 2;04.22 47:57 334 115 0.34 
A1.09 2;05.14 35:13 280 35 0.13 
A1.12 2;07.06 37:03 294 98 0.33 
A1.15 2;08.23 51:10 355 85 0.24 
A1.17 2;09.28 48:40 422 82 0.19 
A1.20 2;11.16 36:30 274 60 0.22 
A1.21 3;00.02 41:50 280 54 0.19 
A1.24 3;02.05 38:16 389 77 0.2 
A1.26 3;04.09 40:10 638 167 0.26 
A1.30 3;06.23 31:52 480 164 0.34 
A1.33 3;08.24 30:16 367 144 0.39 
A1.35 4;00.13 36:45 354 109 0.31 
A1.37 4;03.07 50:21 412 145 0.35 
Totals   5,600 1,511 0.27 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length =  
the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Overall, Ani uses about one nominal in every four utterances, which is a little over half the 

rate she encounters nominals in adult input within the corpus. Ani’s own production of nominals 

across the eight categories is represented in Table 5.17, and her speech resembles and contrasts 

with adult input in a couple noticeable ways. 
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Table 5.17: Ani’s production of nominal categories 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
Proper noun or name  454  0.30 
NEC demonstrative  339  0.22 
NEC pronoun  252  0.17 
English common noun  252  0.17 
NEC common noun  177  0.12 
English pronoun  18  0.01 
Mixed-language noun  17  0.01 
English demonstratives  2  < 0.01 
Total  1,511  1.00 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

Like the adult, Ani uses NEC for a large majority of her nominals. Outside of proper nouns 

and names, NEC represents 768/1,057 of her nominal tokens (72.66 percent). However, English 

nominals take up a much larger proportion of Ani’s speech, with 289/1,057 of tokens (27.34 

percent). Despite the fact that English elements nonetheless comprise a minority of her nominals, 

this proportion of English is more than five times higher than in adult input. This difference rests 

entirely upon Ani’s high rate of English nouns: Her proportions of English demonstratives and 

pronouns as well as mixed-language nouns with English stems largely resemble adult speech. In 

a second major similarity to child-directed speech Ani’s nouns also occupy a minority of her 

overall nominal tokens. Just 446/1,511 tokens (29.52 percent) are nouns, which closely 

resembles the proportion of noun tokens in input (approximately 26 percent). 

 

5.2.2.    All nouns in Ani’s speech 

For a closer look at Ani’s nouns, Table 5.18 calculates the number of her noun tokens per 

session, with proportions of all nominal tokens included for comparison. Ani’s usage of noun 

tokens varies quite a bit between individual sessions, but on average she produces a little less 

than one noun per every ten utterances. This is a little more than half of the adult’s rate in the 

Ani corpus (Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.18: Ani’s noun token production 

Session Child age Utterances Nouns Nouns 
per utterance Nominals Nominals 

per utterance 
A1.03 2;01.12 248 21 0.08 76 0.31 
A1.06 2;03.24 473 29 0.06 100 0.21 
A1.08 2;04.22 334 14 0.04 115 0.34 
A1.09 2;05.14 280 5 0.02 35 0.13 
A1.12 2;07.06 294 22 0.07 98 0.33 
A1.15 2;08.23 355 29 0.08 85 0.24 
A1.17 2;09.28 422 44 0.10 82 0.19 
A1.20 2;11.16 274 29 0.11 60 0.22 
A1.21 3;00.02 280 10 0.04 54 0.19 
A1.24 3;02.05 389 29 0.07 77 0.2 
A1.26 3;04.09 638 57 0.09 167 0.26 
A1.30 3;06.23 480 43 0.09 164 0.34 
A1.33 3;08.24 367 40 0.11 144 0.39 
A1.35 4;00.13 354 32 0.09 109 0.31 
A1.37 4;03.07 412 42 0.10 145 0.35 
Totals  5,600 446 0.08 1,511 0.27 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.19 places Ani’s noun usage into NEC, English, and mixed-language categories. She 

relies upon English nouns to a much more significant extent that the adult: 269/446 (60.31 

percent) of the child’s noun tokens have English stems, compared to 323/2,137 (15.11 percent) 

of tokens in adult input. NEC comprises only 177/446 (39.69 percent) of Ani’s nouns. This 

means that the bulk of Ani’s nominal production may be NEC, but when it comes to using 

common nouns to signify referents, Ani uses English more often than NEC. 

Turning now to noun types rather than tokens, Table 5.20 tallies Ani’s noun production by 

types per category, with token numbers and type-token ratio calculations for additional context. 

Her usage of noun types differs considerably from some patterns in input, but a couple 

similarities are evident too. 
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Table 5.19: Ani’s production of common noun tokens 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC noun  177  0.40 
English noun  252  0.57 
Mixed-language noun  17  0.04 
Total  446  1.01 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to over 1.00 
because of complications rounding to two decimal places. 

 

Table 5.20: Ani’s production of common nouns types 
Nominal category Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
NEC noun 35 0.29 177 0.40 0.2 
English noun 78 0.64 252 0.57 0.3 
Mixed-language noun 9 0.07 17 0.04 0.53 
Total 122 1.00 446 1.01 0.27 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 
The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to over 1.00 because of complications rounding to 
two decimal places. 

 

First, Ani uses 122 types throughout her NEC, English, and mixed-language nouns. This is 

about one-third of the adult’s total noun types (Table 5.5). 

Ani’s noun types are also English dominant, and only 35/122 (28.69 percent) of her types are 

NEC. Six types occur in both English and mixed-language nouns: chair, friend, pencil, purse, 

school, and shoe, but three English types occur only in mixed-language nouns: bed, room, and 

Barbie. Although Barbie is used as a proper noun/name by Ani and the adult in other contexts 

(2), Ani has one construction where she inflects the word for possession (3), and so here that 

token is treated as a common noun. 

 

(2)   ᐸᕐᐱᐁ ᑭᓂᐙᐱᒫᑖᐤ ᓂᒋᐦᐋᒃ᙮ 

Barbie kiniwâpimâtâu nichihâk. 

Barbie   kiniwâpim-â-tâu      nichihâk 

name  look.at.her-DIR-1PL.INCL>3  over.there 

‘Come, let’s look at Barbie.’ (Adult, A1.12, 2;07.06, 23:20 
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(3)   ᐅᐸᕐᐱᐁᐃᒻᐦ 

ubarbieimh 

u-Barbie-im-h 

3-name-POSS-NA.OBV 

‘her Barbie’ (Ani, A1.35, 4;00.13, 10:26) 

 

However, mixed-language nouns are relatively uncommon in Ani’s usage and occupy just 

9/122 (7.37 percent) of noun types. This closely resembles the adult’s proportion. Ani’s mixed-

language noun types also match the crucial pattern in child-directed speech: English noun stems 

occur with NEC inflection, but no NEC noun type occurs with English inflection. 

Lastly, type-token ratios for Ani’s NEC and English nouns are relatively similar, which 

contrasts with the difference between such ratios in adult input. This suggests that Ani does not 

have some imbalance between the languages in types she uses very frequently. 

To shed additional light on Ani’s balance of types and tokens between NEC and English, 

Table 5.21 displays the top 15 types (in terms of tokens) across the three common noun 

categories. For quick comparison, types that also occur in the top 25 within adult input for the 

same category are indicated with an asterisk. Table 5.22 calculates the number of hapax 

legomena for the three noun categories. 

Many of Ani’s most frequent nouns are also among the most frequent in adult input: 18/38 

(47.37 percent) of Ani’s types in Table 5.21 also appear in the adult’s types in Table 5.6. This 

overlap hints at a possible relationship between Ani’s usage of individual noun types and their 

token frequency in child-directed speech. Furthermore, the types with the highest frequencies in 

Ani’s speech are generally those found among the top 25 in adult input. 

The numbers in 5.21–5.22 also indicate that Ani does not have a heavy imbalance skewing 

the type-token ratio for NEC or English nouns. With each category of noun, Ani uses a handful 

of types at high frequencies, and then generally uses other types a handful of times. Her 

proportions of hapax legomena are nearly equal across the noun categories, which means that she 

does not particularly lean upon one language for one-time noun usage. These patterns represent a 

departure from child-directed speech. 
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Table 5.21: The most frequent common noun types in Ani’s production 
NEC nouns  English nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens  Type Tokens 
pîpî baby 50 *  puppy 36 *  chair 5 * 
pwâchikî boogeyman 27 *  cheese 22 *  bed 3 
chûchû bottle 22  daycare 15 *  friend 2 * 
kûhkum grandmother 15 *  juice 13 *  room 2 * 
awâshish child 11 *  phone 8  Barbie 1 
mischisin shoe 7 *  book 7  pencil 1 
minitûsh insect 5  hockey 7 *  purse 1 
chishâyâkw bear 3 *  school 7 *  school 1 
îpit tooth 3  sock 7  shoe 1 
pichikû (name/type of toy) 3  DVD 6    
yâkâu sand 3  shoe 6    
nânâ food (child form) 2  car 5    
piyâshîsh bird 2  garbage 5    
pûshî cat 2 *  pencil 5 *    
îch home 2 *  var. (7) 4    
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Var. = Multiple noun types occur with the same number of 
tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. * = also occurs among the top 25 
common nouns within the same category in adult input from Table 5.6. 

 

Table 5.22: Ani’s production of hapax legomena 
Nominal category  Total noun types  Hapax  Proportion of hapax 
NEC noun  35  20  0.57 
English noun  78  41  0.53 
Mixed-language noun  9  5  0.56 
Total  122  66  0.54 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Hapax = hapax legomenon, a noun type that occurs with 
just one token in the dataset. 

 

5.2.3.    The animacy of nouns in Ani’s speech 

For another major comparison with adult input, Table 5.23 counts each NEC noun type and 

token in Ani’s speech, placing them into the two major animacy categories. 

Ani’s proportions of noun types are essentially split evenly between the two animacy 

categories, which is effectively identical to adult usage. However, Ani uses much higher 

proportions of animate tokens. This is likely a consequence of pragmatics, because Ani tends to 

identify and discuss people and animals with high frequency. 
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Table 5.23: Ani’s production of common nouns types, per animacy category 
NEC noun animacy Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
Animate 17 0.49 126 0.71 0.13 
Inanimate 18 0.51 51 0.29 0.35 
Total 35 1.00 177 1.00 0.20 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 
The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to over 1.00 because of complications rounding to 
two, and even to three, decimal places. 

 

5.2.4.    All inflected vs. uninflected nouns in Ani’s speech 

Much of this dissertation hinges upon Ani’s development of inflection, and so this section briefly 

overviews her overall production of inflected and uninflected NEC nouns. Ani has no errors of 

commission with inflectional morphology, and her two noun types (seven tokens) that only have 

errors of omission are excluded in this section. 

Table 5.24 categorizes Ani’s on-target NEC noun types and tokens into inflected and 

uninflected forms. She uses some types in both forms, but the vast majority of her NEC noun 

tokens are uninflected (152/168, 90.47 percent). This stands in stark contrast to adult input, 

where more than half of all on-target NEC noun tokens are inflected. 

 

Table 5.24: Ani’s production of inflected vs. uninflected NEC nouns 
Inflected  Uninflected 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
8  16  27  152 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

For additional insight, Table 5.25 categorizes Ani’s error-free noun production across all 

three possible inflectional contexts. The vast majority of Ani’s noun types are never inflected 

(24/32, 75.00 percent), which means the bulk of her NEC noun production consists of bare 

stems. The other nine NEC types furnish a crucial opportunity to trace Ani’s acquisition of NEC 

inflection. The same goes for her nine English noun types that occur with NEC morphology, 

which also provide a critical window into the acquisition of NEC nominal inflection. 
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Table 5.25: Ani’s production of NEC nouns across inflectional contexts 
Occur inflected only  Occur uninflected only  Occur in either context 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
5  7  24  93  3  68 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

5.2.5.    All possessive constructions in Ani’s speech 

Again, because possession presents the fullest range of NEC inflectional possibilities, Table 5.26 

calculates the total number of utterances containing a possessive construction throughout Ani’s 

sessions. 

 

Table 5.26: Ani’s POSS constructions per session 

Session Child age Utterances Utterances containing  
a POSS construction 

Proportion of utterances w/ 
a POSS construction 

A1.03 2;01.12 248 3 0.01 
A1.06 2;03.24 473 3 0.01 
A1.08 2;04.22 334 20 0.06 
A1.09 2;05.14 280 5 0.02 
A1.12 2;07.06 294 21 0.07 
A1.15 2;08.23 355 3 0.01 
A1.17 2;09.28 422 2 <0.01 
A1.20 2;11.16 274 1 <0.01 
A1.21 3;00.02 280 3 0.01 
A1.24 3;02.05 389 6 0.02 
A1.26 3;04.09 638 8 0.01 
A1.30 3;06.23 480 11 0.02 
A1.33 3;08.24 367 10 0.03 
A1.35 4;00.13 354 11 0.03 
A1.37 4;03.07 412 16 0.04 
Totals  5,600 123 0.02 
Notes. POSS = possessive. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS 
corpus. Child age = the age of the child for the recording session, using the format 
years;months.days. w/ = with. 

 

Ani’s entire sampled speech has 123 total utterances containing at least one possessive 

construction. This represents approximately two percent of her utterances, which is less than half 

of the rate in adult input. 

Table 5.27 tallies the various types of possessive constructions present throughout Ani’s 

utterances. Her total of 125 utterances differs from the total of 123 in Table 5.26 because two of 

her utterances have more than one possessive construction. 
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Table 5.27: Ani’s utterances containing possessive constructions 
Language Type of POSS construction  Utterances  Proportion 

NEC 

PSR + DEM  58  0.46 
PSR only  15  0.12 
N only  7  0.06 
PSR + N  4  0.03 
DEM + N  3  0.02 
PSR + DEM + N  3  0.02 
PSR + DEM + name  1  < 0.01 

ENG POSS.PRO + N/name  12  0.10 
POSS.PRO only  2  0.02 

Mixed-
language 

ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  5  0.04 
NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  4  0.03 
NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/o INFL  3  0.02 
PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  2  0.02 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/o INFL  2  0.02 
NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.POSS.PRO + 
ENG.N w/o INFL  1  < 0.01 

NEC.PSR + ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/o INFL  1  < 0.01 
ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL & ENG.INFL  1  < 0.01 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 

 Total  125  1.00 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>. The symbol <w/> means “with”, and <w/o> means “without”. DEM = 
demonstrative. ENG = English. INFL = inflection. N = noun. NEC = Northern East Cree. 
POSS = possessive. POSS.PRO = possessive pronoun. PSR = possessor. 

 

Several noteworthy patterns emerge from Table 5.27. The first is that the majority of Ani’s 

possessive constructions do not contain a noun as the possessee. 75/125 (60 percent) of the 

utterances in Table 5.27 involve types of possessive constructions where the possessee is a 

demonstrative (4) or is not overtly expressed (5). In other words, these types of constructions 

circumvent NEC possessive inflection by supplanting a noun with another type of nominal or by 

omitting a possessee nominal altogether. The predominance of these kinds of constructions 

constitutes a major departure from the adult input, where only 109/799 (13.64 percent) utterances 

have a possessive construction with no noun as the possessee. 
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(4)   ᓃᔨ ᐆ᙮ 

Nîyi û. 

nîyi û 

1  DEM.PXL 

‘This is mine.’ (Ani, A1.08, 2;04.22, 00:26) 

 

(5)   ᒧᒻᒻᔾ ᑖᓐ ᓃᔨ᙮ 

Mommy tân nîyi. 

Mommy  tân   nîyi 

name    where   1 

‘Mommy, where is mine?’ (Ani, A1.30, 3;06.23, 06:14) 

 

The fact that the majority of Ani’s expressions of possession lack nouns as possessees has 

already been described by Henke (2019b). Although these previous findings corroborate the 

pattern here, the current analysis supersedes Henke (2019b) for three important reasons. First, the 

present study relies upon richer data. It employs a combination of video files, accompanying 

annotations, and fieldwork with native speakers of NEC —whereas the previous study could 

analyze only CCLAS transcripts. Second, the present study samples more recording sessions to 

cover a broader and deeper range of language development. Henke (2019b) had access to 

transcripts from nine sessions, but this dissertation covers 15 sessions and includes an additional 

eight months of Ani’s development. Finally, access to video has enabled me to make more 

judicious decisions for including/excluding utterances for analysis. 

A second notable pattern is that Ani’s possessive constructions largely contain NEC-only 

elements. Even though English dominates her noun types and tokens, only a minority of her 

possessive constructions in Table 5.27 (34/125, 27.20 percent) use any English elements at all. 

This indicates a crucial aspect of Ani’s developing language abilities: She may borrow a large 

proportion of English nouns, but these loanwords are incorporated into an NEC grammar. She 

uses NEC to expresses possessive relationships, and she wraps her English nouns in NEC 

inflection. The next section explores some of the characteristics of nouns as possessees involving 

NEC inflection. 
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5.2.6.    All possessee nouns involving NEC inflection in Ani’s speech 

Table 5.28 tabulates Ani’s production of nouns as possessees with NEC inflection, with overall 

noun types and tokens for comparison. 

Throughout her dataset, Ani does not use many nouns as possessees—just 18 types with 29 

tokens. This is far fewer types and tokens than in child-directed speech. Her production is 

relatively balanced between NEC and mixed-language possessees as well, which is another 

major departure from adult input. 

 

Table 5.28: Ani’s nouns as possessees involving NEC inflection 
  Nouns as possessees  All nouns 
Nominal category  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
NEC noun  10  16  35  177 
Mixed-language noun  8  13  9  17 
Total  18  29  44  194 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of a noun stem. 

 

Table 5.29 tallies Ani’s production of nouns as possessees per recording session. The NEC 

noun type chûchû ‘bottle’ and the English noun type bed each occur in two different sessions, 

but every other noun type only appears in one session. 

For one last look at Ani’s production of nouns in possessive constructions, Table 5.30 lists all 

of Ani’s types and tokens of nouns as possessees. She uses no English nouns as possessees in 

English-only constructions, and so all of her possessee nouns occur within the NEC 

morphosyntactic shell of possessive inflection. For comparison with adult production of 

possessees, noun types that occur in Table 5.14 are marked with an asterisk in the “Tokens” 

column. Ani does not produce many nouns as possessees, but there are a couple evident patterns. 
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Table 5.29: Ani’s nouns as possessees involving NEC inflection, per session 

Session Child age Utterances  NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
 Types Tokens  Types Tokens 

A1.03 2;01.12 248  0 0  0 0 
A1.06 2;03.24 473  1 1  0 0 
A1.08 2;04.22 334  0 0  0 0 
A1.09 2;05.14 280  0 0  0 0 
A1.12 2;07.06 294  2 4  0 0 
A1.15 2;08.23 355  1 1  0 0 
A1.17 2;09.28 422  0 0  0 0 
A1.20 2;11.16 274  0 0  0 0 
A1.21 3;00.02 280  0 0  0 0 
A1.24 3;02.05 389  1 1  0 0 
A1.26 3;04.09 638  1 1  0 0 
A1.30 3;06.23 480  2 2  1 1 
A1.33 3;08.24 367  0 0  0 0 
A1.35 4;00.13 354  1 3  4 7 
A1.37 4;03.07 412  2 3  4 5 
Total  5,600  11 16  9 13 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. 

 

Table 5.30: All nouns as possessees, in Ani’s production 
NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens 
chûchû bottle 4  bed 3 
îpit tooth 3 *  chair 3 
îch home 2 *  friend 2 * 
akuhp coat 1 *  Barbie 1 
mischisin shoe 1 *  pencil 1 
pichiwiyân shirt 1 *  purse 1 
piyichîs pants 1 *  school 1 
pûshî cat 1  shoe 1 
uhtâwî father 1 *    
wâpuyân blanket 1    
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. * = also occurs in the most frequent nouns as possessees in 
child-directed speech (see Table 5.14). 

 

There is extensive overlap between Ani’s NEC possessees and the most frequent possessees 

in child-directed speech (Table 5.14). Ani largely uses possessees that she has encountered more 

often in adult input. Ani’s most frequent possessee is chûchû ‘bottle’, which is more of a 

specifically child form that the adult is less likely to use. 
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On the other hand, Ani’s usage of English nouns as possessees is not clearly tied to adult 

input. Only one type, friend, occurs as a mixed-language possessee in adult input. Therefore, 

Ani’s possessive use of bed, chair, Barbie, pencil, purse, school, and shoe may serve as a good 

possible indicator of her productivity with possessive marking. 

Lastly, contrary to my hypothesis in §5.6, there is no indication that the two related forms for 

‘grandmother’ play any role in Ani’s possessive marking. The lexicalized form kûhkum is among 

Ani’s most frequent noun types, but she produces no possessive forms of ‘grandmother’. The 

data provide no demonstration that Ani has analyzed the stem uhkum. 

 

5.2.7.    Summary 

Ani produces 1,511 total nominal tokens across her 15 recording sessions. She uses 

approximately one nominal for every four utterances, which is about half the rate in child-

directed speech within the CCLAS corpus. As in adult input, nouns constitute a minority of 

Ani’s nominal production. In stark contrast to child-directed speech, though, English comprises a 

majority of Ani’s noun types and tokens, and the vast majority of Ani’s nouns occur as 

uninflected forms. Ani’s possessive constructions present more departures from patterns in adult 

input: Ani produces possessive constructions at about half the rate in input, most of her 

constructions do not contain a noun as possessee, and she produces relatively few possessee 

nouns. Ani’s usage of NEC possessees seems to correlate tightly with their frequency in child-

directed speech, but her usage of English stems in mixed-language possessees apparently derives 

from her own extraction of inflectional patterns. 

 

5.3.     Overview: Daisy’s production 

This section describes basic patterns in Daisy’s production of nominals across her sample. 

Daisy’s age range of 3;08.10 to 5;11.25 in the CCLAS corpus represents an important middle 

ground, because she overlaps in age with each of the other two children. However, Daisy’s data 

begins relatively late in the acquisitional process, and the corpus can offer no insight into her 

development before age 3;08. This section also follows the format in §5.1–§5.2. 
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5.3.1.    All nominals in Daisy’s speech 

Daisy produces 5,742 utterances across her dataset, with 2,962 nominal tokens (Table 5.31). Her 

average of one nominal for every two utterances resembles the rate in child-directed speech. 

 

Table 5.31: Daisy’s nominal token production 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nominals Nominals per utterance 
B1.01 3;08.10 35:42 348 221 0.64 
B1.02 3;09.01 14:00 140 53 0.38 
B1.03 3;09.22 37:13 584 309 0.53 
B1.04 3;11.11 58:29 697 296 0.42 
B1.05 4;00.00 37:36 536 268 0.50 
B1.08 4;02.06 50:25 473 318 0.67 
B1.11 4;04.04 40:03 385 227 0.59 
B1.14 4;06.02 41:58 388 135 0.35 
B1.17 4;07.28 43:27 429 246 0.57 
B1.20 4;10.03 43:24 441 194 0.44 
B1.24 5;00.20 34:30 358 181 0.51 
B1.27 5;04.12 33:29 283 132 0.47 
B1.30 5;07.03 32:27 362 235 0.65 
B1.31 5;10.02 36:46 318 147 0.46 
Total   5,742 2,962 0.52 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.32 tabulates Daisy’s nominals across seven categories. She produces no English 

demonstratives, which are quite rare in the speech of both the adult and Ani. Again, excluding 

proper nouns and names, Daisy’s nominal tokens are overwhelmingly NEC (1,959/2,366, 82.80 

percent), and English nominal elements occupy a small minority (407/2,366 tokens, 17.20 

percent). Her proportion of English nominals is more than twice that found in child-directed 

speech but less than Ani’s usage. Like the other two speakers, Daisy’s mixed-language nouns 

only consist of an English stem with NEC inflection, and these forms represent a fraction of 

overall nominal production. Nouns make up a minority of Daisy’s nominal tokens (902/2,962, 

30.45 percent) but slightly more than with the adult or Ani. 
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Table 5.32: Daisy’s production of nominal categories 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC demonstrative  915  0.31 
Proper noun or name  596  0.20 
NEC common noun  531  0.18 
NEC pronoun  513  0.17 
English common noun  305  0.10 
Mixed-language noun  66  0.02 
English pronoun  36  0.01 
Total  2,962  0.99 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to under 1.00 
because of complications rounding to two decimal places. 

 

5.3.2.    All nouns in Daisy’s speech 

Turning exclusively to nouns, Table 5.33 calculates Daisy’s noun tokens per recording session. 

She averages 0.16 nouns per utterance throughout her dataset. This is more than double Ani’s 

rate and about one-quarter more than the adult’s rate throughout the CCLAS corpus.  

 

Table 5.33: Daisy’s noun token production 

Session Child age Utterances Nouns Nouns 
per utterance Nominals Nominals 

per utterance 
B1.01 3;08.10 348 85 0.24 221 0.64 
B1.02 3;09.01 140 23 0.16 53 0.38 
B1.03 3;09.22 584 126 0.22 309 0.53 
B1.04 3;11.11 697 104 0.15 296 0.42 
B1.05 4;00.00 536 84 0.16 268 0.50 
B1.08 4;02.06 473 61 0.13 318 0.67 
B1.11 4;04.04 385 67 0.17 227 0.59 
B1.14 4;06.02 388 52 0.13 135 0.35 
B1.17 4;07.28 429 44 0.10 246 0.57 
B1.20 4;10.03 441 48 0.11 194 0.44 
B1.24 5;00.20 358 63 0.18 181 0.51 
B1.27 5;04.12 283 30 0.11 132 0.47 
B1.30 5;07.03 362 66 0.18 235 0.65 
B1.31 5;10.02 318 49 0.15 147 0.46 
Total  5,742 902 0.16 2,962 0.52 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. 

 

Table 5.34 lists Daisy’s noun token production across the three major noun categories. 

Within nouns, Daisy’s NEC dominance is tempered. The majority of her tokens are NEC, but 

English noun stems take up 371/902 tokens (41.13 percent). This is a much higher proportion 
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than in adult speech but less than what Ani uses. In fact, Daisy’s usage is a mirror image of 

Ani’s: Daisy’s NEC-English token balance is around 60-40, while Ani’s balance is 40-60. 

 

Table 5.34: Daisy’s production of common noun tokens 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC noun  531  0.59 
English noun  305  0.34 
Mixed-language noun  66  0.07 
Total  902   1.00 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

Turning again to noun types along with tokens, Table 5.35 presents Daisy’s noun types, 

tokens, and type-token ratio per category. Daisy employs 295 noun types across the three 

categories, and her types reveal some additional patterns in her usage. 

 

Table 5.35: Daisy’s production of common nouns types 
Nominal category Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
NEC noun 114 0.38 531 0.59 0.21 
English noun 139 0.47 305 0.34 0.45 
Mixed-language noun 44 0.15 66 0.07 0.67 
Total 297 1.00 902 1.00 0.33 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 

 

Going from tokens to types, Daisy’s NEC-English balance flips: Only 114/297 (38.38 

percent) of her types are NEC and more than 60 percent are English. Second, the high proportion 

of English types can be partially attributed to overlap between English-only and mixed-language 

nouns: 27 types appear in each kind of noun. Third, Daisy uses mixed-language nouns in a much 

higher proportion than the adult or Ani, but Daisy’s usage here maintains the same grammatical 

pattern: English noun stems receive NEC inflection, but never vice versa. Lastly, as in child-

directed speech, Daisy’s type-token ratio for NEC is much lower than that for the other two 

categories. This suggests that Daisy uses some number of NEC noun types with high frequency. 

Table 5.36 provides a more detailed look at Daisy’s nouns and lists her 25 most frequent 

types, in terms of tokens. Types that also appear among the most common in adult speech are 

indicated with an asterisk, for comparison. Table 5.37 presents her hapax legomena within each 
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of the three noun categories. Daisy’s production both resembles and differs from patterns in 

child-directed speech. 

 

Table 5.36: The most frequent common noun types in Daisy’s production 
NEC  English  Mixed-language 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens  Type Tokens 
kâwî mother 45 *  flower 12  room 5 * 
pîpî baby 42 *  horse 12 *  phone 4 
îch home 37 *  school 12 *  friend 3 * 
pwâchikî boogeyman 25 *  paper 10  name 3 
awâshish child 24 *  store 10  present 3 
iskwâu woman 18  garbage 7  cake 2 
kûhkum grandmother 13 *  phone 6  clock 2 
uhtâwî father 13  tree 6  cow 2 
nâpâu man 11  apple 5  flower 2 
nipî water 10  daycare 5 *  helicopter 2 
sîutîs candy, sweets 10  paint 5  diaper 2 
tihchî hand 10  sticker 5  tree 2 
mâtiwâkin toy, game 9  sugar 5  window 2 
nipâwin bed 9  cracker 4  zipper 2 
wîchâwâkin friend 9 *  crayon 4  var. (30) 1 
uhkum grandmother 8  door 4    
chishâyâkw bear 7 *  ghost 4    
mishtikw tree 7  princess 4 *    
nituhkuyinikimikw hospital 7  var. (14) 3    
nituhkuyiniskwâu nurse 7       
atim dog 6       
mischisin shoe 6 *       
nâpâshish boy 6       
utâpânâskw car, vehicle 6 *       
var. (8) n/a 5       
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Var. = Multiple noun types occur with the same number of 
tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. * = also occurs among the top 25 
common nouns within the same category in adult input from Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.37: Daisy’s production of hapax legomena 
Nominal category  Total noun types  Hapax  Proportion of hapax 
NEC noun  114  44  0.39 
English noun  139  69  0.50 
Mixed-language noun  44  30  0.68 
Total  297  143  0.48 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Hapax = hapax legomenon, a noun type that occurs with 
just one token in the dataset. 

 

First, Daisy tends to use individual NEC noun types more frequently than individual English 

types. Her more frequent usage of NEC types is not as pronounced as in child-directed speech, 

but she also does not share Ani’s relative balance between using NEC and English types.  

As with Ani’s production, some connection seems evident between Daisy’s most frequent 

NEC types and their frequency in adult input. 10 of Daisy’s most frequent types, including her 

five with the very highest frequencies, also appear in the adult’s top 25 types (Table 5.6). On the 

other hand, Daisy’s usage of English noun types does not seem to share the same kind of 

connection with frequency in child-directed speech.  

Large proportions of Daisy’s types within each language are hapax legomena. Nearly 40 

percent of Daisy’s NEC types, 50 percent of her English-noun types, and 70 percent of her 

mixed-language nouns use a given type just once. Her hapax legomena for NEC nouns and 

mixed-language nouns that do not appear in adult input may provide particular windows into her 

productive use of NEC inflectional morphology. 

 

5.3.3.    The animacy of nouns in Daisy’s speech 

Table 5.38 tallies each of Daisy’s NEC noun types and tokens by animacy category. Daisy’s 

types are split nearly evenly between animate and inanimate nouns, which is nearly identical to 

the proportions in the speech of both the adult and Ani. Like Ani, Daisy uses a higher proportion 

of animate over inanimate tokens, most likely because she also tends to talk frequently about 

people and animals. 
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Table 5.38: Daisy’s production of common nouns types, per animacy category 
NEC noun animacy Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
Animate 56 0.49 332 0.63 0.17 
Inanimate 58 0.51 199 0.37 0.29 
Total 114 1.00 531 1.00 0.21 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 

 

5.3.4.    All inflected vs. uninflected nouns in Daisy’s speech 

Daisy produces 114 NEC noun types (531 tokens) overall, but 15 tokens (across four different 

types) with errors in inflection have been excluded from the discussion in this section. Table 5.39 

lays out the NEC types and tokens that occur in inflected and uninflected forms in her speech. 

 

Table 5.39: Daisy’s production of inflected vs. uninflected NEC nouns 
Inflected  Uninflected 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
71  304  70  212 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

In a pattern quite similar to child-directed speech, more than half of Daisy’s on-target tokens 

304/516 (58.91 percent) are inflected to some extent. Daisy’s production differs greatly from 

Ani’s, where only nine types (18 tokens) are inflected. For a more incisive look, Table 5.40 

places Daisy’s on-target noun production into the three possible inflectional contexts. 

 

Table 5.40: Daisy’s production of NEC nouns across inflectional contexts 
Occur inflected only  Occur uninflected only  Occur in either context 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
40  186  39  82  31  248 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

The proportions in Daisy’s speech do not differ much from patterns in adult input: 39/110 of 

Daisy’s NEC noun types (35.45 percent) are never inflected, 40/110 (36.36 percent) only occur 

in inflected forms, and the remaining 31/110 (28.18 percent) can occur in either context and 

comprise a plurality of tokens (248/516, 48.06 percent). Additionally, Daisy produces 44 English 

noun types (66 tokens) with NEC inflection. Altogether, this noun production will provide rich 

opportunities to explore Daisy’s inflectional morphology in the following chapters.  
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5.3.5.    All possessive constructions in Daisy’s speech 

Moving specifically into possession, Table 5.41 lists the total number of utterances containing a 

possessive construction across Daisy’s sampled data. Daisy produces a 283 of these utterances, 

and her rate of producing such utterances matches the rate in child-directed speech throughout 

the CCLAS corpus. 

 

Table 5.41: Daisy’s POSS constructions per session 

Session Child age Utterances Utterances containing  
a POSS construction 

Proportion of utterances 
w/ a POSS construction 

B1.01 3;08.10 348 15 0.04 
B1.02 3;09.01 140 4 0.03 
B1.03 3;09.22 584 34 0.06 
B1.04 3;11.11 697 56 0.08 
B1.05 4;00.00 536 24 0.04 
B1.08 4;02.06 473 25 0.05 
B1.11 4;04.04 385 17 0.04 
B1.14 4;06.02 388 20 0.05 
B1.17 4;07.28 429 14 0.03 
B1.20 4;10.03 441 24 0.05 
B1.24 5;00.20 358 19 0.05 
B1.27 5;04.12 283 5 0.02 
B1.30 5;07.03 362 19 0.05 
B1.31 5;10.02 318 7 0.02 
Total  5,742 283 0.05 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. 

 

Table 5.42 totals the types of possessive constructions found throughout Daisy’s utterances. 

The total of 290 in Table 5.42 differs from the 283 in Table 5.41, because some of Daisy’s 

utterances contain more than one possessive construction. 

Daisy’s production of possessive constructions largely mirrors patterns in child-directed 

speech. She produces NEC-only possessive constructions in the vast majority of these utterances 

(251/290, 86.55 percent), and a similar proportion of Daisy’s possessive constructions contain a 

noun as the possessee (246/290, 84.83 percent). All of these nouns, except those in the 12 

English-only constructions, involve NEC possessive inflection. 
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Table 5.9: Daisy’s utterances containing possessive constructions 
Language Type of POSS construction  Utterances  Proportion 

NEC 

N only  167  0.58 
PSR + DEM  32  0.11 
PSR + N  21  0.07 
DEM + N  16  0.06 
PSR only  12  0.04 
PSR + DEM + N  3  0.01 

ENG POSS.PRO + N/name  12  0.04 

Mixed-
language 

ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  15  0.05 
NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  6  0.02 
ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  2  0.01 
PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ ENG.INFL  1  < 0.01 
ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/ NEC & ENG.INFL  1  < 0.01 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 

 Total  290  1.00 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>. The symbol <w/> means “with”, and <w/o> means “without”. DEM = 
demonstrative. ENG = English. INFL = inflection. N = noun. NEC = Northern East Cree. 
POSS = possessive. POSS.PRO = possessive pronoun. PSR = possessor. 

 

5.3.6.    All possessee nouns involving NEC inflection in Daisy’s speech 

Exploring this noun production further, Table 5.43 counts the types and tokens of nouns as 

possessees, alongside her overall noun types and tokens. Daisy uses 63 different noun types (246 

tokens) as possessees, where NEC takes up a large majority of types (46/63, 70.02 percent) as 

well as tokens (220/246, 89.43 percent)—proportions similar to child-directed speech but quite 

different from Ani’s production. 

For a quick look across her development, Table 5.44 records Daisy’s types and tokens for 

NEC and mixed-language nouns per session. The type totals in Table 5.44 differ from those in 

Table 5.43, and this provides some important insight. Daisy repeats 23 NEC noun types across 

multiple recording sessions, but she only uses one type (phone) in a mixed-language noun within 

more than one session. In other words, her usage of a given English noun type with NEC 

possessive inflection generally happens at just one point in time. By comparison, she tends to use 

a given NEC noun as a possessee at multiple points in time. Her usage of NEC nouns to express 

possession is more robust and stable. 
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Table 5.43: Daisy’s nouns as possessees involving NEC inflection 
  Nouns as possessees  All nouns 
Nominal category  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
NEC noun  46  220  114  531 
Mixed-language noun  17  26  44  66 
Total  63  246  158  597 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of a noun stem. 

 

Table 5.44: Daisy’s nouns as possessees involving NEC inflection, per session 

Session Child age Utterances  NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
 Types Tokens  Types Tokens 

B1.01 3;08.10 348  10 10  0 0 
B1.02 3;09.01 140  2 3  0 0 
B1.03 3;09.22 584  14 33  1 1 
B1.04 3;11.11 697  18 41  6 10 
B1.05 4;00.00 536  7 16  0 0 
B1.08 4;02.06 473  11 24  0 0 
B1.11 4;04.04 385  14 16  0 0 
B1.14 4;06.02 388  5 15  2 3 
B1.17 4;07.28 429  5 10  0 0 
B1.20 4;10.03 441  9 17  2 2 
B1.24 5;00.20 358  6 14  3 4 
B1.27 5;04.12 283  2 2  0 0 
B1.30 5;07.03 362  5 14  3 5 
B1.31 5;10.02 318  4 5  1 1 
Total    112 220  16 26 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. 

 

As one final assessment of Daisy’s noun as possessees, Table 5.45 lists her most common 

noun types occurring with NEC possessive inflection. This table includes her top 16 NEC types 

and all of her mixed-language types. Types that also occur in Table 5.14 are marked with an 

asterisk in the “Tokens” column, for easy comparison with child-directed speech.  
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Table 5.45: Most frequent nouns as possessees w/ NEC inflection, in Daisy’s production 
NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens 
kâwî mother 45 *  friend 3 * 
îch home 37 *  name 3 
pîpî baby 22 *  phone 3 
uhtâwî father 13 *  clock 2 
tihchî hand 10 *  room 2 
wîchâwâkin friend 9 *  zipper 2 
uhkum grandmother 8 *  brush 1 
nipâwin bed 5  bus 1 
shchîshikw eye 5 *  cake 1 
shtikwân head 5 *  homework 1 
skât leg 5  Honda 1 
ichishî intestines/stomach 4  nose 1 
awâshish child 3  pencil 1 
ichikum phlegm/mucus 3  present 1 
mischisin shoe 3 *  sock 1 
shîm younger.sibling 3 *  sweater 1 
var. (10) n/a 2  uncle 1 
var. (20) n/a 1    
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Var. = Multiple noun types occur with the same 
number of tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. * = also occurs in the 
top 25 NEC most frequent possessees in adult speech, from Table 5.14. 

 

Once again, there appears to be a connection between Daisy’s NEC usage and the frequency 

of types in child-directed speech. 11/16 (68.75 percent) of Daisy’s most frequent NEC noun 

types as possessees also occur in the most frequent adult possessees—this includes the top seven 

most frequent of Daisy’s types. In other words, like Ani, Daisy uses many NEC possessees that 

she encounters more often in child-directed speech. 

The (in)alienability of possession may play a role here. Another 11/16 of Daisy’s most 

frequent NEC types in Table 5.45 are inalienably possessed, which means they must always 

occur with possessive inflection. Just five alienable types—nipâwin ‘bed’, mischisin ‘shoe’, pîpî 

‘baby’, wîchâwâkin ‘friend’, and awâshish ‘child’—can occur with or without possessive 

marking. Daisy’s usage of these types may provide a particular window into her productive 

usage of NEC inflection. 

Daisy’s usage of English stems in mixed-language possessees may also prove particularly 

revealing. She has only one type here that occurs in the adult’s most frequent possessees (friend), 
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and even then the adult only uses that type twice throughout the entire corpus. In other words, 

Daisy’s mixed-language possessees do not share a clear connection to frequency in adult speech, 

and therefore may provide direct insight into her productive knowledge of NEC possessive 

inflection. 

As a final point of consideration, Daisy’s production of the two types for ‘grandmother’ may 

also provide special insight. The child uses the lexicalized form kûhkum 13 times, she uses the 

analyzed stem uhkum eight times as a possessee. Tracing her analysis of the stem from the 

lexicalized form and her application of various person prefixes to that stem could provide a 

particularly useful glimpse into her inflectional development. 

 

5.3.7.    Summary 

Over the course of her 14 recording sessions, Daisy produces 5,742 utterance with 2,962 total 

nominal tokens. Daisy’s production bears several similarities to adult input. The child uses 

nominal tokens at about the same rate as in input, her tokens are overwhelmingly NEC, and 

nouns represent a minority of her overall tokens. However, Daisy uses a higher proportion of 

English noun types and tokens than the adult. Daisy’s possessive constructions also appear 

similar to patterns in child-directed speech. She produces such constructions at about the same 

rate as the adult, and NEC nouns dominate her expressions of possession. Frequency of forms in 

child-directed speech may have a bearing on Daisy’s production of both NEC nouns and 

possessees with NEC inflection, but not on her production of English nouns and English nouns 

with NEC possessive inflection. 

 

5.4.     Overview: Billy’s production 

This section provides an overview of nominal production from the third and final child whose 

data is sampled for the present study: Billy, from age 4;05.04 to 5;10.20. Billy’s sample is the 

shortest among the three children, and his recordings begin much later in the acquisitional 

process than the data for the other two children. However, Billy’s age range across his sampled 

data overlaps entirely with data sampled from Daisy (Table 4.4 in). This section surveys major 

aspects of Billy’s nominal production, following the format from §5.1–§5.3. 
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5.4.1.    All nominals in Billy’s speech 

Table 5.46 calculates the number of nominal tokens and nominals per utterance across Billy’s 

dataset. He produces 3,173 total utterances with 1,272 total nominal tokens. Billy averages under 

one nominal for every two utterances, which is less than the adult and Daisy but higher than Ani. 

 

Table 5.46: Billy’s nominal token production 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nominals Nominals per utterance 
B3.02 4;05.04 40:24 452 87 0.19 
B3.04 4;06.08 42:25 282 140 0.50 
B3.06 4;07.27 43:53 226 120 0.53 
B3.07 4;08.21 33:55 163 65 0.40 
B3.09 4;10.08 36:28 242 98 0.40 
B3.11 5;00.13 33:05 399 175 0.44 
B3.13 5;02.12 24:24 246 92 0.37 
B3.14 5;03.22 28:44 150 74 0.49 
B3.15 5;05.00 41:09 323 135 0.42 
B3.17 5;06.27 36:15 299 115 0.38 
B3.18 5;10.06 44:42 391 171 0.44 
Totals   3,173 1,272 0.40 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.47 places Billy’s nominal tokens into each of the eight major categories. Outside of 

proper nouns and names, NEC occupies the majority of Billy’s nominal tokens (765/1,061, 72.10 

percent). As with the adult and the other children, nouns constitute a minority of Billy’s 

nominals, with just 448/1,272 tokens (35.22 percent). Billy averages 0.14 nouns per utterance 

(Table 5.48), which is very similar to the adult and Daisy. The next section provides a closer 

look at Billy’s nouns. 
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Table 5.47: Billy’s production of nominal categories 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC demonstrative  312  0.25 
NEC pronoun  284  0.22 
English common noun  235  0.18 
Proper noun or name  211  0.17 
NEC common noun  169  0.13 
Mixed-language noun  44  0.03 
English pronoun  16  0.01 
English demonstrative  1  < 0.01 
Total  1,272  1.00 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

Table 5.48: Billy’s noun token production  

Session Child age Utterances Nouns Nouns 
per utterance Nominals Nominals 

per utterance 
B3.02 4;05.04 452 21 0.05 87 0.19 
B3.04 4;06.08 282 52 0.18 140 0.50 
B3.06 4;07.27 226 34 0.15 120 0.53 
B3.07 4;08.21 163 31 0.19 65 0.40 
B3.09 4;10.08 242 28 0.12 98 0.40 
B3.11 5;00.13 399 63 0.16 175 0.44 
B3.13 5;02.12 246 42 0.17 92 0.37 
B3.14 5;03.22 150 26 0.17 74 0.49 
B3.15 5;05.00 323 58 0.18 135 0.42 
B3.17 5;06.27 299 29 0.1 115 0.38 
B3.18 5;10.06 391 64 0.16 171 0.44 
Totals  3,173 448 0.14 1,272 0.40 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

5.4.2.    All nouns in Billy’s speech 

Table 5.49 lists Billy’s tokens per each category of noun. Like the other speakers, Billy uses only 

English stems in mixed-language nouns, and so English takes up the majority of his noun tokens 

(279/448, 62.28 percent). This proportion patterns very closely with Ani’s noun production. 

Table 5.50 calculates Billy’s noun types, tokens, and type-token ratio for each noun category. 

Billy uses 216 noun types, where English again constitutes a majority of his production 

(152/216, 70.37 percent). However, as in Daisy’s speech, part of this predominance can be 

attributed to overlap between English and mixed-language nouns: Billy uses 19 types in both 
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kinds of nouns. Billy’s type-token ratios for these two categories are also higher than the ratio for 

the NEC-only category, suggesting that he uses individual NEC types more frequently. 

 

Table 5.49: Billy’s production of common noun tokens 
Nominal category   Tokens  Proportion of tokens 
NEC noun  169  0.38 
English noun  235  0.52 
Mixed-language noun  44  0.10 
Total  448  1.00 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

Table 5.50: Billy’s production of common nouns types 
Nominal category Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
NEC noun 64 0.30 169 0.38 0.38 
English noun 122 0.56 235 0.52 0.52 
Mixed-language noun 30 0.14 44 0.10 0.68 
Total 216 1.00 448 1.00 0.48 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 

 

For a closer look at frequency, Table 5.51 lays out Billy’s most frequent noun types per noun 

category, in terms of tokens. Once again, for comparison with patterns in child-directed speech, 

an asterisk marks noun types that also occur in the adult’s most frequent noun types (Table 5.6). 

Billy’s hapax legomena per noun category are calculated in Table 5.52. 

Unlike Daisy and the adult, Billy does not use NEC types and English types at considerably 

different rates. However, much like the other two children, Billy’s production of frequent NEC 

types seems connected to frequency in child-directed speech: Nine of his top 22 types also occur 

in the adult’s most common NEC noun types, which includes Billy’s six types with the highest 

frequencies. Billy’s most frequent English noun types may also share a relationship to frequency 

in adult usage. As with Daisy, large proportions of Billy’s noun types across all three categories 

consist of hapax legomena, which could provide a window into his productive use of nominal 

inflection.  
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Table 5.51: The most frequent common noun types in Billy’s production 
NEC  English  Mixed-language 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens  Type Tokens 
îch home 13 *  daycare 11 *  window 4 
kâwî mother 8 *  skidoo 7 *  skidoo 3 * 
kûhkum grandmother 8 *  toy 7 *  bicycle 2 * 
pwâchikî boogeyman 8 *  grade one 6  brother 2 
shîm younger sibling 8 *  pirate 6  bus 2 
awâshish child 7 *  animal 5  chimney 2 
uhtâwî father 7  candy 5  friend 2 * 

minitûsh insect 6  helicopter 5  goalie 
stick 2 

chimushum grandfather 5  plane 5  key 2 
nipî water 4  bicycle 4  mom(my) 2 
pâshchishikin (small) gun 4  devil 4  sock 2 
pîpî baby 4 *  goalie 4 *    
pûshî cat 4 *  reindeer 4    
tûhwân ball 4  school 4 *    
ânishkiwishiu great-grandparent 3  yogurt 4    
ishkwâshish girl 3  bus 3 *    
iskwâu woman 3  butterfly 3    

mâtiwâkin toy/game 3 *  candy 
cane 3    

nâpâu man 3  door 3    
pîsim sun 3  macaroni 3    
piyâshîsh bird 3  mom(my) 3    
uhkum grandmother 3  puppy 3 *    
var. (13) n/a 2  summer 3    
    var. (31) 2    
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Var. = Multiple noun types occur with the same number of 
tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. * = also occurs among the top 25 
common nouns within the same category in adult input from Table 5.6. 

 

Table 5.52: Billy’s production of hapax legomena 
Nominal category  Total noun types  Hapax  Proportion of hapax 
NEC noun  64  29  0.45 
English noun  122  68  0.56 
Mixed-language noun  30  19  0.63 
Total  216  116   0.54 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Hapax = hapax legomenon, a noun type that occurs with 
just one token in the dataset. 
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5.4.3.    The animacy of nouns in Billy’s speech 

Again, because much of noun inflection hinges upon grammatical animacy, Table 5.53 provides 

a quick look at Billy’s noun types and tokens per animacy category. Here Billy diverges from the 

other speakers in the dataset, as a majority of his production consists of animate noun types. He 

does not share the nearly even split between animate and inanimate nouns evident in the speech 

of the adult, Ani, and Daisy. Like the other children, though, Billy’s tokens are mostly animate, 

because common topics of his conversations include people and animals. 

 

Table 5.53: Billy’s production of common nouns types, per animacy category 
NEC noun animacy Types Proportion of types Tokens Proportion of tokens TTR 
Animate 39 0.61 115 0.68 0.34 
Inanimate 25 0.39 54 0.32 0.46 
Total 64 1.00 169 1.00 0.38 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of that stem, whether uninflected or inflected. TTR = type-token ratio. 

 

5.4.4.    All inflected vs. uninflected nouns in Billy’s speech 

For a first global look at Billy’s usage of NEC nominal inflection, Table 5.54 breaks down 

Billy’s NEC noun production into inflected and uninflected types and tokens. This table excludes 

tokens with errors in inflection. Overall Billy produces 61 types and 161 tokens with adult-like 

inflection. Like the adult and Daisy, Billy inflects more than half of his noun tokens (100/161, 

62.11 percent). 

 

Table 5.54: Billy’s production of inflected vs. uninflected NEC nouns 
Inflected  Uninflected 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
40  100  32  61 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

Table 5.55 puts Billy’s on-target noun production into the three possible inflectional 

contexts. In a departure from the other speakers in the dataset, Billy produces a plurality of his 

types and tokens in only inflected forms (29/61 types, 47.54 percent; 73/161 tokens, 45.34 

percent). He produces 11 types (45 tokens) in either context, and along with his 30 types (44 

tokens) of mixed-language nouns, which will all play role in furnishing insight into Billy’s 
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acquisition of NEC nominal inflection. The next section explores Billy’s expressions of 

possession, the richest context for nominal inflection in NEC. 

 

Table 5.55: Billy’s production of NEC nouns across inflectional contexts 
Occur inflected only  Occur uninflected only  Occur in either context 
Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
29  73  21  43  11  45 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

5.4.5.    All possessive constructions in Billy’s speech 

Throughout his dataset, Billy produces 188 total utterances containing at least one possessive 

construction (Table 5.56). His proportion of utterances with a possessive construction (0.04) 

closely resembles production by the adult and Daisy. 

Like the other speakers, Billy produces a variety of possessive construction types (Table 

5.57), and a majority of utterances with possessives have constructions containing only NEC 

elements (87/123, 70.73 percent). A predominance of constructions have a noun as the possessee 

(108/123, 87.80 percent), and all but 12 involve NEC possessive inflection. 

 

Table 5.56: Billy’s noun token production  

Session Child age Utterances Utterances containing  
a POSS construction 

Proportion of utterances 
w/ a POSS construction 

B3.02 4;05.04 452 5 0.01 
B3.04 4;06.08 282 17 0.06 
B3.06 4;07.27 226 6 0.03 
B3.07 4;08.21 163 9 0.06 
B3.09 4;10.08 242 7 0.03 
B3.11 5;00.13 399 21 0.05 
B3.13 5;02.12 246 6 0.02 
B3.14 5;03.22 150 15 0.1 
B3.15 5;05.00 323 11 0.03 
B3.17 5;06.27 299 8 0.03 
B3.18 5;10.06 391 13 0.03 
Totals  3,173 118 0.04 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. 
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Table 5.57: Billy’s utterances containing possessive constructions 
Language Type of POSS construction  Utterances  Proportion 

NEC 

N only  54  0.44 
PSR + DEM  12  0.10 
DEM + N  9  0.07 
PSR + N  7  0.06 
PSR only  3  0.02 
PSR + DEM + N  2  0.02 

ENG POSS.PRO + N/name  11  0.09 

Mixed-
language 

ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  13  0.11 
NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  4  0.03 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  2  0.02 
PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 
NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ ENG.INFL  1  < 0.01 
ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 
NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL +  
NEC.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 

ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/ NEC & ENG.INFL  1  < 0.01 
NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL  1  < 0.01 

 Total  123  1.00 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>. The symbol <w/> means “with”, and <w/o> means “without”. DEM = 
demonstrative. ENG = English. INFL = inflection. N = noun. NEC = Northern East Cree. 
POSS = possessive. POSS.PRO = possessive pronoun. PSR = possessor. 

 

5.4.6.    All possessee nouns involving NEC inflection in Billy’s speech 

Table 5.58 lists Billy’s types and tokens of nouns as possessees taking NEC inflection, including 

for comparison his overall noun types and tokens. Billy’s possessees involve 45 different types 

with 95 total tokens. NEC nouns take up a majority of types (28/45, 62.22 percent) and an even 

larger proportion of tokens (71/95, 74.74 percent). 

For a longitudinal tracking of Billy’s production, Table 5.59 lists his possessees with NEC 

inflection per recording session. The totals for Billy’s nouns as possessee types in Table 5.59 

differ from those in Table 5.58, which indicates a pattern: Billy repeats 12 individual NEC noun 

types as possessees across recording sessions, but he only uses one English type (mommy) in a 

mixed-language possessees in more than one session. As with Daisy, Billy tends to use a given 

English noun type with NEC possessive inflection at just one point in time, whereas his usage of 

NEC nouns as possessees is more robust and stable. 
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Table 5.58: Billy’s nouns as possessees involving NEC inflection 
  Nouns as possessees  All nouns 
Nominal category  Types  Tokens  Types  Tokens 
NEC noun  28  71  64  169 
Mixed-language noun  17  24  30  44 
Total  45  95  94  213 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Type = a distinct noun stem, whether NEC or English. 
Token = any occurrence of a noun stem. 

 

Table 5.59: Billy’s nouns as possessees involving NEC inflection, per session 

Session Child age Utterances  NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
 Types Tokens  Types Tokens 

B3.02 4;05.04 452  2 2  1 1 
B3.04 4;06.08 282  9 11  2 2 
B3.06 4;07.27 226  4 4  0 0 
B3.07 4;08.21 163  8 8  1 1 
B3.09 4;10.08 242  2 4  1 2 
B3.11 5;00.13 399  7 12  4 6 
B3.13 5;02.12 246  3 3  1 1 
B3.14 5;03.22 150  7 8  4 6 
B3.15 5;05.00 323  7 7  1 1 
B3.17 5;06.27 299  2 4  1 1 
B3.18 5;10.06 391  5 8  2 3 
Total  3,173  56 71  18 24 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. 

 

Lastly, Table 5.60 counts Billy’s most frequent types as possessees bearing NEC inflection, 

in terms of tokens. This table includes his 14 most frequent NEC types and all of his mixed-

language types. For easy comparison with adult speech, types that also occur in Table 5.14 are 

again marked with an asterisk in the “Tokens” column. 

Billy’s most frequent NEC possessees seem connected to frequency in child-directed speech: 

9/14 (64.29 percent) of his NEC types in Table 5.60 also occur in the top possessees for the 

adult, which includes Billy’s top five. Like the two other children, Billy’s appears to use NEC 

possessees that occur more often in input. His use of English stems with NEC inflection does not 

share such as ostensible connection to frequency in adult speech, as only 5/17 (29.41 percent) of 

his types also appear in the adult’s mixed-inflection possessees. 

As with Daisy, (in)alienability may also play some role in Billy’s production, because 11/14 

(78.57 percent) of his most frequent NEC types are inalienably possessed nouns that must occur 
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with possessive inflection. The other three types—pîpî ‘baby’, utâpânâskw ‘car, vehicle’, and 

ashtutin ‘hat’—can occur in speech without such marking. 

In another similarity to Daisy, both types for ‘grandmother’ appear among Billy’s most 

frequent productions. He uses lexicalized kûhkum eight times and analyzed stem uhkum three 

times. Looking at these tokens may prove especially revealing for tracing his nominal inflection. 

 

Table 5.60: Most frequent nouns as possessees w/ NEC inflection, in Billy’s production 
NEC nouns  Mixed-language nouns 
Type Gloss Tokens  Type Tokens 
îch home 13 *  brother 2 
kâwî mother 8 *  friend 2 * 
shîm younger sibling 8 *  key 2 
uhtâwî father 7 *  mom(my) 2 * 
uhkum grandmother 3 *  skidoo 2 * 
ashtutin hat 2  sock 2 
htiwikî ear 2 *  window 2 
pîpî baby 2 *  bicycle 1 * 
shtikwânipîwî hair 2 *  car 1 * 
skut nose 2  chimney 1 
stâs older brother 2  chip 1 
tihchî hand 2 *  classroom 1 
tun mouth 2  dad(dy) 1 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle 2  goalie stick 1 
var. (14) n/a 1  room 1 
    sled 1 
    tree 1 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Var. = Multiple noun types occur with the same 
number of tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. * = also occurs in the 
top 25 NEC most frequent possessees in adult speech, from Table 5.14. 

 

5.4.7.    Summary 

Billy produces 1,272 total nominal tokens within 3,173 total utterances across his 11 recording 

sessions. As with Daisy, Billy’s usage shares several patterns with child-directed speech. He 

produces nominal tokens and noun tokens at rates similar to those in input. NEC predominates 

his nominals, where nouns constitute a minority of tokens. However, English takes up a larger 

proportion of Billy’s noun production than in child-directed speech. Nonetheless, Billy’s 

expressions of possession also bear similarities to adult input (and Daisy’s speech). Most of his 

possessive constructions use only NEC elements, and the vast majority of his possessive 
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expressions use nouns as possessees with NEC inflection. as with Daisy, the frequency of nouns 

in child-directed speech may play a role in Billy’s usage of NEC nouns inside and outside of 

possessive constructions, but likely not with his English nouns. 

 

5.5.     Conclusion 

This chapter has surveyed nominal production—with a particular focus on nouns, possessive 

constructions, and possessive inflection—for all four speakers represented in the dataset. With 

more than 200 different NEC noun types across nearly 2,000 tokens, child-directed speech 

provides fertile ground for children to encounter and abstract patterns of NEC nominal inflection. 

Frequency in input may play a particular role in helping children crack the code of inflection, as 

many of the adult's most frequent nouns and possessees also occur within the most frequent 

forms in child speech. 

The children each follow and diverge from patterns in adult input in their own particular 

ways. Each child largely expresses possession through constructions using only NEC elements. 

Compared to child-directed speech, though, each child uses much more English in their noun 

production. Particularly in this context of possession, this predominance of English within child 

speech actually provides a special opportunity to trace the acquisition of NEC nominal inflection, 

because the children all mark English noun stems with NEC morphology. Because this pattern is 

relatively infrequent in child-directed speech, these constructions may prove to be testaments to 

productive child usage of NEC inflection. 
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Chapter 6: Person marking for a possessor 
 

I this chapter I investigate the acquisition of person marking for a possessor, which occurs in the 

prefix slot within the affixal template for NEC nouns. The person of a possessor is marked by a 

prefix on the noun signifying a possessee. Only one prefix can occur on a given noun, and the 

prefix marks either a first-, second-, third-, or unspecified/indefinite-person possessor. For 

further details and examples, refer to the grammatical description in Chapter 2. 

This chapter begins with a look at person marking for a possessor in child-directed speech 

(§6.1), and then describes the acquisition of such marking by Ani (§6.2), Daisy (§6.3), and Billy 

(§6.4). Each section provides a quantitative and qualitative examination of prefix production. As 

in the previous chapter, the descriptions for each child largely share the same structure, to 

facilitate more convenient comparison. 

 

6.1.     Person marking in adult input 

This section describes the usage of person marking for a possessor in child-directed speech. 

Specifically, it lays out the distribution of prefix tokens and points out patterns in adult input that 

may help guide children in acquiring person marking. §6.1.1 overviews person prefix tokens 

throughout child-directed speech in the dataset. §6.1.2 examines production of prefix tokens 

across noun types. §6.1.3 looks at prefix tokens between alienably and inalienably possessed 

nouns. §6.1.4 discusses possessees in adult input that do not appear with a person prefix. §6.1.5 

summarizes the preceding findings. 

 

6.1.1.    All person marking 

For a first look at the adult’s production of person prefixes, Table 6.1 tabulates all of the tokens 

for each of the four morphemes (first-, second-, third-person and unspecified/indefinite) 

throughout the entire dataset. For comparison, Table 6.2 breaks down adult production of tokens 

per each child’s subcorpus. 

Altogether the adult produces 693 total prefix tokens but with large disparities in distribution 

between the morphemes. The bulk of adult input uses second-person prefixes (425/693 tokens, 

61.33 percent). This predominance reflects the characteristics of child-directed speech, which is 

replete with speech acts where the adult addresses the child. Third-person tokens come in second 
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place (208/693 tokens, (30.01 percent), which means the adult often talks about things belonging 

to other people who are not present. The adult talks about herself as a possessor infrequently 

(50/693 tokens, 7.22 percent), and mentions of unspecified/indefinite possessors are relatively 

rare (10/693 tokens, 1.44 percent). 

 

Table 6.1: Adult person prefix token production 
Person prefix Tokens Proportion of tokens 
P2 425 0.61 
P3 208 0.30 
P1 50 0.07 
PU 10 0.01 
Total 693 0.99 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to less than 1.00 because of 
complications rounding to two, and even to three, decimal places.  

 

Table 6.2: Adult person prefix token production, per subcorpus 
 Person prefix tokens  
Subcorpus P2 P3 P1 PU Total per subcorpus 
Ani 150 72 17 4 243 
Daisy 112 64 19 4 199 
Billy 163 72 14 2 251 
Total per prefix 425 208 50 10  
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. 

 
Each child is exposed to hundreds of prefix tokens, and the proportions of each morpheme 

are relatively consistent across the subcorpora. In other words, each child encounters similar 

rates of exposure to person prefixes in child-directed speech. 

 

6.1.2.    Person marking per noun type 

The adult produces nearly seven hundred prefix tokens, but a crucial point is determining the 

distribution of prefixes across noun types. Individual noun types that take the widest variety of 

prefixes may provide children with a good opportunity to contrast forms, recognize a pattern, and 

abstract the prefix slot and the morphemes that can occupy it. 

The previous chapter demonstrates that the adult produces 84 NEC noun types (683 tokens) 

and just seven mixed-language noun types (10 tokens) as possessees bearing NEC inflection 
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(§6.1.6.). Table 6.3 breaks down the top 25 NEC noun types by total tokens of occurrence with a 

person prefix. This table includes the category of noun stem, to provide additional insight about 

inalienable and alienable NEC noun stems. Inalienable stems must always occur with some form 

of the person prefix. Table 6.4 breaks down all seven noun types from mixed-language 

possessees. Several important patterns emerge from these two tables. 

The first major pattern is that the bulk of person prefix tokens appear on just a minority of 

noun types. The top 25 NEC noun types account for 531/693 (76.62 percent) total prefix tokens. 

This represents a Zipfian distribution, as the top 25 types constitute just 27.47 percent of all 91 

noun types that occur as possessees. Within the top 25, two stems carry a particularly heavy load: 

kâwî ‘mother’ and îch ‘home’ together account for 117 prefix tokens, which represents a large 

proportion of all prefix tokens (117/693, 16.88 percent). Altogether this token density within the 

top 25 leaves the other 59 NEC types and seven mixed-language types to carry less than one-

fourth of prefix tokens. Mixed-language types are especially few and far between in child-

directed speech, and no single type appears with more than two prefix tokens. In brief, a 

relatively small number of NEC noun types do the vast majority of the work demonstrating to 

children: 1) where the prefix slot is within the inflectional template for NEC nouns; 2) what 

information this position encodes; and 3) which morphemes can be used in that position. 

Another handful of noun types within the top 25 may play a particular role in this 

demonstration too: 13 types appear with at least one token each of the first-, second-, and third-

person prefixes: akuhp ‘coat’, îpit ‘tooth’, kâwî ‘mother’, mischisin ‘shoe’, pichiwiyân ‘shirt’, 

pîpî ‘baby’, piyichîs ‘pants’, shchîshikw ‘eye’, shtikwân ‘head’, tâih ‘heart’, tihchî ‘hand’, îch 

‘home’, and wîchâwâkin ‘friend’. Only one noun type, tâih ‘heart’, appears with all four person 

prefixes. Noun types that appear with more than one type of person prefix may give children 

additional clues to the position, function, and morphological members of the inflectional 

template slot.  
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Table 6.3: Most frequent NEC noun types w/ a person prefix, in adult production 
 Tokens with person prefix  
Type Gloss Category P2 P3 P1 PU Total 
kâwî mother nad 47 19 1 0 67 
îch home nid 30 15 5 0 50 
wîchâwâkin friend na 32 3 2 0 37 
shîm younger sibling nad 27 7 0 0 34 
akuhp coat ni 18 11 2 0 31 
pîpî baby na 17 6 1 0 24 
piyichîs pants na 13 7 2 0 22 
tâhtipiwin chair ni 18 4 0 0 22 
shchîshikw eye nid 10 7 4 0 21 
mischisin shoe ni 12 7 1 0 20 
pichiwiyân shirt ni 11 7 1 0 19 
tihchî hand nid 13 4 1 0 18 
îpit tooth nid 14 1 2 0 17 
shtikwân head nid 8 5 3 0 16 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher na 14 1 0 0 15 
mushum grandfather nad 14 0 1 0 15 
uhkum grandmother nad 9 6 0 0 15 
shtikwânipîwî hair nid 10 1 0 3 14 
mâtiwâkin toy, game ni 9 4 0 0 13 
htiwikî ear nid 8 2 0 1 11 
misinihîkin book ni 8 3 0 0 11 
uhtâwî father nad 5 6 0 0 11 
mis older sister nad 2 8 0 0 10 
mîchim food ni 5 4 0 0 9 
tâih heart nid 3 2 2 2 9 
Total   357 140 28 6 531 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. P = possessor. 1 = first 
person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = unspecified/indefinite. 

 

Third, there is a relatively close split between inalienable and alienable nouns in the top 25. 

14 types (308 tokens) are inalienably possessed stems that must always take a prefix, and 11 

(223 tokens) are alienably possessed. The frequency of tokens within each category in the top 25 

may provide children with important evidence for abstracting semantic and morphosyntactic 

principles. This next section explores this possibility further. 
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Table 6.4: All mixed-language noun types w/ a person prefix, in adult production 
 Tokens with person prefix  
Type P2 P3 P1 PU Total 
car 2 0 0 0 2 
friend 0 2 0 0 2 
skidoo 0 2 0 0 2 
aunt 0 1 0 0 1 
bicycle 0 1 0 0 1 
mommy 0 1 0 0 1 
sister 0 1 0 0 1 
Total 2 8 0 0 10 
Notes. w/ = with. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. 

 

Finally, English noun stems across mixed-language and English-only nouns may also provide 

children with some evidence for abstracting patterns regarding the person prefix position. Table 

6.5 lists all of the English stems that have at least one token with and one token without a person 

prefix. Only five types match this criteria, but even in these limited numbers they provide some 

contrasting examples for children to extrapolate the NEC prefix position, its function, and 

morphological members. 

 

Table 6.5: English noun types occurring w/ and w/o a prefix, in adult production 
Type Tokens w/ person prefix Tokens w/o person prefix Total 
skidoo 2 16 18 
friend 2 2 4 
car 2 1 3 
aunt 1 1 2 
bicycle 1 1 2 
Total 8 21 29 
Notes. w/ = “with”. w/o = “without”. 
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6.1.3.    Person marking with inalienable and alienable possession 

Almost all of the inalienable noun types within the top 25 (Table 6.3) signify either a kinship 

relation or body part. This could help children abstract a generalization that such terms belong to 

the same semantic class and must always take a possessor prefix. The only exception is îch 

‘home’. However, as the number two stem in Table 6.3, îch occurs with a high frequency that 

may allow children to learn easily that îch falls into the same category as kinship terms and 

words for body parts. 

The remaining 11 noun types within the top 25 may provide children with crucial evidence to 

help them abstract the alienable category of nouns: those that can occur with or without a person 

prefix, depending upon the context of possession. To shed light on this possibility, Table 6.6 lists 

these 11 alienable types and their tokens with and without person prefixes. 

 

Table 6.6: Most frequent NEC alienable noun types, in adult production 
Type Gloss Tokens w/ person prefix Tokens w/o person prefix Total 
pîpî baby 24 42 66 
misinihîkin book 11 38 49 
tâhtipiwin chair 22 25 47 
mâtiwâkin toy, game 13 29 42 
wîchâwâkin friend 37 0 37 
akuhp coat 31 1 32 
piyichîs pants 22 2 24 
mischisin shoe 20 1 21 
pichiwiyân shirt 19 1 20 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher 15 3 18 
mîchim food 9 4 13 
Total  223 146 369 
Notes. w/ = “with”. w/o = “without”. 

 

Table 6.6 suggests that four noun types may be especially useful for illustrating inflectional 

patterns to children. The noun stems pîpî ‘baby’, tâhtipiwin ‘chair’, mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’, and 

misinihîkin ‘book’ each occur in more than ten tokens with and without a person prefix. Perhaps 

these noun types furnish crucial evidence for children to extrapolate the prefix position, its 

function, and morphological members. 

For some final consideration in this vein, Table 6.7 presents all alienable noun types that 

have at least: two tokens with a person prefix and two tokens without a person prefix. Only 14 

types (260 total tokens) fit these criteria. Table 6.25 in the Appendix extends the view to all 
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alienable noun types that have at least one token fitting each criterion (39 types, 640 tokens). The 

noun types in Tables 6.7 and 6.25 may serve a critical role in input, because they can illustrate to 

children the distinction between inalienable and alienable nouns: These contrasting forms show 

that there exists a class of nouns which only sometimes take a person prefix, and this person 

prefix only occurs in the context of possession. 

In sum, child-directed speech within the dataset for this dissertation provides children with 

hundreds of opportunities to contrast forms of individual noun types and discern the position and 

function of person marking for a possessor. However, only a small subset of individual noun 

types provides more than a handful of opportunities to contrast such forms. 

 
Table 6.7: NEC alienable types: two tokens w/ and w/o a prefix, in adult production 
Type Gloss Tokens w/ person prefix Tokens w/o person prefix Total 
pîpî baby 24 42 66 
tâhtipiwin chair 22 25 47 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle 8 25 33 
piyichîs pants 22 2 24 
mîchim food 9 4 13 
ashtutin hat 8 4 12 
mâmâpisun swing 4 8 12 
pîywâshikin sock 5 5 10 
âihkunâu cake 2 7 9 
atim dog 3 6 9 
chîmân boat 4 5 9 
wîhkwâyâ sock 3 5 8 
chûchû bottle 2 2 4 
ût canoe 2 2 4 
Total  118 142 260 
Notes. w/ = “with”. w/o = “without”. 

 

6.1.4.    Possessees with no person marking in adult input 

Within the dataset, child-directed speech contains no errors in person marking for a possessor. 

All NEC and mixed-language nouns as possessees carry a prefix, with no errors of omission or 

commission of a prefix morpheme. However, mixed-language possessees present a challenge: 

One cannot stipulate that NEC possessive inflection is always obligatory with mixed-language 

possessees, and some possessees of this type occur without such marking. 

Three utterances deserve attention here. In (1–3), the adult produces mixed-language 

possessee noun phrases but without any NEC inflection. According to the present study’s criteria 
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for productivity (§4.2.5.), these cannot be classified as errors. Nonetheless, these are the only 

mixed-language possessees in child-directed speech that do not occur with NEC inflection. Some 

other patterns or principle may be in play. 

Example (1) is difficult to account for, because it is the only example in adult input of a 

possessee consisting of an NEC demonstrative modifying an English noun. No conclusions can 

be drawn confidently here. 

 

(1)   ᐊᐙᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐅᔮᐦ crackers᙮ 

Awân mâk uyâh crackers. 

awân  mâk  u-yâh     cracker-s 

who  EMPH  DEM-NI.OBV.PL  cracker-ENG.PL 

‘Whose crackers are these?’ (Adult, 4;04.04, B1.11, 28:46) 

 

However, perhaps (2–3) represent some kind of principle where possessees occurring with an 

English possessive pronoun do not take NEC possessive marking. This could be some sort of 

principle against double-marking possession: If a pronoun expresses possession, then there is no 

need to mark it on the noun. That could explain why the possessees in (2–3) do not carry any 

NEC possessive inflection. 

 

(2)   ᐊᐙᓐ ᒌᔨ your auntie᙮ 

Awân chîyi your auntie. 

awân  chîyi   your    aunt-ie 

who   2    2.POSS   aunt-DIM 

‘Who is your auntie?’ (Adult, 5;10.06, B3.18, 19:02) 

 

(3)   ᑖᓐ ᐋᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒌᔨ your hockey stick᙮ 

Tân âshinâkuhch chîyi your hockey stick 

tân    âshinâkuhch  chîyi   your   hockey.stick 

where   it.appears    2    2.POSS  hockey.stick 

‘What does your hockey stick look like?’ (Adult, 5;10.06, B3.18, 27:03) 
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There is not much evidence in input attesting to principle, because the adult produces only 12 

utterances in the entire dataset that use English possessive pronouns. 10 of these contain English-

only noun phrases as the possessee, such as (4–5). 

 

(4)   ᐊᐙᓐ your friend᙮ 

Awân your friend. 

awân  your   friend 

who   2.POSS  friend 

‘Who is your friend?’ (Adult, 4;00.13, A1.35, 08:44) 

 

(5)   ᑖᓂᐦᐄ your toys᙮ 

Tânihî your toys. 

tâni-hî    your   toy-s 

where-NI.PL   2.POSS   toy-ENG.PL 

‘Where are your toys?’ (Adult, 3;00.02, A1.21, 20:18) 

 

That leaves only the two mixed-language noun phrases in (2–3) as examples attesting to the 

possible existence of a principle against marking possessees co-occurring with an English 

possessive pronoun. Despite this dearth of evidence in child-directed speech, §§6.2–6.4 

demonstrate that children nonetheless may have abstracted and applied this principle. 

 
6.1.5.    Summary 

This section describes patterns in person marking for a possessor within child-directed speech 

throughout the dataset. Children acquiring NEC face the challenges of discovering the presence, 

position, function, and morphological members of the prefix position within the affixal template 

for NEC nouns. 

Adult input contains nearly 700 tokens of person prefixes, but most of the tokens children 

encounter mark either second- or third-person possessors. The vast majority of person prefixes 

tokens appear on just 25 out of 91 noun types. These 25 types may also provide children with 

evidence to extrapolate the semantic and morphological patterns delineating two major noun 

classes in NEC: inalienably and alienably possessed nouns. The former require a prefix marking 
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person of a possessor, while the latter require a prefix only in contexts of possession. Adult input 

provides children with hundreds of opportunities to contrast alienable noun types with and 

without person prefixes, although the bulk of this work is done by a small number of noun types. 

 

6.2.     Person marking in Ani’s speech 

This section describes the acquisition of person marking for a possessor by Ani, the youngest 

child represented in the dataset. §6.2.1 presents all of Ani’s prefix tokens. §6.2.2 considers the 

extent to which Ani acquires productive usage of the prefixes marking first-person, second-

person, and third-person possessors. §6.2.3 discusses Ani’s possessees that do not bear a person 

prefix and yet do not appear to be errors. §6.2.4 summarizes findings. 

 

6.2.1.    All person marking 

Throughout her sample, Ani produces 36 total tokens of NEC and mixed-language nouns as 

possessees. This total is much smaller than what occurs in the sample for child-directed speech 

and the two other children. 

Table 6.8 counts all tokens of Ani’s NEC possessees where person marking of a possessor is 

obligatory. Nine of Ani’s prefix tokens are used in an adult-like manner, and she has seven errors 

of omission but no errors of commission. 

Table 6.9 counts Ani’s person prefix tokens across her mixed-language possessees in 

obligatory contexts. Ani produces seven possessee tokens with adult-like application of a person 

prefix and another six tokens with prefix errors. 

 

Table 6.8: Ani’s person prefixes w/ NEC possessees, in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 3 1 0 4 0.25 
P2 5 0 0 5 0.00 
P3 1 6 0 7 0.86 
PU 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Total 9 7 0 16 0.44 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 
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Table 6.9: Ani’s person prefixes w/ mixed-language possessees, in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 1 1 1 3 0.67 
P2 0 1 0 1 1.00 
P3 6 3 0 9 0.33 
PU 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Total 7 5 1 13 0.46 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 

To summarize so far, Ani produces a total of 29 possessee tokens where the usage of a 

person prefix is obligatory (Table 6.10). 16 of these are NEC-only tokens and 13 are mixed-

language tokens. 

  

Table 6.10: Ani’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Proportion of errors 
P1 4 2 1 7 0.42 
P2 5 1 0 6 0.17 
P3 7 9 0 16 0.56 
PU 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Total 16 12 1 29 0.45 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. 

 

In total, the child uses prefixes in an adult-like manner 16 times and produces 13 possessee 

tokens with errors. These are overall totals from across Ani’s 15 recording sessions, and they 

constitute low numbers compared to the speech of the adult and other two children. Therefore, 

the following section shines more light onto the unfolding of the acquisitional process over time 

and the emergence of productive person marking for a possessor. 

 

6.2.2.    Productivity of person marking 

This section considers the extent to which Ani demonstrates productivity with the four prefixes 

marking the person of a possessor. She produces no tokens of the unspecified/indefinite 

possessor prefix mi-, which is also rare in child-directed speech, and so the dataset presents no 

evidence regarding Ani’s productivity with that morpheme.  
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Table 6.11 breaks down her production of the other three prefixes across the eight recording 

sessions containing obligatory contexts for a prefix. The ensuing sections provide a quantitative 

and qualitative look at Ani’s production of these morphemes in obligatory contexts: The first-

person prefix is explored in §6.2.2.1, the second-person prefix in §6.2.2.2, and the third-person 

prefix in §6.2.2.3. 

 

Table 6.11: Ani’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts, per recording session 
   P1 tokens  P2 tokens  P3 tokens 
Session Child age  Adult-like  Errors  Adult-like Errors  Adult-like Errors 
A1.06 2;03.24  0 0  0 0  1 0 
A1.12 2;07.06  0 1  0 0  0 3 
A1.15 2;08.23  0 0  0 0  0 1 
A1.24 3;02.05  0 0  0 0  0 1 
A1.26 3;04.09  0 0  0 0  0 1 
A1.30 3;06.23  3 0  0 0  0 0 
A1.35 4;00.13  0 1  3 1  2 3 
A1.37 4;03.07  1 1  2 0  4 0 
Total   4 3  5 1  7 9 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. 

 

6.2.2.1.   First-person possessor marking 

Ani uses no nouns as possessees in her first recording session at age 2;01.12, and her first 

obligatory context for a first-person prefix occurs at age 2;07.06, in (6). She produces a bare 

noun chûchû ‘bottle’ as the possessee, but that noun should have a person prefix and possessive 

suffix (Margaret, REH1-031, 9:39). This is an error of omission for the prefix. 

 

(6)    ᓃᔨ ᐆ ᒎᒎᔥ᙮ 

Nîyi û chûchûsh. 

Target:  nîyi  û    ni-chûchû-m-sh 

Actual:  nîyi  û    *∅-chûchû-*∅-sh 

 1  DEM  1-bottle-POSS-DIM 

‘This is my bottle’ (Ani, 2;07.06, A1.12, 28:54) 

 

Ani’s next usage of the first-person prefix does not come until age 3;06.23, as in (7). At this 

point she correctly applies the prefix ni- to three different noun types. Two of these possessees 
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are NEC (nimischisin ‘my shoe’ and nipichiwiyân ‘my shirt’), and one is mixed-language 

(nishoes ‘my shoes’). 

 

(7)    ᑖᓐ ᓃᔨ ᓂᒥᔅᒋᓯᓐc 

Tân nîyi nimischisin. 

tân    nîyi   ni-mischisin 

 where  1   1-shoe 

‘Where is my shoe?’ (Ani, 3;06.23, A1.30, 06:17) 

 

Ani does not use the prefix in an adult-like manner in the following session. It only appears 

in an error of commission: In (8), Ani applies the first-person prefix when the third-person 

morpheme is required (Margaret, REH1-015, 4:55).  

 

(8)    ᐸᕐᐱᐁ ᐅᒐᐃᕆᒻᐦ᙮ 

Barbie uchairimh. 

Target:  Barbie   u-chair-im-h 

Actual:  Barbie  *ni-chair-im-h 

name   3-chair-POSS-Q 

‘Barbie’s chair?’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 14:49) 

 

Ani’s final usage of first-person marking comes at age 4;03.07. Here she has one adult-like 

token (9) (Margaret, REH1-026, 1:04:46) and one error of omission (10) (Margaret, REH1-026, 

1:00:15). 

 

(9)    ᐄᐦᐄ ᓂᑎᑯᐦᐱᔨᐤ᙮ 

Îhî nitikuhpiyiu. 

îhî   nit-ikuhp-iyiu 

yes  2-coat-NI.OBV 

‘Yes, my coat’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 49:13)   
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(10)   ᓃᔨ ᓂᐯᑎᒻ 

nîyi nibedim 

Target:  nîyi ni-bed-im 

Actual:  nîyi *∅-bed-im 

‘my bed’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 43:54) 

 

According to the criteria for productivity adopted by the present study (§4.2.5.), Ani does not 

demonstrate productive usage of the first-person prefix in her data sample. She does not use the 

prefix correctly in two consecutive sessions, nor does she produce it in an adult-like manner in 

enough obligatory contexts. 

 

6.2.2.2.   Second-person possessor marking 

Ani does not use the second-person prefix until age 4;00.13. At this age, she applies it correctly 

to three tokens of îpit ‘tooth’ (11) (Margaret, REH1-015, 49:08), and she has one error of 

omission with chair (12) (Margaret, REH1-015, 42:30). 

 

(11)  ᓂᒧᐃ ᒌᐱᑦ᙮ 

Nimui chîpit. 

nimui ch-îpit 

NEG 2-tooth 

‘Not your tooth.’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 19:59) 

 

(12)  ᒌᔨ ᐆ ᐋᐃ ᒋᒐᐃᕆᒻ᙮ 

Chîyi û âi chichairim. 

Target:  chîyi û   âi  chi-chair-im 

Actual:  chîyi  û   âi  *∅-chair-im 

   2  DEM HES 2-chair-POSS 

‘This is uh, your chair.’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 19:59) 
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Ani’s following and final usage of the prefix occurs in the very next recording session. At 

age 4;03.07 she produces two adult-like tokens of another type (îch ‘home’), each with the 

prefix: chîchinâhch ‘at our house’. 

Ani uses the second-person prefix correctly in two successive sessions, she uses it on two 

different noun types, and she uses it correctly in more than 80 percent of obligatory contexts by 

age 4;03.07 (5/6 contexts, 83.33 percent). However, the sample still does not offer enough 

evidence that she has acquired the morpheme productively, because she does not meet the last 

criterion from §4.2.5.: She does not use either noun type in a word form without the prefix. In 

fact, her only uses of îpit ‘tooth’ and îch ‘home’ are tokens that occur with the second-person 

prefix. 

 

6.2.2.3.   Third-person possessor marking 

Ani’s first obligatory context for a third-person prefix appears at age 2;03.24, which is 

represented in (13). Ani’s possessee is adult-like, even though her demonstrative is missing the 

required -h (Margaret, REH1-010, 45:17). Interpreting her production of his particular possessee 

is tricky, because the third-person possessor prefix u- is absorbed by a stem like uhtâwî ‘father’, 

which begins with /ʊ/ (Collette, 2014, p. 255). The present study gives children the benefit of the 

doubt, and so it is assumed that Ani produces the correct allomorph of the prefix u- in this 

instance. 

 

(13)   ᒫᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᐦᑖᐐᐦ᙮ 

Mâniyâh uhtâwîh. 

Target:  mâni-yâ-h     ∅-uhtâwî-h 

Actual:  mâni-yâ-*∅    ∅-uhtâwî-h 

DEM-OBV-NA  3-father-NA.OBV 

‘That is his father.’ (Ani, A1.06, 2;03.24, 06:59) 

 

After this age point, Ani has six tokens with errors of omission of the prefix, across four 

different recording sessions, between ages 2;07.06 and 3;04.09. 

At age 4;00.13, Ani has five obligatory contexts for the third-person prefix. She produces the 

prefix in an adult-like manner in two contexts, as in (14) (Margaret, REH1-015, 27:34). 
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However, she also has three contexts with errors of omission, as in (15) (Margaret, REH1-015, 

16:40/18:57). 

 

(14)  ᐅᐯᑎᒻ (name)᙮ 

ubedim (name) 

u-bed-im   (name) 

3-bed-POSS  (name) 

‘her bed, (name)’s’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 02:54) 

 

(15)   ᐙᐱᒻ ᒫ ᒫᐅᔮ ᐅᐯᑎᒻ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Wâpim mâ mâuyâ ubedim nimâ 

Target:  wâpim     mâ    mâu-yâ     u-bed-im nimâ 

Actual:  wâpim     mâ    mâu-*∅     *∅-bedim nimâ 

look.at.it.IMP   EMPH  DEM-NI.OBV.SG  3-bed-POSS NEG 

‘Look, this one here, it’s her bed, right?’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 2:58) 

 

For Ani’s final recording session at age 4;03.07, though, she has no errors and applies the 

prefix in an adult-like fashion in all four obligatory contexts: upencilimh ‘her/his pencil’, 

uscissorimh ‘her/his scissors’, and ufriendimh ‘her/his friend’ (two tokens). By this point she has 

also used four of these noun types in contrasting word forms without the first-person prefix: 

 

• bare noun friend (one token) 

• bare noun pencil (five tokens) 

• bare noun purse (one token) 

• the word form scissors (two tokens) 

 

In the end, Ani demonstrates productive usage of the third-person prefix at age 4;03.07, 

because she meets all four criteria for productivity (§4.2.5.). She has used the prefix in two 

consecutive sessions; she has applied it correctly to at least two different noun types; she has 

used at least two of those types in word forms without the prefix; and she has produced the prefix 

correctly in 100 percent of obligatory contexts. 
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6.3.3.    Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

This section evaluates Ani’s production in light of particular aspects of child-directed speech:  

the frequency of noun types with person marking (see §6.1.2) and the contrast between 

inalienable and alienable nouns (see §6.1.3). 

 

6.3.3.1.   Person marking per noun type 

Table 6.12 tabulates all of Ani’s 18 noun types as possessees in obligatory contexts requiring a 

person prefix. Types that also appear in the adult’s most frequent noun types with a person prefix 

(Tables 6.3–6.4) are indicated with an asterisk. 

 

Table 6.12: Ani’s noun types w/ a person prefix 
 Tokens with person prefix  
   P1 P2 P3  
Type Gloss Category A-L Err. A-L Err. A-L Err. Total 
chûchû bottle ni 0 1 0 0 0 3 4 
bed bed eng 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 
chair chair eng 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 
îpit * tooth nid 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
friend * friend eng 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
îch * home nid 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
akuhp * coat ni 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Barbie Barbie eng 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
mischisin * shoe ni 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
pencil pencil eng 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
pichiwiyân * shirt ni 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
piyichîs * pants na 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
purse purse eng 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
pûshî cat na 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
scissors scissors eng 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
shoe shoe eng 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
uhtâwî * father nad 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
wâpuyân blanket ni 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Total   4 3 5 1 7 9 29 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. P = 
possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. A-L = adult-like. Err. = errors. 
* = type also appears in Tables 6.3–6.4. 
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There may be a connection between Ani’s adult-like production of NEC possessees and their 

frequency with a person prefix in child-directed speech. Most of Ani’s NEC possessees also 

occur among the most frequent possessees in adult input. The exceptions are chûchû ‘bottle’, 

pûshî ‘cat’, and wâpuyân ‘blanket’—none of which Ani uses in an adult-like form with a prefix. 

Crucially, Ani’s only noun types that occur as on-target NEC possessees (akuhp ‘coat’, îpit 

‘tooth’, mischisin ‘shoe’, uhtâwî ‘father’, and îch ‘home’) are those that are also among the most 

frequent types with a prefix in adult input. 

However, Ani’s production of English possessees does not bear this same relationship to 

frequency in adult input. She does use one type that also occurs in adult speech with a person 

prefix: Ani produces two tokens of ufriendimh ‘her/his friend’, which is the same word form the 

adult uses in her two tokens of friend as a mixed-language possessee. But the rest of Ani’s 

English types as mixed-language possessees are not found in child-directed speech. English 

possessees are much rarer in child-directed speech, and so Ani’s production in this area must be 

a demonstration of her own abstraction and application of the rules of person prefix usage. 

 

6.3.3.1.   Person marking with inalienable and alienable possession 

Ani produces only three NEC types that are inalienably possessed (îpit ‘tooth’, uhtâwî ‘father’, 

and îch ‘home’). All of her six tokens here are adult-like, and again, these types are among the 

most frequent in input. 

Alienable NEC noun types can have word forms with or without a prefix, depending upon 

the context of possession. Of Ani’s seven alienable types, she produces just one type with tokens 

that contrast word forms with and without a person prefix: mischisin ‘shoe’. At age 3;06.23, Ani 

has seven total tokens of the type. One bears a first-person prefix (see example (7) above), while 

the other six tokens are bare noun stems, as in (16). 

 

(16)  ᒥᔅᒋᓯᓐ ᐊᓐ᙮ 

Mischisin an. 

mischisin  an 

shoe   DEM.DIST 

‘That is a shoe.’ (Ani, 3;06.23, A1.30, 21:28) 
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This usage of contrasting forms indicates her knowledge of the person prefix position in the 

NEC noun template by this age point. In fact, this age point also marks Ani’s first production of 

adult-like usage of such person marking since age 2;03.24. From age 3;06.23 onward, Ani’s 

possessee tokens are primarily adult-like with their person prefixes (15/21 tokens, 71.43 

percent). Thus, 3;06.23 appears to be a milestone in Ani’s development: This is when she reveals 

her understanding of the position, function, and morphological members of the inflectional 

template slot marking person of a possessor. 

 

6.2.4.    Possessees with no person marking 

Like the adult (§6.1.4), Ani produces some mixed-language possessee noun phrases where no 

person prefix is used, and yet these do not clearly constitute errors in obligatory contexts. None 

of these noun tokens occur with any NEC possessive inflection, so they are not considered to 

have errors in person marking. Altogether Ani has seven such tokens in the sample. 

Five of these tokens occur without an English possessive pronoun, but they all do occur with an 

NEC personal pronoun signifying a possessor, as in (17). In §6.1.4, I postulate that perhaps 

children could extrapolate a principle from adult input that prohibits NEC possessive inflection 

when a possessive pronoun is used. These five tokens do not directly support this possibility, 

because NEC pronouns such as nîyi ‘I, me, myself, my, mine’ do not necessarily convey 

possession in the same manner as an English possessive pronoun such as my. Furthermore, Ani 

does not generalize a principle where an NEC pronoun prohibits possessive inflection on the 

noun, because she has utterances like (10), where an NEC pronoun co-occurs with a possessive 

suffix on bedim. 

 

(17)   ᓃᔨ ᐆ car᙮ 

Nîyi û car. 

nîyi  û     car 

1   DEM.PXL  car 

‘This car is mine.’ (Ani, 3;02.05, A1.24, 18:30) 
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However, the two remaining tokens do occur with an English possessive pronoun, as in (18). 

These support the postulation from §6.1.4 but they do not necessarily explain what is going on 

the five examples like (17).  

 

(18)  ᑖᐹ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᓐ ᓃᔨ my pencil᙮ 

Tâpâ ihtikun nîyi my pencil. 

tâpâ  ihtikun  nîyi  my    pencil 

NEG it.is   1   1SG.POSS  pencil 

‘It’s not there, my pencil!’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 37:42) 

 

6.2.4.    Summary 

Ani produces far fewer nouns that require marking the person of a possessor than what occurs in 

child-directed speech. Within this limited selection of data, some circumscribed conclusions can 

be drawn about Ani’s acquisition of person marking. 

Age 3;06.23 seems to be a crucial milestone, where Ani demonstrates her knowledge of the 

person prefix position within the affixal template for NEC nouns. By the end of her dataset at age 

4;03.07, though, she has evinced productive knowledge of only the prefix marking a third-person 

possessor. Her usage of the second-person prefix comes close to satisfying the criteria for 

productivity, but her application of the first-person prefix does not. She does not use the 

unspecified/indefinite possessor prefix in the sample. 

Patterns in adult input may be connected to particular aspects of Ani’s production: Her only 

adult-like applications of a person prefix on NEC nouns comes with types that most frequently 

occur with prefixes in child-directed speech. Ani’s mixed-language possessees seem more 

independent from input, and these indeed provide a crucial window into her productive 

acquisition of person marking for a possessor. 

 

6.3.     Person marking in Daisy’s speech 

This section lays out Daisy’s usage of person marking for a possessor, from age 3;08.10 to 

5;10.02. Her data begins much later than Ani’s sample, although the two children overlap in age 

for approximately seven months, and Daisy’s sample also covers an additional 19 months of 

development. Daisy produces much more data pertaining to the person prefix. This may be a 
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function of inter-child variability, as Daisy seems to be the most linguistically engaged and 

precocious child represented in the corpus. 

 
6.3.1.    All person marking 

Table 6.13 tabulates Daisy’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts with NEC-only possessee 

nouns, and Table 6.14 breaks down her tokens in obligatory contexts with mixed-language 

possessees. Again, for the present study, a mixed-language possessee is considered to represent 

an obligatory context for a prefix only if it carries some other NEC possessive inflection.  

 

Table 6.13: Daisy’s person prefixes w/ NEC possessees, in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 89 0 0 89 0.00 
P2 21 0 1 22 0.05 
P3 102 1 0 103 0.01 
PU 5 0 1 6 0.17 
Total 217 1 2 220 0.01 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 

Table 6.14: Daisy’s person prefixes w/ mixed-language possessees, in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 5 0 0 5 0.00 
P2 2 0 0 2 0.00 
P3 16 0 0 16 0.00 
PU 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Total 23 0 0 23 0.00 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 

Altogether Daisy produces 240 adult-like person prefix tokens, which exceeds the 199 tokens 

in child-directed speech in her subcorpus (Table 6.2). With her NEC possessees, Daisy produces 

217 adult-like prefix tokens and only three errors. One of these errors is especially interesting 

and is addressed in (§6.3.2.2). Daisy produces 23 prefixes on mixed-language nouns, with no 

errors. 

Like the adult, Daisy’s tokens are imbalanced between the four prefixes, and 

unspecified/indefinite possessor marking is relatively uncommon. Unlike the adult, though, 
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Daisy uses mostly third- and first-person prefixes, while second-person marking occurs in just 

23/240 prefix tokens (9.58 percent). This difference between Daisy and the adult reflects the 

characteristics of child-adult interactions within the CCLAS corpus. To spur conversation, the 

adult typically addresses Daisy and asks the child about herself, her interests, and the lives of 

Daisy and her family. Daisy primarily tells stories about people and animals, talks about her 

interests, and relays things that have happened to herself, her friends, and family members. 

Table 6.15 summarizes Daisy’s production in all obligatory contexts. Adult speech in the 

dataset contains no errors with marking person of the possessor, and Daisy’s overall error rate 

here is very low. The next section explores Daisy’s productive usage of each prefix. 

 

Table 6.15: Daisy’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 94 0 0 94 0.00 
P2 23 0 1 24 0.04 
P3 118 1 0 119 0.01 
PU 5 0 1 6 0.17 
Total 240 1 2 243 0.01 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 
6.3.2.    Productivity of person marking 

This section explores how Daisy demonstrates productivity with each morpheme marking person 

of a possessor. To provide a picture of her usage over time, Table 6.16 lists Daisy’s prefix tokens 

per recording session. As in §6.2.2, the next sections provide a quantitative and qualitative 

examination of each prefix morpheme in obligatory contexts. 
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Table 6.16: Daisy’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts, per recording session 
   P1 tokens  P2 tokens  P3 tokens  PU tokens 
Session Child age  Ad. Err.  Ad. Err.  Ad. Err.  Ad. Err. 
B1.01 3;08.10  3 0  0 1  4 0  2 0 
B1.02 3;09.01  1 0  1 0  0 1  0 0 
B1.03 3;09.22  9 0  13 0  11 0  0 1 
B1.04 3;11.11  27 0  4 0  20 0  0 0 
B1.05 4;00.00  6 0  1 0  9 0  0 0 
B1.08 4;02.06  8 0  0 0  14 0  2 0 
B1.11 4;04.04  3 0  0 0  12 0  1 0 
B1.14 4;06.02  8 0  1 0  8 0  0 0 
B1.17 4;07.28  5 0  1 0  4 0  0 0 
B1.20 4;10.03  9 0  0 0  9 0  0 0 
B1.24 5;00.20  8 0  1 0  9 0  0 0 
B1.27 5;04.12  0 0  1 0  1 0  0 0 
B1.30 5;07.03  7 0  0 0  11 0  0 0 
B1.31 5;10.02  0 0  0 0  6 0  0 0 
Total   94 0  23 1  118 1  5 1 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Ad. = adult-like production of a token. Err. = errors. 

 
 
6.3.2.1.   First-person possessor marking 

Daisy’s sample begins at age 3;08.10. Here she produces three tokens of adult-like possessees 

bearing a first-person prefix, and she does so across three different NEC noun types: nitichikum 

‘my snot’, nikâwî ‘my mother’, and nimis ‘my (older) sister’ (19). 

 

(19)  ᒫᐅᑖᐦ ᐋᐦᑎᒃ ᑭᔮᐦ ᓂᒥᔅ ᐋᐦ ᒋᓂᒀᓂᐱᔨᐦᐅᑦ᙮ 

Mâutâh âhtik kiyâh nimis âh chinikwânipiyihut. 

mâu-tâh    âhtik   kiyâh   ni-mis    âhchinikwânipiyihut 

DEM.PXL-LOC s/he.does and   1-older.sister she.does.it.thusly 

‘My sister spins around like this too.’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 18:55) 

 

She produces another token of nikâwî ‘my mother’ in the next recording session at age 

3;09.01. In the following session at age 3;09.22, Daisy uses the prefix on another nine tokens that 

span five NEC noun types: nikâwî ‘my mother’, niminihkwâkin ‘my cup’, nimis ‘my (older 

sister)’, nimushum ‘my grandfather’, and nîchinâhch ‘our (EXCL) house’. By this age point, she 

has also used three of these noun types in contrasting word forms without the first-person prefix: 
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• stem kâwî ‘mother’ with the second-person prefix in chikâwî ‘your mother’ (one token) 

• bare stem minihkwâkin ‘cup’ (three tokens) 

• stem îch ‘home’ in the inflected form wîchiwâhch ‘at their house’ (two tokens). 

 

At this age point, Daisy’s production of the first-person prefix is also free of errors, 

surpassing the 80-percent threshold for accuracy. Therefore, Daisy has demonstrated productive 

usage of marking for a first-person possessor at age 3;09.22. 

 

6.3.2.2.   Second-person possessor marking 

Daisy uses second-person possessor marking far less, and she begins with an error of 

commission at age 3;08.10. In (20) she means to say ‘my teeth’ but produces two person prefixes 

on the stem. This error of commission demonstrates that Daisy is aware of the person prefix 

position within the affixal template for nouns. 

 

(20)  ᓃᐱᕪ 

nîpith 

Target:  n-îpit-h 

Actual:  ni-ch-îpit-h 

1-*2-tooth-NI.PL 

‘my teeth’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 19:36) 

 

This error also indicates a particular facet of the acquisition of person marking: It is very 

likely that the children all begin by acquiring the stem for ‘tooth’ with an unanalyzed second-

person prefix. Billy makes the same double-marking error at age 4;06.08 (§6.4.2.2.), and he 

produces no other form of ‘tooth’ aside from that one token. Ani produces three tokens of chîpit 

‘your tooth’ and no other word form using îpit ‘tooth’. This production probably has a direct 

connection to frequency in child-directed speech: The stem îpit ‘tooth’ is one of the 25 most 

common types to appear with a person prefix in adult input, and 14/17 of these tokens are chîpit 

‘your tooth’ (Table 6.3). Daisy does indeed analyze the stem by age 4;02.06, where she produces 

one adult-like token of wîpith ‘her/his teeth’.  
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Daisy’s first correct application of the second-person prefix comes at age 3;09.01, with one 

token of chikâwî ‘your mother’. In the following recording session at 3;09.22, she produces 

another four noun types with the person prefix: NEC types âmihkwân ‘spoon’, ichishî ‘intestines’ 

(she means ‘stomach’), and pîpî ‘baby’ (21), along with the English type phone (22). 

 

(21)  ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᑰᑎᓂᒥᐙᐤ ᒋᐲᐲᒥᔥ᙮ 

Uyâ â kûtinimiwâu chipîpîmish. 

u-yâ       â  kûtinimiwâu     chi-pîpî-m-ish 

DEM.PXL-NI.OBV  Q  you.buy.it.for.her/him  2-baby-POSS-DIM 

‘Are you buying this for your baby?’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 13:20) 

 

(22)  ᐅᑎᐦ ᑭᔨᑆ ᒋᑉᐦᐅᓀᐃᒥᐤ ᐋ᙮ 

Utih kiyipwâ chiphoneimiu â. 

u-tih     kiyipwâ   chi-phone-im-iu       â 

DEM.PXL-LOC of.course  2-phone-POSS-1PL.INCL.PSR  Q 

‘This is where our phone is, OK?’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 29:21) 

 

By this age point, Daisy has also used all five of these noun types in contrasting word forms 

without the second-person prefix: 

 

• bare stem âmihkwân ‘spoon’ (two tokens) 

• stem ichishî with the third-person prefix in utichishî ‘her/his intestines’ (two tokens) 

• stem kâwî with the first-person prefix in nikâwî ‘my mother’ (seven tokens) 

• stem pîpî with no person prefix (four tokens) and with the third-person prefix in 

upîpîmish-h ‘her/his little baby’ (two tokens) 

• bare stem phone (four tokens)  

 

Daisy’s production of forms with the second-person prefix are all error free at this age as 

well. Therefore, at age 3;09.22 the child has demonstrated productive usage of marking for a 

second-person possessor. 
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6.3.2.3.   Third-person possessor marking 

During her first recording session at 3;08.10, Daisy correctly uses four different noun types with 

a third-person prefix: umischisinishh ‘her/his little shoes’, upîpîmishh ‘her/his little baby’, uskât 

‘her/his leg’, and utistâs ‘her/his older brother’. This distribution is another piece of evidence 

attesting to Daisy’s identification of the prefix position within the noun template.  

In her next session, she omits the required prefix in the only obligatory context (23) 

(Margaret, REH1-025, 2:47). This is her only error in applying the third-person prefix within the 

dataset. During this utterance, though, she is playing around and using a silly voice, and so this 

may have some effect on her production of morphology. 

 

(23)  ᐅᐱᑎᐦᐅᔮᑭᓐᐦ 

upitihuyâkinh 

Target:  u-pitihuyâkin-h 

Actual:  *∅-pitihuyâkin-h 

3-fishing.catch-NA.OBV 

‘his catch’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 6:32) 

 

Over the course of the next two recording sessions, Daisy uses 31 tokens of the prefix across 

23 different noun types (20 NEC types and three English types), as in (24) and (25). 

 
(24)   ᓈᔥᑖᑆᐦ ᒥᔻᔑᔨᐤᐦ ᐅᒑᒀᓂᒥᔥᐦ᙮ 

Nâshtâpwâh miywâshiyiuh uchâkwânimish-h. 

nâshtâpwâh  miywâshi-yiuh    u-châkwân-im-ish-h 

very.much  it.is.pretty-NI.OBV.PL  3-something-POSS-DIM-NI.PL 

‘Her little things (clothes) are very nice.’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 10:32) 
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(25)  ᒋᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᐋ ᐅᓇᒣᐃᒻ᙮ 

Chichischâyihtân â unameim. 

chichischâyihtân   â   u-name-im 

you.know.it   Q  3-name-POSS 

‘Do you know her name?’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 7:27) 

 
By 3;11.11, she has used 14 of these types in contrasting word forms without the third-person 

prefix—cake; châkwân ‘thing, something’; ichikum ‘phlegm, mucus’; ichishî ‘intestines, 

stomach’; kâwî ‘mother’; nipâwin ‘bed’; nituhkuyin ‘medicine’; pîpî ‘baby’; shihkun ‘toe’; 

shtikwân ‘head’; sock; uhkum ‘grandmother’; utâpânâskw ‘car, vehicle’; îch ‘home’—and she 

uses the prefix correctly in all obligatory contexts at that age point. Altogether this means Daisy 

has demonstrated productive usage of marking for a third-person possessor at age 3;11.11. 

 
6.3.2.4.   Unspecified/indefinite possessor marking 

Throughout the entire sample, Daisy has only five obligatory contexts for the 

unspecified/indefinite person prefix mi-. She produces two adult-like tokens at age 3;08.10: 

mishihkun ‘someone’s toe, a toe’ and mitihchîh ‘someone’s hand, a hand’. Her next production 

is an error of commission at 3;09.22, where she should have used a third-person prefix instead. 

Daisy does not use the prefix again until two adult-like tokens at 4;02.06 (26–27). 

 

(26)  ᒦᐎᑦ ᐋ ᒋᐎᔑᐦᑖᓐ᙮ 

Mîwit â chiwishihtân. 

m-îwit   â  chiwishihtân 

INDF-bag  Q  you.make.it 

‘Are you making a bag?’ (Daisy, 4;02.06, B1.08, 05:24) 

 

(27)   ᒋᐙᐱᐦᑖᓐ ᐋ ᒥᑎᐦᒌ ᑳ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᔮᓐ᙮ 

Chiwâpihtân â mitihchî kâ ushihtâyân. 

chiwâpihtân  â  mi-tihchî  kâushihtâyân 

you.see.it  Q INDF-hand that.I.made 

‘Do you see a hand that I made?’ (Daisy, 4;02.06, B1.08, 02:43) 
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She produces one last token of mîwit ‘someone’s bag, a bag’ in her next session at 4;04.04. 

At this point she has used the unspecified/indefinite person prefix in two consecutive sessions on 

two different noun types. However, by this age she uses only one type (tihchî ‘hand’) in 

contrasting word forms: nitihchîhch ‘on my hand’ (three tokens) and utihchîh ‘her/his hand’ 

(two tokens). Therefore, the sample does not provide enough evidence to determine that Daisy 

has acquired productive usage of the unspecified/indefinite person possessor prefix. 

 
6.3.3.    Possible connections to adult input 

This section compares Daisy’s production to two major patterns in child-directed speech: the 

frequency of noun types with person marking (see §6.1.2) and the contrast between inalienable 

and alienable nouns in frequent types (see §6.1.3). 

 

6.3.3.1.   Person marking per noun type 

Throughout the dataset, Daisy produces 60 total noun types in obligatory contexts requiring a 

person prefix: 46 types in NEC-only possessees and 14 English types in mixed-language 

possessees. Table 6.17 presents Daisy’s most common noun types in these contexts, by total 

number of prefix tokens. She has 13 types that appear with two prefix tokens, and 28 types with 

just one token, and so these are not included in Table 6.17. Types that also appear in the adult’s 

most frequent noun types with a person prefix (Tables 6.3–6.4) are marked with an asterisk. 

Daisy’s usage of person prefixes bears several similarities to patterns in child-directed speech. 

First, most of Daisy’s prefix production comes on noun types that she encounters frequently 

in adult input. A majority of the child’s most frequent types with a person prefix sit among the 

adult’s most frequent types: 12/19 types (63.16 percent) for Daisy also appear in Tables 6.3–6.4. 

In fact, all seven of Daisy’s noun types with the highest frequencies of prefix tokens are also 

among the adult’s most frequent. 

Second, as in adult input, the bulk of Daisy’s person prefix tokens appear on a minority of 

noun types. Daisy’s entire sample has 243 contexts requiring a prefix token, and the 19 types in 

Table 6.17 account for 189/243 (77.78 percent) of these contexts. This means that just 19/60 

types (31.67 percent) carry more than 75 percent of Daisy’s prefix tokens. Just as with the adult, 
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the two types kâwî ‘mother’ and îch ‘home’ carry the heaviest prefix token load in Daisy’s 

speech too. 

 

Table 6.17: Daisy’s most common noun types with a person prefix 
 Tokens with person prefix  
   P1 P2 P3 PU  
Type Gloss Cat. Ad. Err. Ad. Err. Ad. Err. Ad. Err. Total 
kâwî * mother nad 32 0 2 0 11 0 0 0 45 
îch * home nid 17 0 1 0 19 0 0 0 37 
pîpî * baby na 9 0 11 0 2 0 0 0 22 
uhtâwî * father nad 7 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 13 
tihchî * hand nid 5 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 10 
wîchâwâkin * friend na 5 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 9 
uhkum * grandmother nad 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 8 
nipâwin bed ni 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 
shchîshikw * eye nid 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 
shtikwân * head nid 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 5 
skât leg nid 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 
ichishî intestines nad 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 
friend * friend eng 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
name name eng 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
phone phone eng 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 
awâshish child na 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
ichikum phlegm, mucus nad 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 
shîm * younger sibling nad 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 
mischisin * shoe ni 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
Total   84 0 20 0 82 0 2 1 189 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Cat. = category. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d 
= “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. P = 
possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = unspecified/indefinite. Ad. 
= adult-like. Err. = errors. * = type also appears in Tables 6.3–6.4. 

 

Daisy has only five noun types that each appear with at least one token of the first-, second-, 

and third-person prefixes: kâwî ‘mother’, pîpî ‘baby’, uhtâwî ‘father’, îch ‘home’, and 

wîchâwâkin ‘friend’. All of these types except for uhtâwî also carry each of the three prefixes in 

adult speech. 

Finally, as with Ani, Daisy’s production of English noun types with person prefixes seems to 

be more independent from adult input than her production of NEC types. Daisy only has one 

English type that also appears with a prefix in child-directed speech: She produces three tokens 

of ufriendimh ‘her/his friend’. Again, this is the only word form that the adult and Ani each use 
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in their mixed-language possessees with friend. The rest of Daisy’s English stems with NEC 

person prefixes directly reflect her own productive usage of person marking for a possessor. 

 

6.3.3.2.   Person marking with inalienable and alienable possession 

Again, inalienable and alienable noun types primarily differ from each other in that the former 

must always appear with a person prefix. Of Daisy’s 46 types in NEC-only possessees, 22 are 

inalienably possessed. All but two of these types signify a kinship relation or body part (or 

bodily secretion): îwit ‘bag’ and îch ‘home’. 

The type îch is among the adult’s very most frequent types (Table 6.3), but îwit is not among 

the top 25 types with a prefix in adult input, because this list ends with types that have nine total 

tokens with a prefix. However, îwit is still among elite company in terms of frequency: With 

eight total tokens, it is right outside the top 25 in adult input. This frequency for both types in 

input may have helped Daisy learn that they are exceptions that fall into the same inflectional 

category as kinship term and words for body parts. 

Daisy’s production of alienably possessed nouns shines additional light onto her acquisition 

of NEC nominal inflection. Throughout her dataset, Daisy produces 92 total alienable NEC noun 

types, but only 24 in obligatory contexts requiring a person prefix. Daisy’s usage of alienable 

noun types inside and outside of these obligatory contexts provides the opportunity to 

demonstrate her knowledge that this category of nouns should only take a person prefix as 

possessees. Table 6.18 lists the 14 alienable types that Daisy uses in both contexts. Types that 

also occur among the alienable nouns that the adult uses with and without a prefix (Table 6.6) are 

marked with as asterisk. 

In §6.6.3, I postulated that four noun types (pîpî ‘baby’, tâhtipiwin ‘chair’, mâtiwâkin ‘toy, 

game’, and misinihîkin ‘book’) may be especially useful for illustrating inflectional patterns to 

children. Daisy only produces two of these types (pîpî and mâtiwâkin) inside and outside 

contexts requiring a person prefix. However, her relatively high frequencies of pîpî ‘baby’ across 

both contexts in particular may illustrate that this noun type does indeed serve as a pathbreaker 

for a child to identify and extrapolate patterns of person marking for a possessor. 
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Table 6.18: Daisy’s NEC alienable noun types w/ and w/o a person prefix 
Type Gloss Tokens w/ person prefix Tokens w/o person prefix Total 
pîpî * baby 22 20 42 
awâshish child 3 21 24 
mâtiwâkin toy, game 2 7 9 
nipâwin bed 5 4 9 
atim * dog 1 5 6 
mischisin shoe 3 3 6 
utâpânâskw * car, vehicle 2 4 6 
chîshtihîkin fork, needle 1 4 5 
ishkwâshish girl 2 3 5 
minihkwâkin cup 1 3 4 
nituhkuyin medicine 2 2 4 
âmihkwân spoon 1 2 3 
mîchim * food 1 2 3 
ashtutin * hat 1 1 2 
Total  47 81 128 
Notes. w/ = “with”. w/o = “without”. * = type also appears in Table 6.6. 

 

 
6.3.4.    Possessees with no person marking 

For a final look at Daisy’s acquisition of the person prefix position within the noun template, this 

section examines her possessees that do not use a prefix and yet do not seem to be errors. Daisy 

produces a total of four tokens in mixed-language possessees where person marking is not used. 

Just one of these tokens is without an English possessive pronoun, but it does have an NEC 

pronoun (28). The remaining three tokens all occur with an English possessive pronoun and bear 

no possessive inflection, as in (29). 

 

(28)  ᓂᐐᐦᐳᔥᒋᔅᑳᓐ ᓃᔨ boots᙮ 

Niwîhpushchiskân nîyi boots. 

niwîhpushchiskân  nîyi  boot-s 

I.want.to.put.it.on   1   boot-ENG.PL 

‘I want to put on my boots.’ (Daisy, 4;02.06, B1.08, 22:01) 
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(29)  ᒌᐦᐋᐱᐦᐊᒻ ᐙᔥ my ᑉᕃᓭᓐᑎᔨᐤ ᐊᓂ᙮ 

Chîhâpiham wâsh my presentiyiu Ani. 

chîhâpiham  wâsh   my    present-iyiu    Ani 

s/he.opened.it  EMPH  1.SG.POSS present-NI.SG.OBV name 

‘Ani opened my present.’ (Daisy, 5;07.03, B1.030, 24:13) 

 

Although the possessee in (29) does indeed bear an inanimate singular obviative suffix, this 

is not marking tied to possession. Instead, the possessee takes this suffix because of the discourse 

context. Prior to (29) Daisy is complaining to the adult that Ani had opened one of Daisy’s 

Christmas presents. Ani is the proximate third-person participant, which makes present 

obviative. Daisy’s other two possessees without possessive inflection illustrate the same pattern 

from (29): your brushiyiu and my sweateriyiu.  

This is not much evidence, but Daisy’s three tokens like (29) may demonstrate that children 

can extract a principle from child-directed speech that mixed-language possessees co-occurring 

with an English possessive pronoun do not take NEC possessive inflection. 

 

6.3.5.    Summary 

Overall Daisy’s sample contains more than 200 obligatory contexts where a possessee noun 

requires a person prefix token. She produces 236 adult-like prefix tokens with errors in only 

seven other tokens. Her distribution of person across the prefixes differs from adult usage, but 

these differences are largely due to the pragmatic dynamics of adult-child interactions.  

From her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy evinces knowledge of the position 

marking person of a possessor within the affixal template for NEC nouns. She demonstrates 

productive usage of the first- and second-person prefixes at age 3;09.22 and of the third-person 

prefix at age 3;11.11. The dataset does not show definitively that Daisy acquires productive 

usage of the prefix marking an unspecified/indefinite possessor, which is a form relatively rare in 

child-directed speech. 

Aspects of Daisy’s acquisition and application of the person prefix position may be 

connected to patterns in adult input. Her NEC noun types occurring with a prefix tend to be 

among the most frequent such types in child-directed speech, and like the adult, Daisy largely 

uses the majority of her prefix tokens on a relative handful of noun types. Frequent types in adult 
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input may also have helped Daisy extrapolate principles distinguishing and governing prefix 

application with inalienable and alienable possession. As with Ani, Daisy’s usage of English 

nouns in mixed-language possessees seems particularly indicative of her productive knowledge 

of NEC inflection. 

 

6.4.     Person marking in Billy’s speech 

This section explores Billy’s production of person prefixes. His production represents a middle 

ground between the relative scarcity of Ani’s tokens and the preponderance of Daisy’s prefixes. 

This may reflect his age, typical inter-child variability, and Billy’s personality. He is often shy 

and reticent throughout recording sessions, especially when his attention is drawn toward the 

camera. 

 
6.4.1.    All person marking 

Billy produces 71 NEC-only possessees (Table 6.19) and 22 mixed-language possessees (Table 

6.20) in obligatory contexts requiring a person prefix. Altogether Billy employs 89 adult-like 

tokens of a person prefix. This constitutes many more tokens than Ani, but far fewer than Daisy 

or the adult. 

 

Table 6.19: Billy’s person prefixes w/ NEC possessees, in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 41 1 1 43 0.02 
P2 1 0 2 3 0.67 
P3 24 0 0 24 0.00 
PU 1 0 0 1 0.00 
Total 67 1 3 71 0.06 
Notes. w/ = with. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 

Like Daisy, Billy primarily employs first- and third-person prefixes. He uses only one token 

of the second-person prefix in the entire dataset. These imbalances in distribution directly reflect 

the characteristics of his particular interactions with the adult. Billy talks mostly about his 

interests and things that have happened to himself, his friends, and family members. He 

generally does not refer to or ask the adult about herself and aspects of her life. Billy uses only 

one unspecified/indefinite possessor prefix, a form that is also rare in child-directed speech. 
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Table 6.20: Billy’s person prefixes w/ mixed-language possessees, in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 5 0 0 5 0.00  
P2 0 0 0 0 0.00  
P3 17 0 0 17 0.00  
PU 0 0 0 0 0.00  
Total 22 0 0 22 0.00  
Notes. w/ = with. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 

For easy reference, Table 6.21 compiles of Billy’s person prefix tokens across all 93 

obligatory contexts within the sample. Billy has an overall error rate of about four percent, which 

is a bit higher than Daisy’s, but that is largely because of his performance with just a few second-

person prefix tokens. 

 

Table 6.21: Billy’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts 
Person prefix Correct use of prefix Om. Comm. Total Prop. of errors 
P1 46 1 1 48 0.04 
P2 1 0 2 3 0.67 
P3 41 0 0 41 0.00 
PU 1 0 0 1 0.00 
Total 89 1 3 93 0.04 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = 
proportion. 

 

6.4.2.    Productivity of person marking 

This section explores Billy’s productive usage of each prefix marking of a possessor. For a brief 

overview of his production over time, Table 6.22 tabulates his prefix tokens per each of his 11 

sampled session, and the ensuing sections provide a quantitative and qualitative assessment of 

his performance with each prefix in obligatory contexts. 
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Table 6.22: Billy’s person prefixes in obligatory contexts, per recording session 
   P1 tokens  P2 tokens  P3 tokens  PU tokens 
Session Child age  A-L Err.  A-L Err.  A-L Err.  A-L Err. 
B3.02 4;05.04  2 0  0 0  1 0  0 0 
B3.04 4;06.08  8 0  0 1  3 0  1 0 
B3.06 4;07.27  1 1  0 0  2 0  0 0 
B3.07 4;08.21  1 0  0 1  7 0  0 0 
B3.09 4;10.08  3 0  0 0  3 0  0 0 
B3.11 5;00.13  13 0  0 0  4 0  0 0 
B3.13 5;02.12  2 0  1 0  1 0  0 0 
B3.14 5;03.22  5 0  0 0  8 0  0 0 
B3.15 5;05.00  5 1  0 0  2 0  0 0 
B3.17 5;06.27  4 0  0 0  1 0  0 0 
B3.18 5;10.06  2 0  0 0  9 0  0 0 
Total   46 2  1 2  41 0  1 0 
Notes. P = possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = 
unspecified/indefinite. Ad. = adult-like production of a token. Err. = errors. 

 

6.4.2.1.   First-person possessor marking 

Billy’s sample begins at age 4;05.04, which is much later than the samples for Ani or Daisy. In 

this session, Billy produces two tokens of the first-person prefix (30–31). This application, 

particularly on the English stem dad, demonstrates his awareness of the prefix position. 

 

(30)  ᓂᑕᑏᒻ 

nidadîm 

ni-dad-îm 

1-father-POSS 

‘my dad’ (Billy, 4;05.04, B3.02, 08:34) 

 

(31)  ᐋᐃ ᒫᒃ ᓂᔒᒥᔥ᙮ 

âi mâk nishîmish. 

âi   mâk  ni-shîm-ish. 

HES  and  1-younger.sibling-DIM 

‘… and my little sibling.’ (Billy, 4;05.04, B3.02, 08:35) 
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In the very next session at age 4;06.08, Billy applies a first-person prefix to another seven 

noun types (eight total tokens): nihtiwikîh ‘my ears’, nishtikwânipîwîh ‘my hair’, niskut ‘my 

nose’, nitihchîh ‘my hands’, nitun ‘my mouth’, nûhkum ‘my grandmother’, and nûhtâwî ‘my 

father’. However, by this age point he uses only one type (shtikwânipîwî ‘hair’) in a contrasting 

word form without the first-person prefix: One token of mishtikwânipîwîh ‘someone’s hair, some 

hair’. At age 4;08.21, Billy provides word forms to contrast with more noun types: uhtiwikîh 

‘her/his ears’, uskut ‘her/his nose’, and utun ‘her/his mouth’. Here he is also past the 80-percent 

threshold of accuracy for using the prefix. 

Therefore, in the sample for the present study, Billy demonstrates at age 4;08.21 that he has 

acquired productive usage of the prefix marking a first-person possessor. 

 

6.4.2.2.   Second-person possessor marking 

Billy’s usage of the second-person prefix is quite different from child-directed speech and 

Daisy’s speech: Throughout his dataset, Billy has only three obligatory contexts requiring the 

morpheme. His first context occurs at 4;06.08, where he produces (32) when he means to say 

nîpith ‘my teeth’. This example illustrates that Billy has likely acquired the unanalyzed word 

form chîpit, which is literally ‘your tooth’, as the stem of ‘tooth’. Daisy commits the same error 

(see §6.3.2.2). 

 

(32)  ᓃᐱᕪ 

nîpith 

Target:  n-îpit-h 

Actual:  ni-ch-îpit-h 

1-*2-tooth-NI.PL 

‘my teeth’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 28:32) 

 

Billy’s next production of the second-person prefix comes as an error of commission in (33). 

Given the context in the video, Billy is attempting to say nisis ‘my uncle’. This is likely another 

example of Billy using an unanalyzed word form with the second-person prefix as the stem for a 

noun: The stem sis ‘uncle’ occurs in only four tokens in child-directed speech within the sample, 

but each token is the same word form bearing the prefix chi-: chisis ‘your uncle’. The other two 
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children have no tokens using sis, and so there is no evidence in the dataset to show whether this 

analysis is specific to Billy alone. 

 

(33)   ᓂᓯᔅ 

nisis 

Target:  ni-sis 

Actual:  *chi-sis 

*2-uncle 

‘my uncle’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 12:19) 

 

Billy’s third and final context requiring the prefix chi- comes at age 5;02.12, in (34). Here he 

produces the adult-like inflectional form of stem îch ‘home’ in chîchiwâhch ‘at your (PL) 

house’. In this context, he is asking the adult if she only films sessions with him when the 

weather is hot. 

 

(34)   ᐋᐦᒋᔑᑖᒑ ᐙᔥ ᒥᒄ ᒋᒥᓯᓈᐱᔅᒃᐦᐎᓐ ᒌᒋᐙᐦᒡ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Âhchishitâchâ wâsh mikw chimisinâpiskhwin chîchiwâhch nimâ 

âhchishitâchâ   wâsh   mikw   chimisinâpiskhwin 

   when.it.is.hot  EMPH  only   you.take.a.picture.of.me 

 

   ch-îch-iwâ-hch     nimâ. 

   2-home-2/3PL.PSR-LOC  NEG 

‘When it’s hot, that’s the only time you take pictures of me at your house, right?’ 

    (Billy, 5;02.12, B3.13, 19:00) 

 

Billy’s adult-like production of the possessee token in (34) may have a particular connection 

to frequency in child-directed speech: The stem îch ‘home’ is the second-most frequent NEC 

type in adult input occurring with a person prefix (Table 6.3), and 22 of these 50 tokens consist 

of chîchiwâhch ‘at your (PL) house’. 

Because Billy uses only one adult-like token of the second-person prefix within the sample, 

the present study cannot conclude that he has acquired productive usage of the prefix by age 
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5;10.06. Given cross-linguistic evidence that children generally acquire inflection by age 5;0 

(e.g., Deen, 2012) as well as Daisy’s performance with second-person prefixes, it is highly 

unlikely that Billy has truly not acquired productive usage of second-person possessor marking 

by 5;10.06. Instead, the lack of evidence for his productivity is most likely attributable to the 

limitations of the sample for the present study. Naturalistic data can provide an unreliable 

foundation for estimating productivity (e.g., Ambridge & Lieven, 2011, p. 7), although this 

disadvantage is probably magnified by the small sample size in the present study. 

 

6.4.2.3.   Third-person possessor marking 

Billy’s employs much more robust usage of third-person prefixes. At 3;08.10, he has one token 

of îch ‘home’ in wîchiwâhch ‘at their house’. In the next recording session at 4;06.08, Billy has 

another token of îch ‘home’ in wîchiwâu ‘their house’, and he also applies the third-person prefix 

to two other noun types, in (35–36). Both examples have especially interesting aspects. 

In (35), Billy’s use of an inanimate intransitive verb as well as his lack of animate obviative 

suffix -h on the possessee indicate that he classifies English chimney as inanimate. The NEC 

word akuhtishkwâyâpî ‘chimney’ is animate, and so English chimney should also be animate 

(Margaret, REH1-032, 04:17). Perhaps Billy makes a non-adult-like animacy classification 

because both chimney and akuhtishkwâyâpî are uncommon words in day-to-day NEC. Neither 

type, for example, occurs in utterances from the adult, Ani, or Daisy. 

 

(35)  ᐊᐱᔖᔑᔨᐤ ᐐᔨ ᐅᒋᒻᓀᔨᒻ᙮ 

Apishâshiyiu wîyi uchimneyim. 

apishâshiyiu wîyi  u-chimney-im 

it.is.little   3   3-chimney-POSS 

‘His chimney is small.’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 37:43) 

 

In (36), Billy asks the adult if the Berenstain Bears live in a treehouse. He productively 

creates a compound NEC word and inflects each component of the compound with possessive 

inflection. Billy may have a mismatch in animacy between NEC and English: mishtikw ‘tree’ is 

animate in NEC, and yet Billy omits the animate obviative suffix -h from utreeimiwâuh. 

However, this may reflect the possibility that he is classifying ‘treehouse’ with the animacy of 
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the head of the compound: îch ‘home’ is inanimate. This may also explain why Billy uses an 

inanimate demonstrative uyâ ‘this (NI.OBV.SG)’ to refer to the treehouse as well. 

 

(36) ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐅᑦᕃᐁᐃᒥᐙᐤ ᐐᒋᐙᐤ᙮ 

Uyâ â utreeimiwâu wîchiwâu. 

u-yâ        â   u-tree-im-iwâu     w-îch-iwâu 

DEM.PXL-NI.OBV.SG  Q  3-tree-POSS-2/3PL.PSR  3-home-2/3PL.PSR 

‘Is this their treehouse?’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 25:51) 

 

In his next session at age 4;07.27, Billy inflects two more types with one token each: kâwî 

‘mother’ in ukâwîh ‘her/his mother’ and astis ‘sinew’ in ustisich-h ‘her/his mittens’. At 4;08.21 

he produces yet another eight types with one token each: uchûchûyiu ‘her/his (OBV) bottle’, 

uhtiwikîh ‘her/his ears’, umommymh ‘her/his mommy’, upîpîmish-h ‘her/his little baby’, 

ushchîshikwh ‘her/his eyes’, uskut ‘her/his nose’, and utun ‘her/his mouth’. At this point, Billy 

has inflected 11 different noun types with an allomorph of the third-person prefix. 

Here Billy also satisfies the other criteria for productivity in using the third-person prefix. He 

has produced no errors in obligatory contexts for the prefix, and he has used five of these 11 

types in contrasting forms without the prefix: 

 

• bare stem chimney (two tokens) as well as chimney with the locative suffix chimneyhch 

(when he describes Santa coming ‘down the chimney’) (one token) 

• stem pîpî inflected as pîpîshich ‘little babies’ (two tokens) 

• stem htiwikî  in nihtiwikîh ‘my ears’ (one token) 

• stem skut in niskut ‘my nose’ (one token) 

• stem tun in nitun ‘my mouth’ (one token) 

 

According to the criteria for productivity in the present study, Billy demonstrates productive 

usage of the third-person prefix at age 4;08.21. Given his robust application of the prefix across 

many noun types, it is likely that Billy has mastered the prefix before this age point, but the 

sample may not capture enough of his usage. 
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6.4.2.4.   Unspecified/indefinite possessor marking 

Billy has only one token of the unspecified/indefinite possessor prefix mi- in the sample, and so 

no conclusions can be drawn about his acquisition of the morpheme. However, this single token 

comes at age 4;06.08 and is adult-like (37). 

 

(37)  ᒥᔥᑎᒀᓂᐲᐐᐦ 

mishtikwânipîwîh 

mi-shtikwânipîwî-h 

INDF-hair-NI.PL 

‘someone’s hair / some hair’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 27:57) 

 

6.4.3.    Possible connections to adult input 

This section examines Billy’s production in light of major patterns in adult speech within the 

CCLAS corpus: the frequency of noun types with person marking (§6.1.2) and the contrast 

between inalienable and alienable nouns (§6.1.3). 

 

6.4.3.1.   Person marking per noun type 

Billy’s sample contains 44 noun types in obligatory contexts for a person prefix: 28 NEC types 

and 16 English types requiring NEC possessive inflection. Table 6.23 lays out Billy’s 20 most 

common noun types in such contexts, by total number of prefix tokens. Types that appear among 

the adult’s most frequent noun types with a person prefix (Tables 6.3–6.4) are indicated with an 

asterisk. Billy has 24 types (14 NEC, 10 English) that appear with only one prefix token, and so 

those are not included. Billy’s production shares some important similarities with patterns in the 

speech of the adult and Daisy. 

Like Daisy, Billy applies most of his person prefixes to noun types that most frequently occur 

with prefixes in child-directed speech: 11/20 types (55.00 percent) in Table 6.23 also appear in 

Tables 6.3–6.4. Billy has only five noun types that occur with more than two prefix tokens, and 

all of these are among the adult’s most frequent types with a prefix. 
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Table 6.23: Billy’s most common noun types with a person prefix 
 Tokens with person prefix  
   P1 P2 P3 PU  
Type Gloss Cat. Ad. Err. Ad. Err. Ad. Err. Ad. Err. Total 
îch * home nid 6 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 13 
kâwî * mother nad 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8 
shîm * younger sibling nad 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 
uhtâwî * father nad 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
uhkum * grandmother nad 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
brother brother eng 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
friend * friend eng 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
mom(my) mother eng 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
skidoo * snowmobile eng 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
sock sock eng 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
window window eng 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
pîpî * baby na 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
stâs older brother nad 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
ashtutin hat ni 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
htiwikî * ear nid 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
shtikwânipîwî * hair nid 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
skut nose nid 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
tihchî * hand nid 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
tun mouth nid 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
Total   39 2 1 0 26 0 1 0 69 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Cat. = category. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d 
= “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. P = 
possessor. 1 = first person. 2 = second person. 3= third person. U = unspecified/indefinite. Ad. 
= adult-like. Err. = errors. * = type also appears in Tables 6.3–6.4. 

 

In another similarity to the adult and Daisy, the bulk of Billy’s prefix tokens appear on a 

minority of noun types. Billy produces 93 obligatory contexts for a person prefix, and the 20 

noun types in Table 6.23 account for 69/93 (74.19 percent) of those contexts. Billy’s top three 

noun types that occur with the most prefix tokens include kâwî ‘mother’ and îch ‘home’, which 

are the top two for the adult and Daisy. However, these two types do not carry an outsized load 

of prefix tokens for Billy in the same way they do for the adult and Daisy.    

Billy has only one noun type that appears with at least one token each of the first-, second-, 

and third-person prefix: îch ‘home’. This is also one of the few types to appear with all three 

prefixes for the adult and Daisy. 
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Finally, as with the other two children, Billy’s application of person prefixes to English types 

seems to be a more direct reflection of his productivity independent from adult input. Just two of 

Billy’s six English stems in Table 6.23 (friend and skidoo) also appear as mixed-inflection 

possessees in child-directed speech. Furthermore, of Billy’s 16 total English types in mixed-

language possessees, just four also occur in adult speech: bicycle, car, friend, and skidoo. 

 

6.4.3.2.   Person marking with inalienable and alienable possession 

Billy uses 28 total NEC noun types as possessees requiring a person prefix. 16 of these types are 

inalienably possessed and always require a prefix. All but one of these 16 types signifies a 

kinship relation or a body part. The sole exception is îch ‘home’, which occurs with such a high 

frequency in adult speech that children might easily learn îch as an exception that belongs with 

words for kinship relations and body parts. 

Turning now to alienable noun types, which require a prefix only in contexts of possession, 

Billy produces 12 alienable types in such contexts. Of these 12 types, Billy produces just three 

types in tokens with and without person prefixes (Table 6.24). One of these types (pîpî ‘baby’) is 

one of the pathbreakers I postulated in §6.1.3, which may play a special role in demonstrating to 

children through contrasting forms the presence, position, and function of the person prefix slot 

in the inflectional template for nouns. 

 

Table 6.24: Billy’s NEC alienable noun types w/ and w/o a person prefix 

Type Gloss Tokens  
w/ person prefix 

Tokens  
w/o person prefix Total 

pîpî * baby 2 2 4 
pâshchishikin small/toy gun 1 3 4 
ânishkiwishiu great-grandparent 1 2 3 
Total  4 7 11 
Notes. w/ = “with”. w/o = “without”. * = type also appears in Table 6.6. 
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6.4.4.    Possessees with no person marking 

Finally, Billy produces three tokens of nouns as mixed-language possessees that do not use a 

prefix and yet do not seem to be errors. As in Daisy’s speech, one such possessee occurs with an 

NEC pronoun as possessor and not an English possessive pronoun (38), while the remaining two 

tokens occur with an English possessive pronoun and bear no possessive inflection (39–40). As 

with Daisy’s utterance (29), the possessee in (40) takes an inanimate singular obviative suffix 

that does not indicate possession and instead marks discourse-conditioned obviation. 

 

(38)  ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᓂᑑᐦᐅᓈᑯᓯᐤ ᐙᔥ ᓃᔨ skidoo pants᙮ 

Anitâh nitûhunâkusiu wâsh nîyi skidoo pants. 

ani-tâh   nitûhu-nâkusi-u  wâsh   nîyi  skidoo.pant-s 

DEM-LOC hunt-appear-3SG  EMPH  1   skidoo.pants-ENG.PL 

‘My skidoo pants are camouflage.’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 16:02) 

 (Lit. ‘My skidoo pants look like something you would wear when you go hunting.’) 

 

(39)  ᓂᒧᐃ ᐐ my ᕉᒥᐦᒡ᙮ 

nimui wî my roomihch. 

nimui  wî    my    room-ihch 

NEG  EMPH  1SG.POSS  room-LOC 

‘… not in my room.’ (Billy, 5;00.13, B3.11, 19:12) 

 

(40)  ᑖᓐ my ᑫᔾᓯᔨᐤ᙮ 

Tân my keysiyiu. 

tân   my    key-s-iyiu 

where  1SG.POSS  key-ENG.PL-NI.SG.OBV 

‘Where are my keys?’ (Billy, 5;03.22, B3.14, 11:22) 

 

Again, although the evidence is scant, utterances with as (39–40) may testify to a principle 

children could extrapolate from child-directed speech: If a mixed-language noun occurs with an 

English possessive pronoun, then the noun takes no NEC possessive inflection. 
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6.4.5.    Summary 

Throughout his sampled data, Billy produces 93 obligatory contexts requiring an NEC person 

prefix for a possessee. He has 89 adult-like applications of a prefix, with just four errors. Like 

Daisy, Billy uses primarily first- and third-person prefixes because of the dynamics of adult-child 

interactions. His lack of second-person marking may be specific to his communication style. 

Billy’s sample is smaller than the other two children’s datasets and starts at a later age. He 

exhibits productive usage of both the first- and third-person prefixes at 4;08.21. His robust 

application of such prefixes with a variety of noun types at this age indicates that his productivity 

with each morpheme likely started before the sampled data begins. Billy provides no evidence 

that he has productively acquired marking for a second-person possessor. He produces only one 

unspecified/indefinite possessor prefix, which is also rare in child-directed speech. 

As with Daisy, aspects of Billy’s acquisition of person marking for a possessor may be tied 

to patterns in adult input. He tends to apply prefixes to NEC nouns that occur most frequently 

with prefixes in child-directed speech. Frequency of noun types in adult input may have helped 

Billy identify and construct the category of inalienable possession. He only produces a few 

alienable noun types inside and outside of possessive contexts, but one of these types may be a 

particular pathbreaker extrapolated from input. Lastly, Billy’s English stems in mixed-language 

possessees testify more directly to his productive knowledge of person marking for possessors 

 

6.5.    Conclusions 

This chapter has examined the acquisition of person marking for a possessor within the NEC 

affixal template for nouns. It has outlined the distribution of person prefixes in child-directed 

speech and explored patterns in adult input that may help children discover the position, 

function, and morphological members of the prefix position. Child-directed speech contains 

nearly 700 person prefix tokens, and the vast majority of tokens occur with a relatively small 

number of noun types. The frequency of these types with person prefixes may help children 

identify individual prefix morphemes and abstract categories of (in)alienable possession. 

Each of the children demonstrate different levels of productivity with each person prefix, but 

at least some of this difference must be attributed to two unavoidable factors in the naturalistic 

data for this dissertation: The three samples each vary in their overall length (in terms of 

recording time), and each sample covers a different age range. Furthermore, inter-child 
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variability is a well-established facet of L1 acquisition research. In studies of Indigenous 

languages, where samples tend to be small, inter-child variability in acquisition may seem 

particularly salient. For example, in her study of two children acquiring Tzeltal, Brown (1998, p. 

719) shows that one child uses “multi-morpheme combinations” by age 2;0, while the other stays 

at the one-word stage past that age. In his study of five children acquiring Murrinhpatha, 

Forshaw (2016, p. 481) notes that the children’s productivity “varied greatly”. 

Nonetheless, even in the face of such variation, each of the three children share some patterns 

in their production. In particular, the frequency of person prefixes within a subset of nouns types 

in child-directed speech may be connected to child speech: Daisy and Billy tend to apply 

prefixes to NEC noun types that most frequently occur with a prefix in input, and Ani’s only 

adult-like applications of prefixes to NEC nouns occurs with nouns from this highly frequent 

subset of types in input. However, all three children use higher proportions of mixed-language 

possessees than they encounter in child-directed speech, where they each demonstrate their 

productive knowledge of NEC inflection in a way that cannot be tied so directly to input. 
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Chapter 7: The possessive suffix -im 
 

This chapter traces patterns in the acquisition of the possessive suffix -im, which occurs 

immediately after the noun stem in the affixal template for NEC nouns. As with other 

inflectional morphemes in the template, children must discover the position and function of the 

possessive suffix -im. However, -im presents particular challenges to children: A given noun type 

either requires or disallows -im. Only some NEC noun types require -im while all others disallow 

it, and so children must decipher where to apply -im in the obligatory context of possession. 

As the grammatical description in Chapter 2 illustrates, determining the distribution of -im in 

the adult-level grammar of NEC is no straightforward affair. Collette (2014) provides the most 

in-depth treatment of this distribution, which occupies about 40 pages in his dissertation. As a 

brief review, existing literature offers an array of principles accounting for -im, but this chapter 

will consider only the following: 

 

• Grammatically inanimate nouns generally do not require -im, but animate nouns may 

require the suffix (Junker et al., 2012, pp. 25–26). 

• Inalienably possessed noun types, in general, disallow the suffix (Collette, 2014, pp. 282, 

284–288). 

• Alienably possessed noun stems ending in /n, m, kw/ usually disallow -im, but there are 

exceptions. (Collette, 2014, p. 291). 

• Borrowing: All English loanwords generally take -im, regardless of the phonological 

form of the noun (Collette, 2014, p. 302). 

 

This chapter shifts the lens and examines not the distribution of -im in a full adult grammar 

but instead analyzes the distribution of -im in child-directed speech. It considers where children 

see the suffix applied, where it is not applied, and what patterns may help guide children in their 

acquisition of the suffix (§7.1). The chapter then describes the distribution of -im and its 

productive usage in the speech of Ani (§7.2), Daisy (§7.3), and Billy (§7.4), which includes 

considering the extent to which each child seems to adhere to distributional principles that may 

be extrapolated from child-directed speech. 
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7.1.     The possessive suffix -im in adult input 

This section provides an overview of the occurrence of -im within child-directed speech and 

identifies some potential patterns that children could extrapolate to account for the distribution of 

the suffix. §7.1.1 describes the basic distribution of the suffix in the input. §7.1.2 considers 

whether speakers likely memorize which forms take -im or if they instead generalize and apply 

grammatical patterns productively. The remaining sections examine such potential patterns 

related to three factors: grammatical animacy (§7.1.3), (in)alienable possession (§7.1.4), and 

morphophonology (§7.1.5). §7.1.6 considers whether some features unite the class of noun types 

that do not permit -im. §7.1.7 lays out three straightforward patterns that explain more than 90 

percent of the suffix’s distribution, and §7.1.8 briefly addresses how children may learn the 

exceptions to these principles. §7.1.9 summarizes the findings. 

 

7.1.1.    The overall distribution of -im 

This section lays out the landscape of -im in child-directed speech. §7.1.1.1 describes the 

distribution of the suffix across noun tokens, while §7.1.1.2 discusses the distribution of the 

suffix across noun types. 

 

7.1.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

This section describes the overall distribution of the possessive suffix -im in child-directed 

speech. Across the dataset for the present study, the adult produces a total of 696 tokens of nouns 

as possessees taking NEC inflection: 686 NEC nouns and 10 mixed-language nouns. The adult 

applies -im to all 10 mixed-language nouns in this context, and so these are set aside until 

§7.1.1.2. 

The remainder of this section concerns how -im is applied to the 686 NEC possessee nouns in 

adult speech. Table 7.1 tabulates the occurrence of -im throughout this production. 

Most importantly, the vast majority of noun tokens (594/686, 86.59 percent) do not occur 

with the suffix -im. This means, on average, that children encounter the possessive suffix on just 

over 10 percent of noun tokens in input. 
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Table 7.1: Distribution of -im across all NEC noun tokens, in adult input 
± -im Noun tokens Proportion of tokens 
+ -im  91 0.13 
− -im 594 0.87 
Errors of omission 0 0.00 
Errors of commission 1 < 0.01 
Total 686 1.00 
Notes.  

 

Second, errors with -im in adult input are very rare. The adult has only one error throughout 

the entire sample, in (1). Here she applies -im to a token of pîsimuhkân ‘clock’, which should not 

bear the suffix (Junker et al., 2012). Her usage of animate obviative forms with pîsimuhkân 

seems to be another error, because pîsimuhkân is an inanimate noun. 

 

(1)   ᐋᓂᔥᑭᐎᔑᐤ ᐊᓂᔮᔨᐤ ᐅᐲᓯᒧᐦᑳᓐ᙮ 

Ânishkiwishiu aniyâyiu upîsimuhkân. 

Target:  ânishkiwishiu     ani-yâyiu      upîsimuhkân 

great.grandparent   DEM.DIST-0’    3-clock 

Actual:  ânishkiwishiu     ani-*yâyiuh     u-pîsimuhkân-*im-*h 

great.grandparent   DEM.DIST-*3’   3-clock-*POSS-*3’ 

‘That’s your great-grandmother’s clock.’ (Adult, 3;09.22, B1.03, 24:21) 

 

To give a more detailed picture of each child’s experience with -im in child-directed speech, 

Table 7.2 summarizes the distribution of the suffix with adult NEC noun tokens per each 

subcorpus. The single error is removed here, bringing the total to 685 tokens. 

The adult’s usage is quite consistent with Ani and Daisy, and each child encounters -im on 

NEC nouns just under 40 times within their corpora. The adult uses an even smaller proportion 

of such tokens when talking to Billy, who hears the suffix just 18 times. Altogether, each child 

encounters -im relatively infrequently within the CCLAS corpus. 

The discussion so far has addressed only tokens, which provides a picture of the frequency 

with which children encounter -im in child-directed speech. However, noun types represent the 

crux of -im: Children must figure out which types require the suffix when they occur as 

possessees and which types do not. 
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Table 7.2: Distribution of -im across all NEC noun tokens in adult input, per subcorpus 
Subcorpus  Ani  Daisy  Billy 
± -im  Noun tokens Prop.  Noun tokens Prop.  Noun tokens Prop. 
+ -im   39 0.16  34 0.17  18 0.07 
− -im  203 0.84  166 0.83  225 0.93 
Total  242 1.00  200 1.00  243 1.00 
Notes. Prop. = proportion of noun tokens 

 

7.1.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Overall the adult produces 83 different NEC noun types as on-target possessees in their 

obligatory occurrence with or without -im (the single error with pîsimuhkân ‘clock’ is still 

excluded here). Table 7.3 breaks down these types and whether they require -im. As with noun 

tokens, the vast majority of noun types disallow -im when they occur as possessees: Less than 

one-fourth of the noun types in adult input require -im in expressing possession. 

 

Table 7.3: Distribution of -im across all NEC noun tokens in adult input, per subcorpus 
± -im Noun types Proportion of types 
+ -im  18 0.22 
− -im 65 0.78 
Total 83 1.00 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree 

 

Table 7.4 presents the adult’s most frequent NEC noun types as possessees, in terms of 

tokens, and whether they require -im. Again, a given noun type either requires or disallows the 

suffix. Table 7.44 in Appendix A completes the picture by providing token numbers for the 

remaining 58 noun types. 

Of course, types that require -im also constitute a small minority among the most frequent 

types: Only three of the adult’s most frequent noun types require -im: pîpî ‘baby’, piyichîs 

‘pants’, and chiskutimâchâsiu ‘teacher’. Children do not encounter -im on most of the NEC 

possessees that they encounter most of the time. 
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Table 7.4: Distribution of -im w/ the most frequent NEC noun types, in adult production 
   Total tokens per type 
Type Gloss Category + -im − -im 
kâwî mother nad 0 67 
îch home nid 0 50 
wîchâwâkin friend na 0 37 
shîm younger sibling nad 0 36 
akuhp coat ni 0 31 
pîpî baby na 24 0 
piyichîs pants na 22 0 
tâhtipiwin chair ni 0 22 
shchîshikw eye nid 0 21 
mischisin shoe ni 0 20 
pichiwiyân shirt ni 0 19 
tihchî hand nid 0 18 
îpit tooth nid 0 17 
shtikwân head nid 0 16 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher na 15 0 
mushum grandfather nad 0 15 
uhkum grandmother nad 0 15 
shtikwânipîwî hair nid 0 14 
mâtiwâkin toy, game ni 0 13 
htiwikî ear nid 0 11 
misinihîkin book ni 0 11 
uhtâwî father nad 0 11 
mis older sister nad 0 10 
Var. (3) n/a n/a 0 9 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. Var. = Multiple noun 
types occur with the same number of tokens, with the number of types is indicated in 
parentheses. n/a = not applicable. 

 

Table 7.5 lists all seven of the adult’s mixed-language noun types that occur as possessees. 

The adult inflects all tokens with -im, regardless of whether the NEC analog takes -im. For 

example, she applies -im to friend but not to wîchâwâkin ‘friend’. The pattern here is very clear: 

When the adult uses an English stem with NEC inflection, she applies -im in a blanket fashion. 
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Table 7.5: All mixed-language nouns as possessees w/ NEC inflection, in adult production 
 Total tokens per type 
Type + -im − -im 
car 2 0 
friend 2 0 
skidoo 2 0 
aunt 1 0 
bicycle 1 0 
mommy 1 0 
sister 1 0 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. w/ = “with”. w/o = “without”. 

 

Aside from their frequency in the input, the occurrence of noun types in contrasting forms 

may also give clues to children about which types occur with -im. Noun types that children 

encounter both inside and outside of possessive constructions provide important evidence about 

where and when to use -im. By definition, inalienably possessed nouns cannot meet these 

criteria, because they only occur in possessive contexts. Therefore, Table 7.6 lists 37 alienably 

possessed noun types that occur within the dataset. There are two additional types that each have 

one possessed and one non-possessed token, which did not fit into the table: âpihîkin ‘key’ and 

nituhkuyin ‘medicine’. The noun âpihîkin takes -im and nituhkuyin does not. 

In Table 7.6, there is a closer split than expected in the distribution of -im: 14 types require 

the suffix while 23 do not. 18/37 (48.65 percent) of the types in the table provide just one token 

in either a possessive or non-possessive. That means just over half of the types that occur in both 

contexts give children more than one chance to contrast possessive and non-possessive forms of 

a noun type in input. 
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Table 7.6: NEC noun types occurring inside and outside of possessive constructions 
Type Gloss Category ± -im POSS Non- POSS Total 
pîpî baby na yes 24 42 66 
misinihîkin book ni no 11 38 49 
tâhtipiwin chair ni no 22 25 47 
mâtiwâkin toy, game ni no 13 29 42 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na no 8 25 33 
akuhp coat ni no 31 1 32 
piyichîs pants na yes 22 2 24 
achimushish puppy na no 1 21 22 
nimâs fish na yes 1 21 22 
mischisin shoe ni no 20 1 21 
minihkwâkin cup ni no 5 16 21 
pichiwiyân shirt ni no 19 1 20 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher na yes 15 3 18 
awâshishihkânish doll na yes 5 13 18 
wâskâhîkin house ni yes 1 16 17 
tûhwân ball na no 1 14 15 
mîchim food ni no 9 4 13 
ishkwâshish girl na yes 1 12 13 
ashtutin hat ni no 8 4 12 
mâmâpisun swing ni no 4 8 12 
îyiyihkânish figurine na yes 1 10 11 
pîywâshikin sock ni no 5 5 10 
âmihkwân spoon na no 1 9 10 
chîmân boat ni no 4 5 9 
atim dog na no 3 6 9 
âihkunâu cake na yes 2 7 9 
pîsimuhkân clock ni no 1 8 9 
wîhkwâyâ sock ni yes 3 5 8 
nipâwin bed ni no 5 1 6 
tî tea ni yes 1 5 6 
wâshtânimâkin light, candle ni no 1 5 6 
misinâpiskihîkin camera ni no 1 4 5 
sisis scissors ni yes 1 4 5 
chûchû bottle ni yes 2 2 4 
ût canoe ni no 2 2 4 
kwâhpî coffee ni yes 1 3 4 
wâpinichâwin garbage ni no 1 3 4 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. POSS = tokens 
inside a possessive construction. Non-POSS = tokens outside possessive contexts. ± -im = 
whether a noun type should take the suffix -im. 
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7.1.2.    Accounting for -im: Memorizing forms or applying principles? 

At this point, the question is clear: Given the relatively infrequent occurrence of NEC noun types 

and tokens with -im, how might children decode the distribution of the possessive suffix? 

There are two general possibilities to account for how children may acquire -im. The first 

possibility is memorization. Children may analyze the application of -im as an irregular 

inflectional pattern and simply memorize the noun types that require -im. The second possibility 

is that children extrapolate principles accounting for the distribution of -im in input, and then 

they apply those principles productively. 

One way to test these two possibilities is to see if the children in the corpus produce novel 

inflected NEC possessees correctly carrying the possessive suffix, which are not found in input. 

However, because this is a naturalistic dataset, two problems mean I can never completely 

discount memorization of irregular inflectional forms: 1) A form with -im that seems to be novel 

in child production may actually be a form that the child has encountered in linguistic experience 

not represented in the corpus, and 2) A child might not produce such a novel form during a 

recording session, but may produce it elsewhere. Errors of overgeneralization (i.e., commission) 

also would provide another piece of evidence that children are abstracting -im rather than 

memorizing irregular forms. However, a naturalistic sample may not reveal many (or any) such 

errors. Experimental methods would provide more direct insight here, but that lies beyond the 

scope of the present study. However, some evidence from existing descriptions indicates that 

speakers of NEC do not simply memorize which noun types take -im.  

First, Junker cites personal communication with a language consultant and reports that “there 

is a tendency amongst young speakers to add the morpheme -(i)m to all possessed independent 

nouns” (2003a, p. 11). Writing a decade later, Collette (2014, p. 291) claims that “young people 

tend to use the possessive everywhere, as a grammatical and formally stable mark of possession” 

(translated from the source French). He contrasts this usage with that of speakers who “are often 

old and more scrupulously respect certain rules for the distribution of the possessive 

(phonological, morphophonological, morphological and semantic)” (translated from the source 

French). These descriptions indicate that speakers identify the presence and function of -im and 

abstract patterns for its application—they do not just memorize the types that require -im. 

However, an important confound clouds the situation. At a minimum, Junker and Collette’s 

observations of new patterns in applying -im reflect language change, and they most likely 
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indicate language shift and loss. As we will see, the children represented in the CCLAS corpus 

do not apply -im on NEC nouns with a blanket rule. 

As second type of evidence against memorization is that speakers of NEC tend to apply -im 

to all English loanwords. Collette (2014) has observed this phenomenon, and as Table 7.5 

demonstrates, the adult within the dataset here does the same thing. If the children represented 

within the CCLAS corpus use -im with their English nouns as mixed-language possessee, then 

this would indicate that they are analyzing, abstracting, and applying -im as a morpheme marking 

possession in accordance with some set of grammatical principles. 

The remaining sections will examine patterns in adult input that may provide children clues 

to the suffix’s distribution. It first considers the grammatical animacy of nouns types (§7.2.), and 

then two of the factors Collette (2014) proposes for the distribution of -im in the adult-level 

grammar of NEC: (in)alienability and morphophonology. 

 

7.1.3.    Grammatical animacy and -im 

As discussed in the grammatical description in Chapter 2, some conventional wisdom holds that 

grammatical animacy is a key to the distribution of -im. As Junker et al. (2012, pp. 25–26) 

briefly explain for potential learners of NEC: For animate nouns the possessive suffix “may be 

required”, while in contrast, “in general the possessive -im suffix does not attach to possessed 

inanimate nouns.” 

To test the hypothesis that animacy helps determine the distribution of -im, Table 7.7 takes 

the 83 NEC noun types that occur in on-target adult possessees and categorizes them by animacy 

and whether they require -im. 

 

Table 7.7: Distribution of -im w/ NEC noun types in adult input, by animacy 
Animacy category  + -im  − -im 
Animate  8  25 
Inanimate  10  40 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 

 

Nearly the same number of animate and inanimate noun types require -im. Table 7.7 

constitutes a two-by-two contingency table of categorical data, where no cell contains a value 
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lower than five, and so I used a Pearson’s chi-square test to test the statistical association 

between grammatical animacy and -im (see Field et al., 2012, pp. 1114–1116). 

This test shows that there is no significant association between grammatical animacy and 

whether -im is required (χ2(1) = 0.034, p = 0.85). In terms of effect size, there is a negligible 

association (Rea & Parker, 2014) between animacy and requiring -im (ϕ= 0.05). 

In other words, grammatical animacy does not serve as a good predictor of -im within child-

directed speech. Children must look elsewhere for clues to the suffix’s distribution. The next two 

sections (§7.1.4 –§7.1.5) address conditions where -im is disallowed, and §7.1.6 asks whether 

some unifying conditions can instead account for where -im is required. 

 

7.1.4.    Inalienable possession and -im 

Collette (2014, pp. 282, 284–288) claims that (in)alienable possession serves as very reliable 

predictor of -im in the adult-level grammar of NEC: Inalienably possessed noun types, in 

general, disallow the suffix. 

To see how this observation may hold up in child-directed speech, Table 7.8 categorizes the 

adult’s 83 noun types by (in)alienable possession and whether they require -im. The pattern here 

is very clear: No inalienably possessed noun types occur with -im in child-directed speech. 

 

Table 7.8: Distribution of -im w/ NEC noun types in adult input, by (in)alienability 
(In)alienablity category  + -im  − -im 
Alienable  18  32 
Inalienable  0  33 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 

 

To confirm the eye test, because one of the cells in Table 7.8 contains a value lower than 

five, I used a Fisher’s exact test to test the statistical association between (in)alienable possession 

and whether -im must be applied (see Field et al., 2012, pp. 1116–1117). The difference between 

inalienable and alienable noun types in requiring -im is indeed statistically significant (p < 0.01, 

OR = infinity). Furthermore, there is a relatively strong association (Rea & Parker, 2014) 

between (in)alienability and requiring/disallowing -im (ϕ= 0.43). 
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In other words, (in)alienable possession would be a good predictor of -im for children. 

Inalienable noun types do not require the possessive suffix, at least in child-directed speech. This 

one principle takes care of 33/83 total noun types (39.76 percent) in adult input. 

This does, however, mean that children must still decipher the pattern behind the distribution 

of -im with alienably possessed noun types. In the adult-level lexicon, this may present quite a 

problem: Citing the 2004 edition of the Northern East Cree dictionary, Collette (2014, p. 289) 

observes that alienable nouns constitute 91 percent of the 2,472 total noun types in the 

dictionary. Of course, the challenge for children is analyzing the actual occurrence of alienable 

noun types in child-directed speech and finding patterns to crack the code of distributing -im 

there. The next section explores a second primary factor Collette proposes behind the distribution 

of the possessive suffix among alienable noun types: morphophonology. 

 

7.1.5.    Morphophonology and -im: Stem-final consonants 

As the grammatical description in Chapter 2 details, Collette proposes a few 

morphophonological factors accounting for which alienable noun types require -im. This section 

considers just one such factor: Collette claims that -im is not used with most noun stems that end 

either in a nasal consonant /m, n/ or the labialized velar /kw/ (2014, p. 291). 

Table 7.9 tallies the 11 different stem-final segments for all 50 alienable noun types in child-

directed speech. A huge imbalance is evident, as more than half of the noun stems end in /n/ 

(28/50, 56.00 percent). Accordingly, nouns ending in /m, n, kw/ together account for 31/50 types 

(62.00 percent) alone. 

To see if Collette’s observation holds in child-directed speech, Table 7.10 takes these 50 

alienable types and classifies them by stem-final segment and whether they occur with -im. At 

first glance, there does indeed seem to be a strong split between requiring -im and the stem-final 

segment: Nearly all of the types that end in /m, n, kw/ do not allow -im, while the vast majority 

of stems ending in any other segment do require the suffix. 
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Table 7.9: Stem-final segments for alienable NEC noun types, in adult input 
Stem-final segment  Total types 
/n/  28 
/ʃ/  4 
/î/  4 
/s/  4 
/m/  2 
/t/  2 
/u/  2 
/â/  1 
/p/  1 
/û/  1 
/kw/  1 
Total  50 
Notes.  

 

Table 7.10: Distribution of -im w/ alienable types in adult input, by stem-final segment 
Stem-final segment  + -im  − -im 
/m, n, kw/  3  28 
Any other segment  15  4 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 

 

A Fisher’s exact test reveals that the difference between the two classes of noun types and 

whether they require -im is indeed statistically significant (p < 0.01, OR = 0.032). Furthermore, 

there is a strong association (Rea & Parker, 2014) between the stem-final segment and whether a 

noun type requires/disallows -im (ϕ= -0.70). 

In other words, if children extrapolate from input that alienable stems ending in /m, n, kw/ 

disallow -im while every other stem requires the suffix, they will have accounted for 43/50 types 

(86 percent) in child-directed speech. None of the adult’s English stems in mixed-language 

possessees terminate in any of these three segments, so perhaps this morphophonological 

principle extends to loanwords as well. This principle does leave the following exceptions: 

achimushish ‘puppy’, akuhp ‘coat’, châkwân ‘thing’, ischis ‘mitten’, nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, 

wâskâhîkin ‘house’, and ût ‘canoe’. §7.1.8 addresses these exceptions. 

 

7.1.5.1.   Morphophonology before (in)alienability? 

With so many noun stems ending in /n/, the question stands as to whether children could look 

toward the stem-final segment without first considering (in)alienabilty. 
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Table 7.11 counts all of the 83 noun types as possessees in adult input by stem-final segment, 

regardless of whether they are (in)alienably possessed. 

 

Table 7.11: Distribution of -im w/ all NEC types in adult input, by stem-final segment 
Stem-final segment  + -im  − -im 
/m, n, kw/  3  40 
Any other segment  15  25 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 

 

With this data, I ran a Pearson’s chi-square test, which shows that there is a statistically 

significant association between the stem-final segment and whether a noun type 

requires/disallows -im (χ2(1) = 9.642, p < 0.01). In terms of effect size, there is a moderate 

association (Rea & Parker, 2014) between the two variables (ϕ= -0.37). 

Therefore, if children adopt a principle that noun stems ending in /m, n, kw/ disallow -im, 

this accounts for 40 types but leaves three exceptions châkwân ‘thing’, nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, 

and wâskâhîkin ‘house’. The task then becomes seeing if (in)alienability can explain the 

distribution of -im with the remaining 43 noun stems ending in segments other than /m, n, kw/.  

Table 7.12 lays out the numbers for these 43 noun stems. A Fisher’s exact test reveals that 

the association between the (in)alienability of these stems and whether they require -im is 

statistically significant (p < 0.01, OR = infinite). Again, there is a strong association (Rea & 

Parker, 2014) between the two variables (ϕ= 0.81). If children abstract the principle that 

inalienable noun types disallow -im, just four exceptions remain: achimushish ‘puppy’, akuhp 

‘coat’, ischis ‘mitten’, and ût ‘canoe’ 

 

Table 7.12: Distribution of -im w/ nouns not ending in /m, n, kw/, by (in)alienability 
(In)alienablity category  + -im  − -im 
Alienable  15  4 
Inalienable  0  21 
Notes. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of noun types 
that disallow -im. 

 

In other words, to successfully predict the distribution of -im, children could indeed look 

toward the stem-final segment of a noun type before considering (in)alienability, and they would 

end up explaining the same number of noun types while leaving the same seven exceptions: 
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achimushish ‘puppy’, akuhp ‘coat’, châkwân ‘thing’, ischis ‘mitten’, nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, 

wâskâhîkin ‘house’, and ût ‘canoe’. 

 

7.1.6.    Could child-directed speech really evince negative principles? 

So far, the discussion has cast patterns in child-directed speech in terms of two negative 

principles: Do not apply -im to inalienable noun types, and do not apply -im to noun stems 

ending in /m, n, kw/. This section considers how to approach the distribution of the suffix from 

the other side: Are there patterns in child-directed speech illustrating where -im is required? 

Only 18 noun types require -im (Table 7.3), which is just about 20 percent of all NEC noun 

types in input. If children could abstract principles that unify these 18 noun types as a class, then 

it could be a simple matter to reduce the distribution of -im to one positive principle: Apply -im to 

this class of nouns and nowhere else. 

Table 7.13 lists these 18 noun types along with information pertaining to the factors 

discussed so far: (in)alienability and the stem-final segment. It also counts tokens inside and 

outside of possessive constructions, to provide a look at how children may encounter contrasting 

forms of each type. 
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Table 7.13: NEC noun types that require -im, in adult input 
Type Gloss Category Final segment POSS Non-POSS Total 
pîpî baby na î 24 42 66 
piyichîs pants na s 22 2 24 
nimâs fish na s 1 21 22 
awâshishihkânish doll na ʃ 5 13 18 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher na u 15 3 18 
wâskâhîkin house ni n 1 16 17 
ishkwâshish girl na ʃ 1 12 13 
îyiyihkânish figurine na ʃ 1 10 11 
âihkunâu cake na u 2 7 9 
wîhkwâyâ sock ni â 3 5 8 
tî tea ni î 1 5 6 
châkwân thing ni n 5 0* 5 
sisis scissors ni s 1 4 5 
chûchû bottle ni û 2 2 4 
kânichî sweater ni î 4 0 4 
kwâhpî coffee ni î 1 3 4 
nituhkuyin medicine ni n 1 1 2 
pwâkit pocket ni t 1 0 1 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. POSS = tokens 
inside a possessive construction. Non-POSS = tokens outside possessive contexts. *The 
type châkwân is also an interrogative pronoun ‘what’ that occurs in 662 non-POSS tokens 
throughout the dataset, but these forms are not nouns eligible for possessive inflection. 

 

This table reveals a dearth of unifying factors among these nouns. All of the types in Table 

7.13 are alienably possessed, but so are 32 alienable noun types in the input that disallow -im 

(Table 7.8). Alienability cannot unite the 18 types under consideration. No other evident 

characteristics tie these 18 types together as one class that requires -im: 

 

• The types do not share a trait related to grammatical animacy: Eight types are animate 

and ten are inanimate. 

• There are eight different stem-final segments, and no evident natural class ties them 

together: vowels /â, î, u, û/ and consonants /t, s, n, h/. 

• There is no clear semantic class either: Some nouns refer to human entities, other to 

biologically animate entities, and others to inanimate objects. 
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• Furthermore, four types have a semantic mismatch between their respective 

biological and grammatical animacy classifications: âihkunâu ‘cake’, 

awâshishihkânish ‘doll’, îyiyihkânish ‘figurine’, and piyichîs ‘pants’. 

 

In sum, it appears unlikely that children could extrapolate a clear pattern from adult input to 

form a positive principle such as: Apply -im to this class of nouns and nowhere else. 

 

7.1.7.    The road so far: Principles extrapolated from input 

Altogether, the picture in child-directed speech is as follows. The vast majority of NEC noun 

types and tokens that appear as possessees in the input do not require the possessive suffix -im. 

No shared characteristics seems to unify the NEC nouns that require -im, although generally all 

English nouns in mixed-language possessees take the suffix. This indicates that speakers 

identify, abstract, and apply -im as a marker of possession. 

A combination of three principles represent the most parsimonious account explaining how 

children may extrapolate from adult input productive rules for the distribution of -im: 

 

P-All: Apply -im to all nouns as possessees, except 

P-Inalienable: Inalienably possessed NEC noun types; and  

P-Final: NEC noun types with stem-final /m, n, kw/. 

 

The present study is largely descriptive and atheoretical, but this relatively straightforward 

set of postulations accords with the Specificity Principle, an idea assumed by many generativist 

and usage-based accounts of L1 acquisition (Eisenbeiß et al., 2009, pp. 148–149). In brief, the 

Specificity Principle states that children can acquire general principles which can then be 

overridden by more specific principles. 

If children assume the application of -im as the general (elsewhere) principle that the suffix 

marks possession, then perhaps all they need to do from there is identify the more specific 

principles that override that rule. If two such principles, (in)alienabilty and stem-final phonology, 

along with this general principle together account for more than 90 percent of the suffix’s 

distribution, then children might just need to learn a relative handful of exceptions that are found 

in the input. 
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7.1.8.    What about the exceptions? 

The question of how children acquire exceptions to rules is central to the acquisition of inflection 

(see, e.g., Yang, 2016, 2018). Children acquiring German, for example, must discover that the 

suffix -s is the default plural marker for nouns, even though it occurs with a very small minority 

of noun types (Clahsen, 1999; Clahsen et al., 1992). Yang’s Tolerance Principle (e.g., 2016) 

represents a recent effort to explain how children learn exceptions by calculating and comparing 

frequencies of regularities and exceptions in the input. The Tolerance Principle may help explain 

how children acquire the exceptions for -im, but the limitations of the sample for the present 

study may severely circumscribe the application of these types of statistical models. Nonetheless, 

the input may hold some important clues for how children acquire the exceptions for -im. 

Seven noun types occur in child-directed speech within the sample and represent the 

exceptions to the set of principles outlined in §7.1.7. These three types take -im, contrary to the 

principles: châkwân ‘thing’, nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, and wâskâhîkin ‘house’. These four types 

disallow -im, contrary to the principles: achimushish ‘puppy’, akuhp ‘coat’, ischis ‘mitten’, ût 

‘canoe’. 

Some aspects of adult input may help children acquire these noun types as exceptions, such 

as frequency of tokens and occurrences in contrasting forms. For example, six of these seven 

types all occur in contrasting forms inside and outside of possessive contexts: Five are listed in 

Table 7.6, while châkwân is also an interrogative pronoun that occurs hundreds of times in bare 

form through the dataset. These contrasting forms in the input would help children identify these 

six noun types as exceptions to the principles in §7.1.7. 

The only possible outlier here is the type ischis ‘mitten’. However, given some complications 

with coding, that noun type may also occur in contrasting forms within child-directed speech. 

The adult produces four possessive tokens of ischis, which is translated as ‘mitten’ within the 

CCLAS corpus but not listed in the NEC dictionary (Junker et al., 2012). She also has two non-

possessive tokens of astis, which is translated as ‘mitten’ within the corpus but listed in the 

dictionary as ‘sinew’. If ischis and astis are actually the same noun type, then ‘mitten’ indeed 

occurs in both possessive and non-possessive contexts within adult input in the corpus. This 

would mean that children encounter contrasting forms for every exception to the principles in 

§7.1.7. This may facilitate the acquisition of such exceptions. 
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7.1.9.    Summary 

This section describes patterns in the distribution of the possessive suffix -im within adult input. 

Children acquiring NEC face the challenge of discovering the position for -im within the 

inflectional template, deciphering its meaning, and figuring out which noun types require the 

suffix—and which types cannot take the suffix. Complicating the task is the fact that -im occurs 

with just a small minority of noun types and their tokens in child-directed speech. 

In the adult-level grammar, the suffix has a complex distribution that has evaded 

parsimonious linguistic description. However, the present study asks which patterns in child-

directed speech may give children clues as to where and when to use -im. Grammatical animacy 

likely gives no reliable information about where -im is required, but inalienable possession and 

morphophonology are excellent predictors of where -im does not occur. Despite the complexity 

with -im in the adult grammar, children may be able to extrapolate just three productive 

principles from adult input to account for more than 90 percent of the distribution of the suffix, 

leaving just a handful of exceptions to be learned. 

 

7.2.     The possessive suffix -im in Ani’s speech 

This section describes the acquisition of the possessive suffix by Ani. As the previous chapter 

demonstrates, Ani produces 36 total tokens of NEC and mixed-language nouns as possessees 

throughout her entire sample. Seven of these tokens do not bear any NEC inflection (see §7.2.4 

in the previous chapter). Therefore, this section is concerned with describing Ani’s usage of -im 

across her 29 possessee tokens that could or should take the -im. 

§7.2.1 examines Ani’s usage of -im across both NEC and English noun tokens (§7.2.1.1) and 

types (§7.2.1.2). §7.2.2 considers her production against the four criteria for productivity for this 

dissertation (§4.2.5.). §7.2.3 evaluates her usage of -im in light of the three principles from 

§7.1.7, and §7.2.4 summarizes findings. 

 

7.2.1.     All possessive suffix tokens 

This section presents the basic landscape of Ani’s usage of -im in obligatory contexts requiring 

the proper distribution of the suffix. I consider an obligatory context to be the occurrence of a 

noun token as a possessee taking NEC inflection, where the noun type for that token either 
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requires or disallows -im. In such contexts, a child must apply -im to noun types that require the 

suffix and not apply -im to noun types that disallow the suffix. §7.2.1.1 looks at her production 

across all noun tokens, and §7.2.1.2 breaks down her production across noun types. 

 

7.2.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

Table 7.14 presents Ani’s usage of -im with NEC noun tokens, and Table 7.15 shows her usage 

with English tokens as mixed-language possessees that bear NEC inflection. This section 

assumes that Ani should apply -im to all such English tokens, because that is what occurs in adult 

speech. 

 

Table 7.14: Distribution of -im across all NEC noun tokens, in Ani’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Requires -im  0 5 n/a 1.00 
Disallows -im 11 n/a 0 0.00 
Total 16 5 0 0.31 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. 
Prop. = proportion. 

 

Table 7.15: Distribution of -im across all mixed-language noun tokens, in Ani’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Applies -im  12 1 n/a 0.08 
Total 12 1 n/a 0.08 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. 
Prop. = proportion. 

 

Altogether Ani produces 11 on-target NEC tokens and five errors, while she has 12 adult-like 

applications of -im with English stems and just one error. She has no errors of commission with 

the suffix in the dataset. 

 

7.2.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Turning now to noun types, Ani produces 10 total NEC noun types as possessees in obligatory 

contexts (Table 7.16). Eight of these types all have adult-like tokens (11 total), where -im is 

disallowed and Ani correctly does not apply -im. However, two types require -im and Ani omits 

the suffix. 
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Table 7.16: Distribution of -im across all NEC noun types, in Ani’s speech 
-im suffix Types w/ correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Requires -im  0 2 n/a 1.00 
Disallows -im 8 n/a 0 0.00 
Total 8 2 0 0.25 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. w/ = with. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

In her mixed-language possessees, Ani uses eight different noun types (Table 7.17). Seven 

types have adult-like tokens (12 total), where Ani applies the suffix -im. For one type, Ani omits 

the -im that would be used in adult speech. 

 

Table 7.17: Distribution of -im across all mixed-language noun types, in Ani’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Applies -im  7 1 n/a 0.14 
Total 7 1 n/a 0.14 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. 
Prop. = proportion. 

 

Tables 7.18 and 7.19 bring together all of Ani’s 18 noun types (29 tokens) as possessees in 

obligatory contexts for the proper application of -im. The tables includes the total tokens for each 

type, including the number of errors. 

Overall Ani produces relatively few tokens per type, and she has just six types with more 

than one token. The bulk of her production is adult-like: 15 types have only adult-like tokens (23 

tokens), and her errors are concentrated in just three types (six tokens). Ani has no errors of 

commission with -im, which makes it difficult to determine when she first analyzes the suffix 

prior to her adult-like application. The next section traces her development over time toward this 

adult-like usage of -im. 
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Table 7.18: Distribution of -im w/ all nouns requiring -im, in Ani’s speech 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category + -im Om. Total 
chûchû bottle ni 0 4 4 
bed bed eng 3 0 3 
chair chair eng 3 0 3 
friend friend eng 2 0 2 
Barbie Barbie eng 1 0 1 
pencil pencil eng 1 0 1 
piyichîs pants na 0 1 1 
purse purse eng 1 0 1 
scissors scissors eng 1 0 1 
shoe shoe eng 0 1 1 
Notes. w/ = with. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. eng = English. + -im = tokens with 
adult-like application of the -im suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. 

 

Table 7.19: Distribution of -im w/ all nouns disallowing -im, in Ani’s speech 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category − -im Comm. Total 
îpit tooth nid 3 0 3 
îch home nid 2 0 2 
akuhp coat ni 1 0 1 
mischisin shoe ni 1 0 1 
pichiwiyân shirt ni 1 0 1 
pûshî cat na 1 0 1 
uhtâwî father nad 1 0 1 
wâpuyân blanket ni 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for 
inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. − -im = tokens with adult-like 
non-application of the suffix. Comm. = tokens with errors of commission of -im. 
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7.2.2.    Productivity of -im 

This section explores Ani’s usage of -im in light of the criteria for productivity outlined in 

§4.2.5. To give a picture of Ani’s usage over time, Table 7.20 categorizes her possessee tokens 

and -im per recording session. She produces relevant possessees across just eight of her 15 

sessions. 

 

Table 7.20: Ani’s possessee tokens and usage of -im, per recording session 
   Adult-like tokens  Errors   
Session Child age  + -im − -im  Om. Comm.  Total 
A1.06 2;03.24  0 1  0 0  1 
A1.12 2;07.06  0 0  4 0  4 
A1.15 2;08.23  0 1  0 0  1 
A1.24 3;02.05  0 0  1 0  1 
A1.26 3;04.09  0 1  0 0  1 
A1.30 3;06.23  0 2  1 0  3 
A1.35 4;00.13  7 3  0 0  10 
A1.37 4;03.07  5 3  0 0  8 
Total   12 11  6 0  29 
Notes. + -im = tokens with adult-like application of the -im suffix. − -im = tokens with adult-
like non-application of the suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. Comm. = 
tokens with errors of commission of -im. 

 

Ani’s first obligatory context for the correct application of -im comes in her first recording 

session at age 2;03.24. Her usage of -im is adult-like with the only token (2): The noun type 

uhtâwî ‘father’ is inalienably possessed and so does not take the possessive suffix.  

 

(2)    ᒫᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᐦᑖᐐᐦ᙮ 

Mâniyâh uhtâwîh. 

Target:  mâni-yâh      ∅-uhtâwî-h 

DEM.DIST-3’    3-father-3’ 

Actual:  mâni-*yâ      ∅-uhtâwî-h 

DEM.DIST-*0’   3-father-3’ 

‘That is his father.’ (Ani, A1.06, 2;03.24, 06:59) 

 

The child’s next relevant context for -im comes at age 2;07.06. Here she produces two 

different noun types that each require -im: chûchû ‘bottle’ (three tokens) and piyichîs ‘pants’ 
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(one token). She omits the required suffix for all four tokens, as in (3–4). Her omission of -im 

actually reflects a larger pattern: At this age point, she omits all possessive morphology. 

 

(3)   ᑐᕋ ᐅᐱᔨᒌᓯᒻᐦ 

Dora upiyichîsimh 

Target:  Dora   u-piyichîs-im-h 

Actual:  Dora   *∅-piyichîs-*∅-*∅ 

name   3-pants-POSS-3’ 

‘Dora’s pants’ (Ani, 2;07.06, A1.12, 00:13) 

 

(4)    ᓃᔨ ᐆ ᐅᒎᒎᒥᔥ᙮ 

Nîyi û uchûchûmish. 

Target:  nîyi  û     ni-chûchû-m-ish 

Actual:  nîyi  û     *∅-chûchû-*∅-sh 

 1  DEM.PXL  1-bottle-POSS-DIM 

‘This is my bottle.’ (Ani, 2;07.06, A1.12, 28:54) 

 

Over her next three possessee tokens, Ani seems to go back and forth in her adult-like usage 

of the suffix -im. At 2;08.23, Ani has one apparently adult-like token of wâpuyân ‘blanket’ as a 

possessee where she does not apply -im. Her next relevant token is with chûchû ‘bottle’ as a 

possessee at 3;02.05, but she has an error of error of omission with -im. Then comes another 

apparently adult-like token of pûshî ‘cat’ as a possessee at 3;04.09, where Ani does not use -im. 

However, with all three of these possessee tokens Ani has committed errors of omission with the 

required person prefix. This likely indicates that Ani’s non-application of -im to wâpuyân and 

pûshî is actually a reflection of her global omission of all possessive morphology up through this 

age point. 

As Chapter 6 demonstrates, Ani’s first adult-like usage of the person prefix with possessees 

begins at age 3;06.23. However, her three possessees at this age point provide equivocal 

evidence regarding her acquisition of the possessive suffix. She has two adult-like possessees 

where she correctly does not apply -im: nimischisin ‘my shoe’ and nipichiwiyân ‘my shirt’. 
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However, she also produces a mixed-language possessee and omits -im in a non-adult-like 

manner: nishoes ‘my shoes’, which should be nishoesim. 

It is very difficult to determine whether Ani has acquired productive usage of -im up to this 

age point. She has produced no tokens bearing the suffix, and her seemingly adult-like non-

applications of -im may actually indicate that she has not yet identified the suffix at all. This 

situation changes two recording sessions later. 

At age 4;00.13, Ani navigates the application of -im in an adult-like fashion with one NEC 

noun type and four English types. With NEC îpit ‘tooth’ she has adult-like non-application of -im 

with all three tokens, as in (5). For the four English types, she applies -im to all tokens in an 

adult-like manner: Barbie (one token), bed (two tokens), chair (three tokens), and purse (one 

token). This production represents her first actual applications of -im in the sample. 

Importantly, with five of these mixed-language tokens, Ani uses -im correctly even though 

she has errors with the person prefix, as in (6). This indicates that Ani likely achieves adult-like 

awareness of the possessive suffix before the person prefix.  

 

(5)   ᓂᒧᐃ ᒌᐱᑦ᙮ 

Nimui chîpit. 

nimui ch-îpit 

NEG 2-tooth 

‘Not your tooth.’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 19:59) 

 

(6)   ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᐸᕐᐱᐁ ᐋᐃ ᐅᒐᐃᕆᒻᐦ᙮ 

Tânitâh Barbie âi uchairimh. 

Target:  tâni-tâh   Barbie   âi    u-chair-im-h 

Actual:  tâni-tâh   Barbie   âi    *∅-chair-im-h 

   where-LOC name  HES  3-chair-POSS-Q  

‘Where did you put Barbie’s, um, chair?’ (Ani, 4;00.13, A1.35, 14:58) 

 

In her next recording session at 4;03.07, Ani produces six different noun types as possessees: 

NEC nouns akuhp ‘coat’ (one token) and îch ‘home’ (two tokens), along with English nouns bed 
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(one token), friend (two tokens), pencil (one token), and scissors (one token). Her usage of -im is 

adult-like for all eight tokens, as in (7–8). 

 

(7)    ᒌᔮᓂᐤ ᒌᒋᓈᐦᒡ᙮ 

chîyâniu chîchinâhch. 

chîy-âniu    ch-îch-inâ-hch 

2-PL.EXCL  2-home-2/3PL.PSR-LOC 

‘… at our house.’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 44:52) 

 

(8)    ᑖᓐ ᐅᕝᕆᐁᓐᑎᒻᐦ᙮ 

Tân ufriendimh. 

tân      u-friend-im-h 

where     3-friend-POSS-3’ 

‘Where is her/his friend?’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 49:17) 

 

Altogether, at the age point of 4;03.07, Ani has demonstrated productive usage of the 

possessive suffix -im. She has used -im in two consecutive recording sessions, with no errors in 

her usage of the suffix. Furthermore, she has used the morpheme correctly with ten different 

noun types, and by this age point she has employed six of those types in contrasting word forms 

without -im: 

 

• bare noun/name Barbie (11 tokens) 

• bare noun chair (three tokens) and two tokens with the NEC locative suffix as chairihch 

• bare noun friend (one token) 

• bare noun pencil (five tokens) 

• bare noun purse (one token) 

• the word form scissors (two tokens) 

 

7.2.3.    Possible connections to adult input 

§7.1.7 argues that children may extrapolate a few straightforward principles to account for the 

distribution of -im, and these principles may guide their acquisition and usage of the suffix. This 
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section considers whether Ani’s production seems to adhere to these principles. To review, the 

three principles are as follows. The ensuing sections begin with the two more specific principles. 

 

P-All: Apply -im to all nouns as possessees, except 

P-Inalienable: Inalienably possessed NEC noun types; and  

P-Final: NEC noun types with stem-final /m, n, kw/. 

 

The previous section (§7.2.2) demonstrates that Ani has no errors of commission with -im 

and seems simply to omit all possessive inflection prior to age 3;06.23. Therefore, this section 

only considers Ani’s possessees beginning at 3;06.23, the age point where she first seems to 

evince knowledge of possessive inflection by producing her first adult-like person prefix. These 

possessees are listed in Table 7.21. Types that are also among the most frequent NEC possessees 

in adult input (Table 7.4) or among the only mixed-language possessees in adult input (Table 

7.5) are marked with as asterisk. 

 

Table 7.21: Distribution of -im w/ all nouns as possessees, in Ani’s speech from 3;06.23 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category + -im − -im Om. Comm. Total 
bed bed eng 3 0 0 0 3 
chair chair eng 3 0 0 0 3 
îpit * tooth nid 0 3 0 0 3 
friend * friend eng 2 0 0 0 2 
îch * home nid 0 2 0 0 2 
akuhp * coat ni 0 1 0 0 1 
Barbie Barbie eng 1 0 0 0 1 
mischisin * shoe ni 0 1 0 0 1 
pencil pencil eng 1 0 0 0 1 
pichiwiyân * shirt ni 0 1 0 0 1 
purse purse eng 1 0 0 0 1 
scissors scissors eng 1 0 0 0 1 
shoe shoe eng 0 0 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. ni = inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable 
possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. + -im = tokens with adult-like 
application of the -im suffix. − -im = tokens with adult-like non-application of the 
suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. Comm. = tokens with errors of 
commission of -im. * = type also appears in Tables 7.4–7.5. 
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7.2.3.1.    P-Inalienable 

Ani has two inalienably possessed NEC noun types: îpit ‘tooth’ (three tokens) and îch ‘home’ 

(two tokens). She also correctly does not apply -im to these tokens. Once again, both types are 

among the most frequent possessees in child-directed speech—and îch ‘home’ is particularly 

salient in its frequency—so this may facilitate extrapolation of this principle. 

 

7.2.3.2.    P-Final 

Ani uses two alienable NEC noun types with stem-final /m, n, kw/: mischisin ‘shoe’ (one token) 

and pichiwiyân ‘shirt’ (one token). She correctly does not apply -im to these tokens. Both of 

these types are among the most common possessees in adult input (Table 7.4), and both occur in 

contrasting possessive/non-possessive forms (Table 7.6), which may facilitate the extrapolation 

of this principle. None of Ani’s mixed-language possessees have stems ending in /m, n, kw/, so 

the dataset affords no opportunity to see how she may handle -im with such types. 

 

7.2.3.3.    P-All 

P-Inalienable and P-Final account for four of Ani’s five NEC noun types as possessees but none 

of her English types. P-All accounts for seven of these eight types (12 total tokens), as Ani 

applies -im to the following: bed, chair, friend, Barbie, pencil, and purse. So far the three 

principles together have accounted for the bulk of Ani’s usage of -im beginning at age 3;06.23: 

11/13 types, 19/21 tokens. 

 

7.2.3.3.1.    An alternative account: “English only”? 

I must also address another possibility before moving forward: By the time her sample ends at 

age 4;03.07, Ani may have acquired a rule stipulating that English nouns alone take -im as a 

marker of possession. 

At this point, she has applied -im correctly to various English noun types, but the data have 

no instances of the child producing -im with an NEC noun type. Instead, all of Ani’s adult-like 

NEC types disallow -im. Ani has also clearly acquired the categorical distinction between 

English and NEC noun types, as evidenced by her blanket application of -im to English types 

only. Altogether the data offer no counterevidence to discount the possibility that Ani is omitting 

-im from any and all NEC noun types as a productive rule. The limitations of the data sample 
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leave this an open question, and without direct evidence, I cannot completely discount the 

possibility that Ani has generalized an “English only” rule for her usage of -im. However, I think 

two factors indicate that Ani probably has not acquired such a rule.   

First, as §7.3. and §7.4 demonstrate, the input evinces no “English only” principle for -im, 

and neither of the other two children represented in the CCLAS corpus acquire such a principle. 

Second, Ani has already shown the ability to master at least one aspect of -im from limited 

examples in the input. Child-directed speech contains only seven English types (10 total tokens) 

with the possessive suffix and yet Ani and the other two children each generalize the principle 

that all English noun types take -im as possessees. Child-directed speech contains much more 

evidence that some NEC noun types also need -im: 18 different alienable NEC noun types (91 

total tokens) occur with -im in the input. Given her on-target generalization from a small amount 

of English evidence, it seems unlikely that Ani would misanalyze an even greater amount of 

evidence in the input to come up with an erroneous generalization for NEC types. 

 

7.2.3.4.    Exceptions to the principles 

Two of Ani’s possessees do not adhere to the three principles: NEC akuhp ‘coat’ (one token) and 

English shoe (one token). The type akuhp is one of the top five most frequent possessees in adult 

input (Table 7.4) and also occurs in contrasting possessive/non-possessive forms (Table 7.6), and 

so these features of input may have helped Ani learn that akuhp is one of the exceptions to the 

principles. However, it is harder to account for the fact that Ani does not apply -im in (9).  

 

(9)    ᓂᔓᐁᓯᒻ 

nishoesim 

Target:  ni-shoe-s-im 

Actual:  ni-shoe-s-*∅ 

1-shoe-ENG.PL-POSS 

‘my shoes’ (Ani, 3;06.23, A1.30, 21:45) 

 

Perhaps Ani does not apply -im in (9) because of the presence of the English plural suffix. 

However, Billy applies -im after the English plural (10) so that plural marking does not 

necessarily preclude the NEC possessive suffix. Regardless, it is clear that the vast majority of 
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Ani’s production does indeed adhere to the principles from adult input, and one of her two 

exceptions may likely be accounted for by its frequency and presence in contrasting forms within 

child-directed speech. 

 

(10)   ᐊᐙᓐ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᑫᔾᓯᒻᐦ᙮ 

Awân aniyâh ukeysimh. 

   awân  ani-yâh     u-key-s-im-h 

   who  DEM.DIST-0’p  3-key-ENG.PL-Q 

‘Whose keys are these?’ (Billy, 5;03.22, B3.14, 12:22) 

 

7.2.4.    Summary 

Ani’s sample contains 18 noun types (29 tokens) of possessees where she must navigate usage of 

the possessive suffix -im. The child does not put -im on any NEC nouns, and so it is difficult to 

determine when she transitions from omitting the suffix to productive non-application. Indeed, 

Ani seems to go through a no-inflection stage for possessive marking until age 3;06.23. Ani’s 

English nouns in mixed-language possessees, though, provide crucial evidence that she has 

identified the suffix, abstracted principles for its distribution, and begun to apply it productively. 

She first seems to use the suffix in an adult-like fashion at age 4;00.13, and she meets the criteria 

for productive usage by age 4;03.07. Furthermore, Ani largely seems to adhere to the three 

principles which may be extrapolated from child-directed speech to account for where to use -im. 

 

7.3.     The possessive suffix -im in Daisy’s speech 

This section explores Daisy’s acquisition of the possessive suffix. It begins with a survey of her 

usage of -im across both NEC and English noun tokens (§7.3.1.1) and noun types (§7.3.1.2). 

§7.3.2 examines her production in light of the criteria for productivity adopted by the present 

study, which includes consideration of the patterns her errors may reveal (§7.3.2.1). §7.3.3 

evaluates Daisy’s usage of the possessive suffix with respect to the three principles that children 

may extrapolate from adult input: P-Inalienable (§7.3.3.1), P-Final (§7.3.3.2), and P-All 

(§7.3.3.3)—with a brief examination of how Daisy may acquire the few exceptions to these 

rules. §7.3.4 summarizes findings. 
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7.3.1.     All possessive suffix tokens 

This section reviews Daisy’s usage of -im across her noun tokens (§7.3.1.1) and noun types 

§7.3.1.2). 

 

7.3.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

Altogether Daisy produces 220 NEC noun tokens as possessees where she must employ the 

proper application of -im (Table 7.22). This number far exceeds Ani’s tokens and even surpasses 

the adult’s 220 tokens in Daisy’s subcorpus. The distribution of -im in Daisy’s speech resembles 

that in the input, as the vast majority of the child’s tokens disallow -im. Daisy has more mixed-

language possessees than the adult, and she uses -im on all but two tokens (Table 7.23). 

 

Table 7.22: Distribution of -im w/ all NEC noun tokens as possessees, in Daisy’s speech 
     
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Requires -im  35 0 n/a 0.00 
Disallows -im 181 n/a 4 0.02 
Total 216 0 4 0.02 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

Table 7.23: Distribution of -im w/ all mixed-language noun tokens, in Daisy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Applies -im  21 2 n/a 0.09 
Total 21 2 n/a 0.09 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

7.3.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Moving on to noun types, Daisy’s speech contains 46 different NEC noun types requiring proper 

application of -im (Table 7.24). She distributes -im in an adult-like manner with 43 types, with 

errors of commission occurring on only three types: chîshtihîkin ‘fork, needle’; utâpânâskw ‘car, 

vehicle’; and wâpuyân ‘blanket’. Each type is an alienable noun that adheres to P-Final (§7.1.7.) 

and so disallows -im. 

Daisy has 14 different English types in mixed-language possessees (Table 7.25). She applies 

-im to 13 of these types but not with one type: room. This is coded here as an error of omission, 

but this may reflect an error in my interpretation (§7.3.2.1). 
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Table 7.24: Distribution of -im w/ all NEC noun types, in Daisy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Requires -im  10 0 n/a 0.00 
Disallows -im 33 n/a 3 0.08 
Total 43 0 3 0.07 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

Table 7.25: Distribution of -im w/ all mixed-language noun types, in Daisy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Applies -im  13 1 n/a 0.07 
Total 13 1 n/a 0.07 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

To bring her production together, Tables 7.26 and 7.27 present Daisy’s NEC and mixed-

language types that occur with three or more tokens. For comparison with the input, types that 

also occur among the adult’s most frequent NEC types (Table 7.4) and only mixed-language 

types as possesses (Table 7.5) are marked with an asterisk. This overlap suggests a connection 

with frequency in input: Daisy’s very most frequent types, which constitute the bulk of her 

tokens, are also among the most frequent in child-directed speech. 

 

Table 7.26: Distribution of -im w/ all nouns requiring -im, in Daisy’s speech 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category + -im Om. Total 
pîpî * baby na 22 0 22 
friend * friend eng 3 0 3 
name name eng 3 0 3 
phone phone eng 3 0 3 
awâshish child na 3 0 3 
Notes. w/ = with. na = animate noun. eng = English. + -im = tokens with adult-like application 
of the -im suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. * = type also appears in Tables 
7.4–7.5. 
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Table 7.27: Distribution of -im w/ all nouns disallowing -im, in Daisy’s speech 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category − -im Comm. Total 
kâwî * mother nad 45 0 45 
îch * home nid 37 0 37 
uhtâwî * father nad 13 0 13 
tihchî * hand nid 10 0 10 
wîchâwâkin * friend na 9 0 9 
uhkum * grandmother nad 8 0 8 
nipâwin bed ni 5 0 5 
shchîshikw * eye nid 5 0 5 
shtikwân * head nid 5 0 5 
skât leg nid 5 0 5 
ichishî intestines, stomach nad 4 0 4 
ichikum phlegm, mucus nad 3 0 3 
shîm * younger sibling nad 3 0 3 
mischisin * shoe ni 3 0 3 
Notes. w/ = with. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for 
inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. − -im = tokens with adult-like non-
application of the suffix. Comm. = tokens with errors of commission of -im. * = type also 
appears in Tables 7.4–7.5. 

 

7.3.2.     Productivity of -im 

This section evaluates Daisy’s usage of -im against the criteria for productivity adopted by the 

present study (§4.2.5.). Table 7.28 breaks down her relevant noun tokens across her sessions. 

Daisy’s first recording session at age 3;08.10 contains multiple possessees requiring 

judicious navigation of -im. She correctly puts -im on one token of pîpî ‘baby’ in (11), where she 

uses all obligatory possessive morphology (Margaret, REH1-012, 01:07:09). Daisy also has 

adult-like non-application of -im with nine other noun types: ichikum ‘phlegm, mucus’; îpit 

‘tooth’; kâwî ‘mother’; mis ‘older sister’; mischisin ‘shoe’; shihkun ‘toe’; skât ‘leg’; stâs ‘older 

brother’; tihchî ‘hand’. In (12), for example, Daisy is telling a story about a medical procedure, 

and she correctly does not apply -im to skât ‘leg’ 
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Table 7.28: Daisy’s possessee tokens and usage of -im, per recording session 
   Adult-like tokens  Errors   
Session Child age  + -im − -im  Om. Comm.  Total 
B1.01 3;08.10  1 9  0 0  10 
B1.02 3;09.01  0 3  0 0  3 
B1.03 3;09.22  12 22  0 0  34 
B1.04 3;11.11  21 25  2 3  51 
B1.05 4;00.00  0 15  0 1  16 
B1.08 4;02.06  0 24  0 0  24 
B1.11 4;04.04  3 13  0 0  16 
B1.14 4;06.02  3 14  0 0  17 
B1.17 4;07.28  0 10  0 0  10 
B1.20 4;10.03  4 14  0 0  18 
B1.24 5;00.20  5 13  0 0  18 
B1.27 5;04.12  1 1  0 0  2 
B1.30 5;07.03  5 13  0 0  18 
B1.31 5;10.02  1 5  0 0  6 
Total   56 181  2 4  243 
Notes. + -im = tokens with adult-like application of the -im suffix. − -im = tokens with adult-
like non-application of the suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. Comm. = 
tokens with errors of commission of -im. 

 

(11)   ᐅᐲᐲᒥᔥᐦ 

upîpîmish-h 

u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

3-baby-POSS-DIM-3’ 

‘her little baby’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 23:29) 

 

(12)   ᒌᐦᐐᐦᒥᓂᔑᑭᓂᐎᔨᐤ ᐅᔅᑳᑦ᙮ 

Chîhwîhminishikiniwiyiu uskât. 

chîhwîhminishikiniwiyiu     u-skât 

it.was.wanted.removed    3-leg 

‘They wanted his leg cut off.’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 13:54) 

 

In her next recording session at 3;09.01, Daisy has another two tokens of kâwî ‘mother’ 

along with one token of pitihuyâkin ‘fishing catch’. Neither type requires -im and she does not 

apply the suffix. 
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Despite the fact that Daisy has adult-like usage of -im in two consecutive sessions, she has 

not yet met the requirements for demonstrating productivity. She has used only two alienably 

possessed noun types (mischisin ‘shoe’ and pîpî ‘baby’) so far. These are the only such types that 

can occur outside of possessive contexts and thus most directly demonstrate Daisy’s knowledge 

of -im. She has used pîpî in two such contrasting word forms to this point: pîpîsh ‘little baby’ 

(three tokens) and pîpîshich ‘little babies’ (one token), but she has not yet produced contrasting 

forms for another word type. 

Just a few weeks later at age 3;09.22, Daisy’s speech contains an explosion of 34 possessee 

tokens that are all adult-like in their occurrence with or without -im. This covers 15 NEC noun 

types: âmihkwân ‘spoon’; htiwikî ‘ear’; îch ‘home’; ichikum ‘phlegm, mucus’; ichishî ‘intestines, 

stomach’; kâwî ‘mother’; minihkwâkin ‘cup’; mis ‘older sister’; mushum ‘grandfather’; pîpî 

‘baby’; shchîshikw ‘eye’; shtikwân ‘head’; skut ‘nose’; and uhkum ‘grandmother’. Again, pîpî 

‘baby’ is the only alienable NEC type in this group that can occur with -im, but Daisy does apply 

-im to one English type: phone (one token), in (13). 

 

(13)   ᐅᑎᐦ ᑭᔨᑆ ᒋᑉᐦᐅᓀᐃᒥᐤ ᐋ᙮ 

Utih kiyipwâ chiphoneimiu â. 

u-tih      kiyipwâ   chi-phone-im-iu       â 

DEM.PXL-LOC  of.course  2-phone-POSS-1PL.INCL.PSR  Q 

‘This is where our phone is, OK?’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 29:21) 

 

By age 3;09.22, Daisy satisfies the criteria for demonstrating productive usage of -im. She 

has adult-like usage of the suffix in two consecutive recording sessions, with no errors in her 

usage. She uses the suffix across more than two noun types, and in addition to her production of 

contrasting forms for pîpî ‘baby’, she produces contrasting word forms for three types: 

 

• bare stem âmihkwân ‘spoon’ (two tokens) as well as inflected form âmihkwânishich 

‘little spoons’ (one token) 

• bare stem minihkwâkin ‘cup’ (one token) as well as inflected form minihkwâkinh 

‘cups’ (one token) 

• bare stem phone (four tokens) 
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7.3.2.1.    Errors with -im 

Daisy has only two possible errors of omission, which both occur at 3;11.11: She produces the 

English stem room in two tokens of mixed-language possessee niroominâhch ‘in our (EXCL) 

room’, as in (14). I was unable to check these utterances with a speaker, and so I am assuming 

that a speaker would indeed apply the suffix to this English loanword. However, I could be 

mistaken, and Daisy’s production could indeed be adult-like. 

 

(14)   ᓂᕉᒥᓈᐦᒡ 

niroominâhch 

Target:  ni-room-?im-inâ-hch 

Actual:  ni-room-*?∅-inâ-hch 

1-room-1PL.EXCL.PSR-LOC 

‘… in our room’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 36:20) 

 

Regardless of whether Daisy’s two errors of omission are indeed errors, she does have four 

clear errors of commission with -im in her sample. 

At age 3;11.11, Daisy incorrectly applies -im to two tokens of utâpânâskw ‘car, vehicle’ (15) 

and to one token of wâpuyân ‘blanket’ (16). In accordance with P-Final of the principles 

extrapolated from input (§7.1.7.), each noun type disallows -im because utâpânâskw ends in /kw/ 

and wâpuyân ends in /n/). 

 

(15)  ᐆᑖᐹᓈᔅᒄᐦ 

ûtâpânâskwh 

Target:  u-utâpânâskw-h 

Actual:  u-utâpânâsk-*um-h 

   3-vehicle-*POSS-3’ 

‘her/his vehicle’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 24:12) 
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(16)  ᐅᐙᐳᔮᓐ 

uwâpuyân 

Target:  u-wâpuyân 

Actual:  u-wâpuyân-*im 

   3-blanket-*POSS 

‘her/his blanket’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 51:57) 

 

She has one last error of commission at age 4;00.00, when she talks about the stinger of a bee 

in (17). Here the noun type chîshtihîkin ‘fork, needle’ should not take -im, but Daisy applies it. 

 

(17)   ᐅᒌᔥᑎᐦᐄᑭᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ 

Uchîshtihîkin kiyâh 

Target:  u-chîshtihîkin    kiyâh 

Actual:  u-chîshtihîkin-*im    kiyâh 

3-needle-*POSS   also 

‘… its stinger, too’ (Daisy, 4;00.00, B1.05, 11:27) 

 

From this point, Daisy’s application of -im is completely adult-like after the age of 4;00.00. 

This marks a noticeable similarity between Ani and Daisy: Both children have error-free usage 

of the possessive suffix beginning around the age point of 4;00. 

The next section examines Daisy’s productive usage of -im and how her mastery of the suffix 

may pattern with the three principles evident in child-directed speech (§7.1.7). 

 

7.3.3.     Possible connections to adult input 

This section evaluates Daisy’s usage of the possessive suffix -im in light of the three principles 

which children may extract from adult speech. For convenience, the principles are restated here: 

 

P-All: Apply -im to all nouns as possessees, except 

P-Inalienble: Inalienably possessed NEC noun types; and  

P-Final: NEC noun types with stem-final /m, n, kw/. 
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Daisy’s three noun types that occur with errors of commission or possible errors of omission 

are excluded from the discussion in this section, because she produces no clearly adult-like 

possessee tokens with room, utâpânâskw ‘car, vehicle’, or wâpuyân ‘blanket’. This leaves 43 

adult-like NEC noun types (220 total tokens) and 13 adult-like English noun types in mixed-

language possessees (21 total tokens) to evaluate against the three principles. 

 

7.3.3.1.    P-Inalienable 

Table 7.29 categorizes Daisy’s 43 NEC noun types by (in)alienable possession. Her production 

completely adheres to P-Inalienable: None of her 22 inalienably possessed noun types take -im.  

 

Table 7.29: Distribution of -im w/ NEC noun types in Daisy’s speech, by (in)alienability 
(In)alienability category  + -im  − -im 
Alienable  10  11 
Inalienable  0  22 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 

 

Aspects of adult input may facilitate Daisy’s extrapolation of P-Inalienable. Table 7.30 lists 

her 22 adult-like inalienable noun types, with comparison to their tokens in child-directed 

speech. 20/22 (90.91 percent) of Daisy’s inalienable types also occur in adult input, including 

many of the adult’s most frequent possessees (Table 7.4). In fact, Daisy has only two types 

which do not appear in input: ichikum ‘phlegm, mucus’ and pîwî ‘fur, feather, hair’. These 

seemingly unique types may constitute evidence that Daisy has extrapolated and applied P-

Inalienable productively to forms not encountered in input.  
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Table 7.30: All inalienable NEC noun types, in Daisy’s speech and adult input 
Type Gloss Daisy tokens Adult tokens 
kâwî mother 45 67 
îch home 37 50 
uhtâwî father 13 11 
tihchî hand 10 18 
uhkum grandmother 8 15 
shchîshikw eye 5 21 
shtikwân head 5 16 
skât leg 5 4 
ichishî intestines, stomach 4 2 
ichikum phlegm, mucus 3 0 
shîm younger sibling 3 36 
îpit tooth 2 17 
îwit bag 2 9 
kuhtishkui throat 2 2 
mis older sister 2 10 
shihkun toe 2 2 
skut nose 2 3 
htiwikî ear 1 11 
mushum grandfather 1 15 
pîwî fur, feather, hair 1 0 
stâs older brother 1 4 
tun mouth 1 6 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. 

 

7.3.3.2.    P-Final 

With 21 alienable noun types remaining, Table 7.31 breaks down Daisy’s usage of -im with 

stems ending in /m, n, kw/ and with stems ending in any other segment. Her production largely 

adheres to P-Final. She has only three exceptions, which are discussed in §7.3.3.4: chîhchîkw 

‘wart’, châkwân ‘thing’, and nituhkuyin ‘medicine’ each end in /m, n, kw/ but take -im, and 

Daisy correctly applies it to each one. 

 

Table 7.31: Distribution of -im w/ NEC types in Daisy’s speech, by stem-final segment 
Stem-final segment  + -im  − -im 
/m, n, kw/  3  11 
Any other segment  7  0 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 
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Aspects of adult input may also facilitate the extrapolation of P-Final. Table 7.32 lays out 

Daisy’s alienable possessees and compares her tokens to those in child-directed speech. 18/21 of 

her alienable possessees also appear in adult input, including several of the adult’s most frequent 

possessees (Table 7.4). Furthermore, 15/21 types appear in contrasting possessive/non-

possessive forms within child-directed speech (§7.1.1.2), which directly illustrate where -im is 

required. In fact, Daisy uses only three possessees not found in input: awâshish ‘child’, 

chîhchîkw ‘wart’, and chûchûsh ‘nipple’. 

 

Table 7.32: All alienable NEC types as possessees, in Daisy’s speech and adult input 
Type Gloss Daisy tokens Adult tokens 
pîpî * baby 22 24 
wîchâwâkin friend 9 37 
nipâwin * bed 5 5 
mischisin * shoe 3 20 
awâshish child 3 0 
mâtiwâkin * toy, game 2 13 
nituhkuyin * medicine 2 1 
ishkwâshish * girl 2 1 
kânichî sweater 1 4 
tî * tea 1 1 
chîhchîkw wart 1 0 
atim * dog 1 3 
mîchim * food 1 9 
âmihkwân * spoon 1 1 
ashtutin * hat 1 8 
châkwân * thing 1 5 
minihkwâkin * cup 1 5 
pitihuyâkin fishing catch 1 1 
pîywâshikin * sock 1 5 
chûchûsh nipple 1 0 
chiskutimâchâsiu * teacher 1 15 
Notes. * = this type also occurs with contrasting non-possessive tokens in adult input. 

 

7.3.3.3.    P-All 

The final principle is the default condition that -im applies to all nouns as possesses that are not 

subject to P-Inalienable or P-Final. 

Daisy has seven NEC types that are alienable and end in a segment other than /m, n, kw/, and 

she applies -im to all: awâshish ‘child’, chiskutimâchâsiu ‘teacher’, chûchûsh ‘nipple’, 
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ishkwâshish ‘girl’, kânichî ‘sweater,’ pîpî baby, tî ‘tea’. Only awâshish and chûchûsh do not 

appear as possessees in adult speech and so may directly constitute evidence that Daisy has 

extrapolated and applied P-All productively to forms not present in input. 

Additionally, Daisy uses 13 different English noun types in adult-like mixed-language 

possessees, and she applies -im to all (21 tokens): bus, cake, clock, friend, homework, Honda, 

name, nose, pencil, phone, sock, uncle, and zipper. In comparison to her NEC noun types, only 

one of these English types appears as a possessee in input: friend. Daisy’s production of 

potentially unique mixed-language possessees provides evidence that she has indeed extrapolated 

and applied -im productively. She has not simply memorized a handful of noun types that occur 

with the suffix. 

Finally, Daisy’s extrapolation of P-All and application of -im to English nouns demonstrates 

another facet of her acquisition of the suffix: The two specific principles of distribution for -im 

do not apply to loanwords. P-Inalienable does not transfer to borrowings, as Daisy uses -im with 

the English word nose, even though she does not put the suffix on the NEC counterpart skut 

‘nose’. The principle P-Final also applies only to NEC noun types, since name and phone both 

end in a nasal consonant and yet Daisy applies -im to both. 

 

7.3.3.4.    Exceptions to the principles 

The preceding sections demonstrate that Daisy’s usage of -im almost entirely adheres to 

principles which could be extrapolated from child-directed speech and together account for the 

bulk of the suffix’s distribution in input. Of Daisy’s 43 NEC noun types (220 total tokens) and 

13 English noun types (21 total tokens) that require NEC possessive inflection, she produces 

only three types as exceptions to the scope of P-All, P-Inalienable, and P-Final: chîhchîkw ‘wart’ 

(one token), châkwân ‘thing’ (one token), and nituhkuyin ‘medicine’ (two tokens). In these cases, 

Daisy must have learned each noun type as an exception to the principles. 

The noun type chîhchîkw ‘wart’ does not occur in child-directed speech, and it only appears 

once in the entire dataset, and so I cannot offer an account of how Daisy might know that it is an 

exception. Perhaps she has encountered it outside of the input sampled for the present study, but 

that is just speculation. However, both châkwân ‘thing’ and nituhkuyin ‘medicine’ occur as 

possessees within the adult input in the sample: The adult applies -im to châkwân with five 

tokens and to nituhkuyin once. Each type also occurs in contrasting forms outside of possession, 
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as the adult has hundreds of bare tokens of châkwân and one bare token of nituhkuyin. This 

exposure may illustrate to Daisy that each type is an exception when it comes to -im. 

 

7.3.4.    Summary   

Daisy’s sample contains more than 200 contexts where she must demonstrate correct usage of 

the possessive suffix -im. As in child-directed speech, the vast majority of Daisy’s NEC noun 

types and tokens disallow -im, while she applies the suffix to nearly all of her English nouns in 

mixed-language possessees. Daisy evinces awareness of the suffix from her first recording 

session at age 3;08.10, demonstrates productive usage by 3;09.22, and has error-free usage of the 

suffix after age 4;00. Outside of her few errors, Daisy's distribution of -im adheres tightly to 

three principles that could be extrapolated from child-directed speech. Furthermore, her 

application of -im to English noun types in particular indicates that she does not simply 

memorize which nouns require -im. She uses the suffix as a productive grammatical marker. 

 

7.4.     The possessive suffix -im in Billy’s speech 

This section discusses -im in the sample for Billy, the oldest child represented in the present 

study. It reviews his application of -im across NEC and English noun tokens (§7.4.1.1) and types 

§7.4.1.2) before evaluating his productive usage of the possessive suffix (§7.4.2) and errors 

(§7.4.2.1). Billy’s production is also evaluated in light of the three principles that account for 

most of the distribution of the suffix in adult input: P-Inalienable (§7.4.3.1), P-Final (§7.4.3.2), 

and P-All (§7.4.3.3). §7.3.5 summarizes findings. 

 

7.4.1.     All possessive suffix tokens 

This section briefly discusses Billy’s distribution of -im across noun tokens (§7.4.1.1) and types 

§7.4.1.2). 

 

7.4.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

Throughout his sampled recordings, Billy produces a total of 93 noun tokens taking NEC 

possessive inflection. 71 of these tokens (76.34 percent) are NEC (Table 7.33), and as with the 

adult and Daisy, the vast majority of Billy’s tokens do not require the possessive suffix -im. The 
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remaining 22/93 tokens (23.66 percent) are mixed language possessees with an English stem 

(Table 7.34), and Billy applies -im to all but one. This is coded as an error of omission. 

 

Table 7.33: Distribution of -im w/ all NEC nouns as possessees, in Billy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Requires -im  5 1 n/a 0.17 
Disallows -im 65 n/a 0 0.00 
Total 70 1 0 0.01 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

Table 7.34: Distribution of -im w/ all mixed-language nouns, in Billy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Applies -im  21 1 n/a 0.05 
Total 21 1 n/a 0.05 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

7.4.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Billy produces 28 total NEC types as possessees (Table 7.35), but only four types require -im: 

ânishkiwishiu ‘great-grandparent’, chiskutimâchâsiu ‘teacher’, pîpî ‘baby’, and piyichîs ‘pants’. 

He has one error of omission with chûchû ‘bottle’, with no adult-like tokens of that type. He uses 

16 different English types and applies -im to all types but classroom. This non-application is 

coded as an error of omission but closely resembles Daisy’s lack of -im with the type room 

(§7.3.2.1) and is discussed in §7.4.2.1. 

 

Table 7.35: Distribution of -im w/ all NEC noun types, in Billy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Requires -im  4 1 n/a 0.20 
Disallows -im 23 n/a 0 0.00 
Total 27 1 0 0.04 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 
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Table 7.36: Distribution of -im w/ all mixed-language noun types, in Billy’s speech 
-im suffix Correct tokens Om. Comm. Prop. of errors 
Applies -im  15 1 n/a 0.06 
Total 15 1 n/a 0.06 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

Tables 7.37 and 7.38 present Billy’s NEC and mixed-language noun types that occur as a 

possessee with more than one token. For easy comparison with child-directed speech, an asterisk 

marks types that occur among the adult’s most frequent NEC (Table 7.4) and only mixed-

languages types (Table 7.5). As with Daisy’s speech, Billy’s possessees overlap quite a bit with 

the most frequency in adult input, especially in his most frequent types. In addition to the types 

in Tables 7.37 and 7.38, Billy produces 14 NEC and 10 English types with just one token each. 

 

Table 7.37: Distribution of -im across all nouns requiring -im, in Billy’s speech 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category + -im Om. Total 
brother brother eng 2 0 2 
friend * friend eng 2 0 2 
mom/my mother eng 2 0 2 
pîpî * baby na 2 0 2 
skidoo * snowmobile eng 2 0 2 
sock sock eng 2 0 2 
window window eng 2 0 2 
Notes. na = animate noun. eng = English. + -im = tokens with adult-like application of the -im 
suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. * = type also appears in Tables 7.4–7.5. 
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Table 7.38: Distribution of -im across all nouns disallowing -im, in Billy’s speech 
   Adult-like tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category − -im Comm. Total 
îch * home nid 13 0 13 
kâwî * mother nad 8 0 8 
shîm * younger sibling nad 8 0 8 
uhtâwî * father nad 7 0 7 
uhkum * grandmother nad 3 0 3 
ashtutin hat ni 2 0 2 
htiwikî * ear nid 2 0 2 
shtikwânipîwî * hair nid 2 0 2 
skut nose nid 2 0 2 
stâs older brother nad 2 0 2 
tihchî * hand nid 2 0 2 
tun mouth nid 2 0 2 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 2 0 2 
Notes. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable 
possession in Algonquian literature. − -im = tokens with adult-like non-application of the 
suffix. Comm. = tokens with errors of commission of -im. * = type also appears in Tables 
7.4–7.5. 

 

7.4.2.     Productivity of -im 

This section considers Billy’s usage of -im against criteria for productivity (§4.2.5.). Table 7.39 

tabulates his production of relevant possessee tokens per recording session. 

 

Table 7.3910: Billy’s possessee tokens and usage of -im, per recording session 
   Adult-like tokens  Errors   
Session Child age  + -im − -im  Om. Comm.  Total 
B3.02 4;05.04  1 2  0 0  3 
B3.04 4;06.08  2 11  0 0  13 
B3.06 4;07.27  0 4  0 0  4 
B3.07 4;08.21  2 6  1 0  9 
B3.09 4;10.08  2 4  0 0  6 
B3.11 5;00.13  6 11  0 0  17 
B3.13 5;02.12  1 3  0 0  4 
B3.14 5;03.22  5 7  1 0  13 
B3.15 5;05.00  2 6  0 0  8 
B3.17 5;06.27  1 4  0 0  5 
B3.18 5;10.06  4 7  0 0  11 
Total   26 65  2 0  93 
Notes. + -im = tokens with adult-like application of the -im suffix. − -im = tokens with adult-
like non-application of the suffix. Om. = tokens with errors of omission of -im. Comm. = 
tokens with errors of commission of -im. 
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In his first recording session at age 4;05.04, Billy correctly does not apply -im to two NEC 

types: shim ‘younger sibling’ in nishîmish ‘my little sibling’ and îch ‘home’ in wîchiwâhch 

‘their’ house’. He applies -im to one English type in (18). 

 

(18)  ᓂᑕᑏᒻ 

nidadîm 

ni-dad-îm 

1-father-POSS 

‘my dad’ (Billy, 4;05.04, B3.02, 08:34) 

 

In the next session at 4;06.08, Billy uses 11 total types as possessees: eight NEC types (11 

total tokens) and two English types (two tokens). None of his NEC types require -im, and he 

correctly does not apply the suffix. He does use -im with both English types: chimney and tree. 

At this age point, Billy has used -im in two consecutive sessions across 13 unique noun types, 

with no errors in his production. However, he has used only one noun type (chimney) in word 

forms contrasting with the possessive: bare stem chimney (two tokens) and with the locative 

suffix in chimneyhch (one token). He has not yet met the criteria for productive usage of -im. 

In the next session at 4;07.27, Billy uses four NEC types correctly without the possessive 

suffix: astis ‘mitten’, îch ‘home’, kâwî ‘mother’, and uhkum ‘grandmother’. However, he still has 

no word forms that contrast with his possessive tokens. 

At the age of 4;08.21, Billy satisfies the criteria for demonstrating productive usage of -im. 

He produces eight different NEC noun types and one English type (mommy) in possessives. He 

has one error with -im (§7.4.2.1), and so he uses the suffix correctly in more than 80 percent of 

obligatory contexts (8/9 tokens, 88.89 percent). In addition to chimney, he also has used three 

other noun types in word forms that contrast with their appearance in possessives: dad, 

mom/mommy, and pîpî ‘baby’. 

His contrasting word forms with dad offer special insight into Billy’s understanding of -im. 

In (18) above, he marks dad with NEC inflection in nidadîm, but (19) demonstrates Billy’s 

awareness that an English-only possessive NP such as my dad does not employ NEC possessive 

morphology. 
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(19)   ᓈᑖᐦ ᐙᐦᔨᐤ ᒌᐦᐅᐦᑎᓈᐤ my dad᙮ 

Nâtâh wâhyiu chîhuhtinâu my dad. 

nâ-tâh    wâhyiu   chîhuhtinâu  my    dad 

DEM-LOC far.away   he.took.it   1SG.POSS  father 

‘My dad got it from far away, over there.’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 16:34) 

 

Compared to Ani and Daisy, Billy’s demonstration of productivity at age 4;08.21 seems late. 

However, this may reflect a specific characteristic of his NEC noun types: Of the 17 NEC types 

he uses in possessive by age 4;08.21, only four are alienably possessed: astis ‘mitten’, atim 

‘dog’, chûchû ‘bottle’, and pîpî ‘baby’. This means he does not have much opportunity to 

produce contrasting NEC word forms to evince his productive usage of -im. The fact that Billy 

uses -im correctly across 21 different noun types by 4;08.21 likely indicates he has acquired 

productive usage of the suffix before this age point, but the limitations of the sample may 

obscure the full picture of his productivity. 

 

7.4.2.1.    Errors with -im 

Throughout his dataset Billy has only two tokens that can be construed as errors with the 

possessive suffix. The first error occurs at 4;08.21, when he omits the required -im (20). This 

error is completely clear, but the next one is not. 

 

(20)   ᐅᒎᒎᒻᔨᐤ ᐅᐲᐲᒥᔥᐦ 

uchûchûmyiu upîpîmish-h 

Target:  u-chûchû-m-yiu      u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

Actual:  u-chûchû-*∅-yiu      u-pîpî-*∅-sh-h 

   3-bottle-POSS-OBV.PSR   3-baby-POSS-DIM-3’ 

‘her bottle ... her little baby’s (bottle)’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 02:10) 

 

Billy’s only other possible error comes at 5;03.22, when he does not apply -im to the English 

loanword classroom (21). I interpret this as an error, because other English stems generally take -

im when they bear NEC possessive inflection. However, this lack of -im mirrors a pattern in 
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Daisy’s speech, where she does not apply -im to two tokens of room (§7.3.2.1). This may reflect 

a (morpho)phonological constraint against /m/ + -im sequences, but I need to check this 

possibility with speakers. For now, I code these in the present study as errors but acknowledge 

that this interpretation may be proven incorrect later. 

 

(21)   ᑖᐹ ᐃᐦᑖᐤ ᐋᐃᐦᒡ ᓂcᓚᔅᔅᕉᒥᐦᒡ᙮ 

Tâpâ ihtâu âihch niclassroomihch. 

Target:  tâpâ   ihtâu   âi-hch    ni-classroom-?im -ihch 

Actual:  tâpâ   ihtâu   âi-hch    ni-classroom-*?∅--ihch 

   NEG  he.is  HES-LOC  1-classroom-?POSS-LOC 

‘He’s not in my classroom.’ (Billy, 5;03.22, B3.14, 03:24) 

 

7.4.3.    Possible connections to adult input 

This section provides a final evaluation of Billy’s usage of -im against the three principles for the 

distribution of the suffix that children may extrapolate from child-directed speech. Again, the 

principles are restated below: 

 

P-All: Apply -im to all nouns as possessees, except 

P-Inalienble: Inalienably possessed NEC noun types; and  

P-Final: NEC noun types with stem-final /m, n, kw/. 

 

This section excludes Billy one clear error of omission and his other possible error. That leaves 

27 NEC types (70 total tokens) and 15 English types in mixed-language possessees (21 total 

tokens) to evaluate.  

 

7.4.3.1.    P-Inalienable 

Table 7.40 presents Billy’s 27 NEC types by their (in)alienability and whether they require -im. 

As with the other two children, Billy’s production adheres completely to P-Inalienable. 
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Table 7.40: Distribution of -im w/ NEC types in Billy’s speech, by (in)alienability 
(In)alienability category  + -im  − -im 
Alienable  4  7 
Inalienable  0  16 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. + -im = the number of noun types that require -
im. − -im = the number of noun types that disallow -im. 

 

As with Daisy, frequency within adult input may facilitate Billy’s extrapolation of P-

Inalienable. Every one of his inalienable types also appears in child-directed speech, which 

includes many of the adult’s most frequent possessees (Table 7.41). Billy uses no inalienable 

noun types that he does not encounter in input. The next section addresses his alienable NEC 

types. 

 

Table 7.41: All inalienable NEC noun types, in Billy’s speech and adult input 
Type Gloss Billy tokens Adult tokens 
îch home 13 50 
kâwî mother 8 67 
shîm younger sibling 8 36 
uhtâwî father 7 11 
uhkum grandmother 3 15 
htiwikî ear 2 11 
shtikwânipîwî hair 2 14 
skut nose 2 3 
stâs older brother 2 4 
tihchî hand 2 18 
tun mouth 2 6 
îpit tooth 1 17 
mis older sister 1 10 
shchîshikw eye 1 21 
shihkun toe 1 2 
sis (type of) uncle 1 4 
Notes. 

 

7.4.3.2.    P-Final 

Table 7.42 breaks down Billy’s remaining 11 alienable NEC noun types by their stem-final 

phonology and whether they require -im. His production almost entirely adheres to P-Final, 

which just one exception: astis ‘mitten’ is alienable and ends in a segment other than /m, n, kw/ 

and yet does not take -im. 
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Table 7.42: Distribution of -im w/ NEC types in Billy’s speech, by stem-final segment 
Stem-final segment  + -im  − -im 
/m, n, kw/  0  6 
Any other segment  4  1 
Notes. w/ = with. + -im = the number of noun types that require -im. − -im = the number of 
noun types that disallow -im. 

 

Once again, frequency within adult input may have helped Billy extrapolate this principle. 

Table 7.43 compares alienable types as possessees in the speech of both Billy and the adult. 9/11 

of Billy’s types (81.82 percent) also occur as possessees in input, including some of the adult’s 

most frequent possessee types (Table 7.4). Furthermore, 7/11 types appear in contrasting 

possessive/non-possessive forms within child-directed speech (§7.1.1.2), which directly illustrate 

where -im is required. Billy’s production of ânishkiwishiu ‘great-grandparent’ may testify to his 

abstraction and application of P-Final to a unique possessee not found in input, but his on-target 

production of astis ‘mitten’ constitutes an exception to the principle not found in input within the 

sample. This is discussed in §7.4.3.4. 

 

Table 7.43: All alienable NEC noun types, in Billy’s speech and adult input 
Type Gloss Billy tokens Adult tokens 
ashtutin * hat 2 8 
pîpî * baby 2 24 
utâpânâskw * car, vehicle 2 8 
ânishkiwishiu great-grandparent 1 0 
astis mitten 1 0 
atim * dog 1 3 
chiskutimâchâsiu * teacher 1 15 
nipâwin * bed 1 5 
pâshchishikin small gun 1 1 
piyichîs * pants 1 22 
wîchâwâkin friend 1 37 
Notes. * = this type also occurs with contrasting non-possessive tokens in adult input. 

 

7.4.3.3.    P-All 

Lastly, P-All represents the default, elsewhere condition for applying the possessive suffix to 

every noun type not subject to P-Inalienable or P-Final. 

Billy uses five such NEC types: ânishkiwishiu ‘great-grandparent’, astis ‘mitten’, 

chiskutimâchâsiu ‘teacher’, pîpî ‘baby’, and piyichîs ‘pants’. He applies -im to all but astis 
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‘mitten’, which is his lone exception to the principles. Only ânishkiwishiu does not occur as a as 

possessee in input within the sample and so may serve as evidence that Billy has productively 

applied the principle to an NEC type not found in child-directed speech. 

However, Billy’s usage of -im in mixed-language possessees provides additional evidence of 

his extrapolation and application of P-All. He produces five types that the adult also uses 

(bicycle, car, friend, mom/mommy, skidoo), but he also applies -im to ten types that do not occur 

within input: brother, chimney, chip, dad/daddy, goalie stick, key, sled, sock, tree, and window. 

These ten types help demonstrate that Billy has likely acquired the possessive suffix through 

abstracting and applying principles, rather than memorizing forms he encounters in child-

directed speech. 

Like Daisy, Billy seems to apply P-Inalienable and P-Final to NEC noun types only. For 

example, he puts -im on English types brother, dad/daddy, and mom/mommy but not to 

inalienable NEC noun types shîm ‘younger sibling’, kâwî ‘mother’, or uhtâwî ‘father’. 

 

7.4.3.4.    Exceptions to the principles 

Billy’s only exception to the combination of P-Inalienable, P-Final, and P-All is the NEC noun 

type astis ‘mitten’. In (22) he produces the adult-like form that properly occurs without a 

possessive suffix. This example has one error of commission, but not with the possessive suffix: 

Billy applies the animate proximate plural suffix -ich when he should use the animate obviative 

suffix -h (Margaret, REH1-032, 07:07). 

 

(22)   ᐅᔅᑎᔥᐦ 

ustish-h 

Target:  u-stis-h 

Actual:  u-stis-*ich-h 

3-mitten-3’-Q 

‘his mittens?’ (Billy, 4;07.27, B3.06, 39:15) 

 

As §7.1.8 explains, ‘mitten’ may occur in both possessive and non-possessive contexts in 

input, and therefore illustrate to Billy that it is an exception. 
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However, if not, it is harder to directly for how and when Billy may have learned this as an 

exception to -im. I have one suspicion: Perhaps Billy has classified astis ‘mitten’ as an 

inalienable noun, which should not take -im, and therefore his non-application of -im is a 

fortunate coincidence. 

Just one piece of evidence supports this possibility: Although astis appears and is translated 

as ‘mitten’ with just three tokens in the entire dataset (one for Billy, two for the adult), the NEC 

dictionary (Junker et al., 2012) actually lists astis as the word for ‘sinew’. Perhaps Billy has 

placed ‘mitten/sinew’ into the same category as body part terms subject to P-Inalienable. That 

would explain why he does not use -im with astis, but this is just speculation. 

Regardless, though, astis is the only exception to the three principles in Billy’s speech. This 

means that the vast majority of his production can be accounted for through adherence to the 

principles: 41/42 types (97.62 percent) and 90/91 tokens (98.90 percent). 

 

7.4.4.    Summary   

Billy produces nearly 100 tokens where he navigates the proper application of -im. Very few of 

his NEC noun types and tokens require -im, but he applies -im to all but one of his English stems 

in mixed-language possessees. He evinces adult-like application of the suffix across a variety of 

noun types and demonstrates productive usage of -im by age 4;08.21. As with Daisy, Billy's 

distribution of -im adheres almost entirely to the three principles (P-Alienable, P-Final, and P-

All), which may be extrapolated from input, and his application of -im to English noun types in 

particular supports the prospect that Billy has acquired and analyzed the suffix as a productive 

element rather than memorized a small set of forms that require the suffix. 

 
7.5.     Conclusions 

This chapter has explored the distribution of the possessive suffix -im in child-directed speech as 

well as the usage of -im within the speech of the three children. Child-directed speech contains 

hundreds of nouns in possessive constructions, yet -im appears in a minority of cases, so children 

face the challenge of deciphering where and when to apply the suffix. Adult input evinces three 

principles which account for almost all of the suffix’s distribution, and children may look to 

frequency and contrasting forms to acquire the exceptions to these principles. 
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All three children eventually demonstrate productive usage of the possessive suffix—Ani at 

age 4;03.07, Daisy at 3;09.22, and Billy at 4;08.21. Crucially, their usage of -im seems to adhere 

to the three principles from input as well. Their application of -im to English nouns in particular 

demonstrates that the children have acquired the suffix as a productive inflectional element 

marking possession. They do not just memorize a handful of noun types that require the suffix. 

This also means that each child understands the categorical difference between NEC and 

English nouns. Ani, Daisy, and Billy each “know” which nouns are NEC and which are English. 

This acquisition of lexical differentiation is well established in the literature. For example, 

studies have shown that children differentiate lexical items between languages by around age 

2;02 and even earlier (e.g., Genesee et al., 1995; Nicoladis, 1998; Quay, 1995; Vihman, 1985). 

Finally, contrary to anecdotal reports (Collette, 2014, p. 291; Junker, 2003a, p. 11), these 

three children do not simply regularize -im and apply it to all NEC nouns or to all possessees in 

general with a blanket rule. They have analyzed principles behind the distribution of the suffix 

and apply it judiciously. 
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Chapter 8: Plural, obviative marking for a possessor 
 

This chapter considers two slots within the affixal template for NEC nouns, each of which marks 

features of a possessor (Collette, 2014). The Suffix 2 position is reserved for the suffix -iyiu, 

which encodes the obviative possessor (1). The Suffix 3 position can bear one of three different 

morphemes marking a plural possessor. This includes the first-person plural inclusive morpheme 

(2), the first-person plural exclusive morpheme (3), and a morpheme marking either second-

person plural (4) or third-person plural possessors (5). 

 

(1)   ᐆᑕᐹᓈᔅᑶᔨᐦᒡ ᐊᐳᐌᐤ᙮ 

Ûtapânâskwiyihch apuweu. 

u-utapânâskw-iyi-hch    apuweu 

3-sled-OBV.PSR-LOC   he.sits 

‘Hei (proximate) is sitting on hisj (obviative) sled.’ 

 

(2)   ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒥᓅ 

chishîshîpiminû 

chi-shîshîp-im-inû 

2-duck-POSS-1PL.INCL.PSR 

‘our duck (and yours)’ 

 

(3)   ᓂᔒᔒᐱᒥᓈᓐ 

nishîshîpiminân  

ni-shîshîp-im-inân 

1-duck-POSS-1PL.EXCL.PSR 

‘our duck (not yours)’ 
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(4)   ᒋᔒᔒᐱᒥᐙᐤ 

chishîshîpimiwâu 

chi-shîshîp-im-iwâu 

2-duck-POSS.2/3PL.PSR 

‘your (PL) duck’ 

 

(5)   ᐅᔒᔒᐱᒥᐙᐤᐦ 

ushîshîpimiwâuh 

u-shîshîp-im-iwâu-h 

3-duck-POSS-2/3PL.PSR-3’ 

‘their duck’ 

 

The Suffix 2 and Suffix 3 slots are considered together in one chapter, because marking for 

obviative or plural possessors is relatively infrequent in the input and even less frequent in child 

speech. Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the morphemes marking obviative or plural 

possessors are labeled together as the possessor (PSR) suffix for two reasons. First, each 

morpheme encodes particular grammatical features of the possessor. Second, existing linguistic 

descriptions of NEC imply that Suffix 2 and Suffix 3 morphemes cannot co-occur. Collette 

(2014), for example, gives no examples of possessees bearing obviative and plural suffixes 

simultaneously. 

§8.1 surveys the distribution of the PSR suffix in child-directed speech within the dataset, 

and the suffix is then examined in the speech of Ani (§8.2), Daisy (§8.3), and Billy (§8.4). 

 

8.1.     The PSR suffix in adult input 

This section first provides an overview of the adult’s usage of the PSR suffix morphemes across 

noun types (§8.1.1.1) and tokens (§8.1.1.2). It then describes her distribution of each morpheme 

encoding a: second- and third-person plural possessor (§8.1.2), first-person plural inclusive 

possessor (§8.1.3), first-person plural exclusive possessor (§8.1.4), and obviative possessor 

(§8.1.5). Because each suffix occurs infrequently within adult input, each of these subsections 

focuses primarily on providing examples of each morpheme in child-directed speech. 
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Throughout the entire dataset, the adult has only two mixed-language possessees that occur 

with a PSR suffix. Both tokens involve marking a third-person plural possessor on the same noun 

type: car, as in (6). The adult produces no other PSR suffix with an English loanword, and so 

mixed-language possessees in input are not discussed further in this chapter. 

 

(6)    ᒸᐦᒡ ᒫᒃ ᒌᔨᐙᐤ ᒋᒐᕆᒥᐙᐤ᙮ 

Mwâhch mâk chîyiwâu chicarimiwâu. 

mwâhch   mâk   chîyi-wâu    chi-car-im-iwâu 

like    and   2-2/3PL.PSR   2-car-POSS-2/3PL.PSR 

‘It looks like it’s your car.’ (Adult, 4;05.04, B3.02, 32:55) 

 

8.1.1.    The distribution of the PSR suffix 

This section reviews the occurrence of PSR suffix morphemes within child-directed speech, 

which includes distribution among noun tokens (§8.1.1.1) and types (§8.1.1.2). 

 

8.1.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

This section describes the distribution of the PSR suffix throughout child-directed speech. To 

review, adult input within the dataset contains 686 total NEC noun tokens taking possessive 

inflection. Table 8.1 tallies the occurrence of each PSR suffix morpheme in the input, and for 

additional perspective, also lists the number of tokens that occur with no such possessor suffix. 

 

Table 8.1: All NEC noun tokens with the PSR suffix, in adult input 
PSR suffix Tokens Proportion of tokens 
No PSR suffix 614 0.90 
2/3PL 53 0.08 
1PL.INCL 7 0.01 
1PL.EXCL 6 0.01 
OBV 6 0.01 
Total 686 1.01 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. PSR = possessor. 2/3PL = the suffix marking a second-
person plural or third-person plural possessor. 1PL.INCL = the suffix marking a first-person 
inclusive plural possessor. 1PL.EXCL = the suffix marking marks a first-person exclusive 
plural possessor. OBV = the suffix marking an obviative possessor. The column “Proportion of 
tokens” adds up to more than 1.00 because of complications rounding to two decimal places. 
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These numbers reveal a striking facet of child-directed speech in NEC: Morphemes marking 

obviative or plural possessors are relatively rare in adult input to children. Only 72/686 noun 

tokens bear some kind of PSR suffix, which represents just about one in ten possessees. 

Furthermore, in input the PSR suffix rarely marks anything other than a second- or third-person 

plural possessor. Children represented within the dataset receive very little exposure to 

morphemes encoding obviative or first-person plural possessors. 

 

8.1.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Throughout the dataset, the adult uses 84 different NEC noun types as possessees (see Chapter 

5), but she distributes the PSR suffix across only 21 different noun types (Table 8.2). 

Table 8.2 uncovers another striking facet of child-directed speech in NEC. The vast majority 

of PSR suffix morphemes occur with just one noun type: îch ‘home’ alone carries 42/71 tokens 

(59.15 percent) of the PSR suffix. All noun types in Table 8.2 have at least one token with the 

PSR suffix also have at least one token without it, which provides the opportunity to contrast 

word forms. However, îch may play a uniquely salient role regarding the PSR suffix. 

First, îch bears the lion’s share of morphemes encoding a second- or third-person plural 

possessor: 34/53 tokens (64.15 percent). This type is also just one of two to occur with the first-

person plural exclusive suffix as well. Aside from îch ‘home’, no other noun type occurs with 

more than three tokens of any PSR suffix, and just about every other noun type takes only one or 

two such morphemes in the entire sample. îch is the only noun type that occurs with each PSR 

suffix morpheme, and it also occurs with eight tokens of contrasting word forms without a PSR 

suffix. 

In brief, îch ‘home’ may serve as a unique pathbreaker (cf. verbs in Ninio, 1999) for 

children: Not only is it one of the very most frequent nouns types in child-directed speech, but it 

also presents children with the most opportunities to identify the position, function, and 

morphological members of the Suffix 2 and Suffix 3 positions within the affixal template for 

NEC nouns. The following sections examine the adult’s use of each PSR suffix morpheme, with 

particular reference to îch. 
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Table 8.2: All NEC noun types w/ the PSR suffix, in adult input 
  Tokens  
Type Gloss w/o 2/3PL 1PL.INCL 1PL.EXCL OBV Total 
kâwî mother 66 0 0 0 1 67 
îch home 8 34 2 5 1 50 
wîchâwâkin friend 36 0 0 1 0 37 
shîm younger sibling 35 1 0 0 0 36 
pîpî baby 23 1 0 0 0 24 
tihchî hand 16 2 0 0 0 18 
îpit tooth 16 1 0 0 0 17 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher 13 2 0 0 0 15 
uhkum grandmother 14 1 0 0 0 15 
mâtiwâkin toy, game 11 1 0 0 1 13 
htiwikî ear 9 1 1 0 0 11 
misinihîkin book 10 0 0 0 1 11 
mis older sister 8 2 0 0 0 10 
îwit bag 8 0 1 0 0 9 
mîchim food 7 1 0 0 1 9 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle 5 2 0 0 1 8 
tun mouth 4 0 2 0 0 6 
châkwân thing 4 1 0 0 0 5 
atim dog 1 2 0 0 0 3 
wîhkwâyâ sock 2 1 0 0 0 3 
spitun arm 1 0 1 0 0 2 
Total  297 53 7 6 6 369 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. w/ = with. PSR = possessor. w/o = without a PSR suffix. 
2/3PL = the suffix marking a second-person plural or third-person plural possessor. 1PL.INCL 
= the suffix marking a first-person inclusive plural possessor. 1PL.EXCL = the suffix marking 
marks a first-person exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the suffix marking an obviative 
possessor. 

 

8.1.2.    The 2/3.PL suffix -(i)wâu 

The suffix -(i)wâu marks second- (7) and third-person plural possessors (8). The adult uses this 

morpheme on 15 different noun types (Table 8.2). 

 

(7)    ᒋᑎᐦᒌᐙᐤᐦ ᐋ ᒋᒌᐦᐅᔑᐦᑖᓈᐙᐤ᙮ 

Chitihchîwâuh â chichîhushihtânâwâu. 

ch-itihchî-wâu-h     â   chichîhushihtânâwâu 

2-hand-2/3.PL.PSR-0p  Q  you(PL).made.it 

‘Did you make your hands?’ (Adult, 5;03.22, B1.14, 11:43) 
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(8)    ᒫᓈ ᐅᑎᐦᒌᐙᐤᐦ ᐊᐙᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᒡ᙮ 

Mânâ utihchîwâuh awânichî kâ âpichihtâch. 

mânâ     u-tihchî-wâu-h     awâni-chî    kââpichihtâch 

DEM.REM  3-hand-2/3.PL.PSR-0p   someone-3p  that.they.are.using 

‘It’s the one where the people are using their hands.’ (Adult, 5;02.12, B1.13, 05:27) 

 

Because the noun type îch ‘home’ carries the bulk of these tokens, Table 8.3 breaks down the 

occurrence of each word form of îch that bears such marking. The form chîchiwâhch ‘at your 

(PL) house’ is by far the most frequent word form of îch to occur with the suffix -(i)wâu, so this 

may also play a role in signaling to children the presence and function of this PSR morpheme. 

 

Table 8.3: All word forms of îch ‘home’ with the 2/3.PL.PSR morpheme, in adult input 
Word form Translation Tokens Proportion of tokens 
chîchiwâhch at your (PL) house 21 0.62 
wîchiwâhch at their house 7 0.21 
chîchiwâu your (PL) house 4 0.12 
wîchiwâu their house 2 0.06 
Total  34 1.01 
Notes. The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to more than 1.00 because of complications 
rounding to two decimal places. 

 

8.1.3.    The 1PL.INCL suffix -(i)niu 

The adult only uses the suffix -(i)niu seven times in the entire dataset, across five different noun 

types: htiwikî ‘ear’ (9), îch ‘home’ (10), îwit ‘bag’ (11), spitun ‘arm’ (12), and tun ‘mouth’ (13). 

 

(9)    ᒋᐦᑎᐎᑮᓂᐤᐦ ᐹᔨᒄ ᓃᔓ᙮ 

Chihtiwikîniuh pâyikw nîshu. 

chi-htiwikî-niu-h      pâyikw  nîshu 

2-ear-1PL.INCL.PSR -0p   one   two 

‘Our ears, one, two.’ (Adult, 4;04.04, B1.11, 22:08) 
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(10)   ᒫᐤ ᐙᔥ ᐄᓈᓂᐆ ᐋ ᒌᒋᓂᐤ᙮ 

Mâu wâsh înâniû â chîchiniu. 

mâu    wâsh   înâniû   â   ch-îch-iniu 

DEM.PXL  EMPH  ?   Q  2-home-1PL.INCL.PSR 

‘Let’s pretend this is our house, OK?’ (Adult, 3;09.22, B1.03, 36:07) 

 

(11)  ᑖᓐ ᐊᓐ ᒌᐎᑎᓂᐤ᙮ 

Tân an chîwitiniu. 

tân    an       ch-îwit-iniu 

where  DEM.DIST   2-bag-1PL.INCL.PSR 

‘Where is our bag?’ (Adult, 3;11.11, B1.04, 09:11) 

 

(12)   ᒫᐅᐦᐄ ᒦᓐ ᒋᔅᐱᑐᓂᓂᐤᐦ᙮ 

Mâuhî mîn chispituniniuh. 

mâu-hî    mîn   ch-ispitun-iniu-h 

DEM.PXL-0p  again   2-arm-1PL.INCL.PSR-0p 

‘And here are our arms.’ (Adult, 4;04.04, B1.11, 22:35) 

 

(13)   ᒫᐅᐦᐄ ᒦᓐ ᒋᑐᓂᓂᐤᐦ᙮ 

Mâuhî mîn chituniniuh. 

mâu-hî    mîn   chi-tun-iniu-h 

DEM.PXL-0p  again   2-moth-1PL.INCL.PSR-0p 

‘These too, our lips.’ (lit. ‘our mouths’) (Adult, 4;04.04, B1.11, 22:19) 

 

8.1.4.    The 1PL.EXCL suffix -(i)nân 

The adult’s production of this suffix is even more infrequent. She applies it to just two types: five 

tokens of îch ‘home’ (14) and one token of wîchâwâkin ‘friend’ (15). There is an imbalance 

among her word forms as well, as four of her five tokens of îch are nîchinâhch ‘at our house’. 
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(14)   ᒦᔥᑯᒡ ᓂᒥ ᒋᑭᒥᓯᓈᐱᔅᑭᐦᐎᑎᓐ ᓃᒋᓈᐦᒡ ᐋ᙮ 

Mîshkuch nimi chikimisinâpiskihwitin nîchinâhch â. 

mîshkuch  nimi  chikimisinâpiskihwitin  n-îch-inâ-hch        â 

as.a.result  NEG  I.will.take.your.picture  1-home-1PL.EXCL.PSR -LOC  Q 

‘I won’t videotape you then at our place, OK?’ (Adult, 5;02.12, B3.13, 48:98) 

 

(15)   ᓂᐐᒑᐙᑭᓂᓈᓐ ᐙᔥ ᐊᓐ (name) ᓂᑭ ᐄᑖᐤ ᐋ᙮ 

Niwîchâwâkininân wâsh an (name) niki îtâu â. 

ni-wîchâwâkin-inân    wâsh   an   (name)  nikiîtâu     â 

1-friend-1PL.EXCL.PSR   EMPH  DEM  name   I.will.say.to.her/him Q 

‘“(Name) is our friend”, I will tell him, OK’? (Adult, 5;00.13, B3.11, 23:38) 

 

8.1.5.    The OBV suffix -(i)yiu 

Possessees with obviative possessors are relatively rare in child-directed speech. The adult 

produces just five nouns types marked for an obviative possessor, with one token for each type:  

îch ‘home’ (16), kâwî ‘mother’ (17), mîchim ‘food’ (18), misinihîkin ‘book’ (19), and 

utâpânâskw ‘car, vehicle’ (20). 

 

(16)   ᐄᔥ ᑖᓐ ᐃᔨᐦᑐᑎᒫᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ (name) ᑐᕋᐦ ᐐᒋᔨᐤ᙮ 

Îsh tân iyihtutimâu aniyâ (name) Dorah wîchiyiu. 

îsh     tân    iyihtutimâu   ani-yâ      (name) 

wonder   what   s/he.does.to.it   DEM.DIST-0’   name 

 

Dora-h     w-îch-iyiu 

name-3’    3-home-OBV.PSR 

‘I wonder what (name) did with Dora’s house?’ (Adult, 4;06.22, B1.14, 21:00) 
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(17)   ᐊᐙᔨᐤᐦ ᐅᑳᐐᔨᐤᐦ᙮ 

Awâyiuh ukâwîyiuh. 

awâ-yiuh    u-kâwî-yiu-h 

who-3’    3-porcupine.quill-OBV.PSR-3’ 

‘Whose quills are they?’ (Adult, 4;06.22, B1.14, 04:39) 

 

(18)   ᒌᐦ ᒥᒋᐦᐋᐤ ᐊᓂᔮᔨᐤᐦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑭᔨᑆ ᐅᒦᒋᒥᔨᐤ᙮ 

Chîh michihâu aniyâyiuh aniyâ kiyipwâ umîchimiyiu. 

chîhmichihâu       ani-yâyiuh     ani-yâ 

s/hei.made.her/himj.dirty   DEM.DIST-3’    DEM.DIST-0’ 

 

kiyipwâ   u-mîchim-iyiu 

of.course   3-food.OBV.PSR 

‘Shei made herj dirty with herj food.’ (Adult, 3;06.23, A1.30, 01:11) 

 

(19)   ᐅᔅᑖᔅᐦ ᐅᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᔨᐤ 

ustâs-h umisinihîkiniyiu 

u-stâs-h       u-misinihîkin-iyiu 

3-older.brother-3’     3-book-OBV.PSR 

‘her/his brother’s book’ (Adult, 2;04.22, A1.08, 36:30) 

 

(20)   ᐅᑳᐐᐦ ᐅᑖᐹᓈᔅᑯᔨᐤᐦ 

ukâwîh utâpânâskuyiuh 

u-kâwî-h      utâpânâskw-iyiu-h 

3-mother-3’     vehicle-OBV.PSR-3’ 

‘her/his mom’s vehicle’ (Adult, 4;06.08, B3.04, 03:03) 

 

8.1.6.   Summary 

The adult uses marking for obviative or plural possessors rather infrequently in child-directed 

speech. Just about one in ten possessees occurs with a PSR suffix morpheme, and the majority of 

this marking consist of the suffix for a second- or third-person plural possessor. Furthermore, the 
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adult distributes the PSR suffix over just a subset of noun types. The noun type îch ‘home’ bears 

the lion’s share of PSR suffix tokens, and thus may play a special role in providing evidence for 

children to identify and extrapolate the PSR suffix morphemes. 

 

8.2.     The PSR suffix in Ani’s speech 

This section briefly examines Ani’s usage of the PSR suffix throughout her sampled recordings. 

Overall Ani’s possessees with NEC possessive inflection comprise 10 NEC noun types (16 total 

tokens) and eight English types (13 total tokens). 

Throughout her sampled data, Ani produces only two constructions involving the PSR suffix, 

and she only uses the first-person plural exclusive suffix -(i)nân. Both utterances occur at age 

4;03.07 within a few seconds of each other. In (21) Ani tells her interlocutor that someone or 

something is at the house that she and her interlocutor share. In (22) Ani clarifies her meaning 

and adds an overt possessor. 

 

(21)   ᒌᒋᓂᐅᐦᒡ 

   chîchiniuhch 

Target:  ch-îch-iniu-hch 

2-home-1PL.INCL.PSR-LOC 

Actual:  ch-îch-*inâ-hch 

2-home-*1PL.EXCL.PSR-LOC 

‘at our (INCL) home’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 44:49) 

 

(22)   ᒌᔮᓂᐤ ᒌᒋᓂᐅᐦᒡ 

chîyâniu chîchiniuhch 

Target:  chîyâniu   chîchiniuhch 

chîy-âniu    ch-îch-iniu-hch 

2-1PL.INCL  2-home-1PL.INCL.PSR-LOC 

Actual:  chîyâniu chîchinâhch 

chîy-âniu    ch-îch-*inâ-hch 

2-1PL.INCL  2-home-*1PL.EXCL.PSR-LOC 

‘at our (INCL) home’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 44:52) 
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In both examples, Ani makes an error of commission: She uses the second-person possessor 

prefix with the first-person plural exclusive possessor suffix, where a literal interpretation yields 

the paradoxical meaning ‘at your/our house (but not yours)’. In example (22) this paradox is very 

clear, because Ani uses the inclusive pronoun as the overt possessor ‘we (including you)’ but 

then the exclusive suffix ‘we (but not you)’. The adult-like way to say ‘our house’ with Ani’s 

intended meaning is with the second-person prefix and the first-person plural inclusive suffix 

(23). The error in (21–22) may constitute a kind of pronoun reversal (e.g., Tomasello, 2003, pp. 

201–202). 

 

(23)   ᒌᒋᓂᐤ 

chîchiniu 

ch-îch-iniu 

2-home-1PL.INCL.PSR 

‘our (INCL) house’ (Adult, 3;09.22, B1.03, 36:02)  

 

Ani’s error likely lies with patterns in adult input. As §8.1.4 shows, the adult’s most common 

word form with the first-person plural exclusive suffix -(i)nân is nîchinâhch ‘at our house’, as in 

(24). This is the kind of word form children hear from any adult who does not live with them, 

which explains why the adult uses the exclusive form in the corpus more commonly than the 

inclusive form. 

 

(24)  ᓃᒋᓈᐦᒡ 

nîchinâhch 

n-îch-inâ-hch 

1-home-1PL.EXCL.PSR –LOC 

‘at our (EXCL) house’ 

 

It seems Ani has learned -îchinâhch as a chunk for ‘at our house’, and has not yet properly 

analyzed clusivity. In (21) and (22) she applies the correct possessor prefix in order to include 

her interlocutor, but she does not use the correct possessor suffix. 
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Because (21) and (22) are the only occurrences of the PSR suffix in Ani’s speech, nothing 

more can be said about her distribution and productive usage of the suffix. The samples for the 

other two children, however, reveal more about how children use the PSR suffix. 

 

8.3.     The PSR suffix in Daisy’s speech 

This section explores Daisy’s acquisition of the various PSR suffix morphemes. §8.3.1 reviews 

characteristics of her overall production, and §8.3.2 considers whether she demonstrates 

productive usage with the PSR suffix. This includes marking for second- and third-person plural 

(§8.3.2.1), first-person plural inclusive (§8.3.2.2), and first-person plural exclusive (§8.3.2.3), 

and obviative possessors (§8.3.2.5). §8.3.4 explores possible connections to patterns in child-

directed speech, and §8.5 summarizes findings.  

 

8.3.1.    The distribution of the PSR suffix 

This section reviews Daisy’s usage of PSR suffix morphemes across noun tokens (§8.3.1.1) and 

types (§8.3.1.2). 

Throughout her sampled data, Daisy has just four tokens where she applies the PSR suffix to 

English nouns in mixed-language possessees: ucakeimiyiuh ‘her/his (OBV) cake’, nibusiminân 

‘our (EXCL) bus’, niroominâhch ‘in our (EXCL) room’, chiphoneimiu ‘our (INCL) phone’. 

Because Daisy does not have many tokens with the PSR suffix, her NEC and mixed-language 

possessees are just considered together. 

 

8.3.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

This section lays out Daisy’s usage of the PSR suffix across her tokens of nouns as possessees. 

She produces 243 total such tokens: 220 NEC and 23 mixed-language. Table 8.4 lays out her 

production of each PSR suffix morpheme, including the number of tokens without a suffix. 
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Table 8.4: All noun tokens w/ the PSR suffix, in Daisy’s speech 
PSR suffix Adult-like tokens Errors of omission Errors of commission 
No PSR suffix 200 n/a n/a 
2/3PL 15 0 1 
1PL.INCL 2 0 0 
1PL.EXCL 21 0 0 
OBV 1 1 0 
2/3PL + OBV 2 0 0 
Total 241 1 1 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. w/ = with. PSR = possessor. w/o = without a 
PSR suffix. 2/3PL = the suffix marking a second-person plural or third-person plural 
possessor. 1PL.INCL = the suffix marking a first-person inclusive plural possessor. 
1PL.EXCL = the suffix marking marks a first-person exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the 
suffix marking an obviative possessor. 

 

These numbers show that, as in child-directed speech, the vast majority of Daisy’s adult-like 

noun tokens (200/241, 82.99 percent) do not occur with a PSR suffix. Her speech has two 

distinct differences from adult input, though. Most of Daisy’s PSR suffix tokens consist of 

marking first-person exclusive possessors (21 tokens) rather than second- and third-person plural 

possessors (15 tokens). This difference likely results from the characteristics of adult-child 

interactions, where Daisy tends to talk more about her own belongings. Additionally, Daisy has 

two possessee tokens where she applies two possessor suffixes simultaneously, which does not 

occur in input. These are discussed in §8.3.2.5.  

 

8.3.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Throughout her sampled data, Daisy’s possessees span 60 total noun types: 46 NEC types and 14 

English types. Table 8.5 tallies Daisy’s distribution of the PSR suffix across noun types. 

Like the adult, Daisy distributes her PSR suffix among a small number of her overall noun 

types as possessees: just 9/60 types (15.0 percent). In another striking similarity to adult input, 

for Daisy the type îch ‘home’ does the lion’s share of bearing PSR suffix morphemes. This 

single type carries 33/43 of her PSR suffix tokens (76.74 percent), an even greater majority than 

found in input. Daisy’s other eight noun types occur with two or fewer tokens marking obviative 

or plural possessors. The following section more closely addresses Daisy’s usage of each PSR 

suffix morpheme. 
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Table 8.5: All noun types w/ the PSR suffix, in Daisy’s speech input 
  Tokens   
Type Gloss w/o 2/3PL 1PL.INCL 1PL.EXCL OBV Double Errors Total 
kâwî mother 44 1 0 0 0 0 0 45 
îch home 4 13 0 17 0 2 1 37 
uhtâwî father 11 1 1 0 0 0 0 13 
uhkum grandmother 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 
nipâwin bed 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 5 
phone phone 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
room room 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
bus bus 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
cake cake 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Total  72 15 2 21 1 2 2 115 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. w/ = with. PSR = possessor. w/o = without a PSR 
suffix. 2/3PL = the suffix marking a second-person plural or third-person plural possessor. 
1PL.INCL = the suffix marking a first-person inclusive plural possessor. 1PL.EXCL = the suffix 
marking marks a first-person exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the suffix marking an obviative 
possessor. Double = OBV suffix + 2/3PL suffix. Errors = tokens with errors of omission or 
commission. 

 

8.3.2     Productivity of the PSR suffix 

This section explores Daisy’s usage of each PSR suffix morpheme over time and evaluates this 

in light of the criteria for productivity adopted by the present study (§4.2.5.). For an overall look 

at her production, Table 8.6 breaks down her PSR suffix tokens per recording session. Daisy 

produces an obligatory context for a PSR suffix in 11 out of her 14 recording sessions. 
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Table 8.6: Daisy’s PSR suffix production in obligatory contexts, per recording session 
  Tokens with PSR suffix   
Session Child age 2/3PL 1PL.INCL 1PL.EXCL OBV Double Errors Total 
B1.03 3;09.22 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 
B1.04 3;11.11 0 1 4 1 1 0 7 
B1.05 4;00.00 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 
B1.08 4;02.06 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 
B1.11 4;04.04 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
B1.14 4;06.02 3 0 3 0 0 0 6 
B1.17 4;07.28 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 
B1.20 4;10.03 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 
B1.24 5;00.20 3 0 1 0 0 0 4 
B1.30 5;07.03 1 0 4 0 1 1 7 
B1.31 5;10.02 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Total  15 2 21 1 2 2 43 
Notes. PSR = possessor. 2/3PL = the suffix -(i)wâu, which marks a second-person plural or 
third-person plural possessor. 1PL.INCL = the suffix -(i)niu, which marks a first-person 
inclusive plural possessor. 1PL.EXCL = the suffix -(i)nân, which marks a first-person 
exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the suffix -(i)yiu, which marks an obviative possessor. 
Double = OBV suffix + 2/3PL suffix 

 

8.3.2.1.   The 2/3.PL suffix -(i)wâu 

Daisy does not use the suffix at age 3;08.10 or 3;09.01, and her first usage of this suffix comes 

during her third recording session at 3;09.22 (25). 

 

(25)    ᐐᒋᐙᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᑳᐃᐦᑖᑦ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Wîchiwâhch an kâihtât nimâ. 

w-îch-iwâ-hch     an      kâihtât   nimâ 

3-home-2/3PL.PSRLOC   DEM.DIST   that.it.is  NEG 

‘That one is at their house, right?’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 9:32) 

 

Her next application comes at age 4;00;00 with another token of wîchiwâhch ‘at their house’. 

In the next consecutive recording session as at 4;02;06, Daisy has another token of wîchiwâhch 

but also produces the suffix with a second noun type kâwî ‘mother’ in (26). 
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(26)   ᐅᑳᐐᐙᐤᐦ 

ukâwîwâuh 

u-kâwî-wâu-h 

3-mother-2/3.PL.PSR-3’ 

‘their mother(s)’ (Daisy, 4;02.06, B1.08, 10:43) 

 

Daisy demonstrates productive usage of the suffix -(i)wâu at age 4;00;00. By this age point, 

she has produced no errors in using the suffix, has applied it to two different nouns types across 

two consecutive recording sessions, and she has used each noun type in contrasting word forms 

without the suffix: 

 

• type kâwî ‘mother’ in nikâwî ‘my mother’ (14 tokens), chikâwî ‘your mother’ (two 

tokens), and ukâwîh ‘her/his mother’ (one token) 

• type îch ‘home’ in nîchinâhch ‘at our (EXCL) house’ (six tokens) 

 

8.3.2.2.  The 1PL.INCL suffix -(i)niu 

Daisy uses only two tokens of this suffix, in (27) at age 3;09.22 and in (28) at 3;11.11. In both 

examples, Daisy and the adult are playing out pretend scenarios where they are related, and so 

the inclusive suffix is warranted. 

 

(27)   ᐅᑎᐦ ᑭᔨᑆ ᒋᑉᐦᐅᓀᐃᒥᐤ ᐋ᙮ 

Utih kiyipwâ chiphoneimiu â. 

u-tih      kiyipwâ   chi-phone-im-iu       â 

DEM.PXL-LOC  of.course  2-phone-POSS-1PL.INCL.PSR  Q 

‘This is where our phone is, OK?’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 29:21) 

 

(28)   ᒍᐦᑖᐐᓂᐤ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Chuhtâwîniu nimâ. 

ch-uhtâwî-niu      nimâ 

2-father-1PL.INCL.PSR   NEG 

‘Our father, eh?’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 48:52) 
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Despite this dearth of tokens, Daisy satisfies the criteria for demonstrating productive usage 

of the suffix -(i)niu by age 3;11.11. She uses the suffix in two consecutive sessions with two 

different noun types, with no errors, and she produces contrasting word forms of each noun type 

without the suffix: 

 

• stem ûhtâwî ‘father’ in nûhtâwî ‘my father’ 

• bare stem phone (five tokens), with the possessor prefix and possessive suffix in 

chiphoneim ‘your phone’ (one token), with the obviative suffix in phoneiyiu (one token), 

and with the English plural in phones (one token) 

 

8.3.2.3.  The 1PL.EXCL suffix -(i)nân 

Daisy first uses this suffix in her third recording session at age 3;09.22 with (29).  

 

(29)    ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᓃᒋᓈᐦᒡ 

anitâh nîchinâhch 

ani-tâh     n-îch-inâ-hch 

DEM.DIST-LOC  1-home-1PL.EXCL.PSR-LOC 

‘at our house’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 26:00) 

 

In her next recording session at 3;11.11, she has three more tokens of nîchinâhch, and she 

applies the suffix to second noun type (room) in (30). At this age point, Daisy nearly meets the 

four criteria for productive usage of the suffix -(i)nân. She has applied it to two different noun 

types across two consecutive recording sessions, with no errors. However, she does not yet have 

any contrasting word forms with room. 
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(30)  ᐋᐃ ᓈᔥᑖᑆᐦ ᒌᐦᐄᑣᐎᒡ ᓂᕉᒥᓈᐦᒡ ᐊᐙᓂᒌ᙮ 

Âi nâshtâpwâh chîhîtwâwich niroominâhch awânichî. 

âi  nâshtâpwâh  chîhîtwâwich    ni-room-inâ-hch 

HES  very.much  they.were.talking  1-room-1PL.EXCL.PSR-LOC 

 

awâni-chî 

someone-3p 

‘People were talking loud in our room.’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 36:20) 

 

Daisy does not apply the suffix to a new noun type until age 5;07.03: She has one token of 

nibusiminân ‘our (EXCL) bus’. At this point, she has also produced contrasting word forms of 

both îch ‘home’ and room without the suffix. This means Daisy has demonstrated productive 

usage of -(i)nân by age 5;07.03. 

 

8.3.2.4.   The OBV suffix -(i)yiu 

Daisy’s sampled data does not provide enough evidence to demonstrate that she acquires 

productive usage of the morpheme encoding an obviative possessor. She has only two obligatory 

contexts requiring the suffix, and she produces one adult-like token at age 3;11.11 (31) and one 

error of omission at 4;10.03 (32). 

 

(31)   ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᒐᑫᐃᒥᔨᐤᐦ 

aniyâh ucakeimiyiuh 

ani-yâh       u-cake-im-iyiu-h 

DEM.DIST-DIST-3’    3-cake-POSS.OBV.PSR-3’ 

‘her (OBV) cake’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 14:42) 
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(32)   ᐊᐙᔨᐤᐦ ᐆᐦᑯᒥᔨᐤᐦ 

Awâyiuh ûhkumiyiuh 

Target:  awâ-yiuh    ûhkum-iyiu-h 

Actual:  awâ-yiuh    ûhkum-*∅-h 

who-3’    grandmother-OBV.PSR-3’ 

‘Whose (OBV) grandma?’ (Daisy, 4;10.03, B1.20, 04:52) 

 

8.3.2.5.  Marking an obviative and plural possessor  

Finally, Daisy’s speech contains two tokens of îch ‘home’ where she applies an obviative 

possessor suffix -(i)yiu and plural possessor suffix -(i)wâu to the same noun (33, 34). 

 

(33)  ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᐆ ᐐᒋᐙᔨᐦᒡ ᐋᐃᐦᒡ (name)ᐃᔥ᙮ 

Tânitâh û wîchiwâyihch âihch (name)ish. 

tâni-tâh  û     w-îch-iwâ-yi-hch 

where-LOC DEM.PXL  3-home-2/3.PL.PSR-OBV.PSR-LOC 

 

âi-hch    (name)-ish 

HES-LOC  name-DIM 

‘Over at their (OBV) house, uh, little (name)’s’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 33:09) 

 

(34)   ᐋᐃᐦ ᐐᒋᐙᔨᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐊᐙᔨᐤᐦ᙮ 

Âih wîchiwâyihch anitâh awâyiuh. 

âi-h     w-îch-iwâ-yi-hch 

HES-3’    3-home-2/3.PL.PSR-OBV.PSR-LOC 

 

ani-tâh     awâ-yiuh 

DEM.DIST-LOC  someone-3’ 

‘somewhere at somebody’s place’ (Daisy, 5;07.03, B1.30, 10:09) 

 

Although such double-marking does not occur in child-directed speech within the dataset, 

these two tokens are not considered here as errors for two reasons. First, no existing linguistic 
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description of NEC explicitly states that this double-marking is ungrammatical. Second, my own 

research has shown that adult speakers will sometimes use double-marking (Henke, 2019a), as in 

(35) versus (36). To be fair, though, some have expressed doubts that double-marking occurs in 

natural, spontaneous adult speech (Collette, 2019, p.c.), and others have suggested that double-

marking in utterances like (36) may be an artifact of elicitation (Goddard, p.c., 2019). For now, 

the phenomenon requires more in-depth examination and cannot be classified as a child error 

with certainty at this point. 

 

(35)   ᓂᐹᐙᐤ ᐅᐙᔅᑳᐦᐄᑭᓂᒥᔨᐦᒡ᙮ 

Nipâwâu uwâskâhîkinimiyihch. 

nipâuwâu        u-wâskâhîkin-im-iyi-hch 

he.sleeps.at.her/his.place    3-house-POSS-OBV.PSR-LOC 

‘He sleeps in their (OBV) house.’ (Margaret, REH1-027, 44:56/57:42) 

 

(36)   ᓂᐹᐙᐤ ᐅᐙᔅᑳᐦᐄᑭᓂᒥᐙᔨᐦᒡ᙮ 

Nipâwâu uwâskâhîkinimiwâyihch. 

nipâuwâu        u-wâskâhîkin-im-iwâ-yi-hch 

 he.sleeps.at.her/his.place    3-house-POSS-2/3PL.PSR-OBV.PSR-LOC 

‘He sleeps in their (OBV) house.’ (Margaret, REH1-027, 44:47/58:10) 

 

8.3.4.     Possible connections to adult input 

§8.1.1.2 postulates that îch ‘home’ may be a pathbreaking noun type within child-directed 

speech, because of its frequency of occurrence with the PSR suffix. Table 8.5 does indeed show 

that Daisy uses îch with the PSR suffix far more often than with any other noun type. For a more 

direct comparison with adult production, Table 8.7 tallies all of Daisy’s word forms of îch from 

throughout her entire sample. 
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Table 8.7: All word forms of îch ‘home’, in Daisy’s speech 
Word form Translation Tokens Proportion of tokens 
nîchinâhch at our (EXCL) house 15 0.41 
wîchiwâhch at their house 13 0.35 
wîch her/his house 3 0.08 
nîchinân our (EXCL) house 2 0.05 
wîchiwâyihch at their (OBV) house 2 0.05 
chîchiwâhch at your (PL) house 1 0.03 
wîchiwâu their house 1 0.03 
Total  37 1.00 
Notes. 

 

Daisy’s production does indeed overlap with some of the most frequent occurrences of PSR 

suffix morphemes in adult input. The child’s most frequent word form of îch ‘home’ is 

nîchinâhch ‘at our (EXCL) house’, which is also the most frequent form to occur with the first-

person plural exclusive suffix in child-directed speech (§8.1.4). Daisy’s next most frequent word 

form is wîchiwâhch, which also represents the second-most frequent form taking the second- and 

third-person plural suffix in input (Table 8.3). However, the adult’s word form that most 

commonly occurs with that suffix is chîchiwâhch ‘at your (PL) house’, which occurs only once 

in Daisy’s speech, but this disparity may reflect the dynamics of adult-child interactions. The 

paucity of relevant data within the corpus, though, makes it difficult to draw definitive 

conclusions. 

 

8.3.5.     Summary 

Daisy uses marking for obviative or plural possessors a bit more frequently than in adult input, 

and she also uses the first-person plural exclusive suffix more often than the second- or third-

person plural possessor suffix. Nonetheless, the child’s usage bears important similarities to 

patterns in child-directed speech. Daisy distributes the PSR suffix among a small number of 

noun types, and the noun type îch ‘home’ plays a special role in her production. In Daisy’s 

speech, îch carries an even larger proportion of PSR suffix tokens, and her two most common 

word forms of îch are also among the word forms that most frequently take a PSR suffix in child-

directed speech. 
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8.4.     The PSR suffix in Billy’s speech 

This section addresses Billy’s usage of the PSR suffix, including his distribution of morphemes 

across noun types and tokens (§8.4.1) as well as his application of each suffix morpheme over 

time (§8.4.2). §8.4.3 briefly considers how Billy’s usage may relate to patterns in adult input, 

and §8.4.4 concludes by summarizing findings.  

 

8.4.1.    The distribution of the PSR suffix 

This section describes how Billy applies the PSR suffix to his noun tokens (§8.4.1.1) and types 

(§8.4.1.2). Similar to Daisy, Billy has only five tokens with a PSR suffix applied to an English 

noun type—ucarimiwâuh ‘their car’, usledimiwâuh ‘their sled’, utreeimiwâu ‘their tree’, and 

niwindowminân ‘our (EXCL) window’—and so the remainder of this chapter considers all of his 

NEC and mixed-language possessees together. 

 

8.4.1.1.   Distribution across noun tokens 

Billy produces a total of 93 noun tokens as possessees taking NEC inflection: 71 NEC-only 

tokens and 22 mixed-language tokens with an English stem. Table 8.8 calculates his tokens of 

each PSR suffix morpheme and includes his possessees without such possessor marking. Billy 

has no errors in his usage of the PSR suffix in obligatory contexts. 

 

Table 8.8: All noun tokens w/ the PSR suffix, in Billy’s speech 
PSR suffix Tokens Proportion of tokens 
No PSR suffix 76 0.81 
2/3PL 7 0.08 
1PL.INCL 0 0.00 
1PL.EXCL 8 0.09 
OBV 1 0.01 
2/3PL + OBV 1 0.01 
Total 93 1.00 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. PSR = possessor. 2/3PL = the suffix -(i)wâu, 
which marks a second-person plural or third-person plural possessor. 1PL.INCL = the suffix -
(i)niu, which marks a first-person inclusive plural possessor. 1PL.EXCL = the suffix -(i)nân, 
which marks a first-person exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the suffix -(i)yiu, which marks 
an obviative possessor. 

 

As with the adult and Daisy, the vast majority of Billy’s possessee tokens occur without a 

PSR suffix. In fact, his proportion of tokens without a PSR suffix (81.72 percent) is very similar 
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to Daisy’s (200/241, 82.99 percent) (§8.3.1.1). In another similarity to Daisy, Billy’s most 

frequent PSR suffix morpheme is the first-person plural exclusive suffix -(i)nân, followed by the 

second- and third-person plural suffix -(i)wâu—although Billy has fewer tokens of each 

morpheme. He also produces one possessee token bearing two possessor suffixes (§8.4.2.5). 

 

8.4.1.2.   Distribution across noun types 

Billy’s possessees throughout his entire sample involve 28 NEC noun types and 16 English 

types. Table 8.9 tallies his PSR suffix distribution across these types. 

 

Table 8.9: All noun types w/ the PSR suffix, in Billy’s speech input 
  Tokens with PSR suffix  
Type Gloss w/o 2/3PL 1PL.INCL 1PL.EXCL OBV Double Total 
îch home 4 4 0 4 0 1 13 
kâwî mother 7 0 0 1 0 0 8 
window window 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
atim dog 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
car car 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
chûchû bottle 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
sled sled 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
tree tree 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Total  11 7 0 8 1 1 28 
Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. w/ = with. PSR = possessor. w/o = without a 
PSR suffix. 2/3PL = the suffix marking a second-person plural or third-person plural 
possessor. 1PL.INCL = the suffix marking a first-person inclusive plural possessor. 
1PL.EXCL = the suffix marking marks a first-person exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the 
suffix marking an obviative possessor. Double = OBV suffix + 2/3PL suffix. 

 

Billy’s usage of the PSR suffix across noun types bears some noteworthy similarities to 

patterns in both child-directed speech and Daisy’s production. Billy uses a PSR suffix on just a 

relatively small number of noun types—his production involves eight types, and Daisy spans 

nine (§8.3.1.2.). Once again, the noun type îch ‘home’ does the heavy lifting and carries the bulk 

of PSR suffix tokens, with other types occurring with two or fewer tokens. 
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8.4.2     Productivity of the PSR suffix 

This section considers Billy’s usage of the PSR suffix in light of the present study’s four criteria 

for productivity (§4.2.5.). Table 8.10 lays out his tokens of each PSR suffix morpheme, which 

span eight of his 11 sampled recording sessions. 

 

Table 8.10: Billy’s PSR suffix production in obligatory contexts, per recording session 
  Tokens w/ PSR suffix  
Session Child age 2/3PL 1PL.INCL 1PL.EXCL OBV Double Total 
B3.02 4;05.04 1 0 0 0 0 1 
B3.04 4;06.08 2 0 0 0 0 2 
B3.07 4;08.21 0 0 1 1 0 2 
B3.09 4;10.08 1 0 2 0 0 3 
B3.11 5;00.13 0 0 4 0 0 4 
B3.13 5;02.12 2 0 0 0 0 2 
B3.17 5;06.27 1 0 0 0 0 1 
B3.18 5;10.06 0 0 1 0 1 2 
Total  7 0 8 1 1 17 
Notes. w/ = with. PSR = possessor. w/o = without a PSR suffix. 2/3PL = the suffix marking a 
second-person plural or third-person plural possessor. 1PL.INCL = the suffix marking a first-
person inclusive plural possessor. 1PL.EXCL = the suffix marking marks a first-person 
exclusive plural possessor. OBV = the suffix marking an obviative possessor. Double = OBV 
suffix + 2/3PL suffix. 

 

8.4.2.1.   The 2/3.PL suffix -(i)wâu 

Billy uses this suffix with one token in his first session at age 4;05;04: wîchiwâhch ‘their house’. 

In his next consecutive session at 4;06.08, he puts the suffix on both elements within one 

compound word utreeimiwâu wîchiwâu ‘their tree house’ (37). At this age point, though, he does 

not meet the criteria for productivity, because he has no contrasting word forms of tree. Billy 

does not apply the suffix to another noun type until age 5;02.12, with car in (38). 

 

(37)  ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐅᑦᕃᐁᐃᒥᐙᐤ ᐐᒋᐙᐤ᙮ 

Uyâ â utreeimiwâu wîchiwâu. 

u-yâ      â   u-tree-im-iwâu     w-îch-iwâu 

DEM.PXL-0’   Q  3-tree-POSS-2/3PL.PSR  3-home-2/3PL.PSR 

‘Is this their treehouse?’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 25:51) 
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(38)   ᐊᐙᓐ ᐆᔮᐦ ᐅᒐᕆᒥᐙᐤᐦ᙮ 

Awân ûyâh ucarimiwâuh. 

awân   û-yâh      u-car-im-iwâu-h 

who   DEM.PXL-3’   3-car-POSS-2/3PL.PSR-3’ 

‘Whose car is this?’ (Billy, 5;02.12, B3.13, 16:55) 

 

At 5;02.12 he has met the criteria for productive usage of -(i)wâu. He has applied the suffix 

in two consecutive sessions to more than two different noun types, without errors, and he has 

used the following types in contrasting word forms without the suffix: 

 

• bare stem car (one token) 

• plural form trees (one token) 

• inflected forms nîchinân ‘our (EXCL) house’ (one token) and nîchinâhch ‘at our 

(EXCL) house’ (two tokens) 

 

8.4.2.2.  The 1PL.INCL suffix -(i)niu 

Billy has no tokens of this suffix, which occurs just twice in Daisy’s speech. 

 

8.4.2.3.  The 1PL.EXCL suffix -(i)nân 

Billy first employs this suffix at age 4;08.21 with one token in (39), and he in the next recording 

session at 4;10.08 applies it to two tokens of îch ‘home’ as in (40). He does not yet have 

contrasting forms of atim ‘dog’, so he cannot yet meet the criteria for productivity. His next 

usage of the suffix comes at 5;00.13, where he applies it to three different noun types: îch 

‘home’, kâwî ‘mother’, and English window (41). 

 

(39)   ᓂᑖᒥᓈᓐ 

nitâminân 

ni-tâm-inân 

1-dog-1PL.EXCL.PSR 

‘our (EXCL) dog’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 00:15) 
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(40)   ᓃᒋᓈᐦᒡ 

nîchinâhch 

n-îch-inâ-hch 

1-home-1PL.EXCL.PSR-LOC 

‘our (EXCL) house’ (Billy, 4;10.08, B3.09, 26:02) 

 

(41)   ᒥᔥᑭᐙᐤ ᓂᐎᓐᑐᐧᒥᓈᓐ᙮ 

Mishkiwâu niwindowminân. 

mishkiwâu   ni-window-m-inân 

it.is.hard   1-window-POSS-1PL.EXCL.PSR 

‘Our window is very hard.’ (Billy, 5;00.13, B3.11, 18:51) 

 

At the age point of 5;00.13, Billy satisfies the criteria for demonstrating productive usage of 

the suffix -(i)nân. He applied it to two different noun types in two consecutive sessions, and he 

has used it across four total types, all without errors. By this age, he also produces the following 

contrasting word forms for three types: 

 

• kâwî ‘mother’ in nikâwî ‘my mother’ (three tokens) and ukâwîh ‘her/his mother’ (one 

token) 

• îch ‘home’ in wîchiwâu ‘their house’ (one token) and wîchiwâhch ‘at their house’ (three 

tokens) 

• window with the locative suffix in windowhch 

 

8.4.2.4.   The OBV suffix -(i)yiu 

Billy has just one token where he uses the obviative possessor suffix: In (42) pîpî ‘baby’ is 

obviative because it has a third-person possessor, and Billy correctly applies the suffix to the 

possessee chûchû ‘bottle’. 
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(42)   ᐅᒎᒎᒻᔨᐤ ᐅᐲᐲᒥᔥᐦ 

uchûchûmyiu upîpîmish-h 

Target:  u-chûchû-m-yiu      u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

Actual:  u-chûchû-*∅-yiu      u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

   3-bottle-POSS-OBV.PSR   3-baby-DIM-3’ 

‘her bottle ... her little baby’s (bottle)’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 02:10) 

 

8.4.2.5.  Marking an obviative and plural possessor  

Billy produces one possessee where he applies the possessor suffix -(i)yiu and plural possessor 

suffix -(i)wâu together: In (43) Billy puts both suffixes with îch ‘home’. Again, this pattern does 

not occur in adult input, but this is exactly the same word form Daisy produces in her two such 

double-marking constructions (33, 34). 

 

(43)   (name) ᐐᒋᐙᔨᐦᒡ 

(name) wîchiwâyihch 

(name)    w-îch-iwâ-yi-hch 

name    3-home-2/3.PL.PSR-OBV.PSR-LOC 

‘at (name)’s house’ (Billy, 5;10.06, B3.18, 14:03) 

 

8.4.3.    Possible connections to adult input 

In §8.1.1.2 I propose that îch ‘home’ may serve a special pathbreaking role for helping children 

acquire the PSR suffix. Table 8.9 shows that Billy does use the PSR suffix with îch far more 

often than with any other noun type, and Table 8.11 counts Billy’s word forms of îch throughout 

his sampled data. 

As with Daisy (Table 8.7), Billy’s two most frequent word forms are nîchinâhch ‘at our 

(EXCL) house’ and wîchiwâhch ‘at their house’. The former represents the most frequent form 

to occur with the first-person plural exclusive suffix in child-directed speech (§8.1.4), and the 

latter is the second most frequent word form with -(i)wâu in input (Table 8.3). 
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Table 8.11: All word forms of îch ‘home’, in Billy’s speech 
Word form Translation Tokens Proportion of tokens 
nîchinâhch at our (EXCL) house 5 0.38 
wîchiwâhch at their house 3 0.23 
chîchiwâhch at your (PL) house 1 0.08 
nîchinân our (EXCL) house 1 0.08 
wîch her/his house 1 0.08 
wîchiwâyihch at their (OBV) house 1 0.08 
wîchiwâu their house 1 0.08 
Total  13 1.01 
Notes. The column “Proportion of tokens” adds up to more than 1.00 because of complications 
rounding to two decimal places. 

 

8.4.4.    Summary 

Billy uses the PSR suffix less frequently than Daisy or the adult, but his production bears close 

similarities to aspects of child-directed speech and Daisy’s speech. Like both other speakers, he 

applies the PSR suffix to a small number of noun types, and the type îch ‘home’ occupies the 

most prominent place in his usage. For Billy îch carries the lion’s share of PSR suffix tokens, 

and his two most frequent word forms are the same as Daisy’s. He also produces just one token 

with two PSR suffix morphemes, and this is the same word form that Daisy uses as well. 

 

8.5.    Conclusions 

All speakers represented in the present study infrequently employ marking for obviative or plural 

possessors, and they tend to apply these morphemes to a small subset of the noun types that they 

use as possessees. Each child demonstrates different levels of productive usage with the PSR 

suffix, but the noun type îch ‘home’ likely serves as a pathbreaker for children to identify and 

extrapolate the various PSR suffix morphemes. This noun type is by far the most frequent type 

bearing a PSR suffix in child-directed speech and in child production as well. 
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Chapter 9: The Final suffix position 
 

This chapter analyzes production in the input and for all three children relevant to the Suffix 4 

position. As Chapter 2 details, the Suffix 4 position is the final and most complicated affixal 

position within the inflectional template for NEC nouns. This affixal position involves multiple 

morphemes that each index interacting grammatical categories of animacy, number, and 

obviation—as well as a single locative morpheme. For a brief review: 

 

• Animate and inanimate nouns that are proximate and singular require no Suffix 4 

morpheme. 

• The morpheme -ich encodes a noun that is animate, proximate, and plural (often signified 

as 3p in Algonquian literature). 

• -h marks a noun that is inanimate and plural (0p). 

• -h also marks a noun that is animate and obviative (3’). 

• -iyiu encodes a noun that is inanimate, obviative, and singular (0’).  

• -ihch encodes a locative (loc) meaning (e.g., ‘in’ or ‘on’). 

 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, these morphemes that occur in the Suffix 4 

position are labeled together as the Final suffix, because these morphemes are in complementary 

distribution, and a given noun can take just one such morpheme. 

This chapter deviates from the format of Chapters 6–8, where the range of inflectional 

morphemes per template slot is considered for each speaker in turn. Here morphemes and 

categories of marking are considered in turn per speaker. §9.1 provides an overview of the Final 

suffix position per speaker. §9.2 investigates the locative morpheme in adult input and its 

acquisition for each child. §9.3 examines the two morphemes encoding plural number, and §9.4 

analyzes the two morphemes marking the obviative. §9.5 provides some concluding observations 

regarding the Final suffix. 
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9.1.     Overview: The Final suffix positon 

This section briefly summarizes the overall presence of morphemes appearing in the Final suffix 

position throughout each speaker’s data sample for the present study: The adult (§9.1.1.), Ani 

(§9.1.2.), Daisy (§9.1.3.), and Billy (§9.1.4.). 

 

9.1.1.    The Final suffix in adult input 

Table 9.1 lists all tokens of the various Final suffix morphemes in child-directed speech within 

the dataset. The suffixes are listed in the order they are addressed in the following sections: 

Marking that encodes locative (§9.2), plural (§9.3), and obviative (§9.4) values. 

 

Table 9.1: All final suffix tokens across all nouns, in adult speech 
Final suffix Correct use Om. Comm. Total Prop. of tokens Prop. of errors 
No suffix 1,173 n/a n/a 1,173 0.63 n/a 
loc 137 1 0 138 0.07 0.01 
3p 118 0 2 120 0.06 0.02 
0p 161 0 0 161 0.09 0.00 
3’ 142 2 2 146 0.08 0.03 
0’ 110 0 0 110 0.06 0.00 
Total 1,841 3 4 1,848 1.00 < 0.01 
Notes. w/ = with. No suffix = bare animate or inanimate noun stem. loc = locative. 3p = 
animate proximate plural. 0p = inanimate proximate plural. 3’ = animate obviative. 0’ = 
inanimate obviative singular. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. 
= proportion. 

 

Throughout the entire dataset, adult input contains 1,848 total tokens of NEC nouns and 

mixed-language nouns. Table 9.1 shows that bare noun stems occupy the majority of adult input: 

1,173/1,848 noun tokens (63.47 percent) are (in)animate proximate singular forms that take no 

final suffix. Errors with the Final suffix are rare in child-directed speech, as less than one percent 

of adult input overall contains an error with this suffix position. Perhaps surprisingly, the overt 

Final suffix morphemes all occupy a similar proportion of tokens in child-directed speech: 

Tokens of the locative, animate proximate plural, inanimate proximate plural, animate obviative, 

and inanimate obviative singular suffixes each take up about six to nine percent of the input. 
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9.1.2.    The Final suffix in Ani’s speech 

Ani produces a total of 194 noun tokens that are either NEC (177 tokens) or mixed-language (17 

tokens). Table 9.2. compiles these tokens and their occurrence with Final suffix morphemes. 

 

Table 9.2: All final suffix tokens across all nouns, in Ani’s speech 
Final suffix Correct use Om. Comm. Total Prop. of tokens Prop. of errors 
No suffix 161 n/a n/a 161 0.83 n/a 
loc 7 0 0 7 0.04 0.00 
3p 8 0 0 8 0.04 0.00 
0p 1 0 0 1 < 0.01 0.00 
3’ 6 2 0 8 0.04 0.25 
0’ 9 0 0 9 0.05 0.00 
Total 192 2 0 194 1.00 0.01 
Notes. w/ = with. No suffix = bare animate or inanimate noun stem. loc = locative. 3p = 
animate proximate plural. 0p = inanimate proximate plural. 3’ = animate obviative. 0’ = 
inanimate obviative singular. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. 
= proportion. 

 

Compared to adult speech, Ani produces a small number of inflected noun tokens: The vast 

majority of Ani’s NEC and mixed-language noun tokens are bare nouns (161/194 tokens, 82.99 

percent) that seem to be appropriately bare. Her speech contains 31 noun tokens with an adult-

like application of the Final suffix, with just two errors. 

 

9.1.3.    The Final suffix in Daisy’s speech 

Throughout her sampled data, Daisy produces 531 NEC and 66 mixed-language noun tokens, 

where she employs the Final suffix to a much greater extent than Ani (Table 9.3). 

Bare nouns occupy a majority of Daisy’s production (304/597 tokens, 50.92 percent), 

although this represents a smaller proportion than unmarked noun tokens in adult input. Daisy 

also has a very low rate of errors, and she employs plural marking at a rate similar to that in 

child-directed speech. She does, though, use locative and obviative marking a bit more often than 

the adult. This may somewhat reflect the dynamics of her linguistic interactions with the adult, 

where Daisy is encouraged to tell stories, which involve third-person referents and locations. 
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Table 9.3: All final suffix tokens across all nouns, in Daisy’s speech 
Final suffix Correct use Om. Comm. Total Prop. of tokens Prop. of errors 
No suffix 304 n/a n/a 304 0.51 n/a 
loc 75 0 0 75 0.13 0.00 
3p 33 0 0 33 0.06 0.00 
0p 45 0 1 46 0.08 0.02 
3’ 75 4 1 80 0.13 0.06 
0’ 57 2 0 59 0.10 0.03 
Total 589 6 2 597 1.01 0.01 
Notes. w/ = with. No suffix = bare animate or inanimate noun stem. loc = locative. 3p = 
animate proximate plural. 0p = inanimate proximate plural. 3’ = animate obviative. 0’ = 
inanimate obviative singular. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. 
= proportion. The column “Prop. of tokens” adds up to more than 1.00 because of 
complications rounding to two decimal places. 

 

9.1.4.    The Final suffix in Billy’s speech 

Billy produces a total of 169 NEC and 44 mixed-language noun tokens throughout his sampled 

data. Table 9.4 tallies his usage of the Final suffix morphemes with these tokens. 

 

Table 9.4: All final suffix tokens across all nouns, in Billy’s speech 
Final suffix Correct use Om. Comm. Total Prop. of tokens Prop. of errors 
No suffix 96 n/a n/a 96 0.45 n/a 
loc 28 0 0 28 0.13 0.00 
3p 19 2 1 22 0.10 0.14 
0p 16 0 0 16 0.08 0.00 
3’ 29 0 0 29 0.14 0.00 
0’ 20 2 0 22 0.10 0.10 
Total 207 4 2 213 1.01 0.03 
Notes. w/ = with. No suffix = bare animate or inanimate noun stem. loc = locative. 3p = 
animate proximate plural. 0p = inanimate proximate plural. 3’ = animate obviative. 0’ = 
inanimate obviative singular. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. 
= proportion. The column “Prop. of tokens” adds up to more than 1.00 because of 
complications rounding to two decimal places. 

 

In a departure from the input and Daisy’s speech, Billy’s bare noun stems occupy only a 

plurality of his tokens. His error rate is relatively low but still higher than Daisy’s as well. He 

employs locative and obviative marking at about the same rate as Daisy, with slightly less plural 

usage.  
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9.1.5.    Summary 

Adult input contains primarily NEC and mixed-language noun tokens without an overt Final 

suffix, but each Final suffix morpheme still occurs more than 100 times throughout the dataset. 

Ani’s production stands apart from the input and the other children’s speech, because she 

produces relatively few NEC and mixed-language nouns. However, Daisy and Billy actually use 

a higher proportion of Final suffix marking than occurs in child-directed speech, and although 

Daisy produces more suffix tokens, the two children each generally use morphemes at 

comparable rates. 

 

9.2.    The LOC suffix 

As Table 2.2 in Chapter 2 illustrates, the locative suffix occurs independently from possession. It 

coveys a spatial meaning, and can occur on nouns inside or outside of possessive constructions. 

Because of this, determining obligatory contexts for locative suffix usage represents a different 

kind of challenge. It is hard to say with certainty whether a certain utterance has grammatical 

circumstances that require locative marking, and so this section focuses instead on when 

speakers actually use the suffix. The following sections explore the distribution of the suffix 

across noun types in child directed speech (§9.2.1.), then in the speech of Ani (§9.2.2.), Daisy 

(§9.2.3.), and Billy (§9.2.4.), before §9.2.5 provides some concluding observations about 

acquisition of the locative suffix. 

 

9.2.1    The LOC suffix in adult input 

Adult input contains 138 total contexts for nouns carrying the locative suffix: 10 mixed-language 

noun tokens, 127 NEC tokens, and just one error of omission with an NEC noun. Child-directed 

speech in the dataset includes 234 NEC noun types and 25 English types in mixed-language 

nouns, but the adult applies a locative suffix to just 44 NEC and eight English types. Table 9.5 

breaks down locative suffix production across the noun types that have two or more tokens of the 

locative suffix. A few prominent patterns emerge from this usage. 

As with the PSR suffix (Chapter 8), îch ‘home’ stands out as the noun type carrying the 

lion’s share of tokens for the locative morpheme (1). Only tâhtipiwin ‘chair’ also takes more than 

ten tokens of the suffix (2), and most noun types have just a few tokens with the locative. Most 
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of the types in Table 9.5 are grammatically inanimate NEC nouns, but all types signify 

biologically inanimate entities. 

 

(1)   ᐙᐱᒥᒡ ᒫ ᒋᔖᔮᑯᔑᔑᒡ ᐐᒋᐙᐦᒡ ᐃᔨᐦᑖᐎᒡ᙮ 

Wâpimich mâ chishâyâkushishich wîchiwâhch iyihtâwich. 

wâp-im-ich   mâ    chishâyâkushish-ich  w-îch-iwâ-hch 

look.at.them  EMPH  bear.cub-3p    3-home-2/3PL.PSR-LOC 

 

iyihtâwich 

they.do 

‘Look at the little bears, they are at their home.’ (Adult, 4;06.08, B3.04, 23:29) 

 

(2)    ᒋᑖᐦᑎᐱᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᑐᕋ ᐅᑖᐦᑎᐱᐎᓂᐦᒡ 

chitâhtipiwinihch Dora utâhtipiwinihch 

chi-tâhtipiwin-ihch  Dora   u-tâhtipiwin-ihch 

   2-chair-LOC   name  3-chair-LOC 

‘on your chair, on Dora’s chair’ (Adult, 2;04.22, A1.08, 32:08) 
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Table 9.5: Noun types w/ two or more LOC suffix tokens, in adult production 
 Tokens w/ LOC suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Om. Total 
îch home nid 36 0 36 
tâhtipiwin chair ni 15 1 16 
nituhkuyinikimikw hospital ni 6 0 6 
wâsânihtâkin window ni 5 0 5 
atâwâukimikw store ni 4 0 4 
ayimuwâyâpî radio ni 4 0 4 
nipî water ni 3 0 3 
shtikwân head nid 3 0 3 
shtikwânipîwî hair nid 3 0 3 
wîhkwâyâ sock ni 3 0 3 
garbage garbage eng 2 0 2 
htiwikî ear nid 2 0 2 
mâskiniu road ni 2 0 2 
mîchisûkimikw restaurant ni 2 0 2 
mîchiwâhp teepee ni 2 0 2 
minihkwâkin cup ni 2 0 2 
mischisin shoe ni 2 0 2 
misinihîkin book ni 2 0 2 
miskumî ice na 2 0 2 
shchîshikw eye nid 2 0 2 
television television eng 2 0 2 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 2 0 2 
wâskâhîkin house ni 2 0 2 
Notes. w/ = with. LOC = locative.  Om. = errors of omission. na = animate noun. ni = 
inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. 

 

9.2.2.    The LOC suffix in Ani’s speech 

This section examines Ani’s usage of the locative suffix, including her distribution of the suffix 

with different noun types (§9.2.2.1.), whether she demonstrates productive usage of the suffix 

within her sampled data (§9.2.2.2.), and how her usage may connect to patterns in child-directed 

speech (§9.2.2.3.). 

 

9.2.2.1.   LOC suffix per noun type 

Throughout her sample, Ani uses 35 NEC noun types and nine English types in mixed-language 

nouns, but she applies a locative suffix to only four types for a total of seven tokens (Table 9.6).  
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Table 9.6: All noun types w/ LOC suffix tokens, in Ani’s speech 
 Tokens w/ LOC suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Err. Total 
îch * home nid 2 0 2 
chair * chair eng 2 0 2 
room * room eng 2 0 2 
tâhtipiwin * chair ni 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. LOC = locative.  Err. = errors. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type occurs with a LOC suffix in adult input. 

 

9.2.2.2.   Productivity of the LOC suffix 

Ani produces the suffix on two different noun types at age 2;04.22, but each type is the analog of 

the other: tâhtipiwinihch ‘on the chair’ (one token) and chairihch ‘on the chair’ (one token). 

These examples may be particularly meaningful, because they seem to show that Ani produces 

locative marking during a period when she omits all possessive inflection such as the person 

prefix (Chapter 6) and possessive suffix (Chapter 7). The data is limited, but these few signs 

indicate that Ani demonstrates knowledge of the locative before the person prefix and possessive 

suffix. 

However, Ani then does not use the suffix until age 3;06.23, where she again uses the 

locative with English chair (3). This is also the same age point when she starts to use person 

prefixes in an adult-like fashion (Chapter 6). 

 

(3)    ᑳ ᐊᐱᑦ ᒐᐃᕆᐦᒡ 

Kâ apit chairihch 

kâ-apit    chair-ihch 

that-it.is.sitting chair-LOC 

‘sitting on the chair’ (Ani, 3;06.23, A1.30, 03:05) 

 

Ani uses the locative in two consecutive recording sessions at age 4;00.13 (two tokens of 

roomihch ‘in the room’) and 4;03.07 (two tokens of chîchinâhch ‘at our (INCL) house’). Her 

application of the suffix is adult-like in all contexts at this age point, but she has used only the 

noun type chair in contrasting forms without the locative. Thus, the sampled data does not 
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provide enough evidence to demonstrate that Ani has acquired productive usage of the locative 

suffix. 

 

9.2.2.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

Ani’s scant production of the locative makes it hard to connect her usage to adult input. The only 

clear pattern is that Ani uses the suffix on the two noun types that most commonly occur with 

locative marking in adult child-directed speech—îch ‘home’ and tâhtipiwin ‘chair’ (Table 9.2)—

and every noun type that Ani uses with a locative also occurs with a locative in child-directed 

speech. The word forms chairihch and roomihch also each occur once in the input.  

 

9.2.2.4.   Summary 

Ani’s data furnishes few examples of the locative suffix, but this primarily reflects the fact that 

her speech generally consists of noun tokens without any Final suffix morpheme. No strong 

conclusions can be drawn about her acquisition and productive usage of the suffix, but she seems 

to use locative marking before possessive inflection. 

 

9.2.3.    The LOC suffix in Daisy’s speech 

This section investigates Daisy’s acquisition of the locative suffix, exploring her distribution of 

the morpheme across NEC and English noun types (§9.2.3.1.), when she demonstratives 

productive usage of the suffix (§9.2.3.2.), and how her usage resembles patterns in child-directed 

speech (§9.2.3.3.). §9.2.3.4 briefly summarizes findings. 

 

9.2.3.1.   LOC suffix per noun type 

Daisy’s data comprises 75 total locative suffix tokens, spanning 17 NEC noun types (61 tokens) 

and eight English types (14 tokens), with no errors. Table 9.7 lists all 25 noun types with their 

tokens occurring with a locative suffix, where types that also occur in child-directed speech 

marked with an asterisk. 
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Table 9.7: All noun types w/ LOC suffix tokens, in Daisy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ LOC suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Err. Total 
îch * home nid 30 0 30 
nituhkuyinikimikw * hospital ni 7 0 7 
room * room eng 5 0 5 
mishtikw * tree na 3 0 3 
nipî * water ni 3 0 3 
tihchî * hand nid 3 0 3 
helicopter helicopter eng 2 0 2 
ichishî * intestines, stomach nad 2 0 2 
mâmâpisun * swing ni 2 0 2 
shîpîshish creek ni 2 0 2 
window window eng 2 0 2 
asinî stone ni 1 0 1 
bathtub bathtub eng 1 0 1 
chair * chair eng 1 0 1 
closet closet eng 1 0 1 
htiwikî * ear nid 1 0 1 
kuhtishkui throat nid 1 0 1 
mishtikw * stick ni 1 0 1 
miskumî * ice na 1 0 1 
nipâwin * bed ni 1 0 1 
road road eng 1 0 1 
shchîshikw * eye nid 1 0 1 
shtikwân * head nid 1 0 1 
tree tree eng 1 0 1 
wâsânihtâkin * window ni 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. LOC = locative.  Err. = errors. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type occurs with a LOC suffix in adult input. 

 

9.2.3.2.   Productivity of the LOC suffix 

Daisy uses a locative suffix in all but one of her recording sessions (Table 9.8).  
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Table 9.8: Daisy’s LOC suffix tokens, per recording session 
    LOC tokens 
Session  Child age  Correct usage  Errors 
B1.01  3;08.10  4  0 
B1.03  3;09.22  9  0 
B1.04  3;11.11  13  0 
B1.05  4;00.00  8  0 
B1.08  4;02.06  9  0 
B1.11  4;04.04  2  0 
B1.14  4;06.02  5  0 
B1.17  4;07.28  6  0 
B1.20  4;10.03  3  0 
B1.24  5;00.20  6  0 
B1.27  5;04.12  1  0 
B1.30  5;07.03  4  0 
B1.31  5;10.02  5  0 
Total    75  0 
Notes. LOC = locative. 

 

In her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy applies the suffix to one token each of 

four different noun types: miskumî ‘ice’, nipâwin ‘bed’, wâsânihtâkin ‘window’ (4), and English 

road (5). 

 

(4)   ᓂᒌᐦ ᓃᐳᐎᓐ ᓈᑖᐦ ᐙᓵᓂᐦᑖᑭᓃᐦᒡ᙮ 

Nichîh nîpuwin nâtâh wâsânihtâkinîhch. 

nichîhnîpuwin   nâ-tâh     wâsânihtâkin-îhch 

I.was.standing   DEM.REM-LOC  window-LOC 

‘I was standing over there by the window.’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 02:34) 

 

(5)    ᐋᔥᒄ ᐙᔥ ᒌᐦᑎᐱᔥᑭᒻ ᕈᐊᑎᐦᒡ ᑳᐃᐦᑖᑦ ᐊᐙᓐ᙮ 

Âshkw wâsh chîhtipishkim roadihch kâihtât awân. 

âshkw   wâsh   chîhtipishkim   road-ihch   kâihtât   awân 

still   EMPH  had.a.birthday  road-LOC  that.is  someone 

‘The one that was on the road had his birthday.’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 32:33) 

 

Daisy does not use the suffix in the next session, but she applies it in the following two 

consecutive sessions at age points 3;09.22 and 3;11.11 to another nine noun types: NEC types 
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htiwikî ‘ear’ (one token), îch ‘home’ (seven tokens), ichishî ‘stomach’ (one token), mishtikw 

‘stick’ (one token), and nituhkuyinikimikw ‘hospital’ (seven tokens) as well as English types 

bathtub (one token), closet (one token), helicopter (one token), and room (two tokens). 

Altogether Daisy demonstrates productive usage of the locative suffix by age 3;11.11, as she has 

no errors in her locative suffix production, and she produces three total noun types in contrasting 

word forms without the suffix: 

 

• ichishî ‘stomach’ in utichishîsh ‘her/his little stomach’ (one token) 

• nipâwin ‘bed’ in unipâwin ‘her/his bed’ (one token) 

• bare stem road (two tokens) 

 

9.2.3.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

Some aspects of Daisy’s usage of the locative seem connected to child-directed speech. As in 

adult speech, Daisy inflects the noun type îch ‘home’ with by far the largest number of locative 

tokens (30/75 tokens, 40 percent), and so îch may also play a pathbreaking role for children to 

acquire the locative. With a Zipfian distribution, the remainder of noun types carry far fewer 

tokens, and most occur with just one or two locative markers. 

Daisy mostly applies the locative to noun types that also take the suffix in adult input (16/25 

types, 64 percent). This includes all of Daisy’s types that take three or more locative tokens. In 

fact, all but three of Daisy’s 16 NEC types in Table 9.7 also occur with a locative suffix in adult 

input. 

However, once again, Daisy’s production of English nouns with NEC inflection may testify 

in particular to her productive usage of inflectional morphology. Although Daisy and the adult 

each apply a locative suffix to eight English noun types, Daisy does so with six types that do not 

take the suffix in the input: helicopter, window, bathtub, closet, road, and tree. 

 

9.2.3.4.   Summary 

Daisy employs the locative suffix from her first recording session and applies it to a variety of 

noun types to demonstrate productive usage of the morpheme by age 3;11.11. She primarily uses 

the locative with NEC noun types that also occur with the suffix in child-directed speech—in 
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particular with îch ‘home’—but her usage of the locative with English types more directly attests 

to her productive acquisition of the suffix. 

 

9.2.4.    The LOC suffix in Billy’s speech 

This section examines the acquisition of the locative suffix by Billy, the oldest child represented 

in the dataset. I survey Billy’s distribution of the suffix with NEC and English noun types 

(§9.2.4.1.), evaluate his productive usage of the suffix (§9.2.4.2.), explore possible relationships 

between his speech and patterns in the input, (§9.2.4.3.), and summarize findings (§9.2.3.4.). 

 

9.2.4.1.   LOC suffix per noun type 

Billy applies the locative suffix to 28 total noun tokens, but with an interesting imbalance 

between noun types: He produces just five NEC noun types with 14 total tokens but 12 different 

English types in mixed-language nouns with 14 total tokens. Like Daisy, he has no errors with 

the locative. Table 9.9 lists all of Billy’s 17 noun types with their tokens occurring with a 

locative suffix, and types that also occur in child-directed speech are indicated with an asterisk. 
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Table 9.9: All noun types w/ LOC suffix tokens, in Billy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ LOC suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Err. Total 
îch * home nid 10 0 10 
bus bus eng 2 0 2 
window window eng 2 0 2 
camera camera eng 1 0 1 
castle castle eng 1 0 1 
chimney chimney eng 1 0 1 
classroom classroom eng 1 0 1 
computer room computer room eng 1 0 1 
floor * floor eng 1 0 1 
kitchen kitchen eng 1 0 1 
mîchiwâhp * teepee ni 1 0 1 
nipâwin * bed ni 1 0 1 
nipî * water ni 1 0 1 
plane airplane eng 1 0 1 
puzzle puzzle eng 1 0 1 
room * room eng 1 0 1 
sâkihîkin lake ni 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. LOC = locative. Err. = errors. ni = inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term 
for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type occurs with a LOC 
suffix in adult input. 

 

9.2.4.2.   Productivity of the LOC suffix 

Billy employs the locative suffix in all of his 11 recording sessions (Table 9.10), but compared to 

Daisy, he uses fewer noun types per session with the morpheme. 

In his first recording session at age 4;05.04, Billy has one token of îch ‘home’ with the 

locative in wîchiwâhch ‘at their house’. Over the next three recording sessions from age 4;06.08 

to 4;08.21, he applies the suffix with no errors to another three noun types with cameraihch ‘in 

the camera’ (one token), chimneyhch ‘(down the) chimney’ (one token), and nipîhch ‘in the 

water’ (one token). He also produces three of these noun types in contrasting word forms without 

the locative: 

 

• bare stem chimney (two tokens) and possessive form uchimneyim ‘her/his chimney’ 

(one token) 

• bare stem nipî ‘water’ (one token) 

• inflected form wîchiwâu ‘their house’ (one token) 
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At the age point of 4;08.21, Billy has satisfied the criteria for demonstrating productive usage of 

the locative suffix. 

 

Table 9.10: Billy’s LOC suffix tokens, per recording session 
    LOC tokens 
Session  Child age  Correct usage  Errors 
B3.02  4;05.04  1  0 
B3.04  4;06.08  1  0 
B3.06  4;07.27  2  0 
B3.07  4;08.21  1  0 
B3.09  4;10.08  8  0 
B3.11  5;00.13  7  0 
B3.13  5;02.12  1  0 
B3.14  5;03.22  1  0 
B3.15  5;05.00  2  0 
B3.17  5;06.27  2  0 
B3.18  5;10.06  2  0 
Total    28  0 
Notes. LOC = locative. 

 

9.2.4.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

As with Daisy, particular aspects of Billy’s locative usage seem connected to child-directed 

speech. For one, he also applies the locative to îch ‘home’ far more often than to any other noun 

type, and his locative suffix occurs with a Zipfian distribution where all other noun types take 

just one or two suffix tokens. Four of Billy’s five NEC noun types in Table 9.9 also occur with a 

locative morpheme in adult input. 

In another similarity to Daisy, though, Billy’s application of the locative suffix to English 

noun types seems more independent from the input. He has only two types that appear with a 

locative in adult input (floor and room), while his other 10 English types apparently testify to his 

productive acquisition of the suffix. 
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9.2.4.4.   Summary 

Billy applies the locative suffix from his first session and throughout his entire sample, but he 

uses such marking on fewer noun types and tokens than Daisy. He demonstrates productive 

usage of the morpheme by age 4;08.21. In another similarity to Daisy, Billy’s usage of the 

locative with NEC noun types seems tied to their occurrence in child-directed speech, but his 

application of the locative suffix to English noun types in a manner not present in the input 

testifies directly to his acquisition of NEC inflectional morphology. 

 

9.2.5.     Conclusions: LOC suffix 

The adult employs the locative suffix over a range of noun types with a Zipfian distribution in 

suffix tokens, where îch ‘home’ carries by far the largest proportion of tokens. Ani produces very 

few locative morphemes, but the two older children tend to produce the locative with NEC noun 

types that also appear with the suffix in the input. Here îch carries an even more outsized load of 

tokens, and so perhaps the children use that noun type as a pathbreaker in acquiring the locative. 

Both Daisy and Billy demonstrate productive usage of the suffix with English noun types as 

well, where they seem to produce more original word forms not found in child-directed speech. 

 

9.3.    The PL suffix 

In addition to the locative, the Final suffix position also includes morphemes marking plural 

number. As the grammatical description in Chapter 2 explains, this marking entails interacting 

considerations of not just number but also grammatical animacy and obviation. As with the 

locative suffix, it is difficult to pinpoint obligatory contexts for plural marking, because there is 

not always clear grammatical conditioning for plural number. Therefore, this section focuses 

instead on when speakers use a particular plural suffix. This section concerns only the two 

morphemes that expressly encode plural number, while §9.4 focuses on the morphemes that 

expressly encode obviation. The two plural suffixes concerned are as follows: 

 

• The suffix -ich encodes plural number for nouns that are grammatically animate and 

proximate. Nouns that are animate and obviative are neutralized for number. 
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• The suffix -h encodes plural number for nouns that are grammatically inanimate and 

either proximate or obviative. Nouns that are inanimate and plural are neutralized for 

the proximate/obviative distinction. 

 

For the remainder of this chapter, the suffixes -ich and -h are categorized together as the 

Plural (PL) suffix. This categorization enables more parsimonious analysis and yet is not strictly 

contrived for convenience, because both suffixes have similar chances to occur throughout the 

corpus: Chapter 5 shows that the adult, Ani, and Daisy each produce a very close balance of 

animate and inanimate noun types, and Billy’s NEC production contains about 60 percent 

animate types. This section investigates the presence of each PL suffix morpheme in child-

directed speech (§9.3.1.) and the acquisition of each morpheme by Ani (§9.3.2), Daisy (§9.3.3), 

and Billy (§9.3.4.). 

 

9.3.1.    The PL suffix in adult input 

The adult produces 279 total PL suffix tokens throughout the dataset. She has only three tokens 

of mixed-language nouns with an NEC plural suffix—ghostich ‘ghosts’, princessich 

‘princesses’, and candycaneh ‘candy canes’—so this section considers her NEC and mixed-

language production together. 

Table 9.11 calculates the tokens of each PL suffix morpheme in adult input. She produces 

nearly 300 plural suffixes, with a slight majority of inanimate tokens (161/281, 57.30 percent) 

and a very low rate of errors. In (6), for instance, she uses the animate plural when the inanimate 

is required. 

 

(6)    ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓈᐦᑎᒄᐦ 

misinihîkinâhtikwh 

Target:  misinihîkinâhtikw-h 

pencil-0p 

Actual:  misinihîkinâhtiku-*ch 

pencil-*3p 

‘pencils’ (Adult, 5;06.27, B3.17, 26:12) 
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Table 9.11: All PL suffix tokens, in adult speech 
PL suffix Correct use Om. Comm. Total Prop. of tokens Prop. of errors 
3p 118 0 2 120 0.43 0.02 
0p 161 0 0 161 0.57 0.00 
Total 279 0 2 281 1.00 0.01 
Notes. PL = plural. 3p = animate proximate plural suffix -ich. 0p = inanimate plural suffix -h. 
Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. Prop. = proportion. 

 

The adult uses 234 NEC noun types and 25 English types in mixed-language nouns 

throughout the dataset (259 total types), but she distributes PL suffix morphemes across just 78 

of these noun types (30.12 percent): 75 NEC types and just three English types. 38 of these 78 

types occur with just one token of a plural suffix, and 13 types have two tokens. Table 9.12 lays 

out the remaining most frequent noun types in adult input, by total number of PL suffix tokens. 

A few patterns emerge from these numbers. 

First, a Zipfian distribution is evident again. A small number of noun types bear the majority 

of plural suffixes: mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’ and awâshish ‘child’ together carry 63/279 (22.58 

percent) of the adult’s total on-target PL suffix tokens. Only four other noun types each occur 

with more than ten total plural suffixes in child-directed speech: mischisin ‘shoe’, shchîshikw 

‘eye’, îpit ‘tooth’, and nîpîsh ‘flower’. The adult also employs a close balance between animacy 

categories: 14 noun types in Table 9.12 are animate and 13 types are inanimate. However, an 

imbalance persists in the number of PL suffix tokens within Table 9.12, as 130/216 (60.19 

percent) on-target tokens are inanimate and just 86/216 (39.81 percent) are animate. This 

imbalance is much more prominent among the very most frequent noun types. Of the six types 

that occur with ten or more plural tokens, 87/118 (73.73 percent) are inanimate. 
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Table 9:12: Noun types w/ three or more PL suffix tokens, in adult production 
 Tokens w/ PL suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Comm. Total 
mâtiwâkin toy, game ni 32 0 32 
awâshish child na 31 0 31 
mischisin shoe ni 15 0 15 
shchîshikw eye nid 15 0 15 
îpit tooth nid 14 0 14 
nîpîsh flower ni 11 0 11 
wîchâwâkin friend na 8 1 9 
pîpî baby na 8 0 8 
shtikwânipîwî hair nid 8 0 8 
îyiyiu (Native) person na 7 0 7 
misinihîkin book ni 7 0 7 
tihchî hand nid 7 0 7 
châkwân thing ni 5 0 5 
pîywâshikin sock ni 5 0 5 
htiwikî ear nid 4 0 4 
ishkutâu fire, battery ni 4 0 4 
minitûsh insect na 4 0 4 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 4 0 4 
achihkuhsh star na 3 0 3 
achimushish puppy na 3 0 3 
âpitisîsiu worker na 3 0 3 
chishâyâkushish bear cub na 3 0 3 
ischis mitten na 3 0 3 
nimâs fish na 3 0 3 
nisk goose na 3 0 3 
piyâshîsh bird na 3 0 3 
wâu egg ni 3 0 3 
Notes. w/ = with. PL = plural.  Comm. = errors of commission. na = animate noun. ni = 
inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. 

 

9.3.1.1.   Summary 

The adult applies a PL suffix to a minority of her overall noun types, and a relative handful of 

types bear the majority of PL suffix tokens. Children encounter nearly equal numbers of animate 

and inanimate noun types in adult input, but tokens of each plural suffix are more imbalanced: 

They hear the inanimate plural -h more often than the animate plural -ich, especially among the 

noun types that most frequently occur with a PL suffix. 
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9.3.2.    The PL suffix in Ani’s speech 

This section describes Ani’s PL suffix usage across noun types (§9.3.2.1.), the degree to which 

she demonstrates productive usage of each PL suffix morpheme (§9.3.2.2.), and how she may 

follow patterns in adult input (§9.3.2.3.). 

 

9.3.2.1.   PL suffix per noun type 

Ani uses 35 NEC noun types across her entire sample, but she uses a PL suffix with just three 

noun types: awâshish ‘child’ in awâshishich ‘children’ (seven tokens), pîpî ‘baby’ in pîpîshich 

‘little babies’ (one token), and wâpuyân ‘blanket’ in uwâpuyânh ‘her/his blankets’ (one token). 

She does not use an NEC PL suffix with any English noun type. 

 

9.3.2.2.   Productivity of the PL suffix 

Ani produces her first word form with a possible PL suffix at age 2;08.23 (4). This is her one and 

only token carrying the inanimate plural -h, but some important factors make this example 

difficult to interpret with confidence. 

Ani omits the person prefix in (7), which comes during a stage in her NEC development 

where she appears to omit all possessive inflection entirely. Although possible, it seems unlikely 

that she would have productively applied the PL suffix -h just once at this age point and then 

never apply that suffix again for the remainder of her sampled data. What then accounts for her 

usage of -h here? 

 

(7)    ᐅᔮᐦ ᐅᐙᐳᔮᓐᐦ 

uyâh uwâpuyânh 

Target:  u-yâh        u-wâpuyân-h 

Actual:  u-yâh        *∅-wâpuyân-h 

DEM.PXL-0p      3-blanket-0p 

‘these ... her blankets’ (Ani, 2;08.23, A1.15, 30:56) 

 

As §9.4.1 addresses with more depth, I think converging forces may obscure the 

interpretation of this -h. First, a final -h morpheme is generally the only morphophonological 

condition for final “accent” on NEC nouns, which surfaces primarily as higher pitch and 
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intensity on the final syllable (Dyck et al., 2006; Rose et al., 2010; Swain, 2008). However, Ani 

tends to produce high final pitch with her nouns as part of her “default [phonological] system” 

(Swain, 2008, p. 68). This means Ani’s nouns by default can sound like they carry a final -h 

morpheme even if they do not. 

I was unable to check example (4) with a language consultant, but Ani certainly produces 

final accent on the noun. In just about any other case, a speaker would probably say Ani has 

therefore produced a final -h correctly. Because the present study gives the children the benefit 

of the doubt, Ani’s final accent in (4) is counted as an on-target, adult-like application of the 

inanimate plural suffix -h. This is her only token of the suffix, and so the sample offers no 

additional evidence to show that she acquires productive usage of inanimate plural marking. 

However, Ani’s usage of the animate plural -ich is a bit more robust. She first applies the 

suffix at age 3;06.23. Here she produces six tokens of awâshishich ‘children’, as in (8). This age 

point also marks another inflectional milestone for Ani: This is when she begins to use the 

person prefix in an adult-like manner as well (Chapter 6). 

 

(8)    ᐊᐙᔑᔑᒡ 

awâshishich 

awâshish-ich 

child-3p 

‘children’ (Ani, 3;06.23, A1.30, 29:33) 

 

Ani does not use the suffix again until one token of pîpîshich ‘little babies’ at 4:00.13 and 

then another token of awâshishich ‘children’ in her next consecutive recording session at age 

4;03.07. Despite the dearth of PL suffix tokens, by 4;03.07 Ani satisfies the criteria for 

demonstrating productive usage of the suffix -ich. She uses it in two consecutive recording 

sessions on two different noun types with no errors, and by this age point she has produced 

contrasting word forms without the suffix for both types: 

 

• bare stem awâshish ‘child’ (three tokens) 

• bare stem pîpî ‘baby’ (20 tokens) and diminutive form pîpîsh ‘little baby’ (24 tokens) 
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9.3.2.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

With such little production, it is difficult to connect Ani’s PL suffix usage to child-directed 

speech, but some of her usage may relate to frequency in the input. The only noun type Ani uses 

with more than one PL suffix token is awâshish ‘child’, which is also the second-most frequent 

noun type with a PL suffix in the input (Table 9.12). She also produces one plural token of pîpî 

‘baby’, which is another of the adult’s most frequent types in Table 9.12. 

 

9.3.2.4.  Summary 

Ani produces very few plural forms, which makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about her 

acquisition of the PL suffix. Ani seems to acquire productive usage of the animate plural -ich, 

but she does not demonstrate productive usage of the inanimate plural suffix -h, despite its 

frequency in the input. However, given limited evidence, some aspects of the input may connect 

to Ani’s productive usage of the animate plural suffix: She uses -ich with two of the most 

common noun types that occur with the morpheme in child-directed speech.  

 

9.3.3.    The PL suffix in Daisy’s speech 

This section analyzes Daisy’s acquisition of the PL suffix. It describes her distribution of plural 

marking across noun types (§9.3.3.1.), the degree to which her usage seems to follow patterns in 

adult input (§9.3.3.2.), and how she demonstratives productive usage of both PL suffix 

morphemes (§9.3.3.3.). §9.3.3.4 summarizes findings. 

 

9.3.3.1.   PL suffix per noun type 

Throughout her sampled data, Daisy uses 114 NEC noun types (531 tokens) and 44 English 

types in mixed-language nouns (66 tokens). She applies a PL suffix morpheme to just 41 of these 

types: 36 NEC types (74 total tokens) and five English (five tokens). For 26 of these 41 types, 

Daisy uses a PL suffix with only one token. Table 9.13 lists her remaining 15 types, by total 

number of PL suffix tokens, with an asterisk marking types that also occur with plural marking 

in child-directed speech. Daisy’s sole error with the types in Table 9.13 comes in (9), when she 

uses the inanimate plural instead of the animate morpheme 
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(9)   ᐋᑯᐦ ᐅᒌ ᐊᐙᔑᔑᒡ 

âkuh uchî awâshishich 

Target:  âkuh   u-chî     awâshish-ich 

so    DEM.PXL-3p   child-3p 

Actual:  âkuh   u-chî     awâshish-*h 

so    DEM.PXL-3p   child-*0p 

‘… then these are children’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 07:55) 

 

Table 9.13 shows that Daisy does not employ the same kind of Zipfian distribution that 

persists with her usage of the locative suffix. Her PL suffix tokens spread out much more evenly 

across noun types. 

 

Table 9.13: Noun types w/ two or more PL suffix tokens, in Daisy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ PL suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Comm. Total 
awâshish * child na 6 1 6 
sîutîs * candy, sweets ni 5 0 6 
mâtiwâkin * toy, game ni 5 0 5 
pwâchikî boogeyman na 5 0 5 
shchîshikw * eye nid 4 0 4 
skât leg nid 4 0 4 
tihchî * hand nid 4 0 4 
chîshtihîkin * fork, needle ni 3 0 3 
mischisin * shoe ni 3 0 3 
pîpî * baby na 3 0 3 
îpit * tooth nid 2 0 2 
kwâhkwâpisiu butterfly na 2 0 2 
nâpâu man na 2 0 2 
nituhkuyiniskwâu nurse na 2 0 2 
pitâtis potato ni 2 0 2 
Notes. w/ = with. PL = plural.  Comm. = errors of commission. na = animate noun. ni = 
inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. * = type occurs with a PL suffix in adult input. 
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9.3.3.2.   Productivity of the PL suffix 

As with the locative suffix, Daisy employs a PL suffix morpheme in 13 out of her 14 sampled 

recording sessions (Table 9.14). 

Even in her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy applies plural morphemes to a range 

of noun types. She uses the animate plural -ich with six NEC types (one token each): âmihkwân 

‘spoon’ (10), atihkw ‘caribou’, chiyâshkw ‘seagull’, ishkwâshish ‘girl’, pwâchikî ‘boogeyman’, 

and wâmishtikushîu ‘(white) person’. 

 

(10)  ᒫᐅᑎᐦ ᐐ ᐋᒥᐦᒀᓂᔑᒡ ᓂᒫ᙮ 

Mâutih wî âmihkwânishich nimâ. 

mâu-tih     wî    âmihkwân-ish-ich     nimâ 

DEM.PXL-LOC  EMPH  spoon-DIM-3p    NEG 

‘The little spoons go in here, right?’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 09:31) 

 

Table 9.14: Daisy’s PL suffix tokens, per recording session 
    PL tokens 
Session  Child age  Correct usage  Errors 
B1.01  3;08.10  17  0 
B1.03  3;09.22  10  1 
B1.04  3;11.11  7  0 
B1.05  4;00.00  7  0 
B1.08  4;02.06  9  0 
B1.11  4;04.04  3  0 
B1.14  4;06.02  5  0 
B1.17  4;07.28  4  0 
B1.20  4;10.03  3  0 
B1.24  5;00.20  2  0 
B1.27  5;04.12  1  0 
B1.30  5;07.03  4  0 
B1.31  5;10.02  6  0 
Total    71  1 
Notes. PL= plural. 

 

In this session, she also applies the inanimate plural -h to ten NEC types: chîshtihîkin ‘fork, 

needle’ (two tokens) (11); mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’ (two tokens), minihkwâkin ‘cup’, mischisin 

‘shoe’, pitâtis ‘potato’ (two tokens), tihchî ‘hand’, and îpit ‘tooth’. She also marks the English 

type garbage with the inanimate plural (12). This indicates that she categorizes the English word 
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with the same grammatical animacy as its inanimate NEC analog wâpinichâwin ‘garbage’ 

(Margaret, REH1-012, 57:25). 

 

(11)   ᒌᔥᑎᐦᐄᑭᓐᐦ 

chîshtihîkinh 

chîshtihîkin-h 

fork-0p 

‘forks’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 07:39) 

 

(12)   ᑲᕐᐸᑫᐦ 

garbageh 

garbage-h 

garbage-0p 

‘(lots of) garbage’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 23:21) 

 

Despite this rich usage, Daisy does not use a PL suffix in the next recording session at age 

3;09.01. At age 3;09.22, however, Daisy uses the animate plural in an adult-like manner with 

another four NEC types âpitisîsiu ‘worker’, iskwâu ‘woman’, nituhkuyiniskwâu ‘nurse’ (two 

tokens), and pîpî ‘baby’ (two tokens). She also applies the suffix to one token of English rabbit 

(13), which she double-marks for plurality with the English plural -s. 

 

(13)   ᒫᐅᑎᐦ ᒫᐅᑎᐦ ᕋᑉᐱᑦᓯᒡ᙮ 

Mâutih mâutih rabbitsich. 

mâu-tih    mâu-tih     rabbit-s-ich 

DEM.PXL-LOC   DEM.PXL-LOC   rabbit-ENG.PL-3p 

‘Right here, right here are the rabbits’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 07:39) 

 

She uses the inanimate plural -h with another token of mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’ and one token 

of shchîshikw ‘eye’, and she applies the marker to English ball (14). This example shows that 

Daisy categorizes English ball as inanimate, which differs from the grammatically animate NEC 
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analog tûhwân ‘ball’. Daisy has no tokens of tûhwân in the sample, so there is no opportunity to 

see how she categorizes the animacy of that type. 

 

(14)   ᒫᐅᔮᐦ ᐸᓪᓪᐦ ᑳ ᐹᔑᐙᑭᓂᐎᐎᔨᒡᐦ᙮ 

Mâuyâh ballh kâ pâshiwâkiniwiwiyich-h. 

mâu-yâh     ball-h    kâpâshiwâkiniwiwiyich-h 

DEM.PXL-0’p  ball-0p   that.they.were.brought 

‘Here are the balls that were brought.’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 30:43) 

 

In Daisy’s next consecutive recording session at age 3;11.11, she satisfies the criteria for 

productivity for both PL suffix morphemes. She uses the animate plural -ich with one token each 

of pwâchikî ‘boogeyman’ and uhkum ‘grandmother’. By this age she has used -ich with 11 

different noun types, and she has produced nine of these types in contrasting forms without the 

suffix. Daisy puts the inanimate plural -h with one token each of châkwân ‘thing’, pîywâshikin 

‘sock’, shchîshikw ‘eye’, shihkun ‘toe’, and skât ‘leg’. This brings her total to 11 different NEC 

types and two English types with -h, and she has produced eight of these 13 types in contrasting 

word forms as well. With only one error between 3;09.22 and 3;11.11, she exceeds the 80 

percent threshold of accuracy for both PL suffix morphemes. 

 

9.3.3.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

Some relationship seems possible between Daisy’s PL suffix usage and what happens in child-

directed speech. Just a little over half of Daisy’s most frequent noun types in Table 9.13 (9/16, 

56.25 percent) also occur with a plural suffix in adult input. However, this includes the five most 

common types from the adult’s usage tallied in Table 9.12: mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’, awâshish 

‘child’, mischisin ‘shoe’, shchîshikw ‘eye’, and îpit ‘tooth’. In other words, Daisy’s PL suffix 

usage includes the most frequent noun types with plural marking in child-directed speech. 

However, Daisy demonstrates rich productivity in applying a PL suffix morpheme to 20 total 

noun types that do not occur with such marking in the input. This includes all five of her English 

types: ball, garbage, monkey, pencil, and rabbit. 
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9.3.3.4.   Summary 

From her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy applies both PL suffix morphemes (-ich 

and -h) to a rich range of noun types, and she demonstrates productive usage of both suffixes by 

age 3;11.11. It seems likely that Daisy has acquired productive usage of the PL suffix before her 

data sample begins at age 3;08.10, and the available data do not allow examination of the 

patterns that may have existed in her speech before she attained such productive usage. Daisy 

does indeed produce the noun types that most commonly occur in adult input with plural 

marking, and 21 of her noun types with a plural occur with the Plural suffix in the input. 

However, she also uses the PL suffix morphemes with 20 noun types that do not take such 

marking within the child-directed speech sampled for the present study. 

 

9.3.4.    The PL suffix in Billy’s speech 

This section explores Billy’s acquisition of the PL suffix, which includes his distribution 

(§9.3.4.1.) and productive usage of each morpheme (§9.3.4.2.), as well as how his usage may 

connect to patterns in child-directed speech (§9.3.4.3.). §9.3.4.4 summarizes findings. 

 

9.3.4.1.   PL suffix per noun type 

Billy uses a total of 64 NEC noun types (169 tokens) and 30 English types with NEC inflection 

(44 tokens), but applies a PL suffix morpheme to just 21 NEC and four English types. Like 

Daisy, Billy does not quite employ a Zipfian distribution with his plural suffixes, and he spreads 

plural marking relatively evenly across these 25 noun types (Table 9.15). He has two errors of 

omission, where he leaves off the required animate plural morpheme (15–16). 

 

(15)  ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋ ᒥᓂᑑᔑᒡ᙮ 

Misiwâ â minitûshich. 

Target:  misiwâ  â   minitûsh-ich 

Actual:  misiwâ  â   minitûsh-*∅ 

all    Q   insect-3p 

‘Are these all germs?’ (Billy, 4;07, B3.13, 03:29) 
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(16)   ᐊᐙᔑᔑᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ᙮ 

Awâshishich anichî. 

Target:  awâshish-ich   ani-chî 

Actual:  awâshish-*∅   ani-chî 

child-3p   DEM.DIST-3p 

‘Those are children.’ (Billy, 5;02.12, B3.13, 22:59) 

 

Table 9.15: All noun types w/ PL suffix tokens, in Billy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ PL suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Err. Total 
awâshish * child na 4 1 5 
minitûsh * insect na 2 1 3 
asinî stone ni 2 0 2 
htiwikî * ear nid 2 0 2 
nâpâu man na 2 0 2 
nîpîsh * flower ni 2 0 2 
pîpî * baby na 2 0 2 
pwâchikî boogeyman na 2 0 2 
shtikwânipîwî * hair nid 2 0 2 
âpitisîsiu * worker na 1 0 1 
astis * mitten na 1 0 1 
bicycle bicycle eng 1 0 1 
chip chip eng 1 0 1 
ghost * ghost eng 1 0 1 
îpit * tooth nid 0 1 1 
ishkwâshish * girl na 1 0 1 
iskwâu woman na 1 0 1 
key key eng 0 1 1 
mâtiwâkin * toy, game ni 1 0 1 
mîchim food ni 1 0 1 
piyâshîsh * bird na 1 0 1 
shchîshikw * eye nid 1 0 1 
shihkun toe nid 1 0 1 
tihchî * hand nid 1 0 1 
utâpânâskw * car, vehicle na 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. PL = plural. Err. = errors. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type occurs with a PL suffix in adult input. 
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9.3.4.2.   Productivity of the PL suffix 

Billy produces a PL suffix token in nine of his 11 total recording sessions (Table 9.16). In his 

first recording session at age 4;05.04, Billy uses the animate plural suffix -ich with four different 

NEC noun types: âpitisîsiu ‘worker’ (17), ishkwâshish ‘girl’, nâpâu ‘man’, and pîpî ‘baby’ (two 

tokens). He also uses the suffix on one token of the English type bicycle (18). This example 

shows he categorizes the English word with the same grammatical animacy as its NEC analog 

kâtihtipishkiâkiniwit ‘bicycle’. 

 

(17)    ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓯᐅᒡ 

âpitisîsiuch 

âpitisîsiu-ch 

worker-3p 

‘workers’ (Billy, 4;05.04, B3.02, 25:15) 

 

(18)    Bicycle ᐃᒡ ᓈᑖᐦ ᑳ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ᙮ 

Bicyclech nâtâh kâ ihtâch. 

bicycle-ch    nâ-tâh      kâihtâch 

bicycle-3p    DEM.REM-LOC  that.they.are 

‘Bicycles, the ones over there.’ (Billy, 4;05.04, B3.02, 05:44) 

 

Table 9.16: Billy’s PL suffix tokens, per recording session 
    PL tokens 
Session  Child age  Correct usage  Errors 
B3.02  4;05.04  6  0 
B3.04  4;06.08  6  0 
B3.06  4;07.27  2  2 
B3.07  4;08.21  2  0 
B3.11  5;00.13  1  0 
B3.13  5;02.12  4  1 
B3.14  5;03.22  3  0 
B3.15  5;05.00  2  0 
B3.18  5;10.06  8  1 
Total    34  4 
Notes. PL = plural. 
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Billy’s first inanimate plural tokens come in the next session at 4;06.08, where he applies the 

suffix -h to another five NEC types: htiwikî ‘ear’ (19), îpit ‘tooth’, mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’, 

shtikwânipîwî ‘hair’ (two tokens), and tihchî ‘hand’. He has no tokens of the animate plural in 

this session. 

 

(19)   ᓂᐦᑎᐎᑮᐦ 

nihtiwikîh 

ni-htiwikî-h 

1-ear-0p 

‘my ears’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 28:15) 

 

This pattern persists throughout his sampled data: Until his final recording session at age 

5;10.06, Billy produces only one PL suffix morpheme during a given session. He goes back and 

forth between using only -ich or only -h in a single session, which does not allow him to satisfy 

the criterion for productivity of using a morpheme in two consecutive recording sessions. 

Eventually Billy demonstrates productive usage of the animate plural -ich at age 5;02.12. In 

the previous session he applies the suffix to one token of the noun type pwâchikî ‘boogeyman’, 

and at 5;02.12 Billy uses the suffix with four tokens of awâshish ‘child’. With just one error in 

six tokens, he exceeds the 80 percent threshold for accuracy in using the suffix. By this age point 

Billy has applied -ich in an adult-like manner to a total of 11 noun types, and he has used seven 

of those types in contrasting word forms without the plural. 

However, by the end of his sampled data, Billy does not demonstrate productive usage of the 

inanimate plural suffix -h. Throughout his data, Billy uses -h with a total of ten NEC noun types 

and two English types, with no errors, and he produces three of these types in contrasting forms 

without the suffix—but he does not use the morpheme in two consecutive recording sessions. 

 

9.3.4.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

Billy’s production seems to follow some patterns in child-directed speech. For one, 16/25 of his 

noun types in Table 9.15 also occur with a PL suffix in adult input. Billy’s most frequent type 

taking an animate plural is also the most frequent type with the suffix in the input (Table 9.12), 

and Billy uses five of the six most common types occurring with a PL suffix in child-directed 
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speech: mâtiwâkin ‘toy, game’, awâshish ‘child’, shchîshikw ‘eye’, îpit ‘tooth’, and nîpîsh 

‘(little) flower’. As with Daisy, Billy’s PL suffix usage includes the most frequent noun types 

with plural marking in child-directed speech. 

However, in another similarity to Daisy, Billy also applies a PL suffix to a variety of noun 

types that do not occur with plural marking in the input. These directly testify to his 

identification and abstraction of both PL suffix morphemes. 

 

9.3.4.4.   Summary 

Billy uses the PL suffix from his first recording session, and he applies each PL suffix morpheme 

to a range of different noun types throughout his sample. Because he tends to use just one 

morpheme in a given session, Billy demonstrates productive usage of only the animate plural 

suffix -ich. Like Daisy, Billy uses the PL suffix with many of the noun types that occur most 

frequently in child-directed speech, but he also puts the PL suffix on several nouns types that do 

not take such marking in the input.  

 

9.3.5.     Conclusions: The PL suffix 

As with the locative suffix, the adult applies the PL suffix to a subset of noun types with a 

Zipfian distribution. She produces a balance of animate and inanimate noun types, but her tokens 

slightly favor the inanimate plural suffix -h. All three children demonstrate different levels of 

productive usage with the two PL suffix morphemes, and all three follow and diverge from 

patterns in child-directed speech to different degrees as well. Each child demonstrates 

productivity with the animate plural -ich, but only Daisy also shows full productivity with -h. 

Each child produces plural forms of noun types that most commonly occur with the PL suffix in 

adult input, but Daisy and Billy also seem to apply the PL suffix creatively to a variety of noun 

types that do not take such marking in child-directed speech. 

 

9.4.    The OBV suffix 

This section analyzes the morphemes encoding obviation on nouns. It first describes 

methodological challenges peculiar to this issue (§9.4.1.). Then I explore marking for animate 

obviative nouns (§9.4.2.) in the input and in child speech, followed by marking for inanimate 

obviative singular nouns (§9.4.3.) 
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9.4.1.    Methodological note: Navigating the challenge of obviation 

Examining the acquisition of marking for obviation constitutes the biggest challenge for the 

present study, for three primary reasons: 1) the conditioning circumstances for obviation; 2) the 

different grammatical rules governing the distribution of each obviative morpheme; and 3) the 

difficulties of discerning production of word-final -h. 

As the grammatical description in Chapter 2 illustrates, the mechanics of obviation entail a 

complicated web of factors related to not only morphosyntax but also discourse. To review 

briefly, only two grammatical contexts condition obligatory obviative marking for a nominal:  

 

1. Possessor obviation: A third-person possessor automatically entails an obviative 

possessee. 

2. Clausemate obviation: Within a clause, a proximate third-person triggers obviative 

status for any other third-person(s).   

 

Clausemate obviation presents particular difficulty for the present study. For one, many of 

the utterances in the dataset are not comprised of whole clausal units. Additionally, a given 

clause can have proximate and obviative referents indexed through various means, including 

overt nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, names, or just verbal morphology. 

Tracing the acquisition of clausemate obviation would require determining, at the very least: 

a child’s intended meaning behind a clause; how many intended referents are involved in the 

clause; to what extent each referent is indexed in the clause; to what extent this indexing includes 

nominal elements; whether/how any nominal elements can or should bear obviative marking; 

what the child actually produces; and whether/how this production resembles or diverges from 

adult-like speech. The size of this task lies beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

Therefore, this section focuses primarily upon possessor obviation. Possessor obviation not 

only fits the theme of the present study, which centers largely on possessive inflection, but it also 

represents a relatively straightforward grammatical condition that can be identified with high 

confidence within the CCLAS corpus. 
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Even so, obviation still presents another challenge. As the grammatical description in 

Chapter 2 explains, animate and inanimate nouns each bear obviative morphemes according to 

different rules that hinge upon possession. To review: 

 

• The suffix -h is always required for nouns that are animate and obviative. Marking 

does not change depending upon whether the noun is a possessee. Number is 

neutralized for animate obviative nouns, which take no suffix for singular or plural. 

• The suffix -iyiu marks nouns that are inanimate, obviative, and singular—but not if 

they are possessees of third persons, with co-reference between the subject and the 

possessor of the inanimate object. 

  

Finally, the suffix -h presents its own special set of challenges when it comes to interpreting 

whether a child has produced an adult-like form of the morpheme. This -h conditions word-final 

“accent” in NEC, which manifests primarily as higher pitch and intensity (Dyck et al., 2006; 

Rose et al., 2010; Swain, 2008). In fact, generally the only time an NEC noun takes final accent 

is when it occurs with a final -h. In my experience reviewing child utterances with language 

consultants, when a noun token ends with a higher pitch, consultants are very likely to determine 

that a child has produced a noun with a final -h morpheme. 

Two important factors complicate these judgments. For one, the children in the CCLAS 

corpus very often use English-style question intonation, so nouns at the end of an utterance often 

have rising pitch. Second, final accent seems also to be a child-like characteristic of early NEC 

speech. For example, Swain has determined that Ani’s “default [phonological] system places 

stress on the final syllable” (2008, p. 68)—for not just nouns, but for all word classes such as 

verbs, demonstratives, and pronouns. In other words, children acquiring NEC may tend to 

produce nouns with a high final pitch in general. Both of these factors mean that a child can 

produce a given noun with high final pitch, which will likely seem to be production of final -h to 

a language consultant, but there is no way for anyone to be sure if the morpheme is really “there” 

or if it is just an artifact of English question intonation or child-like prosody. 

In the face of such complications, I defer to language consultants to determine to whether a 

child produces -h and whether that constitutes adult-like production. For examples I have not yet 

discussed with consultants, I listen for final high pitch. If I cannot detect final pitch, I listen for 
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other phonetic cues signaling the likely presence of -h, such as extended release of a final 

fricative, extra strong aspiration on the release of an oral stop, or the surfacing of [h] before the 

initial vowel of the following word. If such cues are present, I give the child credit for producing 

the suffix -h if the target requires it, because that is generally what a consultant would do. 

Nonetheless, the ensuing sections revisit this issue when it becomes particular germane.  

In the face of these multi-faceted challenges, this section takes the following approach to the 

acquisition of obviative morphemes within the Final suffix position. For the animate obviative 

suffix -h, I will consider its overall distribution for each speaker, and then I will examine its 

usage in contexts of possessor obviation. For the inanimate suffix -iyiu, I will first consider its 

overall distribution irrespective of possession, and then I compare usage inside and outside of 

possessor obviation contexts. 

 

9.4.2.    The animate obviative suffix 

This section analyzes the presence of the animate obviative suffix -h in adult input (§9.4.2.1.) 

and its acquisition by Ani (§9.4.2.2.), Daisy (§9.4.2.3.), and Billy (§9.4.2.4.). 

 

9.4.2.1.   The animate obviative suffix in adult input 

This section examines the overall distribution of the animate obviative suffix -h (§9.4.2.1.1.) as 

well as its occurrence in obligatory contexts of possessor obviation (§9.4.2.1.2.). 

 

9.4.2.1.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Overall, adult input contains 142 total on-target tokens of the animate obviative suffix -h, with 

just two errors of commission and two errors of omission. Her animate obviative usage spans 50 

total noun types: 42 NEC types and eight English types in mixed-language nouns. Of these, she 

uses 26 types with just one token of the suffix. Table 9.17 lays out the remaining 24 types. A few 

patterns emerge from this data. 

First, the adult applies an animate obviative suffix to a subset of her overall animate noun 

production. Throughout the entire dataset she uses a total of 112 animate NEC noun types (1,042 

total tokens), but the suffix appears with just 41 of these types (132 tokens). She commits the 

suffix incorrectly on only one inanimate type: pîsimuhkân ‘clock’. One noun type in particular 

stands out among the adult’s production: kâwî ‘mother’ has far more occurrences with the suffix 
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than any other type. As the next section shows, these word forms all occur in contexts of 

possessor obviation. 

 

Table 9.17: Noun types w/ two or more 3’ suffix tokens, in adult production 
 Tokens w/ 3’ suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Om. Comm. Total 
kâwî mother nad 18 1 0 19 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 9 0 0 9 
îyiyihkânish figurine na 8 0 0 8 
mis older sister nad 8 0 0 8 
piyichîs pants na 8 0 0 8 
pîpî baby na 7 0 0 7 
shîm younger sibling nad 7 0 0 7 
awâshishihkânish doll na 6 0 0 6 
uhkum grandmother nad 6 0 0 6 
uhtâwî father nad 6 0 0 6 
tûhwân ball na 4 0 0 4 
chishâyâkushish bear cub na 3 0 0 3 
kûn snow na 3 0 0 3 
mishtikw tree na 3 0 0 3 
nimâs fish na 3 0 0 3 
skidoo snowmobile eng 3 0 0 3 
wîchâwâkin friend na 3 0 0 3 
âihkunâu cake na 2 0 0 2 
auhkân animal na 2 0 0 2 
bicycle bicycle eng 2 0 0 2 
chishâyâkw bear na 2 0 0 2 
chishtuhkin door na 2 0 0 2 
friend friend eng 2 0 0 2 
pîsimuhkân clock ni 0 0 2 2 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. na = animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in 
Algonquian literature. eng = English. 

 

9.4.2.1.2.   Possessor obviation 

The previous section concerns the overall appearance of the animate obviative -h, but this section 

examines inflection in the obligatory context of possessor obviation: Any animate noun with a 

third-person possessor requires the -h suffix. For example, the noun stem kâwî ‘mother’ in (20) 

takes no obviative marking with a second-person possessor, but the third-person possessor 
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conditions the final -h with mommy as well as obviative marking for the agreeing interrogative 

pronoun awân ‘who’. 

 

(20)   ᒌᔨ ᒋᑳᐐ ᐊᐙᔨᐤᐦ ᐅᒧᒻᒻᔾᒻᐦ᙮ 

Chîyi chikâwî awâyiuh umommymh. 

chîyi  chi-kâwî   awâ-yiuh    u-mommy-m-h 

2   2-mother   who-3’    3-mother-POSS-3’ 

‘Your mother, who is her mommy?’ (Adult, 4;08.21, B3.07, 13:41) 

 

The adult employs 28 total noun types in such contexts (Table 9.18), which includes errors of 

commission with two tokens of inanimate pîsimuhkân ‘clock’. For comparison, Table 9.18 also 

lists the tokens for each type that occur with the animate obviative -h outside of possessor 

obviation contexts. 

One major pattern evident from Table 9.18 is that possessor obviation is responsible for the 

majority of obviative tokens in child-directed speech. The adult has 142 total on-target tokens of 

the animate obviative suffix -h, and 90 of those (63.38 percent) occur in possessor obviation. 

This means that the input presents children with lots of evidence to extrapolate the pattern that 

third-person possessors condition obviative possessees. Second, a relatively small number of 

noun types have contrasting word forms inside and outside this obligatory context. Just 9/28 

types (32.14 percent) in Table 9.18 take -h in possessor obviation and elsewhere. The rest occur 

only in possessor obviation constructions. These contrasting forms may play a role in helping 

children figure out the mechanics of obviation in other contexts. 
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Table 9.18: Noun types w/ 3’ suffix token in possessor obviation, in adult production 
 Correct tokens   
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Other Errors Total 
kâwî mother nad 18 0 1 19 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 6 3 0 9 
îyiyihkânish figurine na 1 7 0 8 
mis older sister nad 8 0 0 8 
piyichîs pants na 7 1 0 8 
pîpî baby na 6 1 0 7 
shîm younger sibling nad 7 0 0 7 
awâshishihkânish doll na 3 3 0 6 
uhkum grandmother nad 6 0 0 6 
uhtâwî father nad 6 0 0 6 
tûhwân ball na 1 3 0 4 
nimâs fish na 1 2 0 3 
skidoo snowmobile eng 2 1 0 3 
wîchâwâkin friend na 3 0 0 3 
âihkunâu cake na 2 0 0 2 
bicycle bicycle eng 1 1 0 2 
friend friend eng 2 0 0 2 
pîsimuhkân clock ni 0 0 2 2 
atim dog na 1 0 0 1 
aunt aunt eng 1 0 0 1 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher na 1 0 0 1 
ishkwâshish girl na 1 0 0 1 
mom/my mother eng 1 0 0 1 
pitihuyâkin fishing catch na 1 0 0 1 
sister sister eng 1 0 0 1 
stâs older brother nad 1 0 0 1 
tânis daughter nad 1 0 0 1 
usisim grandchild nad 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor obviation 
constructions. Other = tokens outside PSR.OBV constructions. na = animate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. 

 

9.4.2.2.   The animate obviative suffix in Ani’s speech 

This section examines Ani’s usage of the animate obviative -h across noun types and contexts 

(§9.4.2.2.1.), evaluates her productive usage of the morpheme (§9.4.2.2.2.), and discusses how 

this usage may connect to patterns in adult input (§9.4.2.2.3.), 
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9.4.2.2.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Throughout her sampled data, Ani produces only seven noun types (eight total tokens) relevant 

to the animate obviative suffix. Table 9.19 lays out these types and breaks her tokens into those 

inside and outside possessor obviation contexts. Despite a dearth of tokens, Ani’s usage shows 

one clear pattern: All of her animate obviative tokens, and even her two errors, take place in the 

context of possessor obviation. The next section explores each of these productions. 

 

Table 9.19: Noun types w/ 3’ suffix tokens in possessor obviation, in Ani’s production 
 Correct tokens   
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Other Errors Total 
friend * friend eng 2 0 0 2 
Barbie Barbie eng 1 0 0 1 
pencil pencil eng 1 0 0 1 
piyichîs * pants na 0 0 1 1 
pûshî cat na 0 0 1 1 
scissors scissors eng 1 0 0 1 
uhtâwî * father nad 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor obviation 
constructions. Other = tokens outside PSR.OBV constructions. na = animate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type appears with the 3’ suffix in adult input. 

 

9.4.2.2.2.   Productivity of the animate obviative suffix 

Ani uses an animate obviative -h, or produces a possessor obviation context requiring the suffix, 

in five out of her 15 recording sessions sampled for the present study. 

Her first token comes at age 2;03.24 (21). Here she omits the required person prefix as well 

as the -h on the demonstrative, but language consultant Margaret judges that Ani indeed 

produces the obligatory -h on the noun (REH1-010, 44:29). Given the other missing obligatory 

morphology, Ani’s seemingly adult-like production of the obviative suffix may reflect the fact 

that she produces final accent by default (§9.3.2.2.). However, this study defers to Margaret and 

affords Ani the benefit of the doubt in considering this token as on target for the animate 

obviative -h. 
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(21)   ᒫᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᐦᑖᐐᐦ᙮ 

Mâniyâh uhtâwîh. 

Target:  mâni-yâh       ∅-uhtâwî-h 

Actual:  mâni-yâ*∅      ∅-uhtâwî-h 

DEM.DIST-3’     3-father-3’ 

‘That is his father.’ (Ani, A1.06, 2;03.24, 06:59) 

 

Ani’s next two obligatory contexts for the animate obviative suffix come at age 2;07.06 (22) 

and 3;04.09 (23), and she omits the suffix with both tokens. Each of these tokens comes during a 

period in her development where she seems to omit all possessive inflection from her nouns. 

In (23), the demonstrative is particularly interesting, because it should also index the 

obviative status of the target upûshîsh-h ‘her/his little kitten’. However, I am not certain if she 

produces the fully adult-like form of aniyâh ‘that (3’)’, because I could not check it with a 

consultant. Nonetheless, Ani definitely produces a two-syllable [ənjə] and is credited with an on-

target form. 

 

(22)  ᑐᕋ ᐅᐱᔨᒌᓯᒻᐦ 

Dora upiyichîsimh 

Target:  Dora   u-piyichîs-im-h 

Actual:  Dora   *∅-piyichîs-*∅-*∅ 

name   3-pants-POSS-3’ 

‘Dora’s pants’ (Ani, 2;07.06, A1.12, 00:13) 

 

(23)   ᒧᒻᒻᔾ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᐴᔒᔥᐦ ᓂᒫ ᒧᒻᒻᔾ᙮ 

Mommy aniyâh upûshîsh-h nimâ Mommy. 

Target:  mommy  ani-yâh     u-pûshî-sh-h     nimâ   mommy 

Actual:  mommy  ani-yâh     ∅-pûshî-sh-∅     nimâ   mommy 

name  DEM.DIST-3’   3-cat-DIM-3’    NEG  name 

‘That is Mommy’s little kitten, right, Mommy?’ (Ani, 3;04.09, A1.26, 11:06) 
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Ani’s next context for the animate obviative -h comes at age 4;00.13 (24). Here she again 

omits the required prefix but seems to produce the obligatory suffixes on ubarbiemh ‘her/his 

Barbie’ (Margaret, REH1-015, 1:13:35). 

 

(24)  ᐅᐸᕐᐱᐁᒻᐦ 

ubarbiemh 

u-Barbie-m-h 

3-name-POSS-AN.OBV 

‘her/his Barbie’ (Ani, A1.35, 4;00.13, 10:26) 

 

In the next consecutive recording session at age 4;03.07, Ani has on-target animate obviative 

suffix tokens with another three English noun types: ufriendimh ‘her/his friend’ (two tokens), 

upencilimh ‘her/his pencil’, and uscissorimh ‘her/his scissors’. At this age point, Ani satisfies the 

criteria for demonstrating productive usage of animate obviative -h: She has used the morpheme 

on four different noun types across two sessions, with no errors, and she produces contrasting 

word forms with bare stems for Barbie (four tokens), pencil (four tokens), and scissors (two 

tokens). 

 

9.4.2.2.3.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

As with the PL suffix, Ani’s level of production of animate obviative -h makes it difficult to 

draw connections with the input. All of Ani’s -h usage occurs in contexts of possessor obviation, 

which also represents the majority of adult production. However, Ani’s only clearly on-target 

productions of the suffix come with English noun types. Although friend occurs with such 

marking in the input (Table 9.18), Ani’s other three English types with -h (Barbie, pencil, and 

scissors) do not. 

 

9.4.2.2.4.   Summary 

Ani uses few tokens of the animate obviative suffix, but all of her productive usage takes place in 

possessor obviation contexts. She seems to omit -h until age 4;00.13, as part of her global 

omission of possessive morphology, but she demonstrates productive usage of the suffix by age 

4;03.07. 
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9.4.2.3.   The animate obviative suffix in Daisy’s speech 

This section analyzes Daisy’s distribution of animate obviative -h across noun types and contexts 

(§9.4.2.3.1.), discusses her productive acquisition of the morpheme (§9.4.2.3.2.), and addresses 

how her usage may relate to patterns in child-directed speech (§9.4.2.3.3.). 

 

9.4.2.3.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Across her sampled data, Daisy produces 75 on-target tokens of the animate obviative -h, with 

four errors of omission and one error of commission. As with her distribution of the PL suffix, 

this usage of the animate obviative applies to a small subset of her total noun types: She uses -h 

with 24/114 NEC types (21.05 percent) and with 11/44 English types (25.00 percent). Table 9.20 

tallies the noun types that occur with more than one token of the suffix, and Table 9.21 lists the 

types with just one suffix token. 

 

Table 9.20: Noun types w/ two or more 3’ suffix tokens, in Daisy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ 3’ suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Om. Comm. Total 
kâwî * mother nad 12 1 0 13 
uhtâwî * father nad 5 1 0 6 
awâshish * child na 5 0 0 5 
pîpî * baby na 5 0 0 5 
pwâchikî * boogeyman na 5 0 0 5 
uhkum * grandmother nad 5 0 0 5 
friend * friend eng 3 0 0 3 
utâpânâskw * car, vehicle na 3 0 0 3 
wîchâwâkin * friend na 3 0 0 3 
cake cake eng 2 0 0 2 
clock clock eng 2 0 0 2 
cow cow eng 2 0 0 2 
ichishî stomach nad 2 0 0 2 
ishkwâshish * girl na 2 0 0 2 
shîm * younger sibling nad 2 0 0 2 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. na = animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in 
Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type occurs with a 3’ suffix in adult input. 
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Table 9.21: Noun types w/ one 3’ suffix token, in Daisy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ 3’ suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Om. Comm. Total 
atihkw * caribou na 1 0 0 1 
atim * dog na 1 0 0 1 
chîhchîkw wart na 0 1 0 1 
chipihuwâsiu * policeman na 1 0 0 1 
chiskutimâchâsiu * teacher na 1 0 0 1 
door door eng 1 0 0 1 
Honda Honda eng 1 0 0 1 
ichikum phlegm, mucus nad 1 0 0 1 
nimâs * fish na 1 0 0 1 
nisk * goose na 1 0 0 1 
nituhkuyiniskwâu nurse na 1 0 0 1 
nûtâpitâsiu * dentist na 1 0 0 1 
pitihuyâkin * fishing catch na 1 0 0 1 
pûshî cat na 1 0 0 1 
skidoo * snowmobile eng 1 0 0 1 
snowman snowman eng 1 0 0 1 
stâs * older brother nad 0 1 0 1 
train train eng 0 0 1 1 
tree tree eng 1 0 0 1 
uncle uncle eng 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. na = animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in 
Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type occurs with a 3’ suffix in adult input. 

 

9.4.2.3.2.   Possessor obviation 

Of Daisy’s 35 noun types with tokens of animate obviative -h, 18 types have tokens in contexts 

of possessor obviation (Table 9.22). 
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Table 9.22: Noun types w/ 3’ suffix tokens in possessor obviation, in Daisy’s speech 
 Correct tokens   
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Other Errors Total 
kâwî * mother nad 10 2 1 13 
uhtâwî * father nad 4 1 1 6 
awâshish child na 3 2 0 5 
pîpî * baby na 2 3 0 5 
uhkum * grandmother nad 4 1 0 5 
friend * friend eng 3 0 0 3 
utâpânâskw * car, vehicle na 2 1 0 3 
wîchâwâkin * friend na 3 0 0 3 
cake cake eng 1 1 0 2 
clock clock eng 2 0 0 2 
ichishî stomach nad 2 0 0 2 
ishkwâshish * girl na 2 0 0 2 
shîm * younger sibling nad 2 0 0 2 
atim * dog na 1 0 0 1 
chiskutimâchâsiu * teacher na 1 0 0 1 
Honda Honda eng 1 0 0 1 
ichikum phlegm, mucus nad 1 0 0 1 
uncle uncle eng 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor obviation 
constructions. Other = tokens outside PSR.OBV constructions. na = animate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type also occurs in PSR.OBV constructions in adult input. 

 

9.4.2.3.3.  Productivity of the animate obviative suffix 

Daisy uses or has conditions requiring the usage of animate obviative -h in all of her 14 

recording sessions sampled for the present study (Table 9.23). 
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Table 9.23: Daisy’s 3’ suffix tokens, per recording session 
    3’ tokens   
Session  Child age  Correct usage Om. Comm.  Total 
B1.01  3;08.10  4 1 0  5 
B1.02  3;09.01  3 0 0  3 
B1.03  3;09.22  6 0 0  6 
B1.04  3;11.11  7 0 0  7 
B1.05  4;00.00  1 0 0  1 
B1.08  4;02.06  6 2 0  8 
B1.11  4;04.04  16 0 0  16 
B1.14  4;06.02  2 0 0  2 
B1.17  4;07.28  1 0 0  1 
B1.20  4;10.03  9 0 1  10 
B1.24  5;00.20  11 0 0  11 
B1.27  5;04.12  0 1 0  1 
B1.30  5;07.03  6 0 0  6 
B1.31  5;10.02  3 0 0  3 
Total    75 4 1  80 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. 

 

In her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy uses the suffix with multiple types. She 

has one adult-like token of NEC noun types nûtâpitâsiu ‘dentist’ and pîpî ‘baby’ (25) (Margaret, 

REH1-012, 1:07:09). She also has on-target usage of -h with one token of English types door 

(26) and skidoo (REH1-012, 31:58). However, Daisy has one error of omission with stâs ‘older 

brother’ (27) (REH1-012, 1:21:02). 

 

(25)   ᐅᐲᐲᒥᔥᐦ 

upîpîmish-h 

u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

3-baby-POSS-DIM-3’ 

‘her little baby’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 23:29) 
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(26)   ᐅᑖᐦ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᐙᐤ ᑑᕐᐦ᙮ 

Utâh â ihtutiwâu doorh. 

Target:  u-tâh      â   ihtutiwâu   door-h 

Actual:  u-tâh      â   *ihtutim    door-h 

DEM.PXL-LOC  Q  s/he.does.it  door-3’ 

‘Is he doing this to the door?’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 06:58) 

 

(27)   ᐅᑎᔅᑖᔥ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ 

utistâsh ayâpich 

Target:  uti-stâs-h       ayâpich 

Actual:  uti-stâs-*∅      ayâpich 

3-older.brother-3’    still  

‘also his brother’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 21:48) 

 

As with Ani’s speech (§9.3.2.2.), it is no straightforward affair to determine the adult-like 

presence of -h in Daisy’s usage: The phonetic realization of -h as final accent overlaps with 

confounds such as English-like question marking and child-like patterns of prosody (§9.4.1.). 

With (20), for instance, Margaret judges that Daisy produces final -h with English door, which 

fits the way an adult would inflect the animate NEC analog chishtuhkin ‘door’ (REH1-011, 

1:15:39). 

However, Daisy’s verb in (20) reveals a complication for evaluating her production. She 

produces a verb form that should take an inanimate object, ihtutim ‘s/he does it (to it)’. The 

adult-like form should be ihtutiwâu ‘s/he does it (to her/him)’ to agree with the animate status of 

door (REH1-011, 1:12:37/1:16:46). In this situation it is impossible to discern the exact form of 

Daisy’s error, because one of two things could be happening: 

 

1. She may have correctly categorized door as animate and thus used the animate obviative 

suffix correctly. Here the error lies only with her choice of verb form. 

2. She may have incorrectly categorized door as inanimate but therefore used the correct 

verb to agree with that categorization. Here the error may lie with using animate 

obviative -h on door as an error of commission. However, Daisy may actually have no 
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such production of the suffix at all, and it may simply be her rising pitch that makes it 

seem she has produced a final -h morpheme. Daisy’s rising pitch with door may quite 

easily reflect her usage of English-like question intonation. 

 

The present study focuses only on nominal inflection, and so investigating the intricacies of 

animacy, number, and obviation with verbal morphology must be reserved for future 

investigation. Additionally, I must reiterate that the present study gives children the benefit of the 

doubt, and I defer to the judgments of language consultants: Daisy’s final high pitch on the noun 

door is accepted as adult-like -h for (20) because Margaret says so. 

In Daisy’s next recording session at 3;09.01, she has one adult-like token of animate 

obviative -h each with NEC noun types atihkw ‘caribou’, nimâs ‘fish’, and pitihuyâkin ‘fishing 

catch’. Margaret confirms the production of -h with each token (REH1-025, 16:18, 1:58, 2:47). 

At this age point, she satisfies the conditions for demonstrating productive usage of -h. She has 

used it correctly across two consecutive sessions with seven different noun types, with an 

accuracy rate above 80 percent, and she produces three of these types in contrasting word forms 

without animate obviative -h: 

 

• bare stem door (two tokens) and inflected form doors (one token) 

• bare stem nimâs ‘fish’ (one token) 

• bare stem skidoo (one token) 

 

For the remainder of her recording sessions after age 3;09.01, Daisy employs robust and 

adult-like usage of the suffix -h across 25 additional noun types (64 total tokens). This includes 

17 NEC types (51 tokens) and 8 English types (13 tokens). 

Daisy has only four more errors, each of which provides another window into her aptitude 

with animate obviative marking. She has one error with ukâwîh ‘her/his mother’, a word form 

she produces correctly in ten other tokens; one with uhtâwîh ‘her/his father’, a word form she 

produces correctly in four other tokens; and an error with her one and only token of 

uchîhchîkwimh ‘her/his wart(s)’. Her sole error of commission comes in (28), which results from 

an animacy mistake. Daisy categorizes English train as animate, even though the NEC analog 
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utâpân ‘train’ is inanimate (Junker, MacKenzie, Bobbish-Salt, et al., 2012). Here her usage of 

final -h would be adult-like if train were animate. 

 

(28)  ᐃᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨᐤ ᐙᔥ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᑦᕋᐃᓂᔨᐤ᙮ 

Ihtikuniyiu wâsh anitâh trainiyiu. 

Target  Ihtikuniyiu   wash  ani-tâh      train-iyiu 

It(0’).is   EMPH  DEM.DIST-LOC   train-0’ 

Actual:  *ihtâyiuh    wâsh   ani-tâh      train-*h 

   *It(3’).is   EMPH  DEM.DIST-LOC   train-*3’ 

‘There is a train in there.’ (Daisy, 4;10.03, B1.20, 18:38) 

 

9.4.2.3.4.  Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

A few patterns may tie Daisy’s usage of animate obviative -h to what she encounters in child-

directed speech.  

A majority of Daisy’s noun types with -h (Tables 9.20–21) also occur with the suffix in adult 

input: 21/35 types (60.00 percent). All of Daisy’s noun types with three or more token of -h also 

appear with the suffix in child-directed speech (Table 9.20). In other words, Daisy more 

frequently uses the animate obviative with types she encounters bearing the suffix in the input. 

This includes kâwî ‘mother’, which is the most frequent type with -h for both Daisy and the 

adult. 

Possessor obviation conditions roughly the proportion of animate obviative usage for Daisy 

and the adult: 45/75 (60.00 percent) of Daisy on-target tokens of -h occur in contexts of 

possessor obviation. Table 9.22 also shows that most of the noun types Daisy that employs here 

(11/18, 61.11 percent) also occur in possessor obviation within child-directed speech (Table 

9.18). Daisy produces -h with only two of adult’s nine noun types that have contrasting forms 

inside and outside of possessor obviation: pîpî ‘baby’ and utâpânâskw ‘car, vehicle’. However, 

both of these types are among the most frequent for both speakers in Table 9.22 and Table 9.18, 

so perhaps they do indeed play a role in helping Daisy figure out the mechanics of obviation. 

However, any connection between Daisy and the adult’s speech changes between categories 

of noun types. Across Tables 9.20–21, 19/24 (79.17 percent) of Daisy’s NEC types but only 2/11 

(18.18 percent) of her English types also occur with -h in child-directed speech. She tends to use 
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the animate obviative with NEC nouns she encounters in child-directed speech, but her 

application of the suffix with English nouns seems to testify more directly to her own creative 

mastery of NEC inflection. 

 

9.4.2.3.5.  Summary 

Like the adult, Daisy applies the animate obviative suffix to a subset of noun types, and 

possessor obviation plays a prominent role in her production of -h. Although methodological 

complications in identifying adult-like -h must be acknowledged, Daisy uses the suffix from her 

first recording session and demonstrates productive usage by age 3;09.01. Daisy’s production of 

-h with NEC noun types largely overlaps with adult usage, but once again, the child’s production 

of English noun types serves as a testament to her mastery of NEC inflection. 

 

9.4.2.4.   The animate obviative suffix in Billy’s speech 

This section examines Billy’s overall distribution of animate obviative -h (§9.4.2.4.1.), evaluates 

his productive usage of the suffix (§9.4.2.4.1.), and considers how his usage may relate to 

patterns in the input (§9.4.2.4.1.). 

 

9.4.2.4.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Billy produces 29 total adult-like animate obviative suffix tokens, which is fewer than Daisy but 

more than Ani. He has no errors, which may reflect the fact that his sample starts at a later age 

point than the data for the other two children. 

Billy distributes his animate obviative -h usage across 18 different noun types—12 NEC 

types (18 tokens) and six English types (11 tokens) (Table 9.24). Compared to Daisy and the 

adult, Billy has relatively few noun types with more than one token of the suffix. 
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Table 9.24: Noun types w/ 3’ suffix tokens, in Billy’s speech 
 Tokens w/ 3’ suffix  
Type Gloss Category Correct use Om. Comm. Total 
pwâchikî * boogeyman na 4 0 0 4 
skidoo * snowmobile eng 3 0 0 3 
ânishkiwishiu great-grandparent na 2 0 0 2 
brother brother eng 2 0 0 2 
friend * friend eng 2 0 0 2 
mom(my) * mother eng 2 0 0 2 
pîpî * baby na 2 0 0 2 
shîm * younger sibling nad 2 0 0 2 
awâshish * child na 1 0 0 1 
car car eng 1 0 0 1 
chiskutimâchâsiu * teacher na 1 0 0 1 
ishkwâshish * girl na 1 0 0 1 
kâwî * mother nad 1 0 0 1 
mis * older sister nad 1 0 0 1 
piyâshîsh bird na 1 0 0 1 
piyichîs * pants na 1 0 0 1 
sled sled eng 1 0 0 1 
stâs * older brother nad 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. na = animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in 
Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type occurs with a 3’ suffix in adult input. 

 

9.4.2.4.2.   Possessor obviation 

A large majority of Billy’s 18 noun types with tokens of the animate obviative suffix take such 

marking in contexts of possessor obviation (13/18 types, 72.22 percent) (Table 9.25). 
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Table 9.25: Noun types w/ 3’ suffix tokens in possessor obviation, in Billy’s speech 
 Correct tokens   
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Other Errors Total 
skidoo * snowmobile eng 2 1 0 3 
brother brother eng 2 0 0 2 
friend * friend eng 2 0 0 2 
mom(my) * mother eng 2 0 0 2 
pîpî * baby na 2 0 0 2 
shîm * younger sibling nad 2 0 0 2 
car car eng 1 0 0 1 
chiskutimâchâsiu * teacher na 1 0 0 1 
kâwî * mother nad 1 0 0 1 
mis * older sister nad 1 0 0 1 
piyichîs * pants na 1 0 0 1 
sled sled eng 1 0 0 1 
stâs * older brother nad 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor obviation 
constructions. Other = tokens outside PSR.OBV constructions. na = animate noun. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type also occurs in PSR.OBV constructions in adult input. 

 

9.4.2.4.3.  Productivity of the animate obviative suffix 

Billy produces animate obviative -h suffix token in all but one of his 11 recording sessions 

(Table 9.26). 

Billy’s first usage of the animate obviative -h comes with one token of pwâchikî 

‘boogeyman’ in his second recording session at age 4;06.08 (29). He has another token with kâwi 

‘mother’ in the next session at 4;07.27 (30). At this age point, though, he has not produced both 

noun types in contrasting forms without -h. 

 

(29)   ᑆᒋᑮᐦ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᐅᑖᐦ᙮ 

Pwâchikîh â ihtâyich-h utâh. 

pwâchikî-h     â   ihtâyich-h    utâh 

boogeyman-3’    Q   that.are    DEM.PXL-LOC 

‘Where are there boogeymen like this?’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 24:21) 
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(30)   ᒌᐦᐅᐦᑎᓈᑰ ᑕᔾᒐᕃ ᐅᑳᐎᐦ᙮ 

Chîhuhtinâkû daycare ukâwih. 

chîhuhtinâkû      daycare  u-kâwi-h 

s/he(OBV).took.her/him  daycare 3-mother-3’ 

‘His mother went to get him at daycare.’ (Billy, 4;07.27, B3.06, 33:57) 

 

Table 9.26: Billy’s 3’ suffix tokens, per recording session 
    3’ tokens   
Session  Child age  Correct usage Om. Comm.  Total 
B3.04  4;06.08  1 0 0  1 
B3.06  4;07.27  1 0 0  1 
B3.07  4;08.21  2 0 0  2 
B3.09  4;10.08  2 0 0  2 
B3.11  5;00.13  8 0 0  8 
B3.13  5;02.12  1 0 0  1 
B3.14  5;03.22  1 0 0  1 
B3.15  5;05.00  4 0 0  4 
B3.17  5;06.27  1 0 0  1 
B3.18  5;10.06  8 0 0  8 
Total    29 0 0  29 
Notes. w/ = with. 3’ = animate obviative. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of 
commission. 

 

In the next session at 4;08.21, Billy has one token each with another two noun types: pîpî 

‘baby’ (31) and mommy (32). His production of umommymh in (32) seems particularly creative, 

because his two adult interlocutors laugh with surprise right after he says it. 

 

(31)   ᐅᒎᒎᒻᔨᐤ ᐅᐲᐲᒥᔥᐦ 

uchûchûmyiu upîpîmish-h 

Target:  u-chûchû-m-yiu      u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

Actual:  u-chûchû-*∅-yiu      u-pîpî-m-ish-h 

   3-bottle-POSS-OBV.PSR   3-baby-DIM-3’ 

‘her bottle ... her little baby’s (bottle)’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 02:10) 
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(32)   ᐅᒧᒻᒻᔾᒻᐦ 

umommymh 

u-mommy-m-h 

3-mother-POSS-3’ 

‘her/his mommy’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 13:34) 

 

In the next session at 4;10.08, Billy has two adult-like tokens of -h with the English noun 

type skidoo, but he still does not have enough contrasting word forms of his nouns types to 

demonstrate productivity. In the following session at 5;00.13, he satisfies the criteria for 

productive usage. Here he has adult-like application of animate obviative -h with six noun types: 

NEC chiskutimâchâsiu ‘teacher’, ishkwâshish ‘girl’, pwâchikî ‘boogeyman’ (two tokens), and 

stâs ‘(older) brother’, as well as English friend (two tokens) and skidoo. By this age point, he has 

used -h with 10 different noun types across multiple consecutive recording sessions, with no 

errors, and he has also produced six of these types in contrasting word forms without the suffix. 

 

9.4.2.4.4.  Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

With his level of production, it is hard to draw clear throughlines between Billy’s usage of the 

animate obviative suffix -h and patterns in child-directed speech. 

One pattern is that Billy tends to use animate obviative marking with noun types that also 

take the suffix -h in child-directed speech (13/18, 72.22 percent). Most of Billy’s types that take 

more than one suffix token (4/6 types, 66.67 percent) also occur with the suffix in the input. 

However, the noun type kâwî ‘mother’ occurs only once with the suffix in Billy’s speech, despite 

its prominence in the input (as well as Daisy’s usage). 

Possessor obviation also plays a prominent role in conditioning Billy’s obviative usage: 

19/29 of his total -h tokens (65.52 percent) appear in contexts of possessor obviation. This 

closely resembles the proportion in both adult input (90/142 tokens, 63.38 percent) and Daisy’s 

speech (45/75 tokens, 60.00 percent). 

To a lesser extent that in Daisy’s speech, connections between Billy and the adult’s speech 

shift between categories of noun types. 10/12 (83.33 percent) of Billy’s NEC types with an 

animate obviative suffix token also occur with such marking in adult input. Just 3/6 (50.00 

percent) of his English types also appear with an obviative in child-directed speech. 
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9.4.2.4.5.  Summary 

Like the adult and Daisy, Billy applies the animate obviative suffix -h across a variety of noun 

types but only to a subset of the total types he produces throughout his data sample. Possessor 

obviation conditions his application of the suffix at about the same rate for the adult and Daisy as 

well. Billy demonstrates productive usage of the suffix by age 5;00.13, which is quite a bit later 

than Daisy, but my suspicion is that some of this gap lies with inter-child differences in 

personality: Billy is much quieter and shier than Daisy, and he provides fewer opportunities to 

assess his acquisition. In another similarity to Daisy, Billy tends to apply the suffix to NEC noun 

types that take such marking in adult input, and his usage of English types with -h seems to be 

more indicative of his inflectional mastery. 

 

9.4.3.    The inanimate obviative suffix 

The previous section (§9.4.2.) focuses on marking for animate obviative nouns, which 

consistently bear the suffix -h. As the grammatical description in Chapter 2 and §9.4.1 explain, 

though, marking for inanimate obviative nouns is more dependent upon grammatical context: 

The suffix -iyiu marks nouns that are inanimate, obviative, and singular—but this marking is 

overt in come contexts and covert in others. 

As a brief review, the noun chîmân ‘boat’ carries the suffix -iyiu and is overtly marked 

obviative in (33). The agreeing demonstrative also overtly indexes the obviative status of the 

noun. But in (34) the suffix -iyiu is not allowed because chîmân has a third-person possessor, and 

there is coreference between the subject and the possessor. Nonetheless, chîmân remains covertly 

obviative, with its obviative status overtly indexed on the agreeing demonstrative. 

 

(33)   ᐐᔨ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒌᐦᐅᔑᐦᑖᐤ ᒌᒫᓂᔨᐤ᙮ 

Wîyi aniyâ chîhushihtâu chîmâniyiu. 

wîyi   ani-yâ      chîhushihtâu   chîmân-iyiu 

3    DEM.DIST-0’   that.s/he.made  boat-0’ 

‘He made the boat himself.’ (Adult, 5;02.12, B3.13, 07:50) 
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(34)   ᐊᐙᓐ ᐅᔮ ᐅᒌᒫᓐ᙮ 

Awân uyâ uchîmân. 

awân   u-yâ      u-chîmân 

who  DEM.PXL-0’   3-boat 

‘Whose boat is this?’ (Adult, 4;00.00, B1.05, 33:04) 

 

The following sections explore the presence of inanimate obviative singular marking in the 

input (§9.4.3.1.) as well as the acquisition of such marking by Ani (§9.4.3.2.), Daisy (§9.4.3.3.), 

and Billy (§9.4.3.4.). 

 

9.4.3.1.   The inanimate obviative suffix in adult input 

This section addresses the overall presence of inanimate obviative singular marking in adult 

input (§9.4.3.1.1.) as well as its distribution inside and outside contexts of possessor obviation 

(§9.4.3.1.2.). 

 

9.4.3.1.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Child-directed speech in the dataset contains 110 total contexts with an inanimate obviative 

singular noun. Throughout these 110 contexts, the adult uses 44 total noun types: 39 NEC types 

(103 tokens) and five English types (seven tokens). She has no errors of omission or 

commission. Table 9.27 lists the noun types with more than one token, and Table 9.28 lists those 

with just one token. Each table categorizes tokens with overt or covert marking. 

Table 9.27 –9.28 evince an important pattern: Only a minority of noun tokens in the input 

that are grammatically inanimate, obviative, and singular actually require overt -iyiu (35/110 

tokens, 31.82 percent). Children most often encounter nouns that are covertly obviative. Only 

8/44 (18.18 percent) noun types occur with more than three tokens, so children have relatively 

few chances to contrast word forms of a given noun type in overt and covert marking contexts. 

Of course, possessor obviation represents the crux of the suffix’s distribution: Children need 

to see the pattern that only inanimate singular noun with third-person possessors in coreference 

constructions do not take -iyiu. 
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Table 9.27: Noun types w/ two or more 0’ tokens, in adult speech 
 0’ noun tokens  
Type Gloss Category Overt Covert Om. Comm. Total 
akuhp coat ni 2 10 0 0 12 
pichiwiyân shirt ni 1 7 0 0 8 
îch home nid 0 7 0 0 7 
shtikwân head nid 2 5 0 0 7 
ashtutin hat ni 2 3 0 0 5 
chîmân boat ni 1 4 0 0 5 
mîchim food ni 1 4 0 0 5 
îwit bag nid 0 4 0 0 4 
âshtimihkw face nid 0 3 0 0 3 
mâmâpisun swing ni 1 2 0 0 3 
mâtiwâkin toy, game ni 3 0 0 0 3 
nipâwin bed ni 0 3 0 0 3 
tâhtipiwin chair ni 1 2 0 0 3 
wâskâhîkin house ni 2 1 0 0 3 
âsiyân diaper ni 0 2 0 0 2 
jello jello eng 2 0 0 0 2 
juice juice eng 2 0 0 0 2 
minihkwâkin cup ni 1 1 0 0 2 
mischisin shoe ni 0 2 0 0 2 
misinihîkin book ni 1 1 0 0 2 
nipî water ni 2 0 0 0 2 
tihchî hand nid 0 2 0 0 2 
wâpuyân blanket ni 0 2 0 0 2 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Covert 
= tokens correctly without -iyiu. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. na 
= animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. 
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Table 9.28: Noun types w/ one 0’ token, in adult speech 
 0’ noun tokens  
Type Gloss Category Overt Covert Om. Comm. Total 
aschî planet ni 1 0 0 0 1 
chûchû bottle ni 0 1 0 0 1 
dessert dessert eng 1 0 0 0 1 
heart heart eng 1 0 0 0 1 
htiwikî ear nid 0 1 0 0 1 
îpit tooth nid 0 1 0 0 1 
ishkutâu fire, battery ni 1 0 0 0 1 
kânichî sweater ni 0 1 0 0 1 
Kraft Dinner Kraft Dinner eng 1 0 0 0 1 
mihtukân winter lodge ni 1 0 0 0 1 
misinihîkinâchin paper ni 1 0 0 0 1 
mûhkumân knife ni 1 0 0 0 1 
pâshchishikin small gun ni 0 1 0 0 1 
pîywâshikin sock ni 0 1 0 0 1 
skât leg nid 0 1 0 0 1 
skut nose nid 0 1 0 0 1 
tâih heart nid 0 1 0 0 1 
tî tea ni 1 0 0 0 1 
tîpwât teapot ni 1 0 0 0 1 
tun mouth nid 0 1 0 0 1 
yâkâu sand ni 1 0 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Covert 
= tokens correctly without -iyiu. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. na 
= animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. 

 

9.4.3.1.2.   Possessor obviation 

Table 9.29 tallies the 26 noun types that occur in contexts of possessor obviation. As with 

animate nouns (§9.4.2.1.2), this obligatory context plays a prominent role in the obviation of 

inanimate singular nouns: 75/110 (68.18 percent) of such tokens are obviative because of 

possessor obviation. This proportion is remarkably similar to the 63.38 percent of the adult’s 

animate obviative noun tokens conditioned by possessor obviation (§9.4.2.1.2).  
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Table 9.29: Noun types w/ 0’ tokens in possessor obviation, in adult production 
 Correct tokens   
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Overt Errors Total 
akuhp coat ni 10 2 0 12 
pichiwiyân shirt ni 7 1 0 8 
îch home nid 7 0 0 7 
shtikwân head nid 5 2 0 7 
ashtutin hat ni 3 2 0 5 
chîmân boat ni 4 1 0 5 
mîchim food ni 4 1 0 5 
îwit bag nid 4 0 0 4 
âshtimihkw face nid 3 0 0 3 
mâmâpisun swing ni 2 1 0 3 
nipâwin bed ni 3 0 0 3 
tâhtipiwin chair ni 2 1 0 3 
wâskâhîkin house ni 1 2 0 3 
âsiyân diaper ni 2 0 0 2 
minihkwâkin cup ni 1 1 0 2 
mischisin shoe ni 2 0 0 2 
misinihîkin book ni 1 1 0 2 
tihchî hand nid 2 0 0 2 
wâpuyân blanket ni 2 0 0 2 
chûchû bottle ni 1 0 0 1 
htiwikî ear nid 1 0 0 1 
îpit tooth nid 1 0 0 1 
kânichî sweater ni 1 0 0 1 
pâshchishikin small gun ni 1 0 0 1 
pîywâshikin sock ni 1 0 0 1 
skât leg nid 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor 
obviation constructions, where 0’ is without -iyiu. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. na = 
animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng 
= English. 

 

For a final bit of perspective, Table 9.30 provides the noun types that have tokens with and 

without -iyiu. All of the latter are attributed to possessor obviation. Just 11 noun types have 

tokens in each context, and so these types may play a particularly crucial role in providing 

children with evidence to identity and extrapolate the principles behind marking inanimate 

obviative singular nouns.  
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Table 9.30: Noun types w/ overt and covert 0’ tokens, in adult speech 
 0’ noun tokens  
Type Gloss Category Overt Covert Om. Comm. Total 
akuhp coat ni 10 2 0 0 12 
pichiwiyân shirt ni 7 1 0 0 8 
shtikwân head nid 5 2 0 0 7 
ashtutin hat ni 3 2 0 0 5 
chîmân boat ni 4 1 0 0 5 
mîchim food ni 4 1 0 0 5 
mâmâpisun swing ni 2 1 0 0 3 
tâhtipiwin chair ni 2 1 0 0 3 
wâskâhîkin house ni 1 2 0 0 3 
minihkwâkin cup ni 1 1 0 0 2 
misinihîkin book ni 1 1 0 0 2 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Covert 
= tokens correctly without -iyiu. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. na 
= animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. 

 

9.4.3.1.3.   Summary 

The input contains more than 100 contexts where a noun is grammatically inanimate, obviative, 

and singular—but only a minority of tokens actually bear a suffix indexing these features. 

Almost 70 percent of tokens occur in possessor obviation, where such overt marking is 

prohibited. The adult has a small number of noun types with tokens inside and outside of 

possessor obviation, so children have relatively few opportunities to contrast a given type with 

overt and covert marking. 

 

9.4.3.2.   The inanimate obviative suffix in Ani’s speech 

This section briefly describes Ani’s usage of the inanimate obviative suffix. It discusses her 

relatively few contexts for the suffix (§9.4.3.2.1.) and considers her productivity (§9.4.3.2.2). 

 

9.4.3.2.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Ani has only nine total noun tokens that are grammatically inanimate, obviative, and singular. 

Only one token requires overt marking, and the rest all occur in contexts of possessor obviation. 

These tokens are tallied in Table 9.31, and types marked with an asterisk also appear in the input 

with inanimate obviative singular tokens.  
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Table 9.31: Noun types w/ 0’ tokens in possessor obviation, in Ani’s speech 
 Correct tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Overt Om. Comm. Total 
chûchû * bottle ni 3 0 0 0 3 
bed bed eng 2 0 0 0 2 
chair chair eng 2 0 0 0 2 
akuhp * coat ni 0 1 0 0 1 
purse purse eng 1 0 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor 
obviation constructions, where 0’ is without -iyiu. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Om. = 
errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. na = animate noun. d = “dependent”, a 
term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type appears w/ at 
least one 0’ token in adult input. 

 

The fact that only one of Ani’s tokens requires overt marking presents a significant challenge 

for interpreting Ani’s acquisition of the grammatical principles governing the marking of 

inanimate obviative singular nouns. The next section examines her production over time to see 

what may be established about her productive knowledge of these principles. 

 

9.4.3.2.2.   Productivity of the inanimate obviative suffix 

Ani produces her first grammatical contexts for grammatically inanimate, obviative, and singular 

noun tokens at age 2;07.06. Here she produces two tokens of the noun type chûchû ‘bottle’ in 

(35–36). 

 

(35)    ᐋᐃ (name) ᐊᓂᔮᔨᐤ ᐅᒎᒎᒻ᙮ 

Âi (name) aniyâyiu uchûchûm. 

Target:  âi  (name)  ani-yâyiu      u-chûchû-m 

Actual:  âi   (name)  ani-yâyiu      *∅-chûchû-*∅ 

   HES  name  DEM.DIST-0’    3-bottle-POSS 

‘That’s (name)’s ... bottle.’ (Ani, 2;07.06, A1.12, 12:21) 
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(36)    ᐅᒎᒎᒻ ᐊᓂᔮᔨᐤ᙮ 

Uchûchûm aniyâyiu. 

Target:  uchûchûm     ani-yâyiu 

Actual:  *∅-chûchû-*∅    ani-yâyiu 

   3-bottle-POSS    DEM.DIST-0’ 

‘That’s her bottle.’ (Ani, 2;07.06, A1.12, 13:12) 

 

In both examples, chûchû occurs in a context of possessor obviation and should be covertly 

obviative. However, both examples also come during the period when she omits all obligatory 

possessive marking. The fact that she correctly produces an inanimate noun without overt 

obviative marking likely reflects her global omission of morphology—not her understanding of a 

covert grammatical value. 

The demonstrative in each example presents an interesting challenge for interpreting Ani’s 

production. In the target for (28–29), the demonstrative agrees with a covertly obviative noun 

and therefore bears an overt suffix -yâyiu. The phonetic realization of the target form for 

aniyâyiu is [ɛnˈjajo], and in each example Ani produces a form close to that: [najo]/[nejo]. This 

seems to indicate that Ani indeed has properly navigated a complex aspect of grammatical 

marking. 

However, strong evidence indicates that Ani’s seemingly adult-like forms like [najo] are 

actually unanalyzed forms she uses as general demonstrative markers. Up to this age point, Ani 

repeatedly uses such a form in non-adult-like ways. 

For example, in (37) the adult asks Ani what Dora the Explorer is doing, and the adult uses a 

proximate verbal form to refer to Dora. Given the context, where both speakers have been 

focusing on Dora for several utterances in a row, the proximate status of Dora has been well 

established in discourse. An adult-like response to (37) would be the proximate demonstrative 

form an ‘that’ (38) (Margaret, REH1-022, 9:29). 

Instead, Ani employs her unanalyzed, general demonstrative form [najo] in (38), which 

seems to be extracted from the inanimate obviative singular demonstrative aniyâyiu [ɛnˈjajo] 

‘that (OBV)’. She also does not use the NEC question particle and instead produces English-like 

rising intonation to mark her question. 
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(37)   ᑖᓐ ᐋᔨᐦᑎᒃ᙮ 

Tân âyihtik. 

tân    âyihtik 

what   that.s/he.does 

‘What is she doing?’ (Adult, 2;04.22, A1.08, 7:57) 

 

(38)  ᐊᓐ ᐋ᙮ 

An â. 

Target:  an       â 

Actual:  ani-*yâyiu     Q 

   DEM-*0’  *∅ 

‘That one?’ (Ani, 2;04.22, A1.08, 7:58) 

 

Up until age 3;06.23, Ani produces more than 40 tokens of forms like [najo]/[nejo] in 

contexts requiring a proximate rather than an obviative demonstrative. This indicates that she 

goes through a stage where she uses [najo]/[nejo] as a general, unanalyzed demonstrative word 

akin to ‘that’. Ani’s identification of this form almost certainly corresponds to the high frequency 

of obviative demonstratives in the input: The adult uses more than 200 tokens of aniyâyiu ‘that 

(0’)’ and aniyâyiuh ‘that (0’)/(3’)’ throughout the dataset. Going further into such details lies 

beyond the scope of the present study, but I have targeted Ani’s acquisition of obviative marking 

with demonstratives for future research. 

For now, the point is that Ani’s ostensible usage of aniyâyiu so far almost certainly does not 

indicate that she has properly navigated the complexities of inanimate obviative singular 

marking. 

Ani’s next context for an inanimate obviative singular noun comes at age 3;02.05. Here she 

produces (39), which contains another token of chûchû ‘bottle’ missing all obligatory possessive 

inflection with another demonstrative token [najo] that is seemingly adult-like but likely 

unanalyzed. 
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(39)   ᐅᒎᒎᒻ ᐊᓂᔮᔨᐤᐦ᙮ 

Uchûchûm aniyâyiuh. 

Target:  u-chûchû-m  ani-yâyiu-h 

Actual:  *∅-chûchû-*∅  ani-yâyiu-h 

   3-bottle-POSS  DEM-0’-Q 

‘Is that her bottle? (Ani, 3;02.05, A1.24, 03:26) 

 

Ani does not produce another relevant context until age 4;00.13. Here she uses three noun 

types in contexts of possessor obviation: bed (two tokens), chair (two tokens), and purse. None 

of these tokens should take overt obviative marking, and Ani correctly does not produce the 

suffix -iyiu with any of them. At this age point, she applies the possessive suffix -im to all five 

tokens, which is adult-like (Chapter 7). However, she has variable accuracy with her person 

prefix application: Two tokens have the correct usage of the third-person prefix, while Ani omits 

the required prefix from the other three tokens (Chapter 6). Although Ani has no explicit errors 

with obviative marking here, it is difficult to be certain that she has acquired the principles of 

possessor obviation. 

Ani’s final context for navigating inanimate obviative singular marking comes with one 

token at age 4;03.07 (34). Here Ani and the adult have been talking about a doll, which is 

established in the discourse context as proximate. In (40) the adult asks what the doll is wearing, 

and she correctly inflects akuhp ‘coat’ with the overt inanimate obviative singular suffix. Ani 

responds in (41), where she productively applies the correct person prefix and uses the overt 

obviative morpheme as well. This is Ani’s first and only production of the suffix -iyiu in the 

entire sample. 

 

(40)   ᒋᑎᑯᐦᐱᔨᐤᐦ᙮ 

chitikuhpiyiuh 

chit-ikuhp-iyiu-h 

2-coat-0’-Q 

‘Your coat?’ (Adult, 4;03.07, A1.37, 49:12) 
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(41)  ᐄᐦᐄ ᓂᑎᑯᐦᐱᔨᐤ᙮ 

Îhî nitikuhpiyiu. 

îhî  nit-ikuhp-iyiu 

yes  1-coat-0’ 

‘Yes, my coat.’ (Ani, 4;03.07, A1.37, 49:13) 

 

9.4.3.2.3.   Summary 

Given the scarcity of relevant noun tokens in Ani’s sample, the data do not provide enough 

evidence to determine that she has acquired productive usage of inanimate obviative singular 

marking. 

 

9.4.3.3.   The inanimate obviative suffix in Daisy’s speech 

This section examines Daisy’s usage of inanimate obviative singular marking across noun types 

in contexts requiring either overt or covert marking (§9.4.3.3.1.) and in possessor obviation in 

particular (§9.4.3.3.2.). It evaluates her productive usage of obviative marking (§9.4.3.3.3) and 

considers possible connections to child-directed speech (§9.4.3.3.4). §9.4.3.3.5 summarizes 

findings. 

 

9.4.3.3.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Throughout her sampled data, Daisy has 59 total contexts where she produces a noun that is 

grammatically inanimate, obviative, and singular. In two of these contexts, she has an error of 

omission for the required suffix -iyiu, but her remaining 57 noun tokens are on-target in their 

occurrence with or without the suffix. For comparison with adult input, Table 9.32 lists the noun 

types that occur with two or more tokens in inanimate obviative singular contexts, and Table 

9.31 lists the types with just one such token. 

Like the adult, Daisy spreads her obviative tokens across a range of noun types (Tables 9.32–

9.33), and she has no single type that dominates her production. Daisy’s production spans 40 

different noun types: 20 English types and 20 NEC types. This even split between languages 

represents a departure from the rest of Daisy’s data in the present study, where NEC noun types 

typically dominate. 
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Table 9.32: Noun types w/ two or more 0’ tokens, in Daisy’s speech 
 0’ tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category Overt Covert Om. Comm. Total 
îch * home nid 0 4 0 0 4 
name name eng 0 3 0 0 3 
nipâwin * bed ni 0 3 0 0 3 
present present eng 3 0 0 0 3 
shtikwân * head nid 0 3 0 0 3 
flower flower eng 2 0 0 0 2 
mâtiwâkin * toy, game ni 0 2 0 0 2 
mischisin * shoe ni 1 1 0 0 2 
nituhkuyin medicine ni 1 1 0 0 2 
pamper diaper eng 2 0 0 0 2 
phone phone eng 2 0 0 0 2 
skut * nose nid 0 2 0 0 2 
zipper zipper eng 0 2 0 0 2 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Covert 
= tokens correctly without -iyiu. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = 
type occurs with at least one 0’ token in adult input. 
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Table 9.33: Noun types w/ one 0’ token, in Daisy’s speech 
 0’ tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category Overt Covert Om. Comm. Total 
apple apple eng 1 0 0 0 1 
ashtutin * hat ni 0 1 0 0 1 
asinî stone ni 1 0 0 0 1 
banana banana eng 1 0 0 0 1 
brush brush eng 1 0 0 0 1 
chîshtihîkin fork, needle ni 0 1 0 0 1 
homework homework eng 1 0 0 0 1 
house house eng 1 0 0 0 1 
kuhtishkui throat nid 0 1 0 0 1 
mîchim * food ni 0 0 1 0 1 
nipî * water ni 1 0 0 0 1 
nose nose eng 0 1 0 0 1 
paper paper eng 1 0 0 0 1 
pâshchishikin * small.gun ni 1 0 0 0 1 
plane airplane eng 1 0 0 0 1 
rope rope eng 1 0 0 0 1 
sîutîs candy/sweets ni 1 0 0 0 1 
skât * leg nid 0 1 0 0 1 
sock sock eng 0 1 0 0 1 
sticker sticker eng 1 0 0 0 1 
sugar sugar eng 1 0 0 0 1 
sweater sweater eng 1 0 0 0 1 
tî * tea ni 0 1 0 0 1 
tihchî * hand nid 0 1 0 0 1 
tire tire eng 1 0 0 0 1 
wâpuyân * blanket ni 0 1 0 0 1 
wiyâs meat ni 0 0 1 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Covert = 
tokens correctly without -iyiu. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. d = 
“dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type 
occurs with at least one 0’ token in adult input. 

 

9.4.3.3.2.   Possessor obviation 

Table 9.34 provides Daisy’s noun types that occur in contexts of possessor obviation, where the 

obviative status of an inanimate singular noun is covert. The table includes tokens with an overt 

suffix -iyiu as well as asterisks marking types that occur in possessor obviation contexts in the 

input. 
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Table 9.34: Noun types w/ 0’ tokens in possessor obviation, in Daisy’s speech 
 0’ tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Overt Om. Comm. Total 
îch * home nid 4 0 0 0 4 
shtikwân * head nid 3 0 0 0 3 
name name eng 3 0 0 0 3 
nipâwin * bed ni 3 0 0 0 3 
mâtiwâkin toy, game ni 2 0 0 0 2 
mischisin * shoe ni 1 1 0 0 2 
nituhkuyin medicine ni 1 1 0 0 2 
skut * nose nid 2 0 0 0 2 
zipper zipper eng 2 0 0 0 2 
ashtutin * hat ni 1 0 0 0 1 
chîshtihîkin fork, needle ni 1 0 0 0 1 
kuhtishkui throat nid 1 0 0 0 1 
nose nose eng 1 0 0 0 1 
skât * leg nid 1 0 0 0 1 
sock sock eng 1 0 0 0 1 
tî tea ni 1 0 0 0 1 
tihchî * hand nid 1 0 0 0 1 
wâpuyân * blanket ni 1 0 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor 
obviation constructions, where 0’ is without -iyiu. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Om. = 
errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. na = animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term 
for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type also occurs in 
PSR.OBV constructions in adult input. 

 

Possessor obviation plays a prominent role in conditioning Daisy's obviative contexts, but 

only for her NEC nouns. Of Daisy's 20 NEC noun types (29 overall tokens), 14 types (23 total 

tokens) occur in possessor obviation. On the other hand, of Daisy's 20 total English types (28 

total tokens), just four (seven tokens) occur in possessor obviation. Finally, Daisy has only two 

types that also have tokens overtly marking obviation with -iyiu: mischisin ‘shoe’ and nituhkuyin 

‘medicine’. 

 

9.4.3.3.3.   Productivity of the inanimate obviative suffix 

Daisy produces contexts requiring proper navigation of inanimate obviative singular marking in 

all but one of her recording sessions (Table 9.35) 
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Table 9.35: Daisy’s 0’ tokens, per recording session 
    0’ tokens  Errors   
Session  Child age  PSR.OBV Overt  Om. Comm.  Total 
B1.01  3;08.10  1 0  0 0  1 
B1.02  3;09.01  0 0  1 0  1 
B1.03  3;09.22  2 1  1 0  4 
B1.04  3;11.11  9 6  0 0  15 
B1.05  4;00.00  2 2  0 0  4 
B1.08  4;02.06  2 1  0 0  3 
B1.11  4;04.04  2 0  0 0  2 
B1.14  4;06.02  3 3  0 0  6 
B1.17  4;07.28  3 2  0 0  5 
B1.20  4;10.03  1 3  0 0  4 
B1.24  5;00.20  0 3  0 0  3 
B1.30  5;07.03  4 5  0 0  9 
B1.31  5;10.02  1 1  0 0  2 
Total    30 27  2 0  59 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor 
obviation constructions, where 0’ is without -iyiu. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Om. = 
errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission.  

 

In her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy produces one inanimate singular noun 

token in a context of covert marking (42). Her entire utterance is adult-like, including the 

obviative form of the verb that agrees with the covert obviative status of the noun, which 

indicates Daisy’s knowledge of possessor obviation (Margaret, REH1-012, 40:48). 

 

(42)   ᒌᐦᐐᐦᒥᓂᔑᑭᓂᐎᔨᐤ ᐅᔅᑳᑦ᙮ 

Chîhwîhminishikiniwiyiu uskât. 

chîhwîhminishikiniwiyiu     u-skât 

it.was.wanted.removed    3-leg 

‘They wanted his leg cut off.’ (Daisy, 3;08.10, B1.01, 13:54) 

 

In her next recording session at 3;09.11, Daisy has just one relevant context, and she 

produces an error of omission in an utterance with obviation conditioned by discourse. In (43) 

the adult has just asked Daisy what Daisy’s mother is cooking, and because the mother is 

established as proximate, the adult uses an obviative form to refer to the food that the mother is 

cooking. The adult uses an obviative form of the wh-word to signify the food. Daisy responds 
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with a proximate form in (44), but an adult would use an obviative suffix with the noun 

(Margaret, REH1-025, 12:22). 

 

(43)   ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᒦᓐ᙮ 

Châkwâyiu mîn. 

châkwâ-yiu   mîn 

what-0’    again 

‘What (OBV) else?’ (Adult, 3;09.02, B1.02, 10:08) 

 

(44)   ᐎᔮᓯᔨᐤ 

wiyâsiyiu 

Target:  wiyâs-iyiu 

Actual:  wiyâs-*∅ 

meat-0’ 

‘meat’ (Daisy, 3;09.02, B1.02, 10:09) 

 

In the next session at 3;09.22, Daisy produces four relevant contexts. She uses two noun 

types with one token each in possessor obviation (45–46), where each noun correctly is covertly 

obviative. Her demonstrative form in (46) takes obviative marking to agree with the noun, which 

signals that Daisy understands the mechanics of possessor obviation. 

 

(45)   ᐅᔥᑎᒀᓐ ᐊᐙᓐ 

ushtikwân awân 

u-shtikwân   awân 

3-head     someone 

‘somebody’s head’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 6:17) 
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(46)   ᒫᐅᔮ ᐅᔅᑯᑦ᙮ 

Mâuyâ uskut. 

mâu-yâ     u-skut 

DEM.PXL-0’   3-leg  

‘This is his nose.’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 10:26) 

 

At this age point, Daisy’s remaining two tokens occur outside of possessor obviation. In (47), 

she talks about a person (proximate) putting sugar in his medicinal drink. Clausemate obviation 

makes sugar obviative, and Daisy correctly applies -iyiu.   

 

(47)   ᒫᓂᑖᐦ ᓱᑲᕐᔨᐤ ᒥᔥᑏᐦ ᐋᐦᐱᒋᔅᑎᓂᐦᒃ᙮ 

Mânitâh sugaryiu mishtîh âhpichistinihk. 

mâni-tâh     sugar-yiu     mishtîh   âhpichistinihk 

DEM.DIST-LOC  sugar-0’     many    that.s/he.releases.it 

‘Where he puts a lot of sugar.’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 20:53) 

 

However, Daisy omits obviative marking in the other context of clausemate obviation (48). 

Here awân ‘somebody’ is proximate, which obligatorily triggers obviative status for any other 

third-person in the clause. However, Daisy omits the required -iyiu from mîchim ‘food’. 

 

(48)   ᒦᒋᒻᔨᐤ ᒋᑭᐅᑎᓂᒑᐤ ᐊᐙᓐ᙮ 

Mîchimyiu chikiutinichâu awân. 

Target:  mîchim-yiu    chikiutinichâu    awân 

Actual:  mîchim-*∅    chikiutinichâu   awân 

food-0’     s/he.will.buy.it   somebody 

‘Somebody will buy some food.’ (Daisy, 3;09.22, B1.03, 33:15) 

 

This is Daisy’s final error with marking obviative forms for inanimate singular nouns. Each 

of her two errors have come outside of possession-conditioned obviation. There is not much 

evidence, but this may indicate that Daisy grasps the mechanics of obviation conditioned by 

possession before obviation conditioned by discourse or argument structure. 
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In Daisy’s next consecutive recording session, she uses10 different noun types across 15 

contexts requiring obviation: NEC types kuhtishkui ‘throat’, mischisin ‘shoe’, nipâwin ‘bed’, 

nituhkuyin ‘medicine’ (two tokens), and wâpuyân ‘blanket’; and English types homework, name 

(three tokens), Pamper (the brand name as a term for “diaper”), phone, and sock. 

Nine of these 15 contexts involve possessor obviation. This includes all three tokens of name, 

as in (49), and one token each for kuhtishkui ‘throat’ (50), mischisin ‘shoe’, nipâwin ‘bed’, 

nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, sock, and wâpuyân ‘blanket’ 

 

(49)  ᒋᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᐋ ᐅᓇᒣᐃᒻ᙮ 

Chichischâyihtân â unameim. 

chichischâyihtân   â   u-name-im 

you.know.it   Q  3-name-POSS 

‘Do you know her name?’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 7:27) 

 

(50)   ᐅᑯᐦᑎᔥᑯᐃ 

ukuhtishkui 

u-kuhtishkui 

3-throat 

‘Her/his throat’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 39:44) 

 

Daisy’s other six tokens involve obviation not conditioned by possession with noun types 

homework, nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, Pamper (two tokens), and phone (two tokens). She marks 

each token overtly with -iyiu in an adult-like fashion. 

In fact, her utterance (51) in particular demonstrates sophisticated understanding of two 

crucial grammatical aspects of obviation. First, she designates homework as obviative because of 

discourse considerations. She has been talking about her friend and a school bag, so either of 

these third-persons in the discourse environment make the third-person homework obviative. 

Second, possessor obviation dictates that a noun with a third-person possessor co-referenced 

with the subject of a clause takes no overt obviative suffix. In (51) the possessor of homework 

and the subject are indeed co-referenced, but this involves a first-person rather than a third-

person. Therefore, Daisy correctly uses overt obviative marking on the possessee.  
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(51)   ᐋᐃ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑᐹᑖᐎᒡ ᓂᐦᐅᒣᐒᕐᑭᒥᔨᐤ᙮ 

Âi anitâh châpâtâwich nihomeworkimiyiu. 

âi   ani-tâh     châpâtâwich   ni-homework-im-iyiu 

HES DEM.DIST-LOC   I.will.bring.it  1-homework-POSS-0’ 

‘Um ... I will bring my homework there.’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 17:37) 

 

This age point also includes an important set of contrasting word forms with a single noun 

type, nituhkuyin ‘medicine’, that directly illustrate Daisy’s knowledge of marking across covert 

and overt contexts. In (52) possessor obviation means that nituhkuyin is covertly obviative, and 

Daisy produces an adult-like form (Margaret, REH1-008, 01:05:53). In (53) Daisy marks 

nituhkuyin as overtly obviative. Here clausemate obviation dictates that the receiver of the 

medicine is proximate and so the medicine is obviative. 

 

(52)   ᒥᒄ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ (ᓇᒣ) ᐅᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂᒻ purple᙮ 

Mikw anitâh âh îshinâkuniyich (name) unituhkuyinim purple. 

mikw  ani-tâh   âhîshinâkuniyich   (name)  u-nituhkuyin-im   purple 

just  DEM-LOC  that.it.appears.OBV name  3-medicine-POSS  purple 

‘Only (name)’s medication is purple.’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 28:17) 

 

(53)   ᒋᑭᒥᔮᑭᓂᐆ ᓂᑐᐦᑯᔨᓂᔨᐤ ᐋᐦᑯᓲ᙮ 

Chikimiyâkiniû nituhkuyiniyiu âhkusû. 

chikimiyâkiniû    nituhkuyin-iyiu    âhkusû 

s/he.will.be.given   medicine-0’    because.s/he.is.sick 

‘She’ll be given medication because she is sick.’ (Daisy, 3;11.11, B1.04, 52:49) 

 

Altogether, at age 3;11.11, Daisy not only demonstrates sophisticated understanding of the 

mechanics of marking inanimate obviative singular nouns, but she also satisfies the criteria for 

productivity. She has used both covert and overt marking across two consecutive recording 

sessions with 14 different noun types. She has also used six of those types in contrasting word 
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forms without obviation: homework, nipâwin ‘bed’, phone, shtikwân ‘head’, sock, and sugar. 

With only one error, she exceeds the 80 percent threshold for accuracy. 

 

9.4.3.3.4.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

There may be some connection between Daisy’s NEC noun types and those that occur in child-

directed speech. In some ways, she tends to use NEC noun types that also occur in certain 

grammatical contexts in the input. Daisy has 20 total NEC types with inanimate obviative 

singular tokens, and 14 of these (70.00 percent) occur in this context in the input. A possible 

connection seems even stronger in possessor obviation: Daisy uses 14 NEC types in possessor 

obviation, and 11 (78.57 percent) of them occur in the same context in the input. 

In §9.4.3.1.2., I postulate that the NEC noun types the adult produces in contrasting word 

forms with and without inanimate obviative singular tokens (Table 9.30) may play a role in 

illustrating inflectional patterns to children. Daisy produces just four of these 11 types: ashtutin 

‘hat’, mîchim ‘food’, shtikwân ‘head’, and wâskâhîkin ‘house’—but each of these is among the 

most frequent nouns types the adult uses in obviative singular contexts (Table 9.27).  

Other facets of Daisy’s production seem quite distinct from child-directed speech. Daisy’s 

usage of English noun types once again appears to testify uniquely to her productive capacities 

with NEC inflection. None of her 20 English types (Tables 9.32–9.33) also appear with 

inanimate obviative singular tokens in the input. 

 

9.4.3.3.5.   Summary 

Daisy produces more inanimate obviative singular noun tokens than Ani, and she produces many 

tokens in contexts requiring either covert or overt obviative marking. Daisy successfully 

navigates the challenges of covert and overt marking (§9.4.1.) and demonstrates productive 

usage of the inanimate obviative singular at age 3;11.11. Possessor obviation plays a prominent 

role conditioning Daisy’s obviative marking, but only for her NEC nouns. Her usage of English 

noun types with NEC inflection again seems particularly independent from the input, as she uses 

much more English than the adult yet still produces creative and productive forms with 

inanimate obviative singular marking. 
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9.4.3.4.   The inanimate obviative suffix in Billy’s speech 

This section evaluates Billy’s overall distribution of inanimate obviative singular marking 

(§9.4.3.4.1.) and in contexts of possessor obviation (§9.4.3.4.2.). It then traces his productive 

usage of such marking (§9.4.3.4.3) and discusses how aspects of his production may connect to 

patterns in child-directed speech (§9.4.3.4.4). §9.4.3.4.5 summarizes findings. 

 

9.4.3.4.1.   Overall distribution of the suffix 

Billy produces 22 total contexts for an inanimate obviative singular noun, more than Ani but 

fewer than Daisy. He uses 16 different noun types here, but only a handful of types occur with 

more than one token (Table 9.36). English noun types comprise the slight majority of his types in 

Table 9.36 (9/16 types, 56.25 percent), but his tokens are split evenly between NEC and English 

types. Billy produces only six types (seven tokens) that occur with an overt suffix -iyiu. The rest 

of his production consists of nouns in contexts of possessor obviation. The next section examines 

this aspect of Billy’s production. 
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Table 9.36: Noun types w/ two or more 0’ tokens, in Billy’s speech 
 0’ tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category Overt Covert Om. Comm. Total 
îch * home nid 0 2 1 0 3 
ashtutin * hat ni 0 2 0 0 2 
goalie stick goalie stick eng 1 1 0 0 2 
nipî * water ni 2 0 0 0 2 
sock sock eng 0 2 0 0 2 
chimney chimney eng 0 1 0 0 1 
chûchû * bottle ni 0 1 0 0 1 
dress dress eng 1 0 0 0 1 
fire fire eng 0 0 1 0 1 
heart * heart eng 1 0 0 0 1 
key key eng 1 0 0 0 1 
pâshchishikin * small gun ni 0 1 0 0 1 
skut * nose nid 0 1 0 0 1 
toy toy eng 1 0 0 0 1 
tree tree eng 0 1 0 0 1 
tun * mouth nid 0 1 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Covert 
= tokens correctly without -iyiu. Om. = errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. na 
= animate noun. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. 
eng = English. * = type occurs with at least one 0’ token in adult input. 

 

9.4.3.4.2.   Possessor obviation 

Billy employs 10 different noun types (15 total tokens) in contexts of possessor obviation, which 

require covertly obviative noun tokens (Table 9.37). This means that possessor obviation 

conditions most of Billy’s inanimate obviative tokens. However, he uses only one noun type both 

inside and outside of possessor obviation: goalie stick. As such, this provides a direct opportunity 

to evaluate Billy’s knowledge of overt versus covert marking. 
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Table 9.37: Noun types w/ 0’ tokens in possessor obviation, in Billy’s speech 
 0’ tokens Errors  
Type Gloss Category PSR.OBV Overt Om. Comm. Total 
îch * home nid 2 0 1 0 3 
ashtutin * hat ni 2 0 0 0 2 
goalie stick goalie stick eng 1 1 0 0 2 
sock sock eng 2 0 0 0 2 
chimney chimney eng 1 0 0 0 1 
chûchû * bottle ni 1 0 0 0 1 
pâshchishikin * small gun ni 1 0 0 0 1 
skut nose nid 1 0 0 0 1 
tree tree eng 1 0 0 0 1 
tun mouth nid 1 0 0 0 1 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor 
obviation constructions, where 0’ is without -iyiu. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Om. = 
errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission. d = “dependent”, a term for inalienable 
possession in Algonquian literature. eng = English. * = type also occurs in PSR.OBV 
constructions in adult input. 

 

9.4.3.4.3.   Productivity of the inanimate obviative suffix 

Seven of Billy’s 11 recording sessions contains a context requiring the child to navigate the 

mechanics of covert or overt marking for an inanimate obviative singular noun (Table 9.38). 

 

Table 9.38: Billy’s 0’ tokens, per recording session 
    0’ tokens  Errors   
Session  Child age  PSR.OBV Overt  Om. Comm.  Total 
B3.04  4;06.08  3 1  0 0  4 
B3.06  4;07.27  0 1  0 0  1 
B3.07  4;08.21  3 0  0 0  3 
B3.11  5;00.13  0 0  2 0  2 
B3.14  5;03.22  4 2  0 0  6 
B3.15  5;05.00  1 0  0 0  1 
B3.18  5;10.06  2 3  0 0  5 
Total    13 7  2 0  22 
Notes. w/ = with. 0’ = inanimate obviative singular. PSR.OBV = tokens within possessor 
obviation constructions, where 0’ is without -iyiu. Overt = tokens w/ the suffix -iyiu. Om. = 
errors of omission. Comm. = errors of commission.  

 

Billy does not have a relevant context during his first recording session at age 4;05.04, but he 

does produces four such contexts in his next session at 4;06.08. Here he uses three different noun 

types in possessor obviation, which require covert marking, including two types at once within 
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the compound noun in (54). Billy also has one token requiring overt marking, which he produces 

correctly in (55). 

 

(54)  ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐅᑦᕃᐁᐃᒥᐙᐤ ᐐᒋᐙᐤ᙮ 

Uyâ â utreeimiwâu wîchiwâu. 

u-yâ      â   u-tree-im-iwâu     w-îch-iwâu 

DEM.PXL-0’   Q  3-tree-POSS-2/3PL.PSR  3-home-2/3PL.PSR 

‘Is this their treehouse?’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 25:51) 

 

(55)   ᒫᓂᑖᐦ ᑐᔨᔨᐤ᙮ 

Mânitâh toyiyiu. 

mâni-tâh     toy-iyiu 

DEM.DIST-LOC  toy-0’ 

‘There is the toy.’ (Billy, 4;06.08, B3.04, 36:16) 

 

In his next session at 4;07.27, Billy has only one relevant token (56). Prior to this utterance, 

Billy and the adult are discussing a doll, which is established as proximate. In (56) Billy says 

what the doll is holding, and he uses overt obviative marking in an adult-like fashion. 

 

(56)   ᐦᐁᐊᕐᑎᔨᐤ 

heartiyiu 

heart-iyiu 

heart-0’ 

‘a heart’ (Billy, 4;07.27, B3.06, 19:44) 

 

By this age point, Billy has satisfied the criteria for demonstrating productivity with 

inanimate obviative singular marking. He produces obligatory contexts across two consecutive 

recording sessions, commits no errors, uses four different noun types, and has used both chimney 

and toy in contrasting word forms without obviation.  

In his next consecutive session, Billy produces another three tokens in a covert marking 

context, further demonstrating his productivity. For example, (57) testifies to his understanding 
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of covert obviation: He produces the noun with no suffix, and he correctly marks the agreeing 

demonstrative as obviative (Margaret, REH1-032, 09:40). 

 

(57)  ᒫᐅᔮᔨᐤ ᐅᑐᓐ᙮ 

Mâuyâyiu utun. 

mâu-yâyiu     u-tun 

DEM.PXL-0’    3-mouth 

‘Here is his mouth.’ (Billy, 4;08.21, B3.07, 25:35) 

 

As a final point of interest, Billy produces two contrasting word forms showing his 

understanding of covert and overt obviative marking. At age 5;10.06, Billy produces goalie stick 

in a possessor obviation construction (58). The possessee noun correctly carries no obviative 

marking, although Billy uses a non-adult-like obviative suffix with the agreeing demonstrative 

(Margaret, REH1-032, 32:59). With possessor of the goalie stick established as proximate, a few 

moments later Billy again refers to the object in (59). Here there is no possession, so overt 

marking is required, and he correctly applies the suffix -iyiu. 

 

(58)   ᐊᐙᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐅᑯᐊᓕᐁᔅᑎcᑭᒻ᙮ 

Awân mâk aniyâ ugoaliestickim. 

Target:  awân  mâk  ani-yâ      u-goalie.stick-im 

who  so   DEM.DIST-0’   3-goalie.stick-POSS 

Actual:  awân  mâk  ani-*yâh     u-goalie.stick-im 

who  so   DEM.DIST-*3’  3-goalie.stick-POSS  

‘But whose goalie stick is that?’ (Billy, 5;10.06, B3.18, 34:46) 

 

(59)   ᑯᐊᓕᐁᔅᑎcᑭᔨᐤ 

goaliestickiyiu 

goalie.stick-iyiu 

goalie.stick-0’ 

‘goalie stick?’ (Billy, 5;10.06, B3.18, 35:03) 
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9.4.3.4.4.   Possible connections to patterns in adult input 

Some facets of Billy’s production seem connected to patterns in the input. He uses seven total 

NEC types in contexts for an inanimate obviative singular token, and all of these types occur in 

the same context in the input (Table 9.36). Possessor obviation also occupies a prominent 

position in Billy’s production, and conditions most of his inanimate obviative singular nouns 

(15/22 tokens, 68.18 percent). On the other hand, Billy employs nine English noun types in this 

context, and just one of these types occur in the same context in child-directed speech: heart. 

Once again, his English types provide a window into his independent, productive usage of NEC 

inflectional morphology. 

 

9.4.3.4.5.   Summary 

Billy produces relatively few tokens in inanimate obviative singular contexts, compared to the 

adult and Daisy. Nonetheless, he demonstrates productive usage of such marking by age 4;07.27, 

which includes successfully navigating the challenges of covert and overt marking. As with 

Daisy, possessor obviation plays a central role in conditioning his inanimate obviative singular 

tokens, and his usage of English noun types in particular provides a window into his productive 

application of the principles governing covert and overt marking. 

 

9.4.4.   Conclusions: The OBV suffix 

Two Final suffix morphemes mark obviation for nouns, but each suffix occurs with a different 

animacy category and has different rules governing its usage. The input presents children with 

tokens of each suffix across a variety of noun types, where possessor obviation plays a prominent 

role in conditioning obviative marking. Child-directed speech also provides all of the necessary 

evidence to extrapolate the different distributional rules for each obviative morpheme. 

Ani demonstrates productive usage of only the animate obviative suffix, but her dearth of 

noun tokens makes it difficult to say much about her acquisition process. Both Daisy and Billy 

demonstrate productive usage of each obviative morpheme, which includes strong evidence that 

each child masters the challenges of covert and overt marking for inanimate nouns. Both children 

tend to use obviative marking with NEC noun types that have obviative tokens in the input, but 

their usage of obviative marking with English noun types testifies to their uniquely productive 

application of NEC inflectional morphology. 
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9.5.   Conclusions: The Final suffix 

This chapter has analyzed the presence of the Final suffix in child-directed speech as well as the 

acquisition of the Final suffix by Ani, Daisy, and Billy. The Final suffix presents children with a 

specific set of challenges: They must identify the suffix position within the NEC affixal template 

and its morphological members, and they must decipher interacting grammatical considerations 

that govern the appearance of each morpheme. These difficulties also present methodological 

challenges for tracing the acquisition of the Final suffix. 

The majority of the input presents children with noun tokens bearing no Final suffix, but 

child-directed speech nonetheless contains more than 100 tokens of each Final suffix morpheme. 

Although the adult uses each morpheme across a variety of noun types, she tends to employ a 

Zipfian distribution where small numbers of noun types bear many of the suffix tokens. 

Ani produces relatively few nouns with a Final suffix, but Daisy and Billy use the various 

morphemes at comparable rates. Due to her dearth of tokens, it is hard to establish Ani's 

productive usage with any Final suffix morpheme except the animate plural and animate 

obviative, and it is difficult to draw connections between her acquisition of the Final suffix and 

patterns in the input. Daisy demonstrates productive usage of each Final suffix morpheme, and 

Billy evinces productivity for all morphemes except for the inanimate plural—but this may be a 

consequence of the peculiarities of his speech as well as the characteristics of data sampling for 

the present study. 

Overall, the speech of Daisy and Billy seem to resemble and depart from patterns in the input 

in similar ways. In general, both children tend to produce Final suffix morphemes with NEC 

noun types that also occur with such morphemes in the input, although they also use seemingly 

novel noun types to various extents. Their usage of the Final suffix with English noun types, 

though, seems more creative and independent from what they encounter in child-directed speech. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusions 
 

The present study has described the acquisition of nominal inflection in Northern East Cree 

(NEC), with a primary focus on noun inflection in expressions of possession. Using a corpus of 

naturalistic video data, this dissertation has detailed the presence of inflectional elements in 

child-directed speech as well as the emergence of such elements in the speech of three different 

children: Ani (age 2;01.12–4;03.07), Daisy (3;08.10–5;10.02), and Billy (4;05.04–5;10.06).  

This examination began with a survey of the landscape of the data (Chapter 5), followed by 

an analysis of the inflectional morphology involved with each position within the affixal 

template for NEC nouns: the prefix marking person of a possessor (Chapter 6), the possessive 

suffix -im (Chapter 7), the suffixes marking obviative and plural possessors (Chapter 8), and the 

various morphemes encoding interacting considerations of animacy, number, and obviation—

along with a locative suffix (Chapter 9). 

This chapter brings this journey to its conclusion by answering the three research questions 

(RQs) originally posed in Chapter 4 (§10.1.–§10.3.). This is followed by brief consideration of 

some of the scientific implications of the present study (§10.4.), implications for community 

language efforts (§10.5.), and directions for future research (§10.6.). 

 

10.1.     Answers for RQ1 

 

RQ1 Which aspects of possessive inflection are present in adult input to children within the 

CCLAS corpus? 

 

Child-directed speech contains almost 400 distinct noun types across more than 2,000 tokens, 

and children encounter a noun in approximately one out of ten utterances in the input. Although 

English-only nouns are indeed present in the input, child-directed speech largely contains NEC-

only nouns. This includes a diverse scope of NEC noun types that have tokens bearing NEC 

inflectional morphology, and a small number of English noun types take NEC marking as well. 

Hundreds of constructions involve nouns with NEC possessive inflection, which involve the 

richest range of inflectional possibilities. For each position within the affixal template, the input 
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presents children with various qualities of evidence to identify each inflectional slot and the 

morphemes associated with that templatic position. 

Person prefix morphemes appear with nearly 700 noun tokens, although the characteristics of 

adult-child interactions mean that most tokens mark either second- or third-person possessors. 

The prefix morphemes occur with a Zipfian distribution in the input, where a relative handful of 

noun types do the bulk of the work illustrating to children the presence and function of the 

person prefix morphemes, as well as exemplifying the distinction between (in)alienably 

possessed nouns. 

Child-directed speech also provides children with the necessary evidence to acquire the 

possessive suffix -im, which occurs in the Suffix 1 position within the template. The adult uses a 

range of noun types as possessees, where many types have tokens both inside and outside of 

possessive constructions. The input contains primarily possessees that do not allow -im, but the 

available evidence may enable children to identify -im as a default marker of possession 

constrained by a couple of straightforward principles hinging on semantics and 

morphophonology. 

In contrast to the prefixes indexing the person of the possessor, the morphemes that mark 

obviative possessors in the Suffix 2 position or plural possessors in the Suffix 3 position occur 

infrequently in the input. Again, most marking indexes second- or third-person possessors due to 

the characteristics of adult-child conversations, and the plural suffix -iwâu is the only such 

possessor morpheme to occur more than seven times in the input throughout the entire dataset. 

Across both suffix positions, the noun type îch ‘home’ does the bulk of the work illustrating to 

children the presence and function of these possessor suffixes. 

The Suffix 4 position contains a complex array of morphemes, and the majority of noun 

tokens in the input bear no such Final suffix. However, child-directed speech does contain more 

than 100 tokens of each Suffix 4 morpheme, which illustrate to children the presence and 

function of each Final suffix. This holds for the locative and plural suffixes, which occur under 

relatively straightforward circumstances, as well as for the obviative suffixes, which have a 

distribution governed by more complex factors related to syntax and discourse. 

Altogether, all aspects of possessive inflection are illustrated in adult input. Child-directed 

speech presents each morpheme in the affixal template, although some categories of marking are 

much more frequent than others. The adult also employs a Zipfian distribution with many NEC 
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inflectional morphemes, where small numbers of noun types carry most affix tokens. 

Furthermore, child-directed speech generally contains contrasting word forms with and without a 

given affix, which may also facilitate acquisition. 

 

10.2.     Answers for RQ2 

 

RQ2  How is possession expressed by children before the emergence of possessive inflection? 

 

The answer to this RQ lies primarily within Ani’s sampled data, which begin at a much earlier 

age than the data for Daisy or Billy. As described by Henke (2019b) Ani’s first expressions of 

possession consist of constructions containing a demonstrative rather than a noun as the 

possessee. These constructions circumvent the NEC inflectional template for nouns, although 

demonstratives as possessees must still inflect for animacy, number, and obviation—albeit with 

just a single suffix. However, up until age 3;06.23, many of Ani’s demonstratives—which at first 

glance appear to inflect for animacy, number, and obviation—are actually unanalyzed, general 

forms. Ani’s productive usage of demonstrative inflection requires further study, but throughout 

her dataset, the majority of Ani’s possessive constructions do not contain nouns as possessees. 

Ani does not clearly begin to use any kind of possessive inflection until age 3;06.23. Up until 

this age point, her nouns lack all possessive marking in a clear pattern of global omission. 

Daisy and Billy are each quite a bit older than Ani when their data samples begin, and so 

both older children utilize possessive inflection from their first recording sessions. Neither child 

evinces the same kind of omission pattern found with possessive marking in Ani’s recordings. 

 

10.3.     Answers for RQ3 

 

RQ3  What is the path of emergence for children for the inflectional categories involved in 

possession? 

 

Each of the three children demonstrates a different level of productive usage with various 

inflectional morphemes. Some of the differences most certainly result from the fact that the 

samples for each of the children begin and end at unique age points. Additionally, some inter-
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child differences in productivity are likely exacerbated by the small data sample, where the 

individual personalities and communication styles of each child have an outsized impact on 

variation in their production of inflectional morphology. 

For all three children, the emergence and productive usage of NEC inflectional morphology 

seems to share some connections to patterns in child-directed speech. In particular, the children 

often use a given inflectional morpheme with noun types that occur with the same morpheme in 

the input. The children also do not tend to demonstrate productive usage of morphology that is 

rare in the input, such as the prefix marking an unspecified/indefinite possessor and the suffix 

encoding an obviative possessor. However, each child also shows a deft command of NEC 

inflection with English noun types. Given the paucity of such mixed-inflection nouns in the 

input, this production testifies directly to their productive mastery of NEC inflectional 

morphology. 

 

10.3.1.    Ani 

Ani’s usage of possessive inflection does not emerge until age 3;06.23, and before this age point 

she produces only bare nouns as possessees. Ani begins to use the person prefix at this age, but 

shows productive usage of only the third-person prefix by the time her dataset ends. She does not 

produce the possessive suffix -im until age 4;00.13, but from that age point she applies the suffix 

to several different English nouns types to demonstrate productive usage by age 4;03.07. The 

data provide no evidence to show Ani has mastered marking for obviative or plural possessors. 

The vast majority of Ani’s noun tokens do not carry or necessitate an overt Final suffix 

morpheme. The data suggest that Ani uses the locative suffix before any inflectional marking for 

possession, but she does not provide enough evidence to evince productive usage of this affix. 

She begins to use the animate plural suffix at 3;06.23, with productive mastery by 4;03.07. Ani 

possibly uses the animate obviative suffix as early as 2;03.24, but she generally omits the suffix 

until 4;00.13, with productive usage shown at 4;03.07. 

In sum, Ani begins by omitting marking for nearly all inflectional categories, and by the time 

her data sample ends, she demonstrates productive usage of marking for third-person possessors, 

possession (via -im), as well as the animate plural and the animate obviative. The data do not 

provide enough evidence to show that Ani has acquired productive marking for the following 
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inflectional categories: the locative; first-person, second-person, and unspecified/indefinite 

possessors; obviative or plural possessors; and plural or obviative for inanimates. 

 

10.3.2.    Daisy 

From her first recording session at age 3;08.10, Daisy employs prefixes encoding the person of a 

possessor, and she demonstrates productive usage of all person prefix morphemes except for the  

unspecified/indefinite possessor marker by age 3;11.11. She also uses the possessive suffix -im 

from the beginning and shows productive usage of the morpheme by 3;09.22. Her mastery of 

marking for plural and obviative possessors is not as straightforward: Daisy has productivity 

with the inclusive suffix at 3;11.11, the non-first-person plural suffix at 4;00.00, and the 

exclusive suffix at 5;07.03—with no evidence that she has acquired the suffix marking an 

obviative possessor. Approximately half of her noun tokens do not carry or need a Final suffix 

morpheme. Nonetheless, she demonstrates productive usage of the locative suffix, both plural 

suffixes, and both obviative suffixes by age 3;11.11.  

In sum, Daisy’s data begins at an age point where she already marks several inflectional 

categories, and by age 3;11.11, she shows productive mastery of marking for nearly all 

categories of person, possession (via -im), the locative, as well as plural and obviative for both 

animates and inanimates. Marking for plural possessors and navigating clusivity takes more time 

and is all in place by 5;07.03, but she does not demonstrate productivity with marking obviative 

possessors. 

 

10.3.3.    Billy 

Like Daisy, Billy employs prefixes marking the person of a possessor from his first recording 

session. However, he only demonstrates productive usage of the first- and third-person prefixes 

by age 4;08.21, with no evidence that he has masters the second-person or unspecified/indefinite 

possessor prefix. He uses the possessive suffix -im from his first recording session at 4;05.04 and 

demonstrates productive usage by 4;08.21. Billy shows productive knowledge of only two of the 

four suffixes marking obviative and plural possessors—the exclusive suffix at 5;00.13 and the 

non-first-person plural suffix at 5;02.12. A little more than half of his noun tokens require Billy 

to navigate the proper application of a Final suffix morpheme. He evinces productive usage of 

the locative suffix at 4;08.21, the inanimate obviative by 4;07.27, the animate obviative at 
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5;00.13, and the animate plural suffix by 5;02.12. Billy does not show productive mastery of the 

inanimate plural suffix, but he satisfies nearly all of the criteria for productivity with the suffix. 

In sum, Billy’s data sample also begins when his acquisition of NEC inflectional morphology 

is well under way. By the time his dataset ends, he demonstrates productive marking for the 

inflectional categories of first- and third-person for possessors; possession (via -im); locative; 

and obviation for both animates and inanimates. Billy only shows productivity for marking plural 

animates but likely has acquired inanimate plural marking as well. Like Daisy, he does not show 

the same strength with marking plural or obviative possessors. Somewhat surprisingly, Billy also 

does not show productivity with marking second-person possessors, but this may be due to the 

characteristics of his interactions with the adult in the recordings. 

 

10.4.     Some implications for L1 acquisition research 

As §3.3 addresses, the present study does not directly engage, advocate, or challenge a particular 

theory—whether nativist/generativist or emergentist/functionalist. Part of this abstention is due 

to the limitations imposed by the small sample of naturalistic data, and part is due to the fact that 

this study breaks new ground. Instead the aim here has been to provide the kinds of information 

that could be useful for approaching the data from a variety of theoretical vantage points. This 

study has included rich descriptions of the data within the CCLAS corpus, both in terms of 

quantitative information such as frequency counts of word forms and morphemes as well as in 

qualitative discussions of patterns in the data. My hope is that these descriptions can lay the 

groundwork for future study by others. This could include, for example, comparing the 

characteristics of child-directed speech recounted in the present study with Jones’ anecdotal 

accounts from the 1980s (1988, 1986). As another example, one could run statistical tests on the 

data in the present study to determine the association between the frequency of word forms in the 

input and their occurrence in child speech. Even with the relatively atheoretical approach of this 

dissertation, the findings here can inform the scientific understanding of how children acquire the 

grammatical expression of possession. 

As with children acquiring any language, possession is an important and frequent point of 

conversation for the three children represented in the CCLAS corpus. Ani, Daisy, and Billy each 

commonly refer to objects that belong to them as well as objects that belong to their family 

members, friends, and characters from stories and television programs. 
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As slightly older children, Daisy and Billy use many of the inflectional components of 

possession from their first recording sessions. Ani’s earliest productions, however, resemble 

those from children acquiring polysynthetic and non-polysynthetic languages: She generally 

omits marking for possession, which includes person prefix morphemes and the possessive suffix 

-im. She does not start using possessive marking until age 3;06.23, which in particular seems to 

resemble patterns observed for at least one child acquiring Yucatec Maya (Pfeiler, 2009, pp. 

100–102). 

Each of the three children evince different degrees of command with the four person prefix 

morphemes, which are the only inflectional pieces required for nearly every possessee noun—

but each child does eventually demonstrate productivity with the possessive suffix -im. In fact, 

there seems to be a split between marking properties of the possessee and possessor for all three 

children: They all master the possessive suffix, which encodes a property of the possessee, but 

they show less facility with marking person, plurality, and obviation for the possessor. All three 

children also show that they recognize the difference between NEC and English nouns, as for 

example, they apply the possessive suffix -im differently to nouns from each source language. 

These findings also shed some light on new areas in the L1 acquisition of polysynthetic 

languages. Each of the children shows mastery of marking plural for animate nouns, but despite 

the frequency of inanimate plurals in the input, only Daisy clearly satisfies the criteria for 

productive usage of the inanimate plural suffix. Future research is needed to investigate these 

differences in acquiring plural marking across animacy categories. 

To my knowledge, this is the first published study examining the acquisition of obviative 

marking for nouns in any Algonquian language. Even though obviation entails complex 

considerations of both (morpho)syntax and discourse, each of the children demonstrates mastery 

of obviative marking for animate nouns, and both Daisy and Billy deftly navigate the 

complexities of marking inanimate nouns. 

The present study also enhances our understanding of the properties of the input in a 

polysynthetic language. For example, child-directed speech in NEC seems to provide children 

with the necessary evidence to identify the affixal template, its morphological components, and 

even complex principles governing the distribution of marking for possession and obviation. 

Adult input may help facilitate the acquisition of inflectional morphology via Zipfian 

distributions of morphemes and through contrasting word forms. However, the present study 
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raises only the possibility of this connection, which requires much more dedicated study and 

statistical testing. 

 

10.5.     Some implications for Cree language communities 

The findings from the present study also can inform language-focused efforts in communities 

such as the Cree Nation of Chisasibi. 

First, these findings can aid in the creation of NEC-specific methods and tools for speech-

language assessment and intervention. Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) in Chisasibi, for 

example, have voiced to the CCLAS project the need for resources that are linguistically and 

culturally appropriate and that can help them quickly and easily screen children. This includes 

milestones/norms for the typical development of NEC; word-, non-word, and sentence-repetition 

tools; lists of common words and phrases used in adult-child interactions; and metrics for 

measuring language development over time (e.g., mean length of utterance). SLPs also have 

expressed the needs for detailed information about the linguistic environment for children and 

the input they receive. Additionally, because SLPs in communities like Chisasibi are often not 

speakers of Cree, they can benefit from materials providing grammatical descriptions of NEC. 

The findings from the present study also may be able to benefit language revitalization 

programs. As fewer and fewer children in communities like Chisasibi acquire NEC as their 

mother tongue, attention is turning toward programs designed to help create new generations of 

speakers. The Cree Language Act of Eeyou Istchee, for example, calls explicitly for measures 

supporting “Cree language learning and cultural activities, including language mentorship, 

language nest and immersion programs … ” (Grand Council of the Crees, 2019d, p. 6). 

The present study provides new details on how adults speak to children acquiring NEC, 

which includes detailed information about the quality of input that children receive—not only 

word types but inflectional forms as well. This can provide information for use by language 

teachers and parents who may or may not themselves be fluent speakers of NEC. This 

information could include common words or phrases from child-directed speech to use with 

children. For example, phrases such Awân û ‘Who is this?’ and Châkwân û ‘What is that?’ 

appear hundreds of times in child-directed speech within the CCLAS corpus and can help 

children infer patterns related to animacy, deixis, and syntax. Helpful information for teachers 

and parents could also include identifying the English nouns used by the children represented in 
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the CCLAS corpus. This may help pinpoint particular lexical items where children are likely to 

switch to English, so adults can reinforce NEC input as necessary. Furthermore, the findings here 

may also help teachers and parents know what to expect over the course of a child’s acquisition 

of NEC within a language immersion program. This could also include assessing the path of a 

given child’s development and identifying areas where the child may need additional support or 

input.  

As a final example, the findings from this dissertation could help inform language pedagogy 

and provide language learners with tools and strategies to master morphology that differs quite a 

bit from English. For example, the three straightforward principles governing the distribution of 

the possessive suffix -im (Chapter 7) could give learners an easy set of tools to begin to crack the 

complex code of morphology. Additionally, the prominent role of possessor obviation within this 

study may indicate that focusing on third-person possessors could help learners tap into the 

intricacies of obviative inflection. 

 

10.5.1.    Dissemination 

Of course, the present study can only inform community language efforts if the information here 

is shared effectively and appropriately, and part of the support for this study from the Cree 

Nation of Chisasibi includes the expectation of “reporting research results to the Nation” (see the 

Appendix). In addition to pursuing future directions for research (§10.6), the next steps for this 

project involve reporting the results to the community. 

 This reporting will first involve consultation with community leadership. I will ask the Chief 

and Council of the Cree Nation of Chisasibi how they would like to receive reports from research 

results. The Cree School Board has long provided pivotal support for the CCLAS project as well 

as for the current study, and so I will consultant with people there about sharing information too. 

Reports of research results could include, for example, in-person presentations in Chisasibi, a 

whitepaper summarizing findings, informational pamphlets, and more—whatever people would 

find most valuable for supporting NEC-language efforts for children, families, educators, and 

learners throughout the community. Conversations will also involve SLPs within Chisasibi, so 

we can coordinate turning research results into methods and resources that help them more 

effectively serve the community. 
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10.6.    Future directions 

This dissertation breaks new ground by looking at the acquisition of nominal elements within a 

polysynthetic language, and this is the first study to consider all three children represented in the 

CCLAS corpus—but much work remains to be done to explicate how children acquire nominals 

and their inflectional components in NEC. 

For example, additional investigation of the acquisition of nominal morphology can include 

the recording sessions within the CCLAS corpus that are not sampled for the present study. 22 

video recordings remain to be explored for Ani, 18 for Daisy, and eight for Billy. 

 The present study has also touched only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to 

demonstratives. As Chapter 5 shows, demonstratives play a crucial role in the landscape of 

nominal production for the adult as well as for all three children represented in the CCLAS 

corpus. Child-directed speech contains more than 2000 demonstrative tokens, and each child 

produces hundreds as well. These demonstratives not only signify referents but they also encode 

grammatical information such as animacy, number, and obviation. Future research can examine 

how the children acquire the rich NEC demonstrative system and see what this entails for their 

acquisition of inflectional categories. 

In a similar vein, pronouns present another fruitful area of study. Personal pronouns inflect 

for number and clusivity, and interrogative pronouns inflect for animacy, number, and obviation.  

These word types can provide additional perspective on the acquisition of inflectional categories. 

Outside of the CCLAS corpus, additional data would expand our understanding of the 

acquisition of nominal inflection as well. This could include collecting new naturalistic data from 

children at earlier age points, particularly from age 2;00 to 4;00, which seem to represent a 

crucial period in the development of NEC morphosyntax. Furthermore, new naturalistic data 

would also provide insight regarding potential language change/shift since the original CCLAS 

data collection period more than 15 years ago. 

The present study relies upon naturalistic data, which represents merely one important 

paradigm in L1 acquisition research (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011, pp. 7–11), and other paradigms 

would enrich the picture of the how children acquire NEC. Experimental methods in particular 

would allow more precise targeting of selected aspects of NEC nominal inflection, both in 

comprehension and production. For example, elicited production tests would be useful for 

examining multiple components of the inflectional template for nouns, especially because the 
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children represented in the CCLAS corpus make few errors of overgeneralization. This could 

include asking children to produce novel possessive forms in order to determine their 

understanding of the principles for the distribution of the possessive suffix -im. Additionally, 

elicited production could also show how children navigate considerations of animacy and 

obviation in producing plural forms of nouns. As a final example, production tests that capture 

precise acoustical data would be quite valuable for circumventing the difficulties of detecting 

child production of obviative forms within the CCLAS corpus (§9.4.1.). 

This dissertation has laid the foundation, and whether through the rich resources of the 

CCLAS corpus or through new data, we still have much to learn about how children acquire 

nominals and their inflectional components in NEC—and how to use this knowledge to help 

Cree communities strengthen the vitality of NEC and ensure that children continue to speak their 

traditional tongue for generations to come. 
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Appendix A 
Table 4.6: Possible values for Possessive construction type: NEC-only constructions 
Value  Definition 
c1  N only 
c2  DEM + noun 
c3  PSR + N 
c4  PSR only 
c5  PSR + DEM 
c6  PSR + DEM + N 
c7  PSR + DEM + name 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>. DEM = demonstrative. N = noun. NEC = Northern East Cree. PSR = possessor. 
Values are arbitrarily labeled and ordered, and in most cases were created as new types of 
constructions were seen in the corpus. 

 

Table 4.7: Possible values for Possessive construction type: ENG-only constructions 
Value  Definition 
e1  POSS.PRO only 
e2  POSS.PRO + N/name 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>. ENG = English. N = noun. POSS.PRO = possessive pronoun. Values are arbitrarily 
labeled and ordered, and in most cases were created as new types of constructions were seen in 
the corpus. 
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Table 4.8: Values for Possessive construction type: Mixed-language constructions 
Value  Definition 
m2  ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL 
m4  ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL & ENG.INFL 
m5  ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL & ENG.INFL 
m6  NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL 
m7  NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL 
m8  NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL 
m10  PSR + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL 
m11  NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/o INFL 
m12  NEC.PSR + ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/o INFL 
m13  NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/ ENG.INFL 
m14  NEC.PSR + ENG.N w/o INFL 
m15  NEC.PSR + NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/o INFL 
m16  ENG.POSS.PRO + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL 
m17  NEC.DEM + ENG.N w/ NEC.INFL + NEC.N w/ NEC.INFL 
Notes. Individual nominals co-occurring in a possessive construction are separated by a plus 
sign <+>.  The symbol <w/> means “with”, and <w/o> means “without”. DEM = 
demonstrative. The symbol <&> means “and” to signify co-occurring elements within a 
nominal. ENG = English. INFL = inflection. N = noun. NEC = Northern East Cree. PSR = 
possessor. The values are arbitrarily labeled and ordered, and in most cases were created as 
new types of constructions were seen in the corpus 

 

Table 4.9: Possible values for Nominal category 
Value  Definition 
1  NEC common noun 
2  NEC demonstrative 
3  NEC pronoun 
4  Proper noun or name 
5  ENG common noun 
6  ENG demonstrative 
7  ENG pronoun 
8  Mixed-language nominal that contains both NEC and ENG elements 
Notes. ENG = English. NEC = Northern East Cree. 
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Table 4.10: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 1: NEC common noun 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Noun 
stem 

na animate n/a 
nad animate dependent n/a 
ni inanimate n/a 
nid inanimate dependent  n/a 
nap animate particle n/a 
nip inanimate particle n/a 

Final 
suffix 

3 animate proximate singular -∅ 
3p animate proximate plural -(i)ch 
3’ animate obviative -h 
0 inanimate proximate singular -∅ 
0p inanimate proximate plural -h 
0’ inanimate obviative singular -(i)yiu, -∅ 
0’p inanimate obviative plural -h 
loc locative -(i)hch 

Person 
prefix 

p1 first-person prefix n-, ni-, nit-, ∅- ( _ /n/)  
p2 second-person prefix ch-, chi-, chit- 
p3 third-person prefix u-, ut-, ∅- ( _ /ʊ/), w- ( _ /i:/) 
pu unspecified-person prefix mi-, mit- 

-im 
suffix 

im suffix required + present -(i)m 
nim suffix not required + not present n/a 

Possessor 
suffix 

ppn suffix not required + not present n/a 
pp’ obviative possessor suffix -(i)yiu 
ppexcl first-person plural exclusive -(i)nân, -ân (/n/ _ ) 
ppincl first-person plural inclusive -(i)niu, -iu (/n/ _ ) 
pp second- or third-person plural -(i)wâu 

Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Each nominal is coded with only one possible 
value per variable. Errors of omission are coded by prefixing <o-> before the value. Errors of 
commission are coded by prefixing <c-> before the value. The column Form(s) of value 
displays the possible surface form(s) of an affix, in NEC roman orthography. This table adapts 
Collette (2014); Junker & MacKenzie (2003); Junker et al. (2012); and Junker et al. (2013b). 
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Table 4.11: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 2: NEC demonstrative 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Function 
pr pronominal n/a 
eq equational n/a 
ad adnominal n/a 

Suffix 

dns suffix not required + not present n/a 
d3p animate proximate plural -(i)chî 
d3’ animate obviative -(i)yâh, -(i)yâyiuh 
dp0 inanimate proximate plural -(i)hî 
d0’ inanimate obviative singular -(i)yâ, -(i)yâyiu 
d0’p inanimate obviative plural -(i)yâh, -(i)yâyiuh 

Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Each nominal is coded with only one possible 
value per variable. Errors of omission are coded by prefixing <o-> before the value. Errors of 
commission are coded by prefixing <c-> before the value. The column Form(s) of value 
displays the possible surface form(s) of an affix, in NEC roman orthography. This table adapts 
Collette (2014); Junker & MacKenzie (2003); Junker et al. (2012); and Junker et al. (2013b). 

 

Table 4.12: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 3: NEC pronoun 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Person 

pro1 first-person nîyi 
pro2 second-person chîyi 
pro3 third-person proximate wîyi 
proi interrogative awân, châkwân 

Suffix 

prons suffix not required + not present n/a 
propl second- or third-person plural -wâu 
proexcl first-person plural exclusive -ân 
proincl first-person plural inclusive -âniu 
pro3p animate proximate plural -ichî 
pro3’ animate obviative -yiuh 
pro0p inanimate proximate plural -ihî 
pro0’ inanimate obviative singular -yiu 
pro0’p inanimate obviative plural -yiuh 
loc locative -(i)hch 

Notes. w/ = with. NEC = Northern East Cree. Each nominal is coded with only one possible 
value per variable. Errors of omission are coded by prefixing <o-> before the value. Errors of 
commission are coded by prefixing <c-> before the value. The column Form(s) of value 
displays the possible surface form(s) of a stem or affix, in NEC roman orthography. This table 
adapts Collette (2014); Junker & MacKenzie (2003); Junker et al. (2012); and Junker et al. 
(2013b). 
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Table 4.13: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 4: Proper noun or name 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Language 
cre NEC proper noun or name n/a 
eng ENG proper noun or name n/a 
neu language-neutral proper noun or name n/a 

Inflection 

pno inflection not required + not present n/a 
ps ENG possessive clitic -’s -’s 
3p NEC animate proximate plural suffix -(i)ch 
3’ NEC animate obviative suffix -h 
loc NEC locative suffix -(i)hch 

Notes. w/ = with. ENG = English. NEC = Northern East Cree. Each nominal is coded with 
only one possible value per variable. Errors of omission are coded by prefixing <o-> before 
the value. Errors of commission are coded by prefixing <c-> before the value. The column 
Form(s) of value displays the possible surface form(s) of a clitic or affix, in English or NEC 
roman orthography. This table adapts Collette (2014); Junker & MacKenzie (2003); Junker et 
al. (2012); and Junker et al. (2013b). 

 

Table 4.14: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 5: ENG common noun 
Variables associated with Nominal category 5: ENG common noun 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 
Noun stem eng ENG noun stem n/a 

Plural suffix plno plural suffix not required + not 
present n/a 

pl plural suffix required + present -s, -es 

Possessive -’s 
sno possessive clitic -’s not required + 

not present n/a 

syes possessive clitic -’s required + 
present -’s 

Notes. w/ = with. ENG = English. Each nominal is coded with only one possible value per 
variable. Errors of omission are coded by prefixing <o-> before the value. Errors of 
commission are coded by prefixing <c-> before the value. The column Form(s) of value 
displays the possible surface form(s) of a clitic or affix, in English orthography. 

 

Table 4.15: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 6: ENG demonstrative 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Function 
pr pronominal n/a 
eq equational n/a 
ad adnominal n/a 

Notes. w/ = with. ENG = English. Each nominal is coded with only one possible value per 
variable. 
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Table 4.16: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 7: ENG pronoun 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Case 
nom nominative various 
acc accusative various 
poss possessive various 

Person 

pro1 first-person various 
pro2 second-person various 
pro3 third-person various 
proi interrogative who, whose, what 

Number prosg singular pronoun various 
propl plural pronoun various 

Gender 

prom masculine pronoun various 
prof feminine pronoun various 
pron neuter pronoun it, its 
prog no gender I, you, they, their 

Notes. w/ = with. ENG = English. Each nominal is coded with only one possible value per 
variable. The column Form(s) of value displays the possible surface form(s) of a stem, in 
English orthography, where various indicates there are too many forms to list conveniently. 
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Table 4.17: Variables associated w/ Nominal category 8: Mixed-language nominal 
Variable Possible value Description of value Form(s) of value 

Noun stem 

na NEC animate n/a 
nad NEC animate dependent n/a 
ni NEC inanimate n/a 
nid NEC inanimate dependent  n/a 
nap NEC animate particle n/a 
nip NEC inanimate particle n/a 
eng ENG n/a 

NEC final suffix 

3 animate proximate singular -∅ 
3p animate proximate plural -(i)ch 
3’ animate obviative -h 
0 inanimate proximate singular -∅ 
0p inanimate proximate plural -h 
0’ inanimate obviative singular -(i)yiu, -∅ 
0’p inanimate obviative plural -h 
loc locative -(i)hch 

NEC person prefix 

nop no prefix present n/a 
p1 first-person prefix n-, ni-, nit-, ∅- 
p2 second-person prefix ch-, chi-, chit- 
p3 third-person prefix u-, ut-, ∅-, w- 
pu unspecified-person prefix mi- 

NEC -im suffix yesim suffix present -(i)m 
noim suffix not present n/a 

NEC possessor suffix 

ppn suffix not present n/a 
pp’ obviative possessor suffix -(i)yiu 
ppexcl first-person plural exclusive -(i)nân, -ân 
ppincl first-person plural inclusive -(i)niu, -iu 
pp second- or third-person plural -(i)wâu 

ENG plural suffix plno plural suffix not present n/a 
pl plural suffix present -s, -es 

ENG possessive -’s sno possessive clitic -’s not present n/a 
syes possessive clitic -’s present -’s 

Notes. w/ = with. ENG = English. NEC = Northern East Cree. Each nominal is coded with 
only one possible value per variable. Errors of omission are coded by prefixing <o-> before 
the value. Errors of commission are coded by prefixing <c-> before the value. The column 
Form(s) of value displays the possible surface form(s) of an affix or clitic, in English or NEC 
roman orthography. This table adapts Collette (2014); Junker & MacKenzie (2003); Junker et 
al. (2012); and Junker et al. (2013b). 
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Table 5.61: Adult nominal token production in Ani’s subcorpus 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nominals Nominals per utterance 
A1.03 2;01.12 38:47 436 248 0.57 
A1.06 2;03.24 37:08 453 275 0.61 
A1.08 2;04.22 47:57 320 290 0.91 
A1.09 2;05.14 35:13 557 217 0.39 
A1.12 2;07.06 37:03 503 250 0.50 
A1.15 2;08.23 51:10 663 257 0.39 
A1.17 2;09.28 48:40 488 205 0.42 
A1.20 2;11.16 36:30 334 198 0.59 
A1.21 3;00.02 41:50 569 267 0.47 
A1.24 3;02.05 38:16 589 235 0.40 
A1.26 3;04.09 40:10 482 240 0.50 
A1.30 3;06.23 31:52 280 166 0.59 
A1.33 3;08.24 30:16 339 144 0.42 
A1.35 4;00.13 36:45 323 143 0.44 
A1.37 4;03.07 50:21 422 174 0.41 
Totals   6,758 3,309 0.49 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length =  
the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.62: Adult nominal token production in Daisy’s subcorpus 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nominals Nominals per utterance 
B1.01 3;08.10 35:42 533 302 0.57 
B1.02 3;09.01 14:00 203 110 0.54 
B1.03 3;09.22 37:13 527 246 0.47 
B1.04 3;11.11 58:29 699 192 0.27 
B1.05 4;00.00 37:36 499 249 0.50 
B1.08 4;02.06 50:25 624 292 0.47 
B1.11 4;04.04 40:03 462 202 0.44 
B1.14 4;06.02 41:58 433 194 0.45 
B1.17 4;07.28 43:27 493 179 0.36 
B1.20 4;10.03 43:24 542 211 0.39 
B1.24 5;00.20 34:30 260 99 0.38 
B1.27 5;04.12 33:29 328 186 0.57 
B1.30 5;07.03 32:27 275 81 0.29 
B1.31 5;10.02 36:46 252 101 0.40 
Totals   6,130 2,644 0.43 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 
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Table 5.63: Adult nominal token production in Billy’s subcorpus 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nominals Nominals per utterance 
B3.02 4;05.04 40:24 478 213 0.45 
B3.04 4;06.08 42:25 515 341 0.66 
B3.06 4;07.27 43:53 544 318 0.58 
B3.07 4;08.21 33:55 252 214 0.85 
B3.09 4;10.08 36:28 535 212 0.40 
B3.11 5;00.13 33:05 345 190 0.55 
B3.13 5;02.12 24:24 268 99 0.37 
B3.14 5;03.22 28:44 289 149 0.52 
B3.15 5;05.00 41:09 379 218 0.58 
B3.17 5;06.27 36:15 261 135 0.52 
B3.18 5;10.06 44:42 427 185 0.43 
Totals   4,293 2,274 0.53 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.64: Adult noun token production in Ani’s subcorpus 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nouns Nouns per utterance 
A1.03 2;01.12 38:47 436 73 0.17 
A1.06 2;03.24 37:08 453 73 0.16 
A1.08 2;04.22 47:57 320 56 0.18 
A1.09 2;05.14 35:13 557 71 0.13 
A1.12 2;07.06 37:03 503 56 0.11 
A1.15 2;08.23 51:10 663 53 0.08 
A1.17 2;09.28 48:40 488 44 0.09 
A1.20 2;11.16 36:30 334 113 0.34 
A1.21 3;00.02 41:50 569 52 0.09 
A1.24 3;02.05 38:16 589 47 0.08 
A1.26 3;04.09 40:10 482 55 0.11 
A1.30 3;06.23 31:52 280 47 0.17 
A1.33 3;08.24 30:16 339 50 0.15 
A1.35 4;00.13 36:45 323 20 0.06 
A1.37 4;03.07 50:21 422 37 0.09 
Totals   6,758 847 0.13 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length =  
the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 
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Table 5.65: Adult noun token production in Daisy’s subcorpus 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nouns Nouns per utterance 
B1.01 3;08.10 35:42 533 46 0.09 
B1.02 3;09.01 14:00 203 19 0.09 
B1.03 3;09.22 37:13 527 96 0.18 
B1.04 3;11.11 58:29 699 41 0.06 
B1.05 4;00.00 37:36 499 69 0.14 
B1.08 4;02.06 50:25 624 69 0.11 
B1.11 4;04.04 40:03 462 55 0.12 
B1.14 4;06.02 41:58 433 50 0.12 
B1.17 4;07.28 43:27 493 27 0.05 
B1.20 4;10.03 43:24 542 51 0.09 
B1.24 5;00.20 34:30 260 22 0.08 
B1.27 5;04.12 33:29 328 49 0.15 
B1.30 5;07.03 32:27 275 19 0.07 
B1.31 5;10.02 36:46 252 21 0.08 
Totals   6,130 634 0.10 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.66: Adult noun token production in Billy’s subcorpus 
Session Child age Session length Utterances Nouns Nouns per utterance 
B3.02 4;05.04 40:24 478 82 0.17 
B3.04 4;06.08 42:25 515 61 0.12 
B3.06 4;07.27 43:53 544 105 0.19 
B3.07 4;08.21 33:55 252 59 0.23 
B3.09 4;10.08 36:28 535 45 0.08 
B3.11 5;00.13 33:05 345 53 0.15 
B3.13 5;02.12 24:24 268 46 0.17 
B3.14 5;03.22 28:44 289 47 0.16 
B3.15 5;05.00 41:09 379 69 0.18 
B3.17 5;06.27 36:15 261 30 0.11 
B3.18 5;10.06 44:42 427 59 0.14 
Totals   4,293 656 0.15 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 
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Table 5.67: Adult POSS constructions in Ani’s subcorpus 

Session Child age Utterances Utterances containing 
a POSS construction 

Proportion of utterances w/ 
a POSS construction 

A1.03 2;01.12 436 24 0.06 
A1.06 2;03.24 453 19 0.04 
A1.08 2;04.22 320 37 0.12 
A1.09 2;05.14 557 52 0.09 
A1.12 2;07.06 503 24 0.05 
A1.15 2;08.23 663 22 0.03 
A1.17 2;09.28 488 23 0.05 
A1.20 2;11.16 334 1 < 0.01 
A1.21 3;00.02 569 33 0.06 
A1.24 3;02.05 589 26 0.04 
A1.26 3;04.09 482 11 0.02 
A1.30 3;06.23 280 20 0.07 
A1.33 3;08.24 339 9 0.03 
A1.35 4;00.13 323 8 0.02 
A1.37 4;03.07 422 7 0.02 
Totals  6,758 316 0.05 
Notes. POSS = possessive. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS 
corpus. Child age = the age of the child for the recording session, using the format 
years;months.days. Session length =  the run time of the video recording, using the format 
minutes:seconds. 
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Table 5.68: Adult POSS constructions in Daisy’s subcorpus 

Session Child age Utterances Utterances containing  
a POSS construction 

Proportion of utterances w/ 
a POSS construction 

B1.01 3;08.10 533 12 0.02 
B1.02 3;09.01 203 12 0.06 
B1.03 3;09.22 527 23 0.04 
B1.04 3;11.11 699 28 0.04 
B1.05 4;00.00 499 15 0.03 
B1.08 4;02.06 624 19 0.03 
B1.11 4;04.04 462 15 0.03 
B1.14 4;06.02 433 24 0.06 
B1.17 4;07.28 493 12 0.02 
B1.20 4;10.03 542 26 0.05 
B1.24 5;00.20 260 8 0.03 
B1.27 5;04.12 328 12 0.04 
B1.30 5;07.03 275 5 0.02 
B1.31 5;10.02 252 7 0.03 
Totals  6,130 218 0.04 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 

 

Table 5.69: Adult POSS constructions in Billy’s subcorpus 

Session Child age Utterances Utterances containing  
a POSS construction 

Proportion of utterances w/ 
a POSS construction 

B3.02 4;05.04 478 23 0.05 
B3.04 4;06.08 515 24 0.05 
B3.06 4;07.27 544 32 0.06 
B3.07 4;08.21 252 31 0.12 
B3.09 4;10.08 535 12 0.02 
B3.11 5;00.13 345 27 0.08 
B3.13 5;02.12 268 12 0.04 
B3.14 5;03.22 289 22 0.08 
B3.15 5;05.00 379 27 0.07 
B3.17 5;06.27 261 11 0.04 
B3.18 5;10.06 427 36 0.08 
Totals  4,293 257 0.06 
Notes. Session = the name of the recording session within the CCLAS corpus. Child age = the 
age of the child for the recording session, using the format years;months.days. Session length 
=  the run time of the video recording, using the format minutes:seconds. 
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Table 6.25: All NEC alienable nouns occurring w/ and w/o a prefix, in adult production 
Type Gloss Tokens w/ person prefix Tokens w/o person prefix Total 
pîpî baby 24 42 66 
misinihîkin book 11 38 49 
tâhtipiwin chair 22 25 47 
mâtiwâkin toy, game 13 29 42 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle 8 25 33 
akuhp coat 31 1 32 
piyichîs pants 22 2 24 
achimushish puppy 1 21 22 
nimâs fish 1 21 22 
minihkwâkin cup 5 16 21 
mischisin shoe 20 1 21 
pichiwiyân shirt 19 1 20 
awâshishihkânish doll 5 13 18 
chiskutimâchâsiu teacher 15 3 18 
wâskâhîkin house 1 16 17 
tûhwân ball 1 14 15 
ishkwâshish girl 1 12 13 
mîchim food 9 4 13 
ashtutin hat 8 4 12 
mâmâpisun swing 4 8 12 
îyiyihkânish figurine 1 10 11 
âmihkwân spoon 1 9 10 
pîywâshikin sock 5 5 10 
âihkunâu cake 2 7 9 
atim dog 3 6 9 
chîmân boat 4 5 9 
pîsimuhkân clock 1 8 9 
wîhkwâyâ sock 3 5 8 
nipâwin bed 5 1 6 
tî tea 1 5 6 
wâshtânimâkin light, candle 1 5 6 
misinâpiskihîkin camera 1 4 5 
sisis scissors 1 4 5 
chûchû bottle 2 2 4 
kwâhpî coffee 1 3 4 
ût canoe 2 2 4 
wâpinichâwin garbage 1 3 4 
âpihîkin key 1 1 2 
nituhkuyin medicine 1 1 2 
Total  258 382 640 
Notes. w/ = with. w/o = without. 
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Table 7.44: NEC nouns as possessees outside of the top 25, in adult production 
   Total tokens per type 
Type Gloss Category + -im − -im 
ashtutin hat ni 0 8 
îwit bag nid 0 8 
utâpânâskw car, vehicle na 0 8 
tun mouth nid 0 6 
awâshishihkânish doll na 5 0 
châkwân thing ni 5 0 
minihkwâkin cup ni 0 5 
nipâwin bed ni 0 5 
pîywâshikin sock ni 0 5 
âshtimihkw face nid 0 4 
chîmân boat ni 0 4 
ischis mitten na 0 4 
îshtâu cousin nad 0 4 
kânichî sweater ni 4 0 
mâmâpisun swing ni 0 4 
sis uncle nad 0 4 
skât leg nid 0 4 
stâs older brother nad 0 4 
atim dog na 0 3 
skut nose nid 0 3 
tâpishâhun earring na 0 3 
wîhkwâyâ sock ni 3 0 
Var. (2) n/a n/a 2 0 
Var. (10) n/a n/a 0 2 
Var. (9) n/a n/a 1 0 
Var. (15) n/a n/a 0 1 
Notes. NEC = Northern East Cree. na = animate noun. ni = inanimate noun. d = “dependent”, a 
term for inalienable possession in Algonquian literature. Var. = Multiple noun types occur 
with the same number of tokens, with the number of types is indicated in parentheses. n/a = 
not applicable. 
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Appendix B 
 

The following three pages contain the support letter (Subject: Dissertation Research Project) and 

Band Council Resolution from the Cree Nation of Chisasibi (No. 2019-109: “Support for Ryan 

Henke’s Research Project”) that support this dissertation. 
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Appendix C 
 

The following two pages contain a letter from Dr. Julie Brittain, dated November 2018, which 

was written in support of my successful application for the National Science Foundation 

Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant (DDRIG) from the Documenting 

Endangered Language Program (DEL). (Award number: 1912062.) This letter confirms that I 

have access to the CCLAS corpus. 

  



1 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

To: Dr. Andrea Berez-Kroeker, Department of Linguistics, University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, 1890 East-
West Road, Moore Hall 569, Honolulu, HI 96822 

From: Dr. Julie Brittain, Department of Linguistics, Memorial University, St John’s, NL A1B 3X9 

Re: Letter of support regarding Ryan E. Henke’s application to the Documenting Endangered 
Language Program for a Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant. 

November 6, 2018 

I’m very pleased to provide this letter of support for Ryan Henke’s application for a Doctoral Dissertation 
Research Improvement Grant (DDRIG). The requested funding would support the continuation of Ryan’s 
doctoral work on Northern East Cree, which takes as its focus data collected by the Chisasibi Child 
Language Acquisition Study (CCLAS, www.mun.ca/cclas). I am the project director for CCLAS, and have 
been since its inception in 2004. As CCLAS director and a member of Ryan’s dissertation committee, I 
can confirm that CCLAS has granted Ryan permission to work with CCLAS data, will help connect Ryan 
with speakers in Chisasibi, and can provide additional support for his project, such as consultation and 
workspace. In 2018 we provided Ryan with office space in our department, access to our Speech 
Sciences and Language Acquisition Laboratory, and to the MU QE2 Library. Throughout the course of his 
proposed dissertation project, we will be pleased to provide Ryan with these same facilities.  

I have worked with Ryan for several years now, most recently and substantively this past summer when 
he came to St John’s to work with myself and my colleague (and principal CCLAS team member) Yvan 
Rose. During this time Ryan was able to share with my colleagues and I the work he has been doing on 
the acquisition of possessive constructions, as well as more recent research on the demonstrative 
system. As attested by his numerous presentations to date, Ryan has made impressive inroads in a short 
period of time into these areas, contributing original and important research findings to the field. We are 
all excited to see Ryan’s work as it progresses.  

While Ryan was on campus with us, Cree language consultant [Margaret] joined us for a week. Ryan 
and [Margaret] worked together during this time to undertake fieldwork that is crucial to Ryan’s research, 
work which is, I should stress, also contributing the documentation of East Cree. Cree in general is 
under-described; more particularly, East Cree, the dialect spoken in the James Bay area of Quebec, is 
urgently in need of documentation at this point in its history when there are so few native speakers. The 
funds Ryan requests in this application would enable him to continue this excellent work with [Margaret], 
and with other language consultants in Chisasibi and elsewhere.  

The fieldwork to be supported by this funding will also enable Ryan to generate additional documentation 
within the CCLAS project. Recordings and notes from his work with linguistic consultants (e.g., to elicit 
target forms, to check the grammatical and semantic details of child utterances) will be integrated into the 
CCLAS project and archived at Kaipuleohone, the digital language archive of the University of Hawaiʻi. 
Importantly, Ryan’s work on the CCLAS corpus advances our work to prepare the CCLAS corpora for 
public release through CHILDES/PhonBank. 

The requested funding will also enable Ryan to work in-person with the CCLAS team in St. John’s. We 
regard Ryan’s research as one of our current key projects. I think it’s important for him to be able to come 
to St John’s and spend time with us; not only does this afford us the opportunity to strategize and consult 



 2 

with each other in person, but it allows Ryan to spend time with me – I am the Cree language expert in 
his doctoral supervisory team. 
 
 
Finally, since Ryan came to work with us this summer we have welcomed Dr Nicholas Welch to our 
department. Dr. Welch is the Canada Research Chair in Change, Adaptation, and Revitalization of 
Aboriginal Languages. A principal focus of his research is Cree-Innu-Naskapi and thus we really look 
forward to introducing these two linguists to each other in St John’s. Ryan has a tremendous energy and 
enthusiasm for his research, and he is a meticulous and gifted fieldworker. Research funding is in short 
supply – I am confident that whatever monies are provided to Ryan Henke will be utilized with the utmost 
care and regard for best practices in the documentation of endangered languages.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
__________________________ 
 
Julie Brittain, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Linguistics  
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